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ABSTRACT 

 

 The premise of this dissertation is that gradual abolition legislation did not abolish 

slavery in Pennsylvania. In the broadest terms, it argues that there is a history of chattel slavery 

in Pennsylvania that begins rather than ends with gradual abolition. It is the first study to 

examine the entire corpus of Pennsylvania’s surviving county slave registries, documents that 

provide demographic and genealogical data about enslavers and the enslaved. Rather than 

centering Philadelphia, it focuses on South Central Pennsylvania as the region where slavery 

endured longest and which produced the most detailed set of records. By definition, gradual 

abolition programs were both slavery regimes and emancipation schemes. They necessarily 

retained aspects of existing slavery systems, discarded others, and introduced features all their 

own. While limiting the choices of Pennsylvania enslavers in some important respects, gradual 

abolition also created new opportunities for them and their families. 

 The five chapters of this dissertation each explore a different subfield of history in order 

to integrate Pennsylvania more fully into the literature on slavery in the United States. Chapter 

One is political history. Through an analysis of legislative journals, it catalogs the Pennsylvania 

General Assembly’s attempts to moderate its gradual abolition program as well as its repeated 

failure to enact total abolition legislation. Chapter Two is institutional history. It examines 

financial account books alongside the county slave registries to reveal how enslaver capital and 

enslaved labor contributed to the financing, construction, and operation of Dickinson College. 

Chapter Three is women’s history. It centers the experiences of enslaved Black women and 
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white women enslavers in order to emphasize how hereditary term slavery more closely 

resembled lifetime slavery than indentured servitude. Chapter Four is a history of borders. It 

analyzes slave narratives and late-nineteenth-century histories to show how Pennsylvania’s 

gradual abolition laws facilitated the spread of slavery into Western New York and the Lower 

Mississippi Valley. Finally, Chapter Five is legal history. It examines county and state court 

records to explain how enslavers fashioned, and how Black Pennsylvanians resisted, the law of 

term slavery.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 On Saturday, April 13, 1811, Priscilla was emancipated from “every kind of Slavery for 

life or Otherwise” in Newville, a small borough in South Central Pennsylvania.1 After surviving 

nearly half a century as someone else’s property, Priscilla could no longer be sold to a stranger, 

hired out to a neighbor, or bequeathed to an heir. If anyone assaulted her, she could sue in the 

local courts. Any wages she earned were now hers to keep, as were any belongings she acquired. 

Priscilla could even leave Newville if she desired it. Perhaps she had loved ones she wished to 

visit further west in Franklin County, or back east in Harrisburg. Most of the region’s Black 

population lived in Carlisle, the Cumberland County seat. In the same month that Priscilla exited 

slavery, Carlisle welcomed several new entrepreneurs, including a portrait painter, tavern keeper, 

schoolmaster, and two physicians.2 There could be opportunity there. Yet perhaps the 

freedwoman wished to remain in Newville, eking out a living in a more familiar borough. It was 

up to her. She was no longer the property of Eleanor Young.3 

                                                
1 Eleoner Young, 1812.252, Cumberland County Slave Returns. The following paragraphs attempt to construct 

Priscilla’s world. For examples of this approach, see James H. Sweet, Domingos Álvares, African Healing, and the 

Intellectual History of the Atlantic World (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2011); Adam 

Rothman, Beyond Freedom’s Reach: A Kidnapping in the Twilight of Slavery (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 

Press, 2015); and Marisa J. Fuentes, Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved Women, Violence, and the Archives 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016). 
2 CG, 12 Apr 1811, p. 3; CG, 19 Apr 1811, p. 3.  
3 This was no small thing. One in three Black people in Cumberland County remained enslaved in 1810 (307 of 879, 

or 34.9%). Of the two-thirds who were not enslaved (572 of 879, or 65.1%), only one in sixteen resided in majority 

Black households (37 of 572, or 6.5%), a reality that suggests the limits of their liberation. Twenty years earlier, 

more than half of all Black people remained enslaved (223 of 429, or 52.0%). Of the roughly half who were not 

enslaved (206 of 429, or 48.0%), only one in twenty-five resided in majority Black households (8 of 206, or 3.9%). 

See U.S. Census Bureau. Race and Slave Status, 1810. Prepared by Social Explorer (accessed April 13, 2021); 1810 

U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule; U.S. Census Bureau. Race and Slave Status, 

1790. Prepared by Social Explorer (accessed April 13, 2021); 1790 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, 

population schedule. For an overview of the challenges and rewards of transitioning to independent Black 

households, see Ira Berlin, Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries of Slavery in North America 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998), 248-51.  

       Black households are a useful proxy for freedom status because they suggest a meaningful economic and 

personal independence from white families. While imperfect, this is a more precise metric than relying on the 

federal census, which lacked the categories to properly distinguish between free, live-in servants and term-enslaved 

Black people in white households. The latter group could be held in bondage for twenty-eight years. Between the 

1790 and 1810 U.S. censuses, Cumberland County residents registered 230 children as term slaves, which qualifies 

the assertion that the free percentage of the Black population increased from one-half to two-thirds. At the same 
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 Yet she had been. When Eleanor’s husband John registered Priscilla as his property on 

October 20, 1780, she was around sixteen years old.4 The Revolution was under way and 

Pennsylvania had just implemented a program for the gradual abolition of slavery. The law did 

not liberate Priscilla, however, who remained in lifetime bondage.5 Her world was full of horses. 

The Youngs owned a large enough stable that they were able to rent stalls to their neighbors.6 

Surely Priscilla learned to care for these creatures in addition to the work she was expected to 

perform in the house—the quotidian tasks of cooking, cleaning, washing, spinning, grinding 

coffee, serving tea, and all other manner of essential domestic drudgery.7 As war occupied the 

country, Priscilla may have been tempted to prepare a horse and make her escape. Others did. In 

the summer of 1779, two men from a nearby farm disappeared together. James and Joseph may 

have successfully eluded recapture, since their enslaver did not identify them among the seven 

people he registered as his property the following year.8 Enslaved people in Priscilla’s 

                                                
time, the 1810 U.S. census overcounted the number of enslaved people. For example, while the census enumerated 

four enslaved people in the household of Carlisle butcher, James Noble, tax records from the following year 

identified four “negroes free at 28 years.” It appears that for Carlisle, at least, the federal marshals enumerated all 

unfree people—those enslaved for life and those enslaved for a term—in the column for slaves. It is for these 

reasons that it is more useful to compare the number of free Black households. See the Cumberland County Term 

Slave Registry, images 107-39; 1810 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, 

James Noble, p. 7 (hand written); 1811 Tax Rates Book, James Noble, RG11, Commissioners Records, CCA, image 

38, https://records.ccpa.net/weblink/DocView.aspx?id=850819&dbid=7. 
4 Priscilla probably began serving the Young family even earlier, perhaps since birth, as John paid taxes on an 

enslaved person in 1778 and 1779. See 1778 Tax Rates Book, John Young, RG11, Commissioners Records, CCA, 

image 143; 1779 Tax Rates Book, John Young, RG11, Commissioners Records, CCA, image 149; John Young, 

Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 51. 

       Throughout this dissertation, I will refer to white Pennsylvanians by their first names in paragraphs where they 

interact with Black Pennsylvanians who lack knowable surnames when doing so does not compromise legibility. I 

also employ this strategy when discussing individuals who share a surname, such as Eleanor and John Young, in 

order to avoid privileging white men. “Priscilla and John” is preferable to “Priscilla and Young” for similar reasons 

that “Eleanor and John” is preferable to “Eleanor and Young.” 
5 This dissertation distinguishes between lifetime slavery and term slavery and will refer to each accordingly.  
6 In addition to being taxed for horses, the advertisement that Eleanor placed for her late husband’s estate after his 

death in 1792 boasted “one breeding mare of the first quality, with two of her colts.” The following year, neighbors 

advertised that their horse, Young Shakespeare, would be covering mares “this season at the stable on the plantation 

late of John Young deceased.” See CG, 3 Oct 1792, p. 3; CG, 17 Apr 1793, p. 1. 
7 When Eleanor Young died in 1811, she owned a kettle, various cups and saucers, a coffee mill, a tea pot, and six 

silver tea spoons. She bequeathed none of these objects to Priscilla. See Eleanor Young estate inventory, microfilm, 

box 59, reel 17, images 270-1, CCHS. 
8 Paul Pierce, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 55.  
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neighborhood continued to seek freedom after the United States secured its own independence. 

George Vandever absconded in the summer of 1789 with “five crowns and two dollars” along 

with a forged pass.9 Once the weather warmed in 1797, Tom and Hannah Hall left Newville with 

enough clothing to alter their appearance and a violin to earn some money.10 Of course, seeking 

refuge from slavery always carried a risk.11 Enslavers had few compunctions about selling young 

women. The first four slave sale advertisements to appear in the Carlisle Gazette when it 

premiered in 1785 were for women around Priscilla’s age. One was for a mother and her four 

children, all younger than eight, whom their enslaver was hoping to sell together for “cash, 

public securities at their current value, or bar-iron.”12 At least two of the children were born after 

Pennsylvania enacted its first gradual abolition law, and therefore could not be held in lifetime 

slavery. They would experience a different kind of bondage. 

 Eleanor Young’s phrase “slavery for otherwise” in Priscilla’s deed of manumission 

invoked a specific category of unfreedom in early national Pennsylvania. It was this peculiar 

notion that undergirded the state’s gradual abolition program. Although the Pennsylvania 

General Assembly had abolished hereditary lifetime slavery on March 1, 1780, it permitted white 

                                                
9 Federal Gazette, 23 Sep 1789, p. 3.  
10 CG, 5 Jul 1797, p. 4.  
11 Throughout the dissertation, I will use the phrase “sought refuge” in place of the more common “ran away,” and 

“refugee from slavery” in lieu of “fugitive slave.” Thinking about Black people who chose this option as refugees 

emphasizes their precarious relationship to autonomy, citizenship, and employment. Here I am following the lead of 

Ikuko Asaka, who employs the phrase “former-slave refugees” throughout her book, Tropical Freedom: Climate, 

Settler Colonialism, and Black Exclusion in the Age of Emancipation (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2017), 

xiii. While some scholars have preferred the formulation “self-emancipated” for its emphasis on Black agency, this 

downplays the fact that “emancipated” was a legal status that conferred certain protections—a reality that Kristin 

O’Brassill-Kulfan acknowledges in her use of the phrase “illegally self-emancipated.” O’Brassill-Kulfan is similarly 

concerned with calling attention to the legal vulnerability of refugees from slavery and details the ways that they 

were treated as a subset of vagrants during the age of gradual abolition. See Vagrants and Vagabonds: Poverty and 

Mobility in the Early American Republic (New York: New York University Press, 2019), ch. 4 (quotation on p. 87). 

On the similarities between refugees from slavery and contemporary migrant workers, see Cory James Young, 

“‘JIM, (alias James Boyd;)’: Enslaved Migrant Laborers in the American North,” The Activist History Review, 

April 15, 2019, https://activisthistory.com/2019/04/15/jim-alias-james-boyd-enslaved-migrant-laborers-in-the-

american-north. 
12 CG, 14 Sep 1785, p. 3; CG, 2 Nov 1785, p. 3 (two different advertisements); CG, 30 Nov 1785, p. 3 (quotation).  
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Pennsylvanians to continue enslaving anyone born before that date so long as they registered 

them with their county clerk. The assembly also permitted white Pennsylvanians to hold the 

children of duly registered enslaved women for twenty-eight years. This concession to 

proslavery interests ensured that while freedom would eventually come to Black Pennsylvanians 

born after March 1, it would be a dream deferred. In the meantime, the legislation created a novel 

class of unfree people whose status differed significantly from indentured servitude in its 

heredity, duration, and racist restriction.13 Although Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition legislation 

precipitated the decline of lifetime slavery, it simultaneously established the conditions for the 

development of term slavery.14 Priscilla and the Young family were intimately familiar with this 

new institution. Not only did the Youngs register Priscilla as a lifetime slave, in the early 1790s 

they registered her sons, Sam and Alleck, as term slaves.15 While Priscilla may have been 

                                                
13 On the distinction between race and racism—racial and racist—see Karen E. Fields and Barbara J. Fields, 

Racecraft: The Soul of Inequality in American Life (New York: Verso, 2012). 
14 Scholars of slavery have devised a number of terms of art to describe the unique legal statuses that gradual 

abolition legislation conferred on its subjects. Edward Turner, the leading historian of Pennsylvania slavery for 

much of the twentieth century, proposed that Black Pennsylvanians progressed through the stages of slavery, 

servitude, and freedom. Although Turner recognized that there was Black servitude before slavery, his construction 

was novel in its identification of a second period of servitude between slavery and freedom. Contemporary 

historians have refined our understanding of this period of service and its close relationship with bondage, 

describing it as “statutory slavery” or “slavery for a term.” In his analysis of Cumberland County, Michael McCoy 

shortened the construction to “term slavery.” Sarah Gronningsater, by contrast, has emphasized this group’s eventual 

freedom, employing the term “children of gradual emancipation” to describe the generation of Black New Yorkers 

born after the state’s 1799 gradual abolition law. Throughout this dissertation, I will generally use the phrase 

“enslaved people” to describe those experiencing lifetime slavery, “term-enslaved people” to describe those 

experiencing term slavery, and “unfree” when referring to both generally. See Edward Raymond Turner, The Negro 

in Pennsylvania: Slavery-Servitude-Freedom, 1639-1861 (Washington, DC: American Historical Association, 

1911); Joanne Pope Melish, Disowning Slavery: Gradual Emancipation and “Race” in New England, 1780-1860 

(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1998), 88 (“statutory slavery”); James J. Gigantino II, The Ragged Road to 

Abolition: Slavery and Freedom in New Jersey, 1775-1865 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014), 7 

(“slavery for a term”); McCoy, “Forgetting Freedom,” 142-3; Sarah L. H. Gronningsater, The Arc of Abolition: The 

Children of Gradual Emancipation and the Origins of National Freedom (forthcoming from the University of 

Pennsylvania Press). For discussions of in-between, liminal, and unfree statuses, see Turner, The Negro in 

Pennsylvania; Ira Berlin, Slaves without Masters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum South (New York: Pantheon 

Books, 1974); Julie Winch, Between Slavery and Freedom: Free People of Color in America from Settlement to the 

Civil War (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 2014); and Jared Ross Hardesty, Unfreedom: Slavery and 

Dependence in Eighteenth-Century Boston (New York: New York University Press, 2016).  
15 John Young, 1791.012, Cumberland County Slave Returns; Eleoner Young, 1794.043, Cumberland County Slave 

Returns. It is possible that Priscilla had a third, older son, as John Young was taxed in 1789 for “1 Wench 1 Boy 4 

years” and the first federal census taken the following year identifies two enslaved people in the Young household. 
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personally free from “slavery for otherwise” beginning in the spring of 1811, her family 

continued to feel the weight of its oppression.   

* * * 

 The premise of this dissertation is that gradual abolition legislation did not abolish 

slavery in Pennsylvania. This is less of a critique of legislative compromise than it is a call to 

examine the lives of those whom legislative compromise affected. In the broadest terms, it 

argues that there is a history of chattel slavery in Pennsylvania that begins rather than ends with 

gradual abolition. By definition, gradual abolition programs were both slavery regimes and 

emancipation schemes. They necessarily retained aspects of existing slavery systems, discarded 

others, and introduced features all their own. Implemented to regulate both free and enslaved 

Black people, Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition legislation constituted a Black code. For decades 

in Pennsylvania, enslavers continued to buy and sell Black people to neighbors and strangers. 

When they neared death, enslavers bequeathed the individuals and families that they held in 

bondage to their friends and relatives. When Black people sought refuge, enslavers placed 

advertisements in the newspapers for their recapture and defended their property interests in the 

courts. Enslavers did not always come out on top, but they often did.  

                                                
Yet this third child does not appear to have survived. Neither John nor Eleanor registered him with the county, and 

he does not seem to appear in the second federal census, which identified one enslaved person and two “all other 

free persons except Indians not taxed” living with Eleanor in Cumberland County. “All other free persons” was an 

imprecise census category that enumerated free, non-white residents, including tax-paying Native Americans, 

separately from white residents. In northern states during the age of gradual abolition, term-enslaved children were 

often enumerated in this category, which has had the consequence of making the free Black north appear larger than 

it really was and obscuring the velocity of emancipation. See 1789 Tax Rates Book, John Young, RG11, 

Commissioners Records, CCA, image 148, https://records.ccpa.net/WebLink/7/doc/850809/Page1.aspx; 1790 U.S. 

census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Hopewell, Newton, Tyborn, and Westpensboro, 

John Young, p. 10 (hand written); 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, 

Westpennsbro, Eloner Young, p. 118 (hand written, upper left). 
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 As historical subjects, unfree Black northerners in the age of gradual abolition have been 

caught between overlapping historiographies.16 They have not fit cleanly into studies of northern 

slavery, which tend to emphasize the colonial period, or those of gradual abolition, which tend to 

emphasize the revolutionary period.17 Histories that take up the development of northern free 

Black communities often proceed swiftly from slavery to freedom without pausing to describe 

the world that gradual abolition built. When they have paused, it is typically to emphasize 

obstacles to freedom rather than to grapple with slavery’s longevity.18 Few studies have taken 

seriously the fact that tens of thousands of Black people in the northern United States remained 

in lifetime or long-term bondage well into the nineteenth century.19 Because slavery endured, we 

must take it seriously as slavery.  

                                                
16 I define the age of gradual abolition as the half century between the ratification of Vermont’s antislavery 

constitution in 1777 and the implementation of New York’s immediate emancipation policy in 1827. Although 

gradual abolition programs remained operational in Rhode Island and Connecticut until the 1840s and in New Jersey 

and Pennsylvania until 1865, 1827 nevertheless represents a decisive moment of transition.  
17 The following books dedicate but a single chapter to everything after the arrival of gradual abolition legislation. 

See Edgar J. McManus, A History of Negro Slavery in New York (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1966); 

Arthur Zilversmit, The First Emancipation: The Abolition of Slavery in the North (Chicago, IL: University of 

Chicago Press, 1967); Edgar J. McManus, Black Bondage in the North (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 

1973); Gary B. Nash and Jean R. Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees: Emancipation in Pennsylvania and its Aftermath 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); David N. Gellman, Emancipating New York: The Politics of Slavery 

and Freedom, 1777-1827 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2006). 
18 Excellent books whose analyses privilege the development of northern free Black communities include Leon F. 

Litwack, North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States, 1790-1860 (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 

1961); Gary B. Nash, Forging Freedom: The Formation of Philadelphia’s Free Black Community, 1720-1840 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988); Carl D. Oblinger, “New Freedoms, Old Miseries: The 

Emergence and Disruption of Black Communities in Southeastern Pennsylvania, 1780-1860” (PhD diss., Lehigh, 

1988); Graham Russell Hodges, Slavery and Freedom in the Rural North: African Americans in Monmouth County, 

New Jersey, 1665-1865 (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 1997); James Oliver Horton and Lois E. Horton, In 

Hope of Liberty: Culture, Community, and Protest among Northern Free Blacks (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 1997); Hodges, Root and Branch: African Americans in New York and East Jersey, 1613-1863 (Chapel Hill: 

The University of North Carolina Press, 1999); Leslie M. Harris, In the Shadow of Slavery: African Americans in 

New York City, 1626-1863 (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2004); Ira Berlin and Leslie M. Harris, eds., 

Slavery in New York (New York: The New Press, 2005); Christy Clark-Pujara, Dark Work: The Business of Slavery 

in Rhode Island (New York: New York University Press, 2016).  
19 This dissertation is indebted to those that do. See Turner, The Negro in Pennsylvania; Shane White, Somewhat 

More Independent: The End of Slavery in New York City, 1770-1810 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1991); 

Melish, Disowning Slavery; David Menschel, “Abolition Without Deliverance: The Law of Connecticut Slavery, 

1784-1848,” Yale Law Journal 111, no. 1 (October 2001): 183-222; Gigantino, The Ragged Road to Abolition; 

Hendrik Hartog, The Trouble with Minna: A Case of Slavery and Emancipation in the Antebellum North (Chapel 

Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2018); and Gronningsater, The Arc of Abolition. Beverly Tomek’s 
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 In order to understand gradual abolition and slavery in Pennsylvania, we must turn our 

attention away from the east and toward the Lower Susquehanna Valley.20 This includes the 

counties of Adams, Cumberland, Dauphin, Lancaster, and York, or much of the modern-day 

capital region. It is here that slavery endured the longest. As John Alosi notes in his foundational 

work on the subject, Cumberland was the only Pennsylvania county where the size of the 

enslaved population continued growing for several decades into the age of gradual abolition.21 

Yet the leading studies of slavery and abolition in Pennsylvania have focused their attention on 

Philadelphia and its immediate hinterlands, while prevailing scholarship on the interior has 

centered “fugitive slavery” and the Underground Railroad.22 Philadelphia in the late eighteenth 

                                                
overview of the subject was still forthcoming at the time of this dissertation’s completion. See Slavery and Abolition 

in Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2021).  
20 Richard S. Newman called for as much in a 2015 literature review, observing: “We also need more work on 

slavery’s demise and race relations in central and western Pennsylvania and in New Jersey and New York, both in 

the city and upstate.” See “Freedom’s Grand Lab: Abolition, Race, and Black Freedom Struggles in Recent 

Pennsylvania Historiography,” PHJMS 82, no. 3 (Summer 2015): 369. 
21 According to federal census data, the county’s enslaved population peaked in 1810. See John Alosi, Shadow of 

Freedom: Slavery in Post-Revolutionary Cumberland County, 1780-1810 (Shippensburg, PA: Shippensburg 

University Press, 2001), 28-42. For the limitations of federal census data as a measure of Black freedom during this 

time period, see footnotes 3 and 5. Limitations aside, there is no doubt that the locus of slaveholding in Pennsylvania 

moved west during the age of gradual abolition. See Turner, 85-6; Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 181  
22 For studies that center Philadelphia, see Turner, The Negro in Pennsylvania; Zilversmit, The First Emancipation; 

McManus, Black Bondage in the North; Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees. None of these studies mention 

Carlisle, which by 1810 was home to less than half of one percent of the state’s total population (2,491 of 810,091, 

or 0.3%) but nearly ten percent (78 of 795, or 9.8%) of the state’s enslaved population. See Alosi, Shadow of 

Freedom, 39-41.  

       For studies that center the interior, see William J. Switala, Underground Railroad in Pennsylvania 

(Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole Books, 2001); Stanley Harrold, Border War: Fighting over Slavery before the Civil 

War (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2010); Max Grivno, Gleanings of Freedom: Free and 

Slave Labor along the Mason-Dixon Line, 1790-1860 (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2011); H. Robert 

Baker, Prigg v. Pennsylvania: Slavery, the Supreme Court, and the Ambivalent Constitution (Lawrence: The 

University Press of Kansas, 2012); David G. Smith, On the Edge of Freedom: The Fugitive Slave Issue in South 

Central Pennsylvania, 1820-1870 (New York: Fordham University Press, 2013); Susan Urbanek Linville and 

Elizabeth Hoover DiRisio, In Hot Pursuit: The Hidden History of the Underground Railroad in Lawrence County, 

Pennsylvania (New Castle, PA: Pokeberry Press, 2016); Scott L. Mingus, The Ground Swallowed Them Up: Slavery 

and the Underground Railroad in York County, Pa. (York, PA: York County Historical Center, 2016); Jim Remsen, 

Embattled Freedom: Chronicle of a Fugitive-Slave Haven in the Wary North (Mechanicsburg, PA: Sunbury Press, 

2017); R. J. M. Blackett, The Captive’s Quest for Freedom: Fugitives Slaves, the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law, and the 

Politics of Slavery (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2018), ch. 7; W. Thomas Mainwaring, Abandoned 

Tracks: The Underground Railroad in Washington, Pennsylvania (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame 

Press, 2018). 

       There are, of course, exceptions. For studies of slavery in the Pennsylvania interior that deserve greater 

attention, see Alan Tully, “Patterns of Slaveholding in Colonial Pennsylvania: Chester and Lancaster Counties, 
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century was home to a large Quaker population, multiple Revolutionary assemblies, and the 

Pennsylvania Abolition Society. It was, in other words, a center of antislavery sentiment. Yet it 

is worth noting that at no point in the early national period did the majority of Pennsylvania’s 

Black population reside in Philadelphia County, but were instead diffused throughout the state.23 

Geography ensured that there were thousands of Black Pennsylvanians who were unable to 

formally participate in what historian Paul Polgar has called “first movement abolitionism.”24 

Meanwhile, despite slavery’s perseverance in the interior, scholarship on the region has focused 

on the rise of sectional slavery politics to the detriment of state slavery politics. This has had the 

effect of shifting our attention from unfree individuals born in the state to those born elsewhere 

while downplaying the institution’s longevity in Pennsylvania. 

                                                
1729-1758,” JSoH 6, no. 3 (Spring 1973): 284-305; Alosi, Shadow of Freedom; Larry C. Bolin, “Slaveholders and 

Slaves of Adams County,” ACH 9 (2003): 4-92; Christopher M. Osborne, “Invisible Hands: Slaves, Bound 

Laborers, and the Development of Western Pennsylvania, 1780-1820,” PHJMS 72, no. 1 (Winter 2005): 75-99; 

George F. Nagle, Men of God, vol. 1, The Year of Jubilee (Scotts Valley, CA: CreateSpace Independent Publishing 

Platform, 2010); McCoy, “Forgetting Freedom”; Cooper H. Wingert, Slavery and the Underground Railroad in 

South Central Pennsylvania (Charleston, SC: The History Press, 2016); Lucien Holness, “Between North and South, 

East and West: The Anti-Slavery Movement in Southwestern Pennsylvania, 1780-1865,” (PhD diss., University of 

Maryland, 2019). 

       Studies that place northern abolition in the context of a broader U.S. emancipation struggle include Allen 

Carden, Freedom’s Delay: America’s Struggle for Emancipation, 1776-1865 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee 

Press, 2014); Ira Berlin, The Long Emancipation: The Demise of Slavery in the United States (Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 2015); Patrick Rael, Eighty-Eight Years: The Long Death of Slavery in the United States, 

1777-1865 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2015); and Manisha Sinha, The Slave’s Cause: A History of 

Abolitionism (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2016). 
23 Sarah Gronningsater has called on scholars to incorporate the countryside into studies of state politics in the 

antebellum North: “There is much to be gained from fine-grained local studies, but it behooves us to piece together 

how local and statewide political practices echoed and intersected, especially when grievances and solutions 

concerned state law.” See “Practicing Formal Politics Without the Vote: Black New Yorkers in the Aftermath of 

1821” in Revolutions and Reconstructions: Black Politics in the Long Nineteenth Century, eds. Van Gosse and 

David Waldstreicher (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2020), 118. Van Gosse has called this 

privileging of Philadelphia the “fallacy of reducing a state or region to its metropole.” See The First Reconstruction: 

Black Politics in America from the Revolution to the Civil War (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 

Press, 2021), 101, 147-8 (quotation on p. 148). 
24 Recent scholarship has emphasized the central role that Black people played in the early abolition movement. Yet 

the association between the north and abolition has obscured slavery’s endurance outside of Philadelphia. See 

Kirsten Sword, “Remembering Dinah Nevil: Strategic Deceptions in Eighteenth-Century Antislavery,” JAH 97, no. 

2 (September 2010): 315-43; Sinha, The Slave’s Cause: A History of Abolitionism; and Paul J. Polgar, Standard-

Bearers of Equality: America’s First Abolition Movement (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 

2019), 4-5.  
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  Choosing to focus on South Central Pennsylvania allows us to examine the lives of the 

men and women who remained in bondage in rich detail. Not only is it the region where lifetime 

and term slavery persisted, it is the region with the most comprehensive documentation about its 

persistence. The principal reason that focusing on Philadelphia results in an incomplete 

understanding of gradual abolition and slavery in Pennsylvania is that the Philadelphia County 

slave registry has not been located. Instead, scholars with an interest in studying the experiences 

of the enslaved have examined court papers and the voluminous record produced by the 

Pennsylvania Abolition Society (PAS). This goes a long way to explaining the literature’s 

emphasis on abolition rather than on slavery in the early national period; it has been shaped by 

its archive. Of the thirteen extant county slave registries, only those for Cumberland and 

Lancaster provide a complete record of every person who was registered as either a lifetime or a 

term slave between 1780 and 1826. Additionally, a large number of individual registrations have 

survived in both counties, offering finer detail than the registry books compiled by county clerks. 

Thus, this dissertation builds on an entirely different source base than most studies of slavery in 

Pennsylvania—one that historians have missed due to their focus on Philadelphia.25 

                                                
25 In his foundational history, Edward Turner examined the Chester County slave registry which, in 1911, was 

housed in the library of the West Chester State Normal School (now West Chester University). Turner concluded 

that the Chester County records were “Probably the only such register extant.” See The Negro in Pennsylvania, 265. 

Writing three decades later, Robert L. Brunhouse acknowledged that “only a few” of the county registries had been 

located. He cited transcriptions in published histories of Bucks, Washington, and Westmoreland counties as well as 

a copy of the Chester County register, which can still be found in the papers of the Pennsylvania Abolition Society 

at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. See The Counter-Revolution in Pennsylvania, 1776-1790 

(Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Historical Commission, 1942), 254n99. Gary Nash and Jean Soderlund were aware of 

four registries, those for Bucks, Chester, Lancaster, and Washington counties. Yet they only cite specific 

registrations from Chester County, which serves as their rural foil for Philadelphia in the southeast. See Freedom by 

Degrees, 5, 215n79. The Berks County registry may provide a complete record of every person who was registered 

as either a lifetime or a term slave during this period, but I did not discover it in time to include it in my dissertation 

analysis. In any case, it is about ten times smaller than the Cumberland and Lancaster registries. 

       For examples of historians who appreciate the richness of these sources and use them for more than population 

totals, see Osborne, “Invisible Hands”; McCoy, “Forgetting Freedom”; Wingert, Slavery and the Underground 

Railroad in South Central Pennsylvania; and Mainwaring, Abandoned Tracks.  
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Figure 1. Map of Pennsylvania County Slave Registries, 1780 and 2021 

 
Map outlines courtesy of https://www.mapofus.org/pennsylvania, shading by author.  
 

In the 1780 map, the shaded counties represent those with an extant slave registry. In the 2021 map, the dark gray 

counties are those with either a complete lifetime slave registry or term slave registry, the striped counties are those 

with incomplete registries, and the light gray counties are those that we know something about because they used to 

be part of a different county. For example, the 1780 Cumberland County slave registry contains information about 

present-day Franklin, Mifflin, Perry, and Juniata counties. South Central Pennsylvania, or the Lower Susquehanna 

Valley, is highlighted.  
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 Pennsylvania term slavery was a modified form of chattel slavery that developed through 

innovative applications of old statutes and favorable readings of a textually imprecise gradual 

abolition law. Enslavers understood that the unfree children of the women they registered were 

like lifetime slaves. They regularly described these children as their property—as “slaves until 

the age of twenty-eight”—rather than as servants who owed an obligation.26 When they 

advertised their sale in newspapers, they often spoke of owning people who had time to serve 

rather than owning their time.27 Enslavers were required to provide the county clerk with the 

same information about the children they registered as term slaves as they had about the people 

they held in lifetime slavery. In other words, the process for registering children was remarkably 

similar to that of registering their parents, which had the effect of reinscribing existing structures 

of white supremacy.28 Although the Pennsylvania General Assembly had intended to create clear 

records distinguishing those who were enslaved for life from those who were enslaved for a 

term, the repetitive act of registering people as property nevertheless reinforced the idea the 

                                                
26 Examples of these kinds of registrations include John Woods, Allegheny County Term Slave Registry, pp. 70-1; 

George Stevenson, Cumberland County Returns, 1789.013; George Musser, Lancaster County Term Slave Registry, 

p. 25; Charles S. Sewell, Lancaster County Term Slave Registry, p. 34; Thomas Ward, Washington County Slave 

Registry, p. 64; and Mary Arbuckle, Washington County Slave Registry, p. 64. For a recent study centering Black 

children during the age of gradual abolition, albeit one that conceptualizes them as like indentured servants, see 

Crystal Lynn Webster, Beyond the Boundaries of Childhood: African American Children in the Antebellum North 

(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2021), ch. 3.  
27 In the spring of 1814, the executors of the estate of North Middleton farmer, John Fleming, advertised that they 

hoped to sell a “Stout healthy Negro Girl, who has twelve years to serve with her child about five months old duly 

recorded.” Although they did not say it, the implication was that the child—who was also duly registered—had more 

than twenty-seven years to serve. Interspersed among advertisements like these were others that spoke of “selling 

time.” Later that same year, the executors of the estate of Carlisle merchant advertised that they hoped to sell the 

“unexpired time of a stout female Negro servant” at auction or private sale. Both kinds of advertisements appear to 

have been equally common. See CG, 8 Apr 1814, p. 3; CG, 15 Jul 1814, p. 3. 
28 While the information collected was identical, there were three procedural differences. First, registrations of 

children as term slaves under the 1788 law necessarily required a sliding, six-month deadline, rather than the fixed 

November 1 deadline for registering people as lifetime slaves under the 1780 law. Second, the 1788 law shifted the 

responsibility for paying the clerk his registration fee from the county treasurer to enslavers themselves. Finally, the 

1788 law required that enslavers either swear or affirm that the information contained in their registration was true 

to the best of their knowledge, while the 1780 law had only required submission in writing. I would like to thank 

Sean Gallagher for helping me develop this insight about the structure of white supremacy. 
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Black people were fundamentally unfree.29 For the first time, gradual abolition required 

enslavers to prove that they owned the people whom they claimed to own. Yet it also produced 

thousands of legal documents demonstrating exactly that fact.30 

 Between 1780 and 1826, enslavers in the thirteen counties whose registries have been 

located claimed more than six-thousand people as their property.31 Roughly 3,700 of these 

registrations were for lifetime slaves, while 2,250 were for term slaves. The children who were 

caught up in the latter system can be subdivided into two groups: “statutory term slaves” and 

“hereditary term slaves.” Statutory term slaves were children whose mothers had been duly 

registered as lifetime slaves in 1780 in accordance with the most straight-forward interpretation 

of Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition law. However, the text of the law was ambiguous. It 

declared:  

That every negro and mulatto child born within this state after the passing of this act as 

aforesaid who would in case this act had not been made, have been born a servant for 

years or life or a slave, shall be deemed to be and shall be, by virtue of this act the 

servant of such person or his or her assigns who would in such case have been entitled to 

the service of such child until such child shall attain unto the age of twenty-eight years32 

 

In case this act had not been made. This clause raised the possibility that any Black child 

descended from a woman legally registered as a lifetime slave in 1780 could owe twenty-eight 

years of labor. This is precisely the interpretation that took root in the Pennsylvania countryside 

during the age of gradual abolition. Thus, hereditary term slaves were children whose mothers 

                                                
29 Joanne Pope Melish has observed that gradual abolition “inscribed the ideology and practices of slavery itself in 

the free society to which it gave birth.” See “The ‘Condition’ Debate and Racial Discourse in the Antebellum 

North,” JER 19, no. 4 (Winter 1999): 654. For a discussion of how different intentions shaped Pennsylvania 

lawmakers’ approach to establishing the two registries, see Polgar, Standard-Bearers of Equality, 92-3.  
30 Documents asserting legal title to a person were relatively rare in the history of Black chattel slavery. See Rebecca 

J. Scott, “Social Facts, Legal Fictions, and the Attribution of Slave Status: The Puzzle of Prescription,” LHR 35, no. 

1 (February 2017): 9-30. 
31 The thirteen counties whose registries have survived in some form are Adams, Allegheny, Bedford, Berks, Bucks, 

Centre, Chester, Cumberland, Dauphin, Fayette, Lancaster, Washington, and Westmoreland. 
32 Emphasis added. “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at Large, 10:69. 
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were not duly registered as lifetime slaves, but who were actually statutory term slaves 

themselves.33  

 Roughly two-hundred of the 2,250 term slave registrations explicitly reveal that the 

child’s mother was a “servant” rather than a lifetime slave. However, it was not a legal 

requirement that enslavers identify the mothers of the children they claimed as their property. 

Consequently, the two-hundred figure only accounts for enslavers who chose to volunteer this 

information.34 It stands to reason that a significant percentage of the one-thousand Black children 

registered after 1800 were hereditary rather than statutory term slaves. This practice of 

indenturing the grandchildren (or even the great-grandchildren) of enslaved women was common 

in Pennsylvania interior until an 1826 state supreme court case, Miller v. Dwilling, finally 

declared it contrary to the spirit of gradual abolition.35 This case, largely overlooked by 

historians, is central to my understanding of slavery in Pennsylvania during the age of gradual 

abolition. For half a century, enslavers, lawkmakers, and jurists were not working toward 

emancipation, but rather toward the creation of a new system of chattel bondage predicated on 

Black birthright servitude.36   

                                                
33 Different kinds of statuses between slavery and freedom took root throughout the Atlantic World. On the 

Jamaican apprenticeship system, see Colleen A. Vasconcellos, Slavery, Childhood, and Abolition in Jamaica, 1788-

1838 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2015). On informal freedom, see Damian Alan Pargas, “Urban 

Refugees: Fugitive Slaves and Spaces of Informal Freedom in the American South,” Journal of Early American 

History 7, no. 3 (November 2017): 203-36. On long-term indentures in Mexican Tejas, see Alice L. Baumgartner, 

South to Freedom: Runaway Slaves to Mexico and the Road to the Civil War (New York: Basic Books, 2020). For a 

study of statutory term slavery in South America, see Yesenia Barragan, Freedom’s Captives: Slavery and Gradual 

Emancipation in on the Colombian Black Pacific (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2021).  
34 This became common practice in Bedford, Cumberland, Fayette, Lancaster, and Washington counties.  
35 I discuss Miller v. Dwilling and its absence from the literature on gradual abolition and slavery in Pennsylvania in 

Chapter Five. 
36 Hendrik Hartog has observed that slavery in nineteenth-century New Jersey was marked by “criminality and 

illegality”—that it was as much an illegal regime as a legal one. See Hartog, The Trouble with Minna, 53-4. While 

this was also the case in Pennsylvania, hereditary term slavery occupied a liminal space between legality and 

illegality. Although never positively authorized by state gradual abolition law, jurists failed to challenge the practice 

until the 1820s. After a generation of slavery’s contraction, Pennsylvania enslavers reverted to pursuing Black 

birthright servitude at the turn of the century. On “contraction,” “reversion,” and the precariousness of liberty 

generally, see Seymour Drescher, Abolition: A History of Slavery and Antislavery (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2009). 
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 The county slave registries are unique to Pennsylvania. None of the other states that 

implemented gradual abolition programs required enslavers to register people they held in 

lifetime slavery.37 Although Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey joined Pennsylvania in 

requiring the registration of term-enslaved children, the penalty in these states for failure to 

comply was a fine rather than emancipation.38 Rhode Island, meanwhile, did not implement any 

enforcement mechanisms, instead trusting enslavers to police themselves.39 The existence of the 

Pennsylvania county slave registries presents an opportunity to study the limitations of good 

intententions. These documents, which the state legislature intended to facilitate gradual 

abolition by establishing a definitive record of Black unfreedom, reveal how enslavers and their 

allies banded together to create a new form of bondage in the nineteenth century. 

 Historians have failed to notice how long slavery lasted in Pennsylvania. It has become 

an oft-repeated claim that Pennsylvania finally achieved complete emancipation in 1847. This 

was the year, or so the story goes, that the state assembly passed a personal liberty law that made 

good on gradual abolition’s central promise. Yet this law did not deliver emancipation. Instead, it 

repealed only certain provisions of the 1780 gradual abolition law, leaving intact those 

establishing slavery’s legality within the state.40 For the past several decades, however, historians 

of slavery have declared 1847 to be the end of the institution in Pennsylvania.41 

                                                
37 Connecticut debated the measure but ultimately decided against it. See Menschel, “Abolition Without 

Deliverance,” 210. 
38 “An Act Concerning Indian, Mulatto, and Negro Servants and Slaves” in Acts and Laws of the State of 

Connecticut, in America (New London, CT: Timothy Green, 1784), 233-5; “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of 

Slavery” in Laws of the State of New York Passed at the Sessions of the Legislature Held in the Years 1797, 1798, 

1799 and 1800, Inclusive, Being the Twentieth, Twenty-First, Twenty-Second and Twenty-Third Sessions, vol. 4 

(Albany, NY: Weed, Paksons and Company, 1887) 388-9; “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery,” Feb. 15, 

1804, Acts 28th GA, 2nd Sitting, chap. 103, 251-4. 
39 “An Act Authorizing the Manumission of Negroes, Mulattoes, and Others, and for the Gradual Abolition of 

Slavery” in Records of the State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations in New England, vol. 10, 1784 to 1792, 

ed. John Russell Bartlett (Providence, RI: Providence Press Company, 1865), 7-8; Clark-Pujara, Dark Work, 74-5.  
40 For a detailed explication of the 1847 law and its impact, see the epilogue.  
41 In her five-volume compendium of slavery law, Helen Catterall declares that the March 3, 1847 personal liberty 

law abolished slavery. She cites the law itself, as well as Edward Turner, who never actually makes this claim. Yet 
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 Why have so many historians misinterpreted Pennsylvania’s 1847 personal liberty law? 

One answer is that scholars have conceptualized gradual abolition as a regulatory process that, 

despite its shortcomings, culminated in immediate emancipation. In this view, “gradual” is but an 

adjective modifying “abolition,” which remains a discrete event that would necessarily follow at 

                                                
few if any scholars cite Catterall, or Turner for that matter, when repeating the 1847 argument. The source of the 

contemporary confusion, then, appears to be Gary Nash’s 1988 book, Forging Freedom. In a throwaway line, Nash 

claims: “In fact total abolition did not come in Pennsylvania until 1847.”  He provides no citation for this claim. 

When he and Jean Soderlund co-authored Freedom by Degrees three years later, which remains the leading 

authority on gradual abolition in Pennsylvania, the duo repeated the error without attribution. While they cite Robert 

Fogel and Stanley Engerman’s 1974 essay on the economics of gradual abolition, “Philanthropy at Bargain Price,” 

earlier in the paragraph, that essay never claims that Pennsylvania abolished slavery in 1847; it only remarks that the 

1840 federal census was the last to identify the presence of enslaved persons in the commonwealth, which also 

happens to be incorrect. See Helen Tunnicliff Catterall, ed., Judicial Cases Concerning American Slavery and the 

Negro, vol. 4, Cases from the Courts of New England, the Middle States, and the District of Columbia (Washington, 

DC: The Carnegie Institute, 1936), 254; Nash, Forging Freedom, 63; Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees, 

111, 224n36; Robert William Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman, “Philanthropy at Bargain Prices: Notes on the 

Economics of Gradual Emancipation,” Journal of Legal Studies 3, no. 2 (June 1974): 381. 

       Most of the literature that repeats the 1847 myth does so cursorily, the authors operating under the reasonable 

belief that they did not need to independently verify what appears to be a straightforward fact. The problem is not 

with any individual work, but rather the consequences of repetition. In aggregate, the spread of the myth has the 

effect of making immediate emancipation appear inevitable, whereas in reality it was gradual abolition that was 

successful. For otherwise good, important work that cites Nash and Soderlund, see Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 

232-3; Holly Brewer, By Birth or Consent: Children, Law, and the Anglo-American Revolution in Authority (Chapel 

Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 232-3; Erica Armstrong Dunbar, A Fragile Freedom: African 

American Women and Emancipation in the Antebellum City (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2008), 34; 

Douglas R. Egerton, Death or Liberty: African Americans and Revolutionary America (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009), 101; and Christopher Tomlins, Freedom Bound: Law, Labor, and Civic Identity in 

Colonizing English America, 1580-1865 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 504; Mainwaring, 

Abandoned Tracks, 25. 

       Not everyone who repeats the 1847 myth cites Nash and Soderlund. Elliott Drago bases his claim on a 

misreading of Thomas D. Morris’ Free Men All. See “Neither Northern Nor Southern: The Politics of Slavery and 

Freedom in Philadelphia, 1820-1847,” (PhD diss., Temple University, 2017), 331. Others cite Arthur Zilversmit’s 

The First Emancipation. Like Fogel and Engerman, Zilversmit never actually claims that Pennsylvania abolished 

slavery in 1847 (Indeed, he has an entire section on “Efforts for Total Abolition in Pennsylvania”). Yet legal 

historian of slavery in Pennsylvania, Paul Finkelman, cites him like he does. See An Imperfect Union: Slavery, 

Federalism, and Comity (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 1981), 47; as well as Steven 

Hahn, The Political Worlds of Slavery and Freedom (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2009), 8. 

       While a handful of historians have understood that the 1847 personal liberty law did not abolish slavery in 

Pennsylvania, their nuanced interpretations have not prevailed. See Turner, The Negro in Pennsylvania, 238-9n51; 

McManus, Black Bondage in the North, 181; Bolin, “Slaveholders and Slaves of Adams County,” 23 
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some future date. Like in New York on July 5, 1827.42 Or Rhode Island on May 2, 1843.43 And 

even Connecticut on June 12, 1848.44 While none of these emancipation events were stipulated 

by their respective state’s gradual abolition programs, they were only possible because of gradual 

abolition.45 However, not all states moved toward immediate emancipation; the 1860 federal 

census identified a few dozen enslaved people still living in New Jersey on the eve of the Civil 

War.46 Gradual abolition was not a promise to eventually legislate complete emancipation, but 

rather a program all its own. As this dissertation will show, Pennsylvania, which was the first 

                                                
42 The date that the 1817 “Act Relative to Slaves and Servants” abolishing lifetime slavery took effect. Children who 

were registered as term slaves until the 1799 gradual abolition act could still be held in bondage until they turned 

twenty-one years old. See Laws of the State of New-York Passed at the Thirty-Ninth, Fortieth, and Forty-First 

Sessions of the Legislature, Commencing January 1816, and Ending April 1818, vol. 4, chapter CXXXVII (Albany, 

NY: Websters and Skinners, 1818), 136-44. It is for this reason that an eighteen-year-old man named Bob was in the 

position of having to abscond from his New Paltz enslaver in 1831. See the Ulster Plebian, 11 May 1831 in Susan 

Stessin-Cohn and Ashley Hurlburt-Biagini, In Defiance: Runaways from Slavery in New York’s Hudson River 

Valley, 1735-1831 (Delmar, NY: Black Dome Press, 2016), 300.   
43 The date that the 1842 Rhode Island constitution took effect, which abolished slavery. Patrick T. Conley and 

Robert G. Flanders, Jr., The Rhode Island State Constitution, The Oxford Commentaries on the State Constitutions 

of the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 51-2, 69-71 
44 The date that “An Act to Prevent Slavery” took effect. See the Hartford Courant, 20 Jul 1848, p. 2.  
45 It is difficult to imagine, at least, that any of these states would have been able to enact total emancipation without 

first spending decades whittling away at enslavers’ power. For instance, although scholarly estimates vary as to how 

many Black New Yorkers received their freedom on July 5, 1827, even the low estimate of 3,000 would mean that 

as many people became free then and there as became free in Washington, DC, during the period of compensated 

emancipation in 1862. Even after twenty-eight years of gradual abolition, New York’s immediate emancipation 

event was the largest in U.S. history until the federal Emancipation Proclamation in 1863. For estimations of the size 

of the 1827 New York emancipation, see Craig A. Landy, “‘When Men Amongst Us, Shall Cease to be Slaves’: The 

Bicentennial of New York’s 1817 Final Act of Emancipation,” Judicial Notice 12 (2017): 50, 53n32-3. This 

presumes that Massachusetts’ judicial abolition of slavery through constitutional interpretation in 1783 did not auger 

in a single emancipation event, but rather a process that unfolded over several years. See Gloria McMahon Whiting, 

“Emancipation Without the Courts or Constitution: The Case of Revolutionary Massachusetts,” S&A 41, no. 3 

(2020): 458-78. 
46 Although an 1846 New Jersey law re-categorized them as “apprentices for life,” federal marshals did not make 

this distinction and described them as “slaves” in the census. Citing the federal government’s own published census 

data, most historians have concluded that there were eighteen enslaved people remaining in New Jersey in 1860. 

However, it is now possible to use Ancestry.com to conduct keyword searches across manuscript census records. 

Using this method to search for the word “slave” reveals that there were at least thirty-nine enslaved people in New 

Jersey in 1860. For studies that cite the published census data, see McManus, Black Bondage in the North, 181; 

Zilversmit, The First Emancipation, 221-2; Gigantino, The Ragged Road to Abolition, 240; Beatrice Adams, Tracey 

Johnson, Daniel Manuel, and Meagan Wierda, “From the Classroom to the American Colonization Society: Making 

Race at Rutgers” in Marisa J. Fuentes and Deborah Gray White, eds. Scarlet and Black, vol. 1, Slavery and 

Dispossession in Rutgers History (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2016), 133; and Graham Russell 

Gao Hodges, Black New Jersey: 1664 to the Present Day (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2019), 89-

90.  
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state to enact a gradual abolition law, was a lot more like New Jersey—the last state to do so—

than it was other northern states.  

I begin with a prologue sketching the legal history of slavery in colonial Pennsylvania 

from William Penn’s 1682 charter governing his Free Society of Traders to the 1776 state 

constitution and Revolutionary War. Although this dissertation argues for the necessity of 

focusing on the history of bondage after the 1780 gradual abolition act—itself a kind of Black 

code—both statutory and hereditary term slavery had their foundations in the colonial period. 

Enslavers’ familiarity with colonial servant and slave law allowed them to exact greater control 

over the people they held in bondage during the age of gradual abolition.  

All five chapters of this dissertation explore distinct subfields of history in an effort to 

integrate Pennsylvania more fully into the literature on slavery in the United States. While the 

three interior chapters are thematic, the first and final are largely chronological. Chapter One is 

political history. It begins by considering the various attempts of the Pennsylvania General 

Assembly to limit or even undo gradual abolition in the early republic. Pennsylvania lawmakers 

treated the lifetime slave registration deadline as negotiable in their ongoing border disputes with 

Virginia and Connecticut. Offering would-be settlers from other states additional time to comply 

with the 1780 gradual abolition law signaled an early interest in prioritizing comity with 

enslavers above the rights of the enslaved. Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program consisted of 

more than just the 1780 and 1788 statutes, however. Studying these other pieces of legislation, 

both enacted and proposed, helps to explain the character of gradual abolition. Through an 

analysis of statute law and published legislative journals, the chapter also catalogues the repeated 

failures of the Pennsylvania General Assembly to enact total abolition legislation. Between 1800 

and 1826, lawmakers defeated six attempts to quicken the pace of emancipation. Whether it was 
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antislavery actors prioritizing non-legislative solutions or proslavery actors actively preferring 

the status quo, Pennsylvania assemblymen never found the right moment to act. Even in the 

wake of the Missouri Crisis, advocates of total abolition found they could still not muster the 

political will necessary to achieve their goal. Gradualism’s successes smothered the urgency.47 

The pace of Pennsylvania abolition ensured that unfree Black people remained a valuable 

source of labor in the early national period. Over the past twenty years, a growing number of 

North American and British universities have dedicated resources to studying their historical 

relationships with slavery. Taking seriously the fact that slavery survived the Revolution in 

Pennsylvania invites us to investigate the account books and recruitment campaigns of the state’s 

early colleges. Chapter Two is therefore an institutional history. It details the contribution of 

enslaver capital and enslaved labor to the financing, construction, and operation of Dickinson 

College in Carlisle. By using the county slave registries to decode treasury records masking the 

contributions of Black people, this chapter identifies some of the enslaved men who aided in the 

construction of Dickinson’s first campus buildings as well as the enslaved women who labored 

in the genteel houses that lodged student boarders. Offering Dickinson as a case study, this 

chapter lays out a method for investigating the history of slavery at other Pennsylvania colleges 

and universities. Unfree Black labor was not confined to southern and Ivy League institutions.48   

                                                
47 On the politics of gradual abolition in Pennsylvania, see McManus, Black Bondage in the North; Zilversmit, The 

First Emancipation; Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees; and Polgar, Standard-Bearers of Equality. 
48 Dickinson College is not the only Pennsylvania institution of higher learning whose early history bumps up 

against slavery’s persistence. Enslavers populated the founding boards of trustees at what are now the University of 

Pittsburgh and Washington and Jefferson College. The campuses of Penn State and the U.S. Army War College 

occupy sites of enslaved industry in the early republic (an iron furnace and the Cumberland County public works 

respectively). On universities and slavery, see Craig Steven Wilder, Ebony and Ivy: Race, Slavery, and the Troubled 

History of America’s Universities (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2013); Jennifer Oast, Institutional Slavery: 

Slaveholding Churches, Schools, Colleges, and Businesses in Virginia, 1680-1860 (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2016); Leslie M. Harris, James T. Campbell, and Alfred L. Brophy, eds., Slavery and the 

University: Histories and Legacies (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2019); and Elsa Barazza Mendoza, 

“Catholic Slaveholders, Enslaved People, and The Making of Georgetown University, 1792-1862,” (PhD diss., 

Georgetown University, 2021).  
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The decision in seventeenth-century Virginia to adopt the Roman civil doctrine of partus 

sequitur ventrem made the expropriation of Black motherhood a signal feature of American 

chattel slavery.49 Chapter Three asserts that the history of Pennsylvania slavery is women’s 

history. Centering the experiences of Black women makes clear the ways that term slavery had 

more in common with lifetime slavery than indentured servitude. Although white men were 

responsible for the majority of slave registrations, a thorough examination of last wills and 

testaments shows that white women had a greater hand in perpetuating term slavery than their 

appearance in the registries suggests. Exercising their control over unfree Black families 

remained a way for elite white families to provide for their own relatives well into the nineteenth 

century. This chapter also reflects on the increase of “mulatto”50 children as a percentage of 

Pennsylvania’s term slave population after 1800. The inclusion of racial designations in the 

county slave registries reveals that term slavery was a decidedly lighter-skinned institution than 

the lifetime slavery that preceded it. The mechanisms of Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition 

program incentivized the sexual coercion of unfree women of color, revealing the extent to 

which it was more similar to than different from other forms of chattel bondage.51  

                                                
49 Important scholarship on the development of this logic includes Kathleen M. Brown, Good Wives, Nasty 

Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race, and Power in Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill: The University of 

North Carolina Press, 1996), pt. 2; Wendy Anne Warren, “‘The Cause of Her Grief’: The Rape of a Slave in Early 

New England,” JAH 93, no. 4 (March 2007): 1031-49; and Jennifer L. Morgan, “Partus sequitur ventrem: Law, 

Race, and Reproduction in Colonial Slavery,” S&A 22, no. 1 [55] (March 2018): 1-17. 
50 This dissertation follows A.B. Wilkinson in using the term “mulatto” to describe people whom white 

Pennsylvanians believed had mixed African and European ancestry. It is inelegant, but has the advantage of 

avoiding the term “mixed-race,” which more directly reifies race as a concept. Other scholars doing good work 

continue to use phrases like “biracial” and “mixed-race,” including Libra R. Hilde in her book on enslaved 

fatherhood. See A.B. Wilkinson, Blurring the Lines of Race and Freedom: Mulattoes and Mixed Bloods in English 

Colonial America (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2020), 18-22; and Libra R. Hilde, Slavery, 

Fatherhood, and Paternal Duty in African American Communities over the Long Nineteenth-Century (Chapel Hill: 

The University of North Carolina Press, 2020), chs. 5 and 6. For a critique of the scholarly perpetuation of race as a 

concept, see Fields and Fields, Racecraft. 
51 The literature on women and slavery is vast. This chapter builds on Jennifer L. Morgan, Laboring Women: 

Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004); Kristen 

Wood, Masterful Women: Slaveholding Widows from the American Revolution through the Civil War (Chapel Hill: 

The University of North Carolina Press, 2004); Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers, They Were Her Property: White Women 

as Slave Owners in the American South (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2019); and Jessica Marie Johnson, 
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The final two chapters expand the geography and genealogy of gradual abolition. Chapter 

Four is a history of borders. It takes up the question of slavery’s expansion in the early republic. 

It analyzes slave narratives, census records, and late-nineteenth-century histories to show how 

Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition laws helped facilitate the spread of slavery into Western New 

York and the Lower Mississippi Valley. By tolerating slaveholding sojourners and preserving the 

social capital of elite white families, the state’s gradual abolition program helped propel 

slavery’s westward expansion. As Chesapeake enslavers and their families passed through the 

Susquehanna Valley on their way north, the families of Pennsylvania enslavers relocated to the 

Lower Mississippi Valley. The commercial relationships they established between north and 

south ensured that goods produced by enslaved Pennsylvanians helped develop New Orleans and 

Natchez. This chapter demonstrates how slaveholding continued to connect distant regions of the 

United States during the age of gradual abolition.52 

Chapter Five is a legal history that describes the human consequences of the political 

developments outlined in Chapter One. While the General Assembly essentially withdrew from 

the responsibility of regulating gradual abolition after 1788, Pennsylvanians took to the courts to 

shape slavery’s future in their state. In the hands of Black Pennsylvanians and their white allies, 

the county slave registrations became exacting weapons in the fight against bondage. Any 

violation of a technical requirement, no matter how minute, became grounds to sue. When this 

did not work, Black Pennsylvanians used the legal knowledge they had acquired to forge passes 

                                                
Wicked Flesh: Black Women, Intimacy, and Freedom in the Atlantic World (Philadelphia: University of 

Pennsylvania Press, 2020), 133-5. 
52 On slavery’s durability and expansion in the early republic, see Rothman, Slave Country; Matthew Mason, 

Slavery and Politics in the Early American Republic (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2006); 

John Craig Hammond, Slavery, Freedom, and Expansion in the Early American West (Charlottesville: University of 

Virginia Press, 2007); John Craig Hammond, “Slavery, Settlement, and Empire: The Expansion and Growth of 

Slavery in the Interior of the North American Continent, 1770-1820,” JER 32, no. 2 (Summer 2012): 175-206; and 

M. Scott Heerman, The Alchemy of Slavery: Human Bondage and Emancipation in the Illinois Country 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2018).  
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when seeking refuge from slavery. Of course, enslavers were also able to access the courts. The 

inability of the PAS to maintain a strong presence in the interior meant that enslavers in South 

Central Pennsylvania were able to exploit their power more brazenly than their Philadelphia 

counterparts. Between 1780 and 1826, they used the county courts to enforce a novel system of 

hereditary term slavery. After the Miller decision, former enslavers used the state supreme court 

to wash their hands of any liability for having perpetuated a system that deprived hundreds of 

young Black people of their liberty.53  

The epilogue narrates the end of lifetime slavery in Pennsylvania. It lays out the evidence 

for its survival after the 1847 personal liberty law, focusing primarily on census records and 

obituaries. As a legal institution, slavery existed in Pennsylvania either until the death of every 

person registered as a lifetime slave or the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865—

whichever came first. This fact helps contextualize how much was at stake when the U.S. 

government chose immediatism over gradualism at the end of the Civil War.   

In the conclusion, I reflect on the significance of gradual abolition and term slavery in 

Pennsylvania history. What does it mean that the first independent state in the Western 

Hemisphere to legislate abolition not only repeatedly rejected complete emancipation, but 

created a new form of bondage in the process? This dissertation wrestles with that question.  

  

   

 

                                                
53 On enslaved litigants, see Lea VanderVelde, Redemption Songs: Suing for Freedom Before Dred Scott (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2014); Anne Twitty, Before Dred Scott: Slavery and Black Legal Culture in the 

American Confluence, 1787-1857 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2016); Kelly M. Kennington, In the 

Shadow of Dred Scott: St. Louis Freedom Suits and the Legal Culture of Slavery in Antebellum America (Athens: 

University of Georgia Press, 2017); Kimberly M. Welch, Black Litigants in the Antebellum American South (Chapel 

Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2018); William G. Thomas III, A Question of Freedom: The Families 

Who Challenged Slavery from the Nation’s Founding to the Civil War (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 

2020).  
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PROLOGUE  

MAKING UNFREEDOM, 1682-1780 

 
“The voice of reason, and the impulse of humanity, 

always at war with injustice, gradually tend to the 

emancipation of slaves; but laws, often made in earlier 

times, or for different objects, occasionally interpose 

between the intention and the act.”54   

 

~Memorial of the First American Convention of 

Abolition Societies, 1794 

 

 In late 1722, a Black man identified as “Mr. Tuthil’s Negro” married a white woman 

named Katherine Williams in Philadelphia.55 At least one witness to the ceremony reported that 

it was supposed to remain clandestine, yet news of the union quickly spread throughout the small 

city, provoking outrage among white Pennsylvanians. A few months after the wedding, “divers 

Inhabitants” of the colony alerted the Provincial Assembly of the “scandalous and wicked 

Practice of Negroes cohabitating with, and marrying, white People.” According to the 

Committee of Grievances, the petitioners were mostly Philadelphians who “thought the said 

Inter-marriages an Indecency, and ought to be prevented by a Law.”56 A few weeks later, a 

second group of laboring white men asked their representatives either to curb or to prohibit the 

hiring out of enslaved men “to do all the most of the servile Work in and about the City,” which 

they felt was unjustly circumscribing their employment opportunities. The actions of “Mr. 

                                                
54 Minutes of the Proceedings of a Convention of Delegates from the Abolition Societies Established in Different 

Parts of the United States, assembled at Philadelphia, on the First Day of January, One Thousand Seven Hundred 

and Ninety-Four, and Continued, by Adjournments, until the Seventh Day of the Same Month, Inclusive 

(Philadelphia, PA: Poulson, 1794), LCP, p. 15. This memorial, signed by New Jersey Abolition Society member and 

meeting president, Joseph Bloomfield, was read before both houses of the Pennsylvania General Assembly on 

January 28, 1794. The Senate took no action. The House sent it to a committee, where it laid dormant for three 

years. See 1794 PA Senate Journal, 78; 1794 PA House Journal, 143-4, 174.  
55 Collections of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, vol. 1 (Philadelphia, PA: Merrihew & Thompson, 1853), 

265. 
56 The petitioners also complained of the behavior of “unruly, scolding, and base Women,” of the practice of 

manumitting and abandoning elderly Black people, and of prevailing laws that gave too much power to creditors. In 

their view, the problem of interracial marriage was the problem of white women. See PA Archives VIII, 2:1462, 

1464.  
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Tuthil’s Negro” and Katherine Williams had provoked outrage. In particular, the skin color, 

status, and striving of the enslaved man provoked the ire of white Philadelphians.57  

 Colonial representatives were sympathetic to the concerns raised by the first group of 

petitioners. The Committee of Grievances recommended that the Provincial Assembly address 

their complaint about interracial marriage, adding that an effective law would also prevent Black 

Pennsylvanians from “Meeting in Companies.” It was already a crime for groups of five or more 

Black people to meet at any given time unless it was on “lawful business of their master’s or 

owner’s,” but this was apparently too lenient.58 Although the assembly clearly supported the 

regulation of Black activity, it was not moved by the complaints of the “several poor People of 

the City of Philadelphia” with regard to hiring out enslaved Black laborers. The legislature 

concluded that banning this practice would be “Injurious to the Publick, as well as to the Right 

and Privilege of such as keep Negroes.”59 In other words, while it would be just and good to curb 

the rights of free Black persons—to marry, to gather, to strive—the assembly could not 

countenance challenging the right of wealthy white people to enjoy the fruits of enslaved labor.  

 It took over three years for the assembly to implement “An Act for the Better Regulating 

of Negroes in this Province,” an aggressive expansion of Pennsylvania’s Black codes. The 1726 

act increased the cost of legal manumission, discouraging the growth of a free Black population. 

It placed harsh penalties on any free Black person who harbored or traded with an enslaved 

person. It mandated that justices of the peace bind out any able-bodied free Black adult who was 

                                                
57 PA Archives VIII, 2:1477. Merle Gerald Brouwer discusses this hostility to interracial marriage in his excellent, 

unpublished dissertation, “The Negro as a Slave and as a Free Black in Colonial Pennsylvania,” (PhD diss., Wayne 

State University, 1973), 120. 
58 This was part of a 1706 trial act establishing separate courts of law for Black people accused of high crimes. In 

addition to withholding jury trials from Black defendants, the act made it unlawful for Black Pennsylvanians to 

gather together or to possess weapons without express permission from a white authority. See “An Act for the Trial 

of Negroes” in PA Statutes at Large, 2:233-6; PA Archives VIII, 2:1466. 
59 PA Archives VIII, 2:1480, 1485. 
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not employed on a year-to-year basis. Most viciously, it required that overseers of the poor bind 

out all free Black children until three years past their majority—men until the age of twenty-four 

and women until the age of twenty-one. Although the law was explicitly concerned with 

regulating the behavior of free Black people, it simultaneously presumed that all Black people 

were unfree, forbidding “any negro” from going to taverns, seeking their own employment, and 

traveling at night without a master’s permission. It also criminalized Black-white intimate 

relations. The act forbade interracial marriage under penalty of a thirty-pound fine for the white 

partner, or seven years of servitude if they could not pay, and lifelong enslavement for the free 

Black partner. It stipulated thirty-one years of bondage for the children of these unions, even if 

the partners were not legally wed and only lived together “under pretense of being married.” The 

act reduced freedom to a fiction by compelling Black employment and creating new categories 

of servitude.60 

 “Mr. Tuthil’s Negro” and Katherine Williams were married before the 1726 Black code 

took effect, yet their actions were not without immediate consequences. A witness to the 

ceremony named Hannah Cherry angered Pennsylvania authorities by attempting to conceal the 

event. In a petition she sent to the Provincial Court, Cherry claimed that she had been “utterly 

Ruined by being so unhappy as to incur your hon’rs Just Displeasure.” Her reticence had landed 

                                                
60 “An Act for the Better Regulating of Negroes in this Province” in PA Statutes at Large 4:59-64. The law was most 

obviously concerned with preventing Black people from acting as free people. Where it limited the rights of 

enslavers, it did so only when those rights might result in a Black person behaving as if they were free. For example, 

it did not prevent enslavers from manumitting the people they enslaved, but it did raise the cost of doing so. It did 

not prevent enslavers from hiring out the people they enslaved, but it did prohibit Black people from behaving as if 

they were seeking that employment for themselves; Gary Nash has written that the section binding out free Black 

children “was not rigorously enforced if the parents were known to live respectably and were self-sufficient,” but 

offers no citation to support this claim. See Forging Freedom, 300-1n20. This does, however, seem to have been the 

case. Certainly, not all Black children were bound out. James Forten, for example, retained his liberty throughout his 

childhood. See Julie Winch, A Gentleman of Color: The Life of James Forten (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2002). Merle Brouwer, who examined Philadelphia’s Guardian of the Poor records from the second half of the 

eighteenth century, argues that “mulatto” children were actually bound out for longer terms than their Black 

neighbors—a reminder of the fragility of the color line and the hostility of the ruling class to the free Blacks and 

white women who crossed it. See “The Negro as a Slave and as a Free Black in Colonial Pennsylvania,” 160-1. 
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her in jail, perhaps on perjury charges. Now that she was out, however, Cherry was hoping to 

supply provincial authorities with the identity of the official who married the couple in exchange 

for a reduction of the sentence of her daughter, Rebecca Scott, who was also serving time for 

some untoward connection with Katherine Williams. The court was apparently satisfied with 

Cherry’s offer and, on November 4, 1722, remanded Scott to the custody of her husband and 

dropped her fines. Cherry’s petition does not reveal what happened to “Mr. Tuthil’s Negro” or 

his white wife. Five years after the controversial union, however, a Philadelphia merchant and 

church warden named James Tuthill made his last will and testament, ordering that his “Negro 

Man Sharper” serve his son-in-law for two years after his decease “at the Expiration whereof my 

said Negroe Sharper shall be free.” Sharper became a free man in 1730, now bound only by the 

restrictions that white Pennsylvanians enacted in their effort to prevent any more relationships 

like the one between Katherine Williams and “Mr. Tuthil’s Negro.”61 

* * * 

 Pennsylvania’s 1780 gradual abolition act repealed and replaced the provincial Black 

codes. The revolutionary legislation eliminated the 1706 trial act and 1726 regulation act that had 

formed the core of the colonial regulations, implementing new ones in their place. No longer 

would there be separate Black courts; instead, Black Pennsylvanians would have access to the 

state court system, although enslaved Pennsylvanians still could not testify against white people. 

No longer would it be a legal requirement for overseers of the poor to bind out free Black 

children until their twenties; instead, it would be legal to own the purportedly free children of 

enslaved women until their twenties. No longer would it be legal to bind out children until the 

                                                
61 Collections of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania 1:265; James Tuthill, Philadelphia County Will Book E, pp. 

71-2. There are records documenting James Tuthill’s presence in Philadelphia in 1722, the year that “Mr. Tuthil’s 

Negro” wed Katherine Williams. See, for example, the American Weekly Mercury, no. 138 (1722), p. 92.   
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age of thirty-one whose parents had dared cross the color line; instead, that category of people 

would be registered as property along with individuals who were enslaved for life. At the same 

time, the 1780 law explicitly reinstated the provision in the 1726 law that enslavers would be 

compensated should the state decide to execute their human property. The 1788 supplemental 

abolition act, enacted in an attempt to close proslavery loopholes in the existing legislation, made 

it illegal to separate term-enslaved children from their enslaved mothers—that is until they 

turned four.62 Gradual abolition programs were, by their very definition, slavery regimes. They 

were also Black codes. In Pennsylvania, they replaced heritable slavery for life with a kind of 

heritable slavery for otherwise.63  

 Pennsylvanians did not wrest the idea of hereditary term slavery out of the ether in 1780. 

The logic of Black birthright servitude existed throughout the colonial period and was firmly in 

place by the Revolution.64 Legislators read the provincial Black codes as they drafted their 

gradual abolition bill. Individuals who had experienced this kind of bondage in the colonial 

period and who would experience it in the early republic could expect similar treatment. Unlike 

traditional indentured servants, term slaves could be bound from birth into adulthood and did not 

possess contracts. They could be bought and sold well into their twenties (and occasionally their 

                                                
62 Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees, 127. Nash and Soderlund write that the 1788 law would “prevent the 

separation of slave families,” but do not acknowledge that this protection only extended to children until they were 

“above the age of four years.” See “An Act to Explain and Amend an Act Entitled, ‘An Act for the Gradual 

Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at Large, 13:56. 
63 During his travels to the United States in 1788, French abolitionist Jacque Pierre Brissot de Warville critiqued 

Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition legislation as a kind of Black code. He concluded his analysis optimistically, 

writing, “we will not doubt but these stains will soon disappear from the code of Pennsylvania. Reason is too 

predominant to suffer them long to continue.” He was incorrect. See Brissot de Warville, New Travels in the United 

States of America. Performed in 1788, trans. Joel Barlow (Dublin: Printed by W. Corbett, 1792), 276-9 (quotation 
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1760-1820 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 38. 
64 For the legal relationship between gradual abolition and the colonial practice of binding out children to decades-

long indentures, see Sarah L. H. Gronningsater, “Born Free in the Master's House: Children and Gradual 

Emancipation in the Early American North” in Child Slavery Before and After Emancipation: An Argument for 

Child-Centered Slavery Studies, ed. Anna Mae Duane (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2017), ch. 5. 
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thirties). Most importantly, Pennsylvania term slaves could pass their condition through the 

maternal line to subsequent generations. If “Mr. Tuthil’s Negro” and Katherine Williams had 

daughters after 1726, for instance, any children those daughters had before completing their 

terms at the age of thirty-one risked inheriting their mothers’ status.65 In order to properly 

understand the hereditary term slavery that animated Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program, 

we must begin with the colonial legislation that helped shape expectations about Black birthright 

servitude. 

 Black people faced legal discrimination in Pennsylvania from its founding.66 The 

colony’s first proprietor, William Penn, enslaved at least a dozen people at his Philadelphia 

estate in the late seventeenth century.67 The 1682 charter for the Free Society of Traders, a 

company of investors with close ties to Penn, declared that any Black people the society received 

as servants should serve for fourteen years. After this term, which was double the length of 

traditional indentures for white servants, they would be “allotted” a parcel of land in exchange 

for providing the Society with two-thirds of their annual produce—a half-freedom similar to that 

practiced by the Dutch in New Netherlands. If they refused this arrangement, however, they 

would remain in bondage “till they will accept it.”68 This charter did not apply to ordinary 

Pennsylvania colonists, however, who, like Penn, seemed to have had few scruples about holding 

                                                
65 While this was not strictly legal—in that the law did not explicitly declare that this condition should be passed 

from generation to generation—it occurred with enough frequency that Pennsylvania Abolition Society lawyers 

traded memos about how to understand the law on this point, hoping to stop the practice. See Box 11A-B, Folder 

1B, HSP miscellaneous collection (Collection 424), HSP. I discuss this in greater detail in Chapter Five.  
66 Indeed, they faced legal discrimination from before its founding when the Delaware Valley was controlled by 

Dutch and Swedish colonists. See McManus, Black Bondage in the North, 4.  
67 Michaela Winberg, “William Penn Kept Enslaved People. These Are Some of Their Names,” Billy Penn, August 

20, 2020, https://billypenn.com/2020/08/17/william-penn-owned-enslaved-people-these-are-some-of-their-names-e.  
68 It is unclear whether or not Black servants would have owned this land or would merely have occupied it at the 

will of the Society of Traders. The Articles, Settlement and Offices of the Free Society of Traders in Pennsilvania. 

Agreed upon by Divers Merchants and Others for the Better Improvement and Government of Trade in That 

Province (London: Benjamin Clark, 1682); Turner, The Negro in Pennsylvania, 21. On half-freedom, see 

Christopher Moore, “A World of Possibilities: Slavery and Freedom in Dutch New Amsterdam” in Berlin and 

Harris, eds., Slavery in New York, ch. 1.  
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Africans in lifelong bondage. The City Council of Philadelphia passed a law in 1693 

criminalizing Black Sunday gatherings on penalty of public whipping and incarceration. The law 

made an exception for Black people who had passes from their masters, ignoring the possibility 

of free Black people and obliterating the distinction between free and enslaved.69  

 The first province-wide Black codes were legislated in 1700. Although the “Act for the 

Better Regulation of Servants in this Province” applied to all people, its section criminalizing the 

conducting of trade with servants without permission from their owner included racist 

discriminations, punishing white offenders with extended indentures and Black offenders with 

“severe” whipping. Again, the assumption was that Black servants could not be punished with 

more time since they were already serving for life.70 The 1700 “Act for the Trial of Negroes,” by 

contrast, established a completely separate legal system for Black Pennsylvanians. It empowered 

government officials to convene special courts to try Black people accused of high crimes, 

leaving misdemeanors to summary decision by local magistrates. The accused were not to be 

judged by a jury, but rather by two justices of the peace and “six of the most substantial 

freeholders of the neighborhood” where the crime was said to occur.71 The law extended 

Philadelphia’s ban on Black Sunday gatherings to the entire province and made it illegal for 

Black people to carry any weapon without permission.72 It made rape a capital offense for Black 

men and punished those found guilty of attempted rape with castration. (By contrast, white men 

found guilty of rape were whipped and imprisoned.)73 London deemed the castration of Black 

                                                
69 Richard R. Wright, Jr., The Negro in Pennsylvania: A Study in Economic History (Philadelphia, PA: A. M. E. 

Book Concern, 1912), 9; A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., In the Matter of Color: Race and the American Legal Process: 

The Colonial Period (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978), 276.  
70 “An Act for the Better Regulation of Servants in this Province” in PA Statutes at Large 2:56. 
71 “An Act for the Trial of Negroes” in PA Statutes at Large 2:77; Tomlins, Freedom Bound, 495. 
72 For a discussion of how colonial legislatures criminalized the possession of firearms by Black Americans in the 

decades before the Second Amendment, see Carol Anderson, The Second: Race and Guns in a Fatally Unequal 

America (New York: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2021), 10-8. 
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men too harsh a punishment and disallowed the entire law in February 1706. the Provincial 

Assembly had been prepared for this. The previous month, they passed a new trial act that was 

identical to the former with the exception that Black men found guilty of attempted rape would 

no longer be castrated, but rather whipped, branded, and sold out of the colony never to return on 

pain of death. Their foresight avoided an interruption of Pennsylvania’s separate Black court 

system, which remained in place until 1780.74  

 Other laws passed in 1700 and 1706 played an equally important role in the history of 

discriminatory Black servitude in Pennsylvania.75 There were three statutes in particular that, 

when combined with the state’s gradual abolition legislation, provided the legal foundation for 

the exploitation of hereditary term slavery well into the nineteenth century. First, the 1700 “Act 

for the Better Regulation of Servants,” in addition to implementing racist punishments, required 

that any person who absented themselves without permission serve five days for every one day 

they were gone, plus whatever other damages a county judge felt were appropriate.76 Second, the 

1706 “Act against Adultery and Fornication” stipulated that any woman who became pregnant 

while indentured should serve an additional term of “not more than two years nor less than one” 

for the inconvenience the pregnancy posed to the person claiming her service.77 Third, there was 

the 1726 “Act for the Better Regulation of Negroes,” which, in the words of legal historian 

Christopher Tomlins, “rounded out Pennsylvania’s slave law regime.”78 These new Black codes 

placed substantial restrictions on both the colony’s enslaved population and its fledgling free 

                                                
74 “An Act for the Trial of Negroes” in PA Statutes at Large, 2:233-6; Tomlins, Freedom Bound, 495. For an 

examination of this court system based on newly rediscovered sources, see Geneva A. Smith’s forthcoming 
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Black community.79 Indeed, the 1726 law was especially concerned with denigrating free people 

of color, who were not explicitly named in earlier statutes. By the second quarter of the 

eighteenth century, Blackness had become so synonymous with unfreedom in Pennsylvania that 

anti-miscegenation laws were willing to make slaves of free people, while free Black children 

were made universally available to white enslavers. A Swedish traveler observed in 1748 that 

American clergymen had to be “very careful” about granting marriage licenses, since marrying a 

“negro with one of European extraction” carried a penalty of one-hundred pounds sterling 

“according to the laws of Pennsylvania.”80 After the 1780 gradual abolition act repealed most of 

the colonial Black codes, the 1700 and 1706 servant laws became important tools for preserving 

white supremacy because enslavers were able to apply their race-neutral provisions to the people 

they held in bondage.81  

 These colonial servant and slave laws were not unique to Pennsylvania. As Ira Berlin 

observed in his great synthesis, Many Thousands Gone, Chesapeake enslavers “filled their statute 

books” with legislation that codified racist, separate, and unequal servant regulation in the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.82 The logic was generally of a piece—that white 
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servants, assumed to be servants for a term, could be punished by extension, whereas Black 

servants, assumed to be lifetime slaves, had to be punished corporally, including by enslaving 

their children. These laws also carved out a third system for people of mixed African and 

European ancestry. In the 1640s, authorities in Barbados began binding out “mulatto” children 

for thirty-year terms on an ad hoc basis. Maryland was the first colony to codify the practice, 

passing an ex post facto law in 1664 that made thirty-year term slaves of children with mixed 

ancestry whose parents had legally married.83 Virginia made thirty-year term slavery routine 

policy in 1691, their “act for suppressing outlying slaves” containing a provision to bind out 

“mulatto” children.84 Colonies moved toward standardizing their practices in the early eighteenth 

century. Laws making thirty-one-year term slaves of “mulatto” children were passed in Virginia 

in 1705, Maryland in 1715, and Delaware in 1721.85 Massachusetts also passed an anti-

miscegenation law in 1705, but unlike Pennsylvania and the Chesapeake colonies, it did not 

penalize any children born of these unions.86 Neither New York nor New Jersey had explicit 
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anti-miscegenation laws on their books.87 With respect to the practice of hereditary term slavery, 

Pennsylvania belonged to a Greater Chesapeake rather than a mid-Atlantic.88  

 The prejudices of Philadelphia lawmakers did not prevent white colonists from bringing 

Black people with them into the provincial interior. Many individuals who established 

settlements along the Susquehanna River relied on the labor of enslaved people. John Harris 

would have died at his trading post without the intervention of Hercules. Sometime around 1720, 

John found himself captive to a group of hostile Shawnee when, according to family tradition, 

Hercules arrived with a second, unidentified group of Natives who helped negotiate John’s 

release. Hercules helped John run a ferry and develop what is now Pennsylvania’s capital city, 

Harrisburg. When John died in 1746, he manumitted Hercules even though he bequeathed three 

other people to family members.89 Settlements further south along the river also depended on the 

work of enslaved people. The Wright, Barber, and Blunston families, who in the late 1720s 

began developing what is now the borough of Columbia in western Lancaster County, enslaved 

around twenty people by the 1740s. In his 1746 will, Samuel Blunston bequeathed three people 

to Susanna Wright, an accomplished poet and the daughter of John Wright, founder of what is 

now Columbia, Pennsylvania. Samuel ordered that a woman named Sal serve Susanna for one 

year, and that two boys named Vertulas and Toby do the same until they turned twenty-six and 

thirty respectively.90 The very first will to be filed across the river in Cumberland County also 

identified enslaved people. When justice of the peace Robert Dunning died in 1750, he 
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bequeathed Whiteball and Phillis to his wife, stipulating that they were to help raise their 

children.91 These Black founders were crucial actors in the process of settler colonialism, as both 

their presence and their labor helped transform the landscape into something recognizable to 

white colonists.92   

 By the time Pennsylvanians were establishing permanent settlements in the interior, there 

were already Black people further west.93 In Fall 1722, the governor of Virginia wrote to the 

Pennsylvania Provincial Council requesting that they do something about the Shawnee practice 

of harboring “Negro Slaves belonging to Virginia.” The Council sent James Letort with one 

wampum belt from each colony to parlay with “the Chiefs of the Conestogoe, Delaware, 

Shawannese & Ganawese Indians” at their settlement on the eastern banks of the Susquehanna. 

The “negro slaves” in question were living at Opessa’s Town in what is now Oldtown, 

Maryland—some thirty miles south of Bedford, Pennsylvania and twelve miles south of the 

Mason-Dixon Line—but what was then an area claimed by both Maryland and Pennsylvania and 

controlled by the Shawnee. Letort explained that the Five Nations of the Iroquois Confederacy 

had recently agreed at a treaty negotiation in Albany, New York to return refugees from slavery 

to the American colonists. The Virginia government offered “one Good Gun and two Blankets 

for each Negro” brought across the Potomac River and delivered to a provincial official. A few 

days later, Letort forwarded a response from a Shawnee leader saying that he would attend to the 

matter personally. The “Shawanna King” believed there were no more than ten Black people at 

Opessa’s Town, but that he would not retrieve them until the spring because they were away 
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hunting. “Besides,” he added, “there will be Hazard in Seizing them for they are well armed,” 

and he preferred to try to “take them by Guile.” With regard to the evolving Black presence west 

of the Susquehanna, the ten men who were hunting with the Shawnee were the exception rather 

than the rule. Most arrived as the chattel of white colonists and would have been prohibited by 

the 1706 trial act from possessing a firearm without the permission of their enslaver.94 Despite 

Philadelphia lawmakers’ evolving fears over the possibility of Black autonomy in their colony, 

white colonists continued to bring Black families into the interior.  

 As Pennsylvanians pushed further inland, residents of Philadelphia began manumitting 

enslaved people, giving rise to a significant free Black population in the city.95 White 

Philadelphians quickly came to resent their free Black neighbors, viewing them as something 

between a nuisance and criminal interlopers. In early 1750, a group of city residents complained 

to the Provincial Council that German immigrants had introduced the custom of discharging 

firearms into the night sky to celebrate the New Year, a practice that had become very popular 

“among Servants, Negroes, &c” and which they felt threatened the peace.96 One year later, an 

anonymous Philadelphian wrote to Benjamin Franklin and David Hall, editors of the 

Pennsylvania Gazette, urging them to publish the colony’s Black codes. The author claimed that 

“frequent Complaints” were made of late to local magistrates, not just about the city’s free Black 

community, but about “other Blacks” who came to the city “under Pretence of Freedom” as well 

as enslaved people who felt entitled to seek their own employment. Members of the Black 

community were renting houses (places of “great Disorders”) and gathering together with friends 

(“Servants, Slaves, and other idle and vagrant persons”). The author implored Franklin and Hall 

                                                
94 PA Colonial Records, 3:203-212, 215. 
95 Nash, Forging Freedom, 32.  
96 PA Archives VIII, 4:3396-7. 
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to remind their readers of the colony’s Black codes (“good and wholesome Laws”), claiming that 

such an action might help reduce crime. The pair acquiesced, printing several sections from the 

1706 trial act and 1726 regulation act on the front page of the March 5, 1751 issue of their 

newspaper.97 Despite these obstacles, free Black families continued to establish a community for 

themselves in Philadelphia. 

 By contrast, the settler population of the Pennsylvania interior grew slowly until the close 

of the Seven Years War, when the British military wrested control of the land from its Native 

inhabitants. Historians have noted that the War of 1812 played an instrumental role in 

transforming the Lower Mississippi Valley into a ‘Slave Country.’98 The Seven Years War 

inaugurated a similar process in the Pennsylvania interior, securing the Susquehanna and 

Monongahela Valleys for white settlement and the spread of slavery.99 As white indentured 

servants enlisted in the British army in droves, demand increased throughout the province for 

enslaved laborers whose dark skins advertised their unfree status. Members of the Provincial 

Assembly wrote to the Provincial Council in 1756 to complain about this phenomenon. If the 

war “rendered precarious” the possession of white indentured servants, who might “at any Time 

be taken away from his master at the Pleasure of a Recruiting Officer,” then Pennsylvanians 

would be “driven to the Necessity of providing themselves with Negro Slaves, as the Property in 

them and their Service seems at present more secure.” The petitioners acknowledged that this 

substitution would make the colony less white and therefore less safe (since “every Slave may be 

reckoned a domestick Enemy”), but they cried that they had no choice.100 Their threat had little 

                                                
97 Nash, Forging Freedom, 36; PaG, 5 Mar 1751 N.S., p. 1. 
98 Rothman, Slave Country. 
99 Hammond, “Slavery, Settlement, and Empire.” 
100 PA Colonial Records, 7:37-8. This was a perennial problem. In 1740 during the War of Jenkins Ear, the assembly 

wrote to the council that the “King and Parliament of Great Britain seem desirous to encourage the Importation of 

white Servants in the Colonies of America rather than Negroes,” but noted that this would not happen so long as 
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impact on the Council, whose members were apparently more concerned with fighting the 

continent’s Native residents and their French allies than they were with a rise in the Black 

population. It remained legal for white indentured servants to enlist.101 In the early 1760s, 

wealthy Philadelphians continued to press the Council for access to cheap labor, noting the 

ongoing scarcity of white workers and suggesting that “an Advantage might be gained by the 

Introduction of Slaves.”102 The legislature did not honor their request. Instead, they actually 

increased the import duty on enslaved people in an attempt to enrich provincial coffers by 

capitalizing on high demand. With the return of peace in 1763, however, the flow of inexpensive 

European laborers resumed.103 At the same time, early white antislavery reformers, chiefly 

Quakers and Anglicans, began organizing against the institution. With religious pressure and a 

newly competitive labor market resulting in an increase in manumission rates, slavery began its 

slow decline in Philadelphia.104 

 As Black freedom became increasingly common in the city, settlers throughout the 

interior conducted campaigns of terror against Native peoples and invested in Black bondage.105 

                                                
“the Property of the Master is so precarious as to depend on the Will of his Servant and the Pleasure of an Officer.” 

See PA Colonial Records, 4:437. 
101 Brouwer, “The Negro as a Slave and as a Free Black in Colonial Pennsylvania,” 160-1. 

197-8. 
102 PA Colonial Records, 8:576. 
103 “An Act for Laying a Duty on Negroes and Mulatto Slaves Imported into This Province” in PA Statutes at Large, 

6:104-110 (note that it was “Negroes and Mulatto Slaves,” suggesting that all “Negroes” were enslaved but that the 

statute only applied to certain “Mulattoes”); Sharon V. Salinger, “Colonial Labor in Transition: The Decline of 

Indentured Servitude in Late Eighteenth-Century Philadelphia,” LH 22, no. 2 (Spring 1981): 180. 
104 Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees, ch. 2. Around this time, Quakers began insisting that their members 

manumit any people they held in bondage at their age of majority: eighteen for women and twenty-one for men. 

While this bears a superficial resemblance to the gradual abolition mechanism that the Pennsylvania General 

Assembly adopted in 1780, the Quaker emphasis was on emancipating living people, not their future children. See 

Jean R. Soderlund, Quakers and Slavery: A Divided Spirit (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1985), 95, 99-

100, 123-4. There were certainly activists before Seven Years War, but as Christopher Leslie Brown has observed, 

Quaker activities were more aligned with “separatism rather than abolitionism” and in general the “history of 

antislavery sentiment before the 1760s is the history of isolated moralists.” See Moral Capital: Foundations of 

British Abolitionism (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 40, 91. 
105 On the centrality of white vigilantes like the Paxton Boys, Black Boys, and Frederick Stump to revolutionary-era 

Pennsylvania politics, see Spero, Frontier Country, chs. 7 and 8.  
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At first, slaveholding was confined primarily to the gentry.106 Yet as the total number of enslaved 

people in Chester, Lancaster, and York counties increased throughout the 1760s and ‘70s, the 

institution became more widespread. When the assembly enacted gradual abolition in 1780, more 

than one out of every six households in these southeastern counties owned or rented enslaved 

people.107 Western settlers took advantage of their distance from Philadelphia authorities to 

ignore laws intended to curb slavery’s growth. The Provincial Assembly noted in February 1769 

that York County was failing to collect the “duties imposed on Negroe and Mulattoe Slaves 

imported into this Province,” presumably by way of Baltimore. Meanwhile, the Collector of the 

Port of Philadelphia had entirely neglected to appoint deputies to collect the duties in Berks and 

Cumberland counties. The assembly quickly ordered him to remedy this mistake.108 Cumberland 

County residents did not share Philadelphia’s emancipatory impulse: an analysis of last wills and 

testaments reveals only two manumissions before 1780, one of which was conditional.109 The 

locus of Pennsylvania slavery had moved west. 

 With the labor system in flux in the 1760s, Pennsylvania legislators reacquainted 

themselves with the relevant statute law. In 1770, the Provincial Assembly passed a 

supplemental act that clarified aspects of colonial servant law. The new language made it clear 

that having to serve five additional days for every one absent was a minimum sentence and that 

judges could compel servants to make any “other such reasonable satisfaction” they deemed 

                                                
106 Alan Tully has noted that slaveholding began to increase in the interior at the same time that “esquire” began to 

appear on tax returns. Sincere there was an abundance of land and a dearth of formal titles in the Pennsylvania 

interior, owning a Black servant became a crucial way of asserting one’s class privilege. Between 1730 and 1760, 

the top one-third of Lancaster County taxpayers owned more than ninety percent of all the enslaved people. See 

“Patterns of Slaveholding in Colonial Pennsylvania,” 292-3. 
107 Oblinger, “New Freedoms, Old Miseries,” 27-8.  
108 PA Archives VIII, 7:6351, 6355-6.  
109 Copies of Wills of Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, Volumes A-F, 1750-1803, pp. 47-9, 333-4. 
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appropriate.110 This new law reminded white Pennsylvanians of their rights respecting servants at 

precisely the moment that Black people began re-entering that class in substantial numbers.111 

During the Revolution, it became more common for Black Philadelphians to negotiate 

conditional manumissions with their enslavers, agreeing to continue serving them for a number 

of years in exchange for their liberty.112 With the elimination of hereditary lifetime slavery in 

1780, white Pennsylvanians could only bind Black children for a term. Colonial servant law 

proved useful for policing all unfree Black Pennsylvanians during the age of gradual abolition.  

 While the Revolution had less of an impact on slaveholding in Cumberland County, it did 

reinvigorate fears among the ruling class that they might lose their white indentured servants to 

military service. In 1777, a committee of thirteen men convened in Shippensburg to adopt a 

resolution affirming “that all Apprentices and servants are the property of their masters and 

mistresses.” They declared that it was unconstitutional for the Pennsylvania government to 

deprive them of their property in people without their own consent or that of “their 

Representatives in Genl. Assembly met.”113 Twelve of the thirteen men on this committee would 

end up registering Black people with the Cumberland County clerk of courts after their elected 

representatives helped to pass gradual abolition in 1780.  

 Of course, white indentured servants were not the only residents of the Pennsylvania 

interior who took advantage of the Revolution to seek their freedom. On October 4, 1777, one 

                                                
110 “A Supplement to the Act, Entitled ‘An Act for the Better Regulation of Servants in this Province and 

Territories’” in PA Statutes at Large, 8:29-31.  
111 The 1779 draft of the gradual abolition law did not include a repeal of the 1726 Black codes, while the final draft 

passed in 1780 did. This suggests that lawmakers were reading colonial statutes while drafting their gradual 

abolition legislation. See Nash, Forging Freedom, 62.  
112 For several examples of individuals in this situation, see Polgar, Standard-Bearers of Equality, 92-103. 
113 PA Archives I, 5:340; Milton Embick Flower and Lenore Embick Flower, This is Carlisle: A History of a 

Pennsylvania Town (Harrisburg, PA: Horace McFarland Company, 1944), 12; Alfred L. Brophy, “Law and 

Indentured Servitude in Mid-Eighteenth Century Pennsylvania,” Willamette Law Review 28, no. 1 (Winter 1991): 

82. 
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week after the British captured Philadelphia following the Battle of Brandywine, thirty-year-old 

Daniel Anderson sought refuge from his South Central Pennsylvania enslaver and headed toward 

Maryland’s eastern shore.114 In December, a Black man named Joe living near what is now 

Harrisburg liberated a horse and rode east with the intention of joining up with the British.115 A 

few weeks later in early 1778, while the displaced Continental Army wintered at Valley Forge, a 

man named Tom did the same in Lancaster County.116 The following June, a teenager named 

Sam, who was fluent in both English and Dutch, left the eastern foothills of the Appalachian 

Mountains in what is now Franklin County and made his way toward Long Island, where he had 

been born.117 Later in the summer of 1779, James and Joseph fled from their enslaver, a Carlisle 

farmer who had recently been accused and acquitted of misprision of treason.118 After an 

independence movement, a war, and a gradual abolition act, elite white Pennsylvanians were 

going to have to figure out how to reassert control of the people they subordinated. Combining 

the laws of slavery and servitude offered a way forward.  

* * * 

 

 Although it was the nation’s largest city at the time of U.S. independence, Philadelphia 

had not been able to satisfy the ambitions of all Pennsylvanians. Provincials pushed west 

throughout the eighteenth century, erecting townships and establishing new counties in order to 

wrest control of the interior from its indigenous occupants.119 Chester County’s hinterlands 

                                                
114 FJ, 27 Aug 1783, p. 3.  
115 PP, 17 Dec 1777, p. 3.  
116 PP, 11 Feb 1778, p. 3. On the front page of that issue, a Carlisle tavern keeper named Robert White advertised 

for sale a sixteen-year-old “mulatto” girl who had survived smallpox and was able to “cook, wash, and do most sorts 

of house work.”  
117 PP, 12 Aug 1779, p. 3. 
118 PP, 21 Aug 1779, p. 4. Misprision of treason, a charge referring to the knowing concealment of a treasonous act, 

was viciously prosecuted in Cumberland County. See Carlton F. W. Larson, The Trials of Allegiance: Treason, 

Juries, and the American Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019), 92-96. 
119 Richard K. MacMaster, “Philadelphia Merchants, Backcountry Shopkeepers, and Town-Making Fever,” PHJMS 

81, no. 3 (Summer 2014): 342-363. 
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coalesced into Lancaster County in 1729, followed by York and Cumberland counties at mid-

century and then Bedford and Westmoreland counties in the early 1770s. Since governments 

require government officials, each fissure furthered the reach of the state while incubating a class 

of local elites with the means to invest in slavery. Back east in Philadelphia, the confluence of 

large populations of free Blacks, political radicals, and vocal Quakers led to a rapid divestment 

from the institution. Benjamin Rush captured this evolving antislavery sentiment in a 1773 letter 

to British abolitionist, Granville Sharp. “Great events have been brought about by small 

beginnings,” he wrote. “Anthony Benezet stood alone a few years ago in opposing Negro slavery 

in Philadelphia and now 3/4ths of the province as well as the city cry out against it.”120 While 

Rush had to concede that one-quarter of white Pennsylvanians living in the interior continued to 

support human bondage, the institution was falling out of favor. Yet badges of slavery endured 

among the free, even in Philadelphia. In 1770, Sharper Tuttle was baptized at Philadelphia’s 

Christ Church. The baptism registry identified him as “near 80 years of age, a free Negro, late 

slave of Mr Tuttle.” Almost a half century after he and Katherine Williams wed, “Mr. Tuthil’s 

negro” remained a religious man. While it is possible that Sharper chose the appellation “late 

slave of Mr Tuttle” in order to assert his liberty—or perhaps to establish a deeper connection 

with the church—the fact remains that the free man remained a “late slave” in the eyes of his 

white neighbors. As the age of gradual abolition approached, a new generation of Black 

Pennsylvanians would become familiar with the myriad ways that former conditions of servitude 

could reassert themselves.121   

                                                
120 Maurice Jackson, Let This Voice Be Heard: Anthony Benezet, Father of Atlantic Abolitionism (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 28.  
121 Gary Nash also appears to believe that Sharper Tuttle once belonged to James Tuthill, writing that Tuttle’s owner 

had died in 1730. Yet he does not identify Tuttle as the “Mr. Tuthil’s Negro” who married Katherine Williams in 

1722. See Forging Freedom, 23, 289n58; “Christ Church Register of Baptisms, 1763-1810,” Philadelphia 

Congregations Early Records, p. 64, accessed September 1, 2020, 

https://philadelphiacongregations.org/records/items/show/287. I would like to thank Sarah Gronningsater for raising 
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 In the decades since obtaining his freedom, Sharper managed to acquire some property. A 

1765 public auction notice in the Pennsylvania Gazette identified him as the occupant of a plot 

of land along Spring Garden in Northern Liberties. He saved enough that he was able to 

bequeath “two Houses & lotts” to his daughter, Mary, when dictating his last will and testament 

ten years later. Sharper also provided for Mary’s children in his will, stipulating that they all 

receive a few pounds at their age of majority “to encourage them to begin the World.” However, 

in the tragic event that none of Mary’s children survived that long—a bleak possibility—Sharper 

ordered that these funds “apply towards the Redemption of such of my first Wifes Children who 

shall be continued in Bondage, or if set free to be equally divided between them.”122 

 Who was Sharper Tuttle’s first wife? No single source provides the answer. When 

Sharper took six-year-old Mary to be baptized at Christ Church in 1754, he did not inform the 

church authorities as to the identity of her mother.123 His will does not mention the name of any 

wife, first or otherwise. Yet there are clues as to her relationship with Sharper. As it appears that 

Mary was born free, and that Sharper’s children with his first wife were not, it stands to reason 

that his first wife was not Mary’s mother. This was an earlier relationship. It is possible that 

Sharper Tuttle’s first wife was Katherine Williams, the white woman that “Mr. Tuthil’s Negro” 

married in 1722. If Sharper and Katherine had any children together after the Provincial 

Assembly passed the 1726 Black codes, they would have been obligated to serve for thirty-one 

years. Since Sharper made his last will in 1775, any children that he and Katherine had after 

1744 might still have been without their freedom—“continued in Bondage.”  

                                                
the possibility that the construction “late slave of…” could be a useful marker of freedom in a society where Black 

men were presumed to be enslaved. 
122 Sharper Tuttle, Philadelphia County Will Book W, pp. 261-2. 
123 “Christ Church Register of Baptisms, Marriages, and Burials, 1750-1762,” Philadelphia Congregations Early 

Records, p. 15, https://philadelphiacongregations.org/records/items/show/290. Accessed 1 September 2020. 
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 Although this interpretation is speculative, it illustrates a broader point about hereditary 

term slavery: emancipation for some did not mean emancipation for all. In systems that 

conferred temporary bondage on the children of non-slave mothers, whether the thirty-one-year 

term slavery of the colonial period or the twenty-eight-year term slavery of the age of gradual 

abolition, parents often possessed or obtained their freedom before their children. This became 

increasingly common after 1780—and especially after 1800—as Pennsylvania enslavers strove 

to transform gradual abolition into a permanent system of racist subordination based on the 

expropriation of Black childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood. The 1706 and 1726 servant 

laws remained useful tools in this project. Gradual abolition legislation allowed white 

Pennsylvanians to transform Black birthright servitude into term slavery and in so doing ensure 

that true freedom remained elusive for generations. 
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CHAPTER ONE  

DEFEATING IMMEDIATISM: THE LEGISLATURE AND ABOLITION 

 

 Minta was pregnant again as winter turned to spring in 1780. The twenty-four-year-old 

enslaved woman, who lived on the outskirts of Shippensburg, Pennsylvania, had two young 

daughters who had only known war. Minta had reason to hope that things might be better for her 

new child. Rumors swirled that state legislators, who had since returned to Philadelphia after the 

British forced them to retreat inland to Lancaster in 1777, were considering a bill that would 

grant some kind of freedom to Pennsylvania’s enslaved population. Shippensburg may not have 

had its own newspaper, but news from the east could always be procured at taverns from the 

Philadelphia press, if not from returning soldiers or weary travelers. One of Minta’s neighbors, 

an enslaved woman named Dinah who was roughly the same age, happened to work at Captain 

Matthew Scot’s tavern and would likely have overheard something about these emancipation 

schemes. Yet even if Minta knew of the proposal, she would have known better than to surrender 

too much to hope. Lawmakers had been talking about liberty for years but had taken no action to 

alleviate the suffering of the nearly eight-hundred enslaved people who lived in what was then 

Cumberland County. She would just have to wait and see if this time was any different.124  

 Hundreds of miles away, members of the Pennsylvania General Assembly continued to 

debate the prudence of gradual abolition. The law’s supporters emphasized the spirit of liberty, 

the blessings of Providence, and the limitless possibilities of revolutionary time. Its detractors 

countered that the moment was not right. Not only did they believe Black people were inferior, 

                                                
124 We know very little about Minta the individual. She appears by name in only two documents: a slave register and 

an estate inventory. While we cannot know for sure that Chloe and Dine were her children, her enslaver, John 

Reynolds, did not register any other adult women in 1780. The estate inventory that John’s executors created in 

1789 expressly identifies Minta as a mother, lending further credence to the argument that these were her children. 

See John Reynolds, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 63; John Reynolds estate inventory, 

microfilm, box 43, reel 11, image 652, CCHS. On the coming of gradual abolition, see Nash and Soderlund, 

Freedom by Degrees, ch. 4.  
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Pennsylvania had just joined a confederacy of slaveholding states and could not in good 

conscience risk taking any action that might incite a general slave rebellion or jeopardize the 

future of the union.125 Although liberty’s allies carried the day, the decision was far from 

unanimous. Thirty-four assemblymen outvoted twenty-one of their colleagues to pass 

Pennsylvania’s first gradual abolition law on March 1, 1780.126 

 Shortly thereafter on the outskirts of Shippensburg, Minta gave birth to a baby boy. When 

John Reynolds registered the child as his property in late October, he called him Adam. The 

clerk of courts, who had already grown so accustomed to recording men and women as lifetime 

slaves that he had taken to employing shorthand, made a mistake when he copied Adam’s 

information into his registry. The boy with the Biblical name was not to be bound for life. He 

was Cumberland County’s—and perhaps Pennsylvania’s—first term slave. A slave for 

otherwise. The clerk crossed out the “ditto” marks meant to signify that he had inherited his 

mother’s lifelong status and simply left: “Adam a male 7 ms.” For Minta and her son, it was a 

new age. For others, things remained as they had been. The very next entry in the clerk’s registry 

reads: “James a Male Negro Slave for Life 45 years.”127 

                                                
125 Pennsylvania was not alone in this. Massachusetts refused to take up an emancipation bill in 1777 for fear of 

upsetting her co-confederates, while New Hampshire and New Jersey each pointed to the ongoing war as reason to 

delay. See McManus, Black Bondage in the North, 161. Although I use the term “slaveholding states” to refer to 

states where it was legal for individuals to own enslaved people, historians are beginning to show that states 

themselves actually held people in bondage. See Aaron Hall, “Slaves of the State: Infrastructure and Governance 

through Slavery in the Antebellum South,” JAH 106, no. 1 (June 2019): 19-46; and Sean Gallagher, “The Prison of 

Public Works: Enslaved People and State Formation at Virginia’s Chiswell Lead Mines, 1775-1786,” JSH 86, no. 4 

(November 2020): 777-804. Pennsylvania was no different. In 1773, the Pennsylvania Provincial Assembly ordered 

the trustees of Province Island, a public corporation tasked with overseeing a quarantine station south of 

Philadelphia, to draw on the provincial treasury “such Allowance as they may think necessary for the Support of 

Dublin, a Negro belonging to the Province.” Over the next few years, the Provincial Assembly paid half a dozen 

men for procuring various necessities for Dublin, including winter clothing. See PA Archives, 8:7039-40, 7129, 

7181, 7285.  
126 Journals of the House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Beginning the twenty-eighth 

Day of November, 1776, and Ending the second Day of October, 1781. With the Proceedings of the Several 

Committees and Conventions, Before and at the Commencement of the American Revolution, vol. 1 (Philadelphia, 

PA: John Dunlap, 1782), LCP, p. 435-6. For a rigorous analysis of this vote that considers geography, class, and 

religious affiliation, see Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees, ch. 4. 
127 John Reynolds, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, images 63-4. 
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 This chapter describes the implementation of gradual abolition in Pennsylvania, its 

successes and limitations, and the state assembly’s consistent rejection of any plans to adopt total 

abolition.128 Through an analysis of legislative journals and published newspaper debates, it 

catalogs the litany of attempts by activists and assemblymen to push Pennsylvania toward total 

abolition and the reasons for their defeat at every turn.129 The existing literature identifies two 

principal causes of the development of a pervasive antislavery ethic in Pennsylvania: Quaker 

theology and revolutionary ideology. Nearly every study acknowledges these forces and 

generally adds other causes ranging in size from the impact of individuals like George Bryan to 

the collective weight of the Enlightenment.130 What is less clear is why gradualism remained the 

                                                
128 It does not narrate the political history of the 1780 gradual abolition bill, which has been thoroughly covered by 

Gary Nash and Jean Soderlund in their generally excellent Freedom by Degrees, but instead discusses the 

subsequent legislative efforts to shape the character of abolition and its priorities in Pennsylvania. 
129 Nash and Soderlund deftly summarize the various abolitionist efforts of the 1790s, but do not consider that this 

effort continued well into the nineteenth century. See Freedom by Degrees, 132-134. Arthur Zilversmit, by contrast, 

acknowledges that the legislature considered total abolition measures in 1811-12, 1820-21, 1826, 1829, and 1840. 

However, not only does he bury this information in a footnote, he mistakes the facts. Rather than abolition bills, 

1811-12 witnessed an antislavery speech by the governor and proposals for anti-kidnapping legislation, 1829 a 

resolution supporting abolition in the District of Columbia, and 1840 a number of abolition petitions that were laid 

on the table without redress. See The First Emancipation, 208n12. Edward Turner’s 1911 study remains the most 

accurate and complete discussion of these abolition efforts, although he misses an 1807 attempt and only footnotes 

the 1826 proposal. See The Negro in Pennsylvania, 83-5. 
130 For the prevailing narrative (albeit one that stresses the stewardship of George Bryan), see Zilversmit, The First 

Emancipation, 124-137. Other scholars have also emphasized the presence or absence of certain people. On the 

importance of the antislavery tradition of Pennsylvania’s German settlers, see Turner, The Negro in Pennsylvania, 

ch. 5. Edgar McManus, by contrast, highlights the importance of the separation of the three Delaware counties from 

the rest of the state in 1776. See Black Bondage in the North, 161. The most thorough analysis of how 

Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition law came to pass remains Nash and Soderlund’s Freedom by Degrees. As a result 

of their social historical method, the two emphasize more than most the role that private manumissions played in the 

rise of an antislavery principle in southeastern Pennsylvania and in the elimination of the institution after 1780. In 

this regard, the coming of freedom in Pennsylvania may have had more in common with Massachusetts than 

scholars have previously appreciated. See Whiting, “Emancipation Without the Courts or Constitution.” A number 

of historians have stressed the role that Black men and women played in agitating for freedom in Pennsylvania. 

These studies go hand in hand with those that identify wartime disruptions as crucial preconditions for liberation. 

See Nash, Forging Freedom, 59-65; Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 232-3; Robert Parkinson, The Common Cause: 

Creating Race and Nation in the American Revolution (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2016), 

471-83; and Sinha, The Slave’s Cause, 72-4. Carol Anderson has recently suggested that the rise of the prison 

system allowed northern states to pursue gradual abolition because they could safely replace slavery with the 

carceral state and still “maintain control of their Black population.” I would counter that the rise of the prison system 

was a response to, rather than a cause of, gradual abolition—at least in Pennsylvania. See Anderson, The Second, 

25n93. Kristin O’Brassill-Kulfan provides the correct causation in Vagrants and Vagabonds, ch. 4.  

       Paul J. Polgar has written recently that “American Revolutionary ideology was neither antislavery or 

proslavery.” This is correct; liberal republicanism defended both personal freedom and personal property. Still, the 
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prevailing antislavery ethic in Pennsylvania.131 Legislation adopted in 1781, 1782, and 1788 

demonstrated that the General Assembly was willing to revisit the program. Neighboring states 

modeled other possibilities. Massachusetts judged slavery incompatible with its state constitution 

in 1783. In 1797, Connecticut reduced the amount of time that term slaves were bound to serve 

from twenty-five to twenty-one years. New York announced in 1817 that it would enact a near 

complete emancipation in ten years’ time, manumitting all lifetime slaves but allowing their 

bound children to complete their terms.132 Pennsylvania did none of these things, although it 

contemplated all of them. Instead, after decades of legislative inaction, it was an 1826 state 

supreme court decision that recommitted the state to abolition by disallowing the gradualism’s 

most egregious practices. Complete emancipation would not come to Pennsylvania until either 

the death of the last enslaved person or the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment in 

December 1865—whichever came first.133 

                                                
natural rights philosophy that undergirded so much of American revolutionary discourse had the effect of 

destabilizing chattel slavery’s future. See Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution, 3rd 

ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017), 239-46; Litwack, North of Slavery, 1-15; Polgar, Standard-

Bearers of Equality, 36. 
131 The scholarship of the late David Brion Davis anchors my analysis. His explication of “the perishability of 

revolutionary time” is fundamental to my understanding of gradual abolition. Davis understood the importance of 

contingency better than most, noting, for example, how the British evacuation from Philadelphia in 1778 supplied 

antislavery activists with the blessings of Providence. Yet for all his remarkable work, Davis was never all that 

interested in gradual abolition in the northern United States, a topic that seems to have gotten lost in the intellectual 

space between the first two books in his Problem of Slavery trilogy. While he dedicated ample attention to the 

colonization movement, which proposed a form of national gradualism, he did not analyze gradual abolition 

programs in New England and the mid-Atlantic. He might have enjoyed thinking about the fact that the 

Pennsylvania General Assembly enacted its 1780 law during the window between the British evacuation of 

Philadelphia and Cornwallis’ surrender at Yorktown, and its 1788 law during the window between Pennsylvania’s 

ratification of the constitution and the national ratification some months later. For his most substantial discussion of 

gradual abolition in the northern United States, see Davis, The Problem of Slavery in the Age of Revolution, 1770-

1823, 2nd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 86-9, 306 
132 On the importance of judicial abolition in Massachusetts, see Emily Blanck, Tyrannicide: Forging an American 

Law of Slavery in Revolutionary South Carolina and Massachusetts (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2014), ch. 

4. For a provocative challenge to this view, see Whiting, “Emancipation Without the Courts or Constitution.” The 

best discussion of gradual abolition in Connecticut is Menschel, “Abolition Without Deliverance.” While we are in 

need of a full-length study of New York’s 1817 emancipation law, good overviews can be found in Patrick Rael’s 

“The Long Death of Slavery” in Berlin and Harris, eds., Slavery in New York, ch. 4; and Landy, “‘When Men 

Amongst Us.’” 
133 To be sure, Miller v. Dwilling clarified how the 1780 law was to operate, but it did not deem any part of it 

unconstitutional. The law remained unchanged. For more on this pivotal court case, see Chapter Five.  
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 While this chapter is chiefly a political history, it attempts to keep its eyes trained on the 

experiences of enslaved people living in the Pennsylvania interior. Moreover, it emphasizes the 

decisive role that politicians from outside Philadelphia played in defeating immediatism. If a 

significant reason for slavery’s endurance in the state interior was the limited resources of the 

PAS, which could not always police Lancaster and Carlisle and Little Washington, it was 

representatives from these places who presented the single greatest obstacle to total abolition in 

Pennsylvania. This chapter centers the politicians who passed through these “slave counties” on 

their way to and from Philadelphia, as well as the men and women they and their constituents 

continued to hold in bondage.134  

 Historians have not typically written about the operations of slavery in Pennsylvania in 

the nineteenth century. As the story goes, the revolutionary general assembly abolished the 

institution in 1780. This is an incomplete story. Time and time again, the government of 

Pennsylvania had the opportunity to abolish slavery in their commonwealth for good; each time 

they failed to do so. For better or worse, it was gradual abolition that succeeded in the end. 

Pennsylvanians had hitched themselves to legislation from the 1780s and would not be bucked.   

* * * 

  “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” went into effect in Pennsylvania on 

March 1, 1780.135 It was the first law of its kind in the Atlantic world, inaugurating a widespread 

preference for post-nati emancipation schemes that slowly took hold from Upper Canada to 

                                                
134 David Gellman has argued persuasively that it was the creation of new antislavery counties in Western New York 

that generated enough votes to pass gradual abolition in the state assembly. In Pennsylvania, new counties were not 

so quick to ally themselves with Philadelphia. See Emancipating New York, ch. 8. The concept, of course, is 

borrowed from Rothman, Slave Country.  
135 “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at Large, 10:67-73. 
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Uruguay.136 Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program did not liberate any living person, but 

rather declared that all children born to duly registered enslaved women after the law took effect 

could only be held for a twenty-eight-year term. An earlier draft of the law had proposed that 

girls serve until eighteen and boys until twenty-one—the age of majority for white children—but 

this provision was amended in deference to enslavers’ property rights.137 The theory was that 

slavery would disappear from Pennsylvania as one final generation of lifetime slaves grew old 

and passed away, their children becoming free men and women after paying back the costs of 

their own liberation. The law’s sole enforcement mechanism, however, was a requirement that 

enslavers register anyone they held in lifetime bondage with the county clerk by November 1, 

1780, after which date all unregistered people would become free. These county slavery 

registries aimed to freeze the institution in time, creating a list against which freedom could be 

measured. Or at least this was the plan.138  

 The 1780 law was as much an act for the conditional preservation of slavery as it was an 

act for its gradual abolition. This is not a rhetorical trick, but rather describes both the intention 

and the outcome of the legislation.139 This fact would not have been lost on Tom, a thirty-year-

                                                
136 Post-nati laws were popular because they allowed states to pursue abolition without directly abrogating 

enslavers’ property rights.  Yesenia Barragan, “Introductory Essay,” The Free Womb Project, accessed May 5, 2021, 

www.thefreewombproject.com/introductory-essay. 
137 For a discussion of Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition law as a model for post-nati laws in other northern states 

that takes childhood seriously, see Sharon Braslaw Sundue, “‘Beyond the Time of White Children’: African 

American Emancipation, Age, and Ascribed Neoteny in Early National Pennsylvania” in Age in America: The 

Colonial Era to the Present, eds. Corinne T. Field and Nicholas L. Syrett (New York: New York University Press, 

2015), 47-66. 
138 I elaborate the details of the registration process in Cory James Young, “From North to Natchez during the Age 

of Gradual Abolition,” PMHB 143, no. 2 (April 2019): 117-128. 
139 Historian Matthew Pinkser has recently written that the “so-called fugitive slave clause in the 1787 Constitution 

might just as well be termed ‘personal liberty clause’ because it acknowledged both sides of that debate.” Since 

states began to argue immediately over what they owed each other when an enslaved person traveled to a 

jurisdiction that afforded her legal protections, his point is worth taking seriously. In Pennsylvania, enslavers 

clamored for their rights under the 1780 law as ferociously as unfree Black people asserted their own. See Matthew 

Pinsker, “After 1850: Reassessing the Impact of the Fugitive Slave Law” in Fugitive Slaves and Spaces of Freedom 

in North America, ed. Damian Alan Pargas (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2018).  
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old Black man living in Easton, Pennsylvania, whose enslaver ordered him to deliver his own 

registration document to the Northampton County clerk.140 Not only did the act maintain slavery 

in Pennsylvania, it contained provisions that affirmed, and even added to, enslavers’ existing 

rights. The second section permitted enslavers to abandon their claim to the children of women 

they held in lifetime slavery in order to avoid becoming financially liable for them. Section VIII 

granted enslavers five years to register anyone who had taken advantage of the war to seek their 

freedom, provided they could locate them. Despite this clause, several Lancaster County 

enslavers decided it would be easier to register refugees from slavery in absentia, noting in their 

registrations that the people they claimed as their property had “run away” or were “supposed to 

be gone to the enemy.”141 Although the fourteenth section repealed the harsh colonial Black 

codes of 1706 and 1726, the eighth section reinstated the practice of compensating enslavers “in 

all cases wherein sentence of death shall be pronounced against a slave.” To the extent that it 

established laws regulating enslaved and free Black Pennsylvanians, the 1780 act for the gradual 

abolition of slavery was also a Black code.  

 The law also recognized the rights of out-of-state enslavers. While it emancipated 

enslaved people who were relocated to Pennsylvania permanently, there was a six-month 

window before this provision took effect. The six-month sojourner clause was a gesture toward 

interstate comity since it allowed slaveholding businessmen, politicians, and travelers to spend 

                                                
140 Tom registered himself and another man named Sam. Both were enslaved by George Taylor, a prominent 

Northampton County politician and iron master. See M. S. Henry, History of the Lehigh Valley, Containing a 

Copious Selection of the Most Interesting Facts, Traditions, Biographical Sketches, Anecdotes, Etc. Etc., Relating to 

Its History and Antiquities. With a Complete History of All Its Internal Improvements, Progress of the Coal and Iron 

Trade, Manufactures, Etc. (Easton, PA: Bixler & Corwin, 1860), 97; and Francis S. Fox, Sweet Land of Liberty: The 

Ordeal of the American Revolution in Northampton County, Pennsylvania (University Park: The Pennsylvania State 

University Press, 2000), 144-5.  
141 Jacob Awl, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 13; Curtis Grubb, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave 

Registry, pp. 15-6; Peter Grubb, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 30-1; William and Grace Parr, 

Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 43; Patterson Bell, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 55. A 

group of six people enslaved in Bucks County were all “supposed to be in New York with the Enemy.” See James 

Morgan, Bucks County Slave Registry, image 34.  
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time in Pennsylvania. Most remarkably, the act’s eleventh section granted out-of-state enslavers 

“like Right and Aid to demand, claim and take away his Slave or Servant, as he might have had 

in Case this Act had not been made,” making it the first law in the United States to positively 

establish the right of a person in one state to engage in fugitive slave renditions in another.142 The 

provision was unique to Pennsylvania. Neither Connecticut nor Rhode Island included similar 

language in their 1784 abolition laws, which were enacted before the ratification of the U.S. 

Constitution and its fugitive slave clause.143 New York and New Jersey did not include such 

language either, although it would have been unnecessary since both states enacted their gradual 

abolition programs after the ratification of the U.S. Constitution and concomitant passage of the 

federal Fugitive Slave Act of 1793.144 At least two nineteenth-century Pennsylvania politicians 

acknowledged that their state had pioneered the fugitive slave clause. When denying an 

abolitionist petition in 1839, Aa Franklin County assemblyman cited the fact that the 1780 

gradual abolition act had established a right to recover refugees from slavery in Pennsylvania 

“several years before the adoption of the constitution of the United States.”145 In an 1862 speech 

in the U.S. House of Representatives, Charles J. Biddle referred to Pennsylvania’s gradual 

abolition act as the “State Fugitive Slave Law,” highlighting the fact that it was “far older than 

                                                
142 As there was no fugitive slave clause in the Articles of Confederation, the federal government did not regulate 

such renditions between the states until 1787 with the passage of the Northwest Ordinance and drafting of the U.S. 

Constitution. The federal government had, however, already regulated fugitive slave renditions between the United 

States and Native nations. Article IV of the 1778 Treaty of Fort Pitt—the first treaty made by the United States— 

required the Delaware nation and U.S. states to “apprehend, and secure and deliver” any “criminal fugitives, 

servants or slaves” who escaped from either territory to the other. See “Treaty with the Delawares: 1778,” The 

Avalon Project at Yale Law School, Lillian Goldman Law Library, 2008, 

https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/del1778.asp.  
143 While the Connecticut statute—which was explicitly a slave code—did have a provision empowering residents to 

take up refugees from slavery and hand them over to the nearest state authority, the law was written to apply to any 

person “found wandering out of the bounds of the town or place to which they belong” rather than as an explicit 

concession to out-of-state enslavers. See Acts and Laws of the State of Connecticut, 233-5. The Rhode Island law 

can be found in Bartlett, ed., Records of the State of Rhode Island, 10:7-8. 
144 “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in Laws of the State of New York, 4:388-9; “An Act for the 

Gradual Abolition of Slavery,” Feb. 15, 1804, Acts 28th GA, 2nd Sitting, chap. 103, 251-4. 
145 1838/9 PA House Journal, 2:997. 
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the acts of Congress on the subject; nay, older than even the clause in the Constitution of the 

United States providing for the return of fugitives.”146 Clearly, the law was about far more than 

just putting slavery on a path to extinction.  

 Gradual abolition was an experiment. “The subject, important as it is, was, in the science 

of legislation, in some degree new and unexplored,” the General Assembly’s abolition committee 

reported in 1788, “and experience evinces, that in such cases the utmost stretch of human 

wisdom is inadequate to the arduous task of guarding against all the mischiefs and subtile 

evasions, which artful and unprincipled men are too apt to embrace.”147 After eight years, it was 

clear that enslavers were willing to exploit oversights in the original legislation. The abolition 

committee identified four problems with the 1780 law: it permitted enslavers to separate 

families, either through sale in Pennsylvania or to other states; it contained no punishment for 

kidnappers; it insufficiently safeguarded the rights of Black children, who were regularly treated 

as lifetime slaves; and it had no means of preventing out-of-staters from circumventing the six-

month sojourner clause by briefly removing the people they enslaved from Pennsylvania.148 

There were several attempts to modify Pennsylvania’s abolition laws in the early 1780s before 

the evidence of widespread fraud became too substantial to ignore. However, these legislative 

proposals differed from the 1788 act in that they were all proslavery concessions. In the early 

                                                
146 LI, 25 Mar 1862, p. 2.  
147 1787/8 PA House Journal, 133.  
148 1787/8 PA House Journal, 133-5. Since the only enslavers who were excepted from the six-month sojourner 

clause were members of Congress, foreign ambassadors, and sailors, this last technique is how George and Marsha 

Washington maintained an enslaved workforce in Philadelphia during George’s presidency. See Erica Armstrong 

Dunbar, Never Caught: The Washingtons’ Relentless Pursuit of Their Runaway Slave, Ona Judge (New York: Atria 

Books, 2017), ch. 6. 
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years of the age of gradual abolition, many Pennsylvania legislators struggled to contain the 

forces that their forebears had unleashed.149 

 The General Assembly received its first petition soliciting additional time to register 

people as lifetime slaves on November 17, barely two weeks after the 1780 deadline. Four men 

from rural Northampton County claimed they had been unfamiliar with the details of the law due 

to their “remote situation” and asked the General Assembly to make an exception for them.150 

Over the course of the 1780-81 legislative session, more than twenty similar petitions arrived 

from seven counties and the city of Philadelphia. While the petitioners cited different reasons for 

failing to meet the registration deadline, they shared a common goal of wanting their 

representatives to allow them to continue holding people in bondage. A trio of Philadelphia 

widows, for instance, claimed ignorance of the registration requirement and asked that the 

General Assembly “would indulge them with a longer time for that purpose.” Two men from 

eastern Pennsylvania explained that they had been out of state between March and November—

the entirety of the registration period—which was a real possibility during wartime. For example, 

a man named James White claimed that he could not comply with the law because he had been 

captured by the British and held as a prisoner in Charleston, South Carolina. Residents of York 

County, meanwhile, asked for the General Assembly to repeal the abolition bill entirely. The 

experiment was off to a rocky start.151  

 These petitions necessarily privilege the perspective of enslavers, thereby masking the 

radical nature of their request. Extending the registration deadline would require the General 

                                                
149 Gradual abolition had not been celebrated by all constituents. Cumberland County voters replaced more than half 

of their representatives in the 1780 election. All four of the new assemblymen were enslavers. See Alosi, Shadow of 

Freedom, 17-20. 
150 1780/1 PA House Journal, 537.  
151 1780/1 PA House Journal, 576, 581, 586, 690. James White appealed for assistance a second time the following 

year. See 1781/2 PA House Journal, 689. 
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Assembly to pass a law sanctioning the re-enslavement of Black people who had received their 

freedom at midnight on November 2, 1780. As the volume of petitions suggests, this was a 

sizeable group. A father and son from South Philadelphia expressed their frustration in March 

1781 that “their negroes, in consequence of their not being registered, have claimed their 

liberty.” A few months later, two Berks County men griped that “their negroes have become free 

by the operation of the law for the gradual abolition of slavery” and therefore requested “leave, 

notwithstanding the law, to retain them as their lawful property.” Every complaint made gradual 

abolition’s success look less assured.152  

 However enslavers might plead otherwise, “to retain them as their lawful property” was 

linguistic deceit. These petitions were nothing short of demands for the state to act as slavers—to 

reduce free men and women to chattel. While it may be difficult to imagine the General 

Assembly agreeing to this, it is important to remember that the 1780 act gave white 

Pennsylvanians five years to register any Black people who had “absented themselves” during 

the war. There were already classes of Black people, then, who did not automatically receive 

their freedom on November 2, 1780 for want of being registered. Emancipation was fragile in 

slave societies. Between kidnappers prowling through cities and along the Mason-Dixon Line, 

estate executors refusing to honor informal manumission agreements, and lawmakers weighing 

the interests of diverse constituents, re-enslavement was no idle threat. After considering the 

petitions, Pennsylvania assemblymen drafted a re-enslavement bill.153  

                                                
152 1780/1 PA House Journal, 595, 679.  
153 On kidnapping in early national Pennsylvania, see Dee E. Andrews, “Reconsidering the First Emancipation: 

Evidence from the Pennsylvania Abolition Society Correspondence, 1785-1810,” PHJMS 64 (Summer 1997): 230-

249; and Richard Bell, Stolen: Five Free Boys Kidnapped into Slavery and their Astonishing Odyssey Home (New 

York: 37 Ink, 2019). For a famous example of the precariousness of informal manumission and its consequences, 

see Baker, Prigg v. Pennsylvania. 
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 On April 2, 1781, the state legislature debated “A Supplement to the Act intitled, ‘An Act 

for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery.’” The bill contained a provision to extend the registration 

through the end of the year statewide. This proposal passed 36-15, which made it more popular 

than the original act. With the exception of Jonathan Hoge, who had voted in favor of gradual 

abolition the previous year, the entirety of South Central Pennsylvania’s delegation supported 

extended registration.154 The next vote was to repeal the section of the gradual abolition act that 

had eliminated the separate Black courts and granted Black Pennsylvanians due process before 

the law (with the exception that enslaved people could still not testify against free people). This 

clause failed, 24-27, thin margins for what would have been a significant rejection of the 

previous assembly’s work. A handful of South Central Pennsylvania representatives joined Hoge 

in voting against this provision—comfortable, apparently, with re-enslavement, but not with 

reestablishing a segregated legal system. With this provision defeated, the bill was ordered to be 

transcribed for public consideration.155 The response from Black Pennsylvanians was swift. Two 

days after advancing the re-enslavement bill, the General Assembly received a petition from 

“divers negroes of this state” who had received their freedom the previous fall. Their request was 

simple: they desired that “they may be continued in the possession of their liberty and freedom, 

as being their undoubted right, and not robbed of it by any future law.”156 The legislature tabled 

the petition and recessed for the summer without further discussion of the re-enslavement bill.  

                                                
154 Of those present, all of Lancaster, all of York, and five of six Cumberland delegates voted for the re-enslavement 

clause. See 1780/81 PA House Journal, 604-5. While Jonathan Hoge survived voting in favor of gradual abolition, 

he would not be so lucky a second time. Cumberland County did not return him to the legislature the following year. 

For a directory of state legislators, see Harold E. Cox, “Legislative Directories,” Pennsylvania Election Statistics: 

1682-2006, Wilkes University Election Statistics Project, updated January 31, 2007, 

https://staffweb.wilkes.edu/harold.cox/legis/indexlegis.html.  
155 1780/1 PA House Journal, 605-6.  
156 1780/1 PA House Journal, 607. The text of their petition can be found in FJ, 19 Sep 1781, p. 5. While we do not 

know much about the Black petitioners, Gary Nash has noted that their writings “bear the mark of Anthony 

Benezet’s assistance.” See Forging Freedom, 64. 

http://staffweb.wilkes.edu/harold.cox/legis/indexlegis.html
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 Philadelphia newspapers, however, did discuss the re-enslavement bill, and did so using 

the language of re-enslavement. The 1780 gradual abolition act was clear that unregistered Black 

people would become free men and women on November 2. As one anonymous commentator 

pointed out, the legal question was not whether or not Black people could be held in lifetime 

slavery in Pennsylvania, but “whether the legislature, whose powers are wholly derived from the 

freemen of the state, can make a law to enslave any freeman, however mean, without crime, or 

trial by jury.” The commentator asserted that they could not, describing the proposal as an ex 

post facto law reducing free people to slavery.157 A second editorialist was even more direct, 

calling the proposal “a bill literally and expressly intended to make slaves of freemen.” Even if 

the legislature were to repeal the 1780 act in its entirety, the men and women who gained their 

liberty on November 2 would retain it, as would their descendants. “They cannot be enslaved,” 

the second editorialist wrote: “The honourable house who passed that memorable act, have put it 

beyond human power to enslave them, whilst our constitution remains entire.” A third 

commentator, writing under the pseudonym Freedom, contended that there were no freedpeople 

in Pennsylvania who would refuse to sign a petition against the proposal “if they had the 

opportunity.”158 Their liberty was on the line.  

 When the General Assembly reconvened in the fall, it narrowed scope of the proposed 

legislation. The new law would excuse out-of-state enslavers who were forced to flee to 

Pennsylvania “from the oppression and tyranny of the enemies of the united states” from the 

emancipatory provisions of the six-month sojourner clause. It would also only extend the 

registration deadline for enslavers living in the southwestern counties of Westmoreland and 

                                                
157 The commentator declared sardonically that the legislature might was well “pass a bill to reduce to perpetual 

servitude, the minority of their own body, who dissent on this or on any other occasion.” See FJ, 13 Jun 1781, p. 1. 
158 FJ, 26 Sep 1781, p. 4.  
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Washington, since Virginia and Pennsylvania had not resolved their dispute over this territory 

until September 23, 1780—only five weeks before original registration deadline.159 Perhaps 

sensing that the tides were turning, an anonymous representative moved to extend the 

registration deadline for all enslavers, but this motion was defeated, 20-30. When the committee 

assigned to draft this new bill announced the finished product, it was limited to offering “relief to 

certain persons taking refuge in this state” and did not contain provisions for residents of the 

southwestern counties. The antislavery caucus had enough votes to add a clause affirming that 

“nothing herein contained, shall be deemed, construed or taken to enslave any person or persons 

who have been emancipated or freed under or by virtue” of the 1780 act. Having achieved 

majority support, the refugee enslaver bill was signed into law on October 1, 1781.160 

 Concluding their analysis of the 1781 re-enslavement debates, historians Gary Nash and 

Jean Soderlund write: “The idea of gradual abolition survived a strenuous challenge and would 

now be accepted without question in the state.”161 This was not the case. The General Assembly 

received six more petitions at the next legislative session that requested an extension of the 

registration deadline. After reading several petitions, including one from the residents of 

Cumberland County, an anonymous representative tried to resuscitate the statewide re-

enslavement proposal. His motion was only defeated by a single vote.162 One of the proslavery 

assemblymen was a rookie representative from Chester County named Persifor Frazer, who had 

previously petitioned the General Assembly to enact just such a bill.163 It turns out that the spirit 

                                                
159 On this dispute, see John E. Potter, “The Pennsylvania and Virginia Boundary Controversy,” PMHB 38, no. 4 

(1914): 407-26; and Spero, Frontier Country, 240-3.  
160 1780/1 PA House Journal, 684, 690, 693, 696.  
161 Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees, 113.  
162 The motion failed, 25-26. See 1781/2 PA House Journal, 568-9, 582, 585, 604, 612, 689.  
163 Persifor Frazer was an enslaver and a racist. He held people in bondage on his iron plantation, criticized their 

participation in the War for Independence, and attempted as both a private citizen and a public representative to re-

enslave free people. In the summer of 1781, an antislavery editorialist criticized Frazer by name for his self-serving 
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of gradual abolition was not accepted without question after all, but rather survived by the 

slimmest of margins.164   

 After defeating statewide re-enslavement for the second time, the General Assembly 

considered a bill that would confine re-enslavement eligibility to Westmoreland and Washington 

counties. This was a popular proposal; even the anonymous newspaper editorialists from the 

previous summer did not object. What made this action acceptable compared to statewide re-

enslavement was Pennsylvania’s lack of clearly established sovereignty over those two counties 

when gradual abolition took effect on March 1, 1780. It should be noted, however, Virginia had 

actually withdrawn its claim to the region months earlier. Although the Pennsylvania General 

Assembly did not formally ratify their agreement with Virginia until September 23, 1780, 

delegates from both states signed the agreement in August 1779.165 Moreover, Westmoreland 

County, Pennsylvania, which had been established in 1773, sent three representatives to the 

1779-80 legislative session, two of whom were present on March 1, 1780 to vote against the 

gradual abolition bill.166 Finally, despite all this turmoil, white residents of the Monongahela 

Valley still managed to register 116 people as lifetime slaves by the original November 1 

deadline.167 The four men from Northampton County must have felt cheated when the General 

                                                
maneuvering. See Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees, 37-8; Benjamin Quarles, The Negro in the American 

Revolution (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1961), 72; FJ, 13 Jun 1781, p. 1. 
164 Unlike the previous two re-enslavement attempts, the majority of representatives in Lancaster and York counties 

voted against this measure. Cumberland County representatives, by contrast, voted 5-2 in favor. This discrepancy 

can likely be explained by elected representatives seeking to vote the will of their constituents. In the 1780-81 

legislative session, residents of both Lancaster and York counties submitted proslavery petitions to the General 

Assembly, while residents of Cumberland County did not. The opposite situation occurred in 1781-82. 
165 “An Act to Redress Certain Grievances within the Counties of Westmoreland and Washington” in PA Statute at 

Large, 10:462-4.   
166 1779/80 PA House Journal, 435. Nash and Soderlund write that one of the Westmoreland County representatives, 

Isaac Meason, did not own any enslaved people. This is incorrect. After voting against the 1780 gradual abolition 

bill, he proceeded to vote in favor of the 1782 re-enslavement bill. Meason then registered eight people as lifetime 

slaves on December 20, 1782, and subsequently registered several children as term slaves. See Nash and Soderlund, 

Freedom by Degrees, 110; 1781/2 PA House Journal, 633-4; Isaac Meason, Westmoreland County Lifetime Slave 

Registry, p. 449; and the Fayette County Term Slave Registry.  
167 See the Westmoreland County Lifetime Slave Registry. 
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Assembly passed a bill on April 13, 1782 granting enslavers in Westmoreland and Washington 

counties until the end of the year to submit their registrations.168 Nearly all those who voted 

against the proposal were the same men who favored statewide re-enslavement back in March, 

suggesting that their problem with the legislation was not that it made lifetime slaves of free 

people, but that it was insufficiently ambitious. The previous summer, one of the anonymous 

editorialists in Philadelphia’s Freeman’s Journal had claimed to oppose statewide re-

enslavement because it was “no light matter to sweep freedom as in an instant from perhaps a 

thousand subjects.”169 Over the next eight months, newly empowered enslavers in southwestern 

Pennsylvania registered 1,024 people—men and women who had been legally free for almost a 

year and a half—as their property for life.170  

 As the Revolutionary War came to a close, it seemed for a moment that the ability to re-

enslave Black Pennsylvanians was poised to become the birthright of independent white 

Pennsylvanians. After drafting special legislation to extend this privilege to southwestern 

enslavers, the General Assembly considered doing the same for those in the northeast. Just as 

Virginia had contested Pennsylvania’s claim to the Monongahela Valley in the late 1770s, 

Connecticut did the same in the Wyoming Valley in the early 1780s.171 In February 1783, 

Pennsylvania legislators resolved to send commissioners north to appraise the condition of 

Wyoming Valley “claimants under Pennsylvania.” Their hope was to offer them “the advantages 

of civil government,” which included appointing sheriffs, conducting local elections, and “giving 

                                                
168 The bill passed 31-18. It only applied to county residents who could prove they had sworn a loyalty oath to 

Virginia during the war. See 1781/2 PA House Journal, 633-4; “An Act to Redress Certain Grievances, Within the 

Counties of Westmoreland and Washington” in PA Statutes at Large, 10:462-4.  
169 FJ, 26 Sep 1781, p. 1.  
170 This included 585 people in Westmoreland County and 439 people in Washington County. See the 

Westmoreland County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 447-50; and the Washington County Slave Registry.   
171 Although it never mentions slavery or abolition, the leading study of the Connecticut-Pennsylvania conflict in the 

Wyoming Valley remains Paul B. Moyer, Wild Yankees: The Struggle for Independence along Pennsylvania’s 

Revolutionary Frontier (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2007), ch. 2. 
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time for entering their slaves, if any, according to the spirit of the act for the gradual abolition of 

slavery.”172 Their invitation appears to have been well received because, eight months later, 

“sundry inhabitants of Wyoming” petitioned the General Assembly asking that the 1780 gradual 

abolition act “may be prolonged and extended, so as to afford them relief, or that some other 

mode may be adopted to grant them redress.”173 Although nothing came of this request, it is easy 

to see why residents of what would become Scranton and Wilkes-Barre felt they might be 

entitled to special dispensation. As Pennsylvania secured its borders, the “spirit of the act of 

gradual abolition” seemed to offer more support to enslavers than it did to the enslaved. 

 Yet Black Pennsylvanians were not without white allies. After drifting apart during the 

war, the PAS reconstituted itself in 1784.174 The Philadelphia-based organization immediately 

went to work shaping the state’s gradual abolition legislation into a tool to aid the oppressed. 

Despite their many successes, however, the PAS did not have the resources to enforce the law 

throughout the entire state, and so lifetime slavery retreated to the margins much more quickly in 

the east than it did in the west.175 Still, lifetime slavery did retreat. It is for this reason that 

abolitionists likely did not anticipate the difficulties they would face trying to advance their 

agenda in the state legislature moving forward. 

 The first achievement of the new PAS was agitating for the passage of the 1788 

supplemental gradual abolition act. The new law clarified that any enslaved person who was 

                                                
172 1782/3 PA House Journal, 831.  
173 1783/4 PA House Journal, 44.  
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brought into Pennsylvania with the expectation that they would remain there received their 

freedom immediately, not after six months. It established fines for anyone who removed an 

enslaved person from Pennsylvania in order to strip them of rights they would have enjoyed 

under the 1780 law; who outfitted slave ships or sold people into the domestic slave trade; or 

who separated husbands and wives, or parents and children under the age of four, by a distance 

of greater than ten miles. It also required enslavers to register the children whom they held in 

term slavery under the 1780 law. The 1788 law may have given gradual abolition some teeth, but 

it left enforcement in the hands of private actors. While it did require county judges to ensure 

that the law was publically read “at least twice in each term, for the two terms next,” it was the 

PAS who chose to publish the text of the law along with their new constitution. As Black 

Pennsylvanians slowly learned of their new rights, they also learned that the 1788 law did not 

challenge the logic of gradualism. This would remain the law of the land.176 

 Between the passage of the 1788 law and the Miller decision in 1826, the Pennsylvania 

General Assembly considered no fewer than five bills for total abolition. While never 

formalized, there was essentially a standing committee on the subject in the Pennsylvania House 

of Representatives between 1793 and 1807. Debate over abolition ceased during the War of 1812 

as the state turned its attention to national defense, but resurfaced during the 1820s in the wake 

of the Missouri Crisis. All of these efforts failed to produce a total abolition law. Despite 
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numerous opportunities to do otherwise, the government of Pennsylvania elected to stick with 

their gradual abolition program.177  

 The first attempt to enact total abolition legislation came in 1793.178 When abolition was 

being debated in the late 1770s, there was no serious movement for immediatism. By 1793, 

however, the position seemed more practicable. Massachusetts had abolished slavery through 

constitutional interpretation in 1783. The PAS was amassing members and soliciting funds. In 

1790, Pennsylvania ratified a new constitution that repeated the declaration that “all men are 

born equally free and independent.” Yet the road forward was not entirely free of bumps. 

Responding to a recommendation from Governor Thomas Mifflin that same year, the General 

Assembly considered a bill that would have excepted all members of the federal government 

from gradual abolition’s six-month sojourner clause rather than just congressmen. Despite the 

governor’s recommendation, this olive branch to slaveholding states never came up for a vote.179 

The next attempt to modify the state’s gradual abolition program, however, was broadly 

antislavery. In February 1793, the abolition committee considered repealing the parts of the 1780 

act that permitted Black children to be held in term slavery well into their twenties. The 

reasoning was that these sections were incompatible with the 1790 constitution, which declared 

that “all men are born equally free and independent.” Since white children could not be held in 

servitude beyond their age of majority—eighteen for women and twenty-one for men—the 

committee believed the same should be true for Black children. This proposal was plainly in 
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response to a recent petition from French enslavers fleeing Saint-Domingue “praying the like 

relief may be extended to them” as was extended to American war refugees in 1781. The General 

Assembly considered this an affront, responding that it was “beyond the just authority of the 

Legislature” to authorize slavery “under any modification whatsoever”—a hypocritical position 

considering the legislature’s actions in 1781, 1782, and their proposal in 1783.180 A Delaware 

County representative named William West pushed the abolition committee to adopt a more 

radical response. The following month, the committee declared that “slavery is inconsistent with 

every principle of humanity, justice and right, and repugnant to the spirit and express letter” of 

the state constitution and resolved that “slavery be abolished in this commonwealth.”181 Before a 

bill could be drafted, however, the 1793 Philadelphia Yellow Fever epidemic forced the General 

Assembly to adjourn early.182  

 William West remained healthy and returned to the state assembly the following year. 

That session, delegates from the American Convention of Abolition Societies, which had met in 

Philadelphia on New Year’s Day in 1794, petitioned the assembly to pass a bill protecting Black 

people from kidnapping and other forms of violence. Convention delegates believed this was the 

least Pennsylvania could do until activists and politicians secured “a radical abolition of slavery 

itself.”183 This petition stalled in committee until March 1797, when a petition from a Dauphin 

County enslaver inaugurated a four-year struggle over the future of slavery in Pennsylvania. 

 Seventeen years earlier, Timothy Green traveled to the Lancaster County seat in order to 

register four people as lifetime slaves. Dauphin County was not incorporated until 1785, and so 
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Green made the thirty-mile journey south to Lancaster from his country home near Harrisburg. 

There he registered a Black man named Jam with the county clerk. He also registered a woman 

and her two children, a boy and a girl, without supplying their names—an oversight that 

invalidated his registration.184 Rather than accept this loss, he wrote a petition to the General 

Assembly asking them to recognize his property in the “Negroe woman and her two children,” 

even though they “were not registered according to law.” Green admitted that he had sold the 

family some time ago, so the fact that he was “praying relief” suggests that the purchaser had 

realized that they did not possess legal title to the trio and were attempting to recover their losses 

from Green.185 The following week, the abolition committee issued a scathing response. They 

found that Green had told the truth—he “did not comply with the law for the gradual abolition of 

slavery, which required that the names … should be registered”—but that this did not “warrant 

the interference of the Legislature.” The committee was offended that Green had made this 

request. “TO keep men in slavery seems to be an outrage upon every principle of humanity and 

republican government,” they wrote, “but to make a slave of a man, who has been declared free, 

whatever may be his complexion, is a violence, for which language does not afford an 

appropriate name.” The General Assembly was once again distancing itself from the decisions of 

their predecessors in the early 1780s. Indeed, they appear to have forgotten this whole affair, 

insisting that Green’s request “must be novel.”186 However, unlike residents of southwestern 

Pennsylvania in 1782, Green could not claim that he did not know the law, nor that he was 
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somehow outside its jurisdiction. The General Assembly rejected his petition and formalized the 

liberty of the Black woman and her two children.  

 In the eight days between receiving and ruling on the Timothy Green petition, the 

General Assembly once again debated total abolition. William West reasserted the position he 

had taken in 1793, declaring that slavery could not exist in Pennsylvania because it was 

“contrary to the principles set forth and established by the constitution.” The abolition committee 

resolved to bring a law for “the purpose of releasing the Black people and Mulattoes from their 

thralldom and slavery, and thereby give them the blessing of that liberty and freedom, which we 

enjoy.”187 Within a week, the committee reported “An Act for the Abolition of Slavery in the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,” which was laid on the table and not taken up during the 

legislative session. And so gradual abolition continued to be the law of the land. 

 West’s total abolition bill languished in committee for three years. While it remained on 

lawmakers’ radar, there did not seem to be any political will to advance it through the lower 

house of the assembly.188 Eventually, representatives began to face some pressure from their 

constituents. In December 1799, when the General Assembly convened for the first time in the 

new state capital of Lancaster, they received petitions urging action from citizens in 

Philadelphia, Chester, Delaware, Lancaster, and York counties. The Delaware County petitioners 

were especially clear in their demands, “praying that the bill now pending for the abolition of 

slavery, may be passed into law.”189 Shortly thereafter, a group of Black Philadelphians 

petitioned the lower assembly “stating their willingness to be taxed for the purpose of 
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emancipating the slaves within the commonwealth.”190 Together, these civic efforts were enough 

to compel both chambers of the General Assembly to prioritize an abolition bill.191 It was nearly 

time for debate. 

 Robert Fogel and Stanley Engerman once described gradual abolition schemes as 

“philanthropy at bargain prices,” arguing that they allowed enslavers to accrue moral capital and 

preserve their material wealth by transferring the costs of emancipation to a generation of young 

Black people who would have to work their way out of bondage.192 In February 1800, Black 

Philadelphians offered the Pennsylvania Assembly a similar bargain, except this time it would be 

free Black adults who paid the costs rather than mortgaging their children’s futures. Only bits 

and pieces of the text of the bill survive in the minutes of the Pennsylvania House of 

Representatives, but several things seem clear. The bill would have raised one-hundred-thousand 

dollars through a special tax on free Black Pennsylvanians, including a five-dollar poll tax on 

any free Black people who relocated to the state, in order to compensate enslavers for 

manumitting any people they held in lifetime slavery by Independence Day 1808. It proposed 

that trios of non-enslavers be empaneled to determine the value of enslaved people (and included 

language ensuring that enslavers would still be compensated in the event that someone they 

owned absconded before the panel could determine their value). The bill allowed enslavers to 

retain any person unable to procure their own “livelihood by labor or industry on account of age 

or infirmity.” It also made clear that term-enslaved Black children would continue to serve until 

the age of twenty-eight. At the same time, the bill explicitly prevented out-of-state enslavers 

from bringing unfree Black people serving indentures into Pennsylvania, which, combined with 
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the poll tax on free Black migrants, had the effect of discouraging the relocation of Black people 

into the state. Finally, the bill reiterated that enslaved people spent less than six months in 

Pennsylvania or who accompanied congressmen into the state would not be emancipated. On 

March 10, 1800, after nearly a month of debate, the lower house passed “An Act to Complete the 

Abolition of Slavery in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania” by a vote of 54-15 on what was 

supposed to be the final day of the legislative session.193 Eleven of the anti-abolition votes 

(seventy-three percent) were cast by men representing counties west of the Susquehanna River. 

All three members of the Westmoreland County delegation, for example, voted against it, as did 

two of the three Cumberland County representatives, David Mitchel and Robert Whitehill. Still, 

this bloc of western representatives was insufficient to kill the bill, which passed the lower house 

with seventy-eight percent of the total vote.  

 The House clerk rushed over to the Senate with the first total abolition bill to be passed 

by either house of the General Assembly. The Senate dispensed with chamber rules and read the 

bill twice that afternoon before referring it to a special committee and adjourning for the day. 

The next morning, perhaps recognizing that there was insufficient time left in the legislative 

session, the committee recommended that the “bill be specially referred to the consideration of 

the next legislature.” This was the closest that the state legislature had come to emancipating 

Pennsylvanians who were enslaved for life.194 

 For supporters of abolition, this was a hopeful time. When the General Assembly 

reconvened the following November, the committee “appointed to examine the files and bring 

forward unfinished business” identified the abolition bill as the second order of business. The 

following week, it was committed to a group of five senators, all of whom represented districts 
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east of the Susquehanna. Benjamin Say, who chaired the committee, was a member of the PAS 

and had a vested interest in the success of total abolition. Yet the PAS was worried. At the Sixth 

Convention of Delegates from the Abolition Societies, which was held in Philadelphia the 

previous summer, PAS President James Pemberton shared a copy of the proposed bill and 

expressed the Society’s “disapprobation” that it depended on “burdensome and severe 

discriminations” against “an oppressed class of our Fellow-men”—meaning the racist tax. The 

PAS vowed to take action during the next session of the legislature.195 On November 26, Say 

reported the bill, but no further action was taken.196 After that, talk of emancipation disappears 

from the Pennsylvania Senate journal until after the new year. During the winter recess, 

Benjamin Say met with other members of the PAS to finalize their strategy. When the General 

Assembly next debated the abolition bill, Say and a colleague, Francis Gurney, cut off debate. 

Gurney presented a memorial from the PAS objecting to the abolition bill and “praying that the 

said bill, in its present form, may not be passed into law.” The bill was returned to the abolition 

committee.197 Two weeks later, Say offered the following explanation for his actions:  

That they [the abolition committee] have considered the subject committed to them with 

due attention, and warranted by the constitution to declare it as their opinion, that slavery 

does not exist in this State, and therefore to pass the act, entitled ‘An act to complete the 

abolition of slavery in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania,’ would be doubting the 

principles of equal liberty, dispensed by all men by the first section of the ninth article of 

the said constitution. From these impressions they are further of opinion, that it is 

improper and unnecessary to pass any act for the purpose.198 
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Citing the fact that slavery was incompatible with the rights guaranteed by the Pennsylvania 

constitution, Benjamin Say heeded the counsel of the PAS and refused to advance the House bill 

through the Senate. 

 There are several related reasons that the PAS could not countenance the bill as it stood. 

Leaders disapproved that the law permitted the continued existence of term slavery. They were 

also concerned that implementing a racist tax on Black Pennsylvanians would set the stage for 

future discriminations by the state. Similarly, they did not want to support a compensated 

emancipation scheme, which would constitute an ever larger transfer of wealth from the formerly 

enslaved to their former enslavers than gradual abolition.199 “Why is the fund for the redemption 

of slaves to be created by a heavy and exclusive tax on the people of colour,” queried the 

memorialists, “when many of them have pined away their best days in a cruel bondage … and 

are not permitted the full rights of citizenship?”200 Yet there was one reason that eclipsed the 

rest: the proposed bill implicitly acknowledged the constitutionality of slavery and the PAS had a 

case pending before the Pennsylvania High Court of Errors and Appeals testing that very 

question. Thus, when Say dismissed the bill, he made the argument that “slavery does not exist 

in this State” as a result of the personal liberties enshrined in the state constitution. Say’s speech 

did not have the force of law, however, and the PAS would need to wait a year before the High 

Court ruled on this question in a case called Negro Flora v. Graisberry’s Executors. 

 Flora was born before 1780, likely in Philadelphia. She was enslaved by a moderately 

prosperous tailor, Joseph Graisbury, and his wife, Elizabeth. The Graisburys were taxed for 

servants and slaves before and after U.S. independence, including Flora and another enslaved 
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woman named Hagar.201 When Joseph composed his last will and testament shortly after the 

signing of the Treaty of Paris in 1783, he set down divergent fates for the pair. Hagar was 

permitted to continue living with the Graisburys should she “choose or incline” to do so, but was 

otherwise to be granted her “freedom from Slavery” one year after Joseph’s death. At the same 

time, he left his “Negroe Girl named Flora with her wearing apparel” to Elizabeth, to belong to 

her, “her Executors Administrators & Assigns for ever.”202 Since Joseph bequeathed more than 

Flora to his widow, it seems that “her wearing apparel” refers to the clothing that Flora 

possessed. In other words, while Joseph Graisbury left Hagar her freedom, he did not even leave 

Flora the shirt on her back. 

  Twelve years later, Joseph Graisbury was still alive, and Flora was still his property. 

Perhaps sensing that her enslaver was not long for the world, at which point her fate would be in 

the hands of his widow, Elizabeth, Flora managed to attract the attention of the PAS. In 1795, 

PAS lawyers brought a writ de homine replegiando for Flora to the Pennsylvania Supreme 

Court, claiming that slavery was incompatible with the state constitution.203 The PAS knew this 

strategy was risky. Even their own lawyers had disagreed on whether or not the constitution’s 

“free and equal” clause invalidated slavery’s legal standing. Three of the five PAS lawyers who 

had debated the question before bringing the case concluded that the “free and equal” clause did 

not abolish slavery. John D. Coxe articulated the majority’s opinion. He reasoned that since 

slavery had been legal when delegates drafted the 1790 constitution, the document’s egalitarian 

language was insufficient proof of abolitionist intent, which would have required an explicit 
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provision. William Rawle disagreed. He argued that the 1772 Somserset decision made clear that 

“slave” was merely a status under common law and that only positive law could establish a 

property right in human beings. In his estimation, the language contained in the 1790 constitution 

dissolved the viability of that status, which was not supported by positive law.204 The 

Pennsylvania Supreme Court heard the case in late 1797. The following March, they found in 

favor of the executors of the estate of the late Joseph Graisbury. This was done with the express 

purpose of allowing Flora and her legal counsel to bring the case before the High Court of Errors 

and Appeals “with a view to obtaining a speedy decision and to give the utmost solemnity and 

weight to a subject of so much importance.”205 Yet the High Court did not begin hearing 

arguments in the case until January 1802. The trial witnessed one of Flora’s counselors, William 

Rawle, who believed that the constitution forbade slavery, arguing in front of John D. Coxe, who 

eight years earlier had declared it did not. The court met four times over the course of a month 

before announcing in a unanimous decision that slavery was legal in Pennsylvania. Flora would 

remain the property of Elizabeth Graisbury.206  

 The PAS gambled on the courts and lost. As Nash and Soderlund have noted, the failure 

of the 1801 bill, despite its clear shortcomings, cost some 1700 enslaved men and women their 

chance at freedom.207 Delegates from the state abolition societies did not convene in 1802, and 
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when the Eighth Convention met in January 1803—almost one year after the High Court’s 

decision—they did not mention this failure. At the very least, they did not record their feelings 

about it in the official minutes. As for Flora and Elizabeth Graisbury, both disappear from the 

historical record.208 

 This was not the end of the legislative struggle for total emancipation. One year after the 

High Court decision, a group of Quakers asked both houses of the General Assembly to 

recommit themselves to abolition. The Quaker petitioners patiently explained that, despite the 

“laudable advances” wrought by gradualism, a “considerable number of the African race still 

remain in bondage.” In the Pennsylvania Senate, the petition was sent to a committee consisting 

of five men, three of whom were hostile to abolition, who dismissed the petitioners two weeks 

later. The Senate committee response lauded white property rights, blamed Britain for 

introducing slavery to Pennsylvania, and claimed that it would be inhumane to pursue abolition 

since the “few remaining slaves” were “far advanced in life” and should not be thrown “upon the 

bounty of the people at large.”209 In the Pennsylvania House, the petition was sent to a larger 
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committee that took the Quaker concerns seriously. The committee delivered its report on 

February 22, 1803. “Is there nothing obligatory in the constitution of this state, and of the United 

States?” the report began, nodding to the previous year’s Graisberry decision. It then proposed a 

bill that would declare children “of all colours, or description whatsoever” to be free upon 

reaching their age of majority—eighteen for women and twenty-one for men. This was 

effectively a plan to reduce the sentence of term slavery, making it so that young Black people 

could not be held for longer than their white counterparts. It would also have made enslavers 

financially liable to support any “aged and infirm” persons whose “former service” they had 

enjoyed. Now a pattern, the Pennsylvania House adjourned without revisiting the issue.210  

 While the lower house contemplated reforming the law of gradual abolition, the upper 

house took up the mantle of immediatism. One of the two antislavery members of the 1803 

Pennsylvania Senate committee, John Pearson of Lancaster County, disagreed with his 

colleagues that direct action was inadvisable. At the start of the 1804 legislative session, Pearson 

introduced “An Act for the Abolition of Slavery”—the third attempt at total abolition in a 

decade.211 The Carlisle Gazette published the first section of the bill. Like the 1801 effort, 

Pearson’s bill would not disrupt the system of term slavery established by gradual abolition, but 

would immediately emancipate every enslaved person over the age of twenty-eight. Also similar 

to the 1801 effort, the bill provided a mechanism for compensation. Instead of taxing free Black 

people, however, it afforded nine months to anyone who had within the last fifteen years 

purchased an enslaved person “for a valuable consideration” to file for compensation with the 
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county court. The court would appoint “three discreet persons, who are not owners of slaves” to 

make an appraisal of the enslaved person, which amount the enslaver would be able to recover 

upon application to the state treasury. This provision inverted the logic of the slave registries, 

transforming county courthouses from sites of bondage to sites of liberation, while still allowing 

enslavers to benefit materially from abolition. Most remarkable, however, was the preamble 

declaring the rationale behind the act, which borrowed word for word from the “free and equal” 

clause of the 1790 constitution.212 Back in 1801, the PAS memorialists explained that they had 

“hoped that an enlightened Legislature would with firmness have ventured to declare that slavery 

in this State cannot constitutionally exist,” bypassing the need for the courts to weigh in.213 By 

quoting this language in his legislation, Pearson hoped to transform the Pennsylvania 

constitution into an instrument of abolition. 

 The Pennsylvania Senate debated “An Act for the Abolition of Slavery” in two sittings on 

Monday, January 30, 1804. The minutes afford us no window into these conversations. They do, 

however, reveal the process by which the bill was defeated. For example, we know that “the 

committee of the whole had negatived the first section of the bill.”214 This was a death blow 

since, according to the Carlisle Gazette, the first section of the bill contained the entirety of the 

abolition provision! It appears that Speaker Robert Whitehill of Cumberland County did not 

want to risk allowing an up-down vote on the bill and decided to sabotage abolition through 

parliamentary procedure. Pearson moved to continue debate but was defeated. The Pennsylvania 

Senate did not return to the abolition bill for nearly seven weeks. When it did, it was only to vote 

on whether the members would “adopt the report of the committee of the whole” rejecting the 
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abolition provision. This time, however, Pearson managed to force a roll call vote. The upper 

house defeated total abolition, 13-10.215 Pearson’s bill was dead, and gradual abolition remained 

the law of the land.  

 Robert Whitehill wielded the speakership as a weapon. A staunch anti-Federalist, 

Whitehill helped draft Pennsylvania’s Minority Dissent to the U.S. Constitution in 1787, 

pioneering ideas that James Madison would later take up when drafting the Bill of Rights.216 He 

also opposed the state interfering in his private affairs as an enslaver. Although he managed to 

register Paco in 1780 by writing a letter from Philadelphia to the Cumberland County clerk, other 

members of the Whitehill family were not so vigilant.217 In 1781, a cousin wrote to the General 

Assembly from Lancaster County asking permission “to register a negro woman, and retain her 

in slavery,” which the assembly rejected.218 Meanwhile, Robert Whitehill did not divest from 

slavery. County tax records from 1789 identified “2 Small Slaves” living on his property in East 

Pennsboro, a figure which was confirmed by the 1790 federal census.219 Even more intriguing is 

the 1821 septennial census return, which records a forty-year-old man named Platto living in 

East Pennsboro who is described as “the property of the Sheriff Robt Whitehill Decd.”220 If this 

information is correct, then Whitehill illegally enslaved Platto. It is also possible that Platto was 

born in 1779 rather than 1781 and that Whitehill purchased him legally from another enslaver. In 

any case, what is clear is that Robert Whitehill supported slavery in Pennsylvania throughout his 

                                                
215 1803/4 PA Senate Journal, 443.  
216 Robert G. Crist, Robert Whitehill and the Struggle for Civil Rights (Lemoyne, PA: Lemoyne Trust Company, 

1958), 39-43. 
217 Robert Whitehill, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.161.  
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lifetime. He owned people for decades, voted against the 1801 abolition bill while serving in the 

Pennsylvania House, and helped kill the 1804 abolition bill while speaker of the Pennsylvania 

Senate.221  

 Robert Whitehill represented a region where gradual abolition had hardly weakened 

slavery. A man named Caesar had been murdered in his district as recently as 1800, tortured to 

death by his enslavers who accused him of having taken a few coins.222 Slavery, with all its 

violent excesses, remained a feature of daily life in Pennsylvania. Whitehill’s dogged opposition 

to abolition demonstrates that he possessed a cruel indifference to the lives of Black people. The 

state legislature’s repeated rejections of total abolition, while styled as embraces of gradualism, 

were nothing short of votes in favor of slavery. This was not lost on lawmakers. An anonymous 

member of the General Assembly sent transcriptions of the 1804 abolition debate to a 

Philadelphia newspaper, which ran them shortly after the Senate vote. “Considering the above 

mentioned bill as of an important nature,” the member wrote, “I am induced to send you an 

account of its progress from first to last, and hope sincerely it may experience a better fate at the 

next session—and remove the hateful term ‘SLAVE’ from the state of Pennsylvania.”223 The 

member did not receive their wish. The Senate did not reconsider emancipation at the next 

session of the General Assembly.  

 Meanwhile, the House’s proposed gradual abolition reform bill seemed poised to 

languish in committee as it had in the late 1790s. On March 10, 1804, just a few days before 

Robert Whitehill helped defeat total abolition in the upper house, a Montgomery County 

representative named Nathaniel Boileau introduced a supplemental gradual abolition bill into the 
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lower house, but it did not gain any traction.224 At the start of the next session in December, the 

committee on outstanding business notified lower house members of the bill, but it did not come 

up for debate in 1805, nor the following year, and was finally dismissed in 1807.225 According to 

a member of the abolition committee, they were wary of a provision that would have allotted half 

of all fines levied against lawbreakers to the person who reported the violation rather than “the 

whole of such fine being applied to the support of the poor in such county or township where the 

offence has been committed, as it now is under existing law.”226 While committee members 

might claim they did not want to divert money from county overseers of the poor, they were 

nevertheless objecting to a provision that would have incentivized enforcement. Pennsylvania’s 

abolition laws already lacked meaningful enforcement mechanisms. As George Van Cleve has 

noted, the 1780 act “contained no substantial rewards, civil penalties, or criminal penalties to 

deter violations of the rights of slaves and their children,” while the fines included in the 1788 

law were much higher for individuals caught participating in the transatlantic slave trade than for 

those who removed an enslaved person from Pennsylvania.227 Not only did the abolition 

committee oppose the supplemental gradual abolition bill on flimsy financial pretexts, their 

pretext was inaccurate: the 1788 law already allowed individuals who reported violations to 

collect half of any fine money that arose from their actions.228 In the end, it seems that the men 

were simply not interested in modifying Pennsylvania’s existing gradual abolition program. 

                                                
224 1803/4 Pennsylvania House Journal, 567, 592-3.  
225 At that same session, residents of Mifflin County petitioned the House to enact a total abolition law modeled on 

the failed 1801 proposal, but there is no evidence that the committee on abolition considered modifying their bill. 

See 1804/5 Pennsylvania House Journal, 35, 38, 61.  
226 1806/7 Pennsylvania House Journal, 264. It is ironic that William Webb was the mouthpiece for this objection, 

since he had previously worked with the PAS to report individuals who were violating state gradual abolition law. 

See Chapter Five.  
227 Van Cleve, A Slaveholders’ Union, 80-2.  
228 This was true for three sections of the 1788 law, those which criminalized removal from state, family separation, 

and participation in the transatlantic slave trade. 
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 In the wake of the withdrawn Senate bill in 1801 and disappointing Graisberry decision 

in 1802, antislavery representatives in the two houses of the Pennsylvania General Assembly 

pursued distinct strategies. State senators attempted to pass total abolition legislation in order to 

achieve what the courts had not, while their colleagues in the lower house hoped that a 

compromise measure narrowly tailored to ameliorating the conditions of young people held in 

term slavery might have a chance at gaining the support of conservatives. Both efforts failed. 

Abolition’s opponents in the Pennsylvania Senate, led by a slaveholding speaker from 

Cumberland County, swiftly defeated the proposed legislation through their command of 

parliamentary procedure. The Pennsylvania House, by refusing to act session after session, 

shuffled the composition of the abolition committee until a majority coalesced around a 

willingness to dismiss the bill on technical grounds rather than confront the policy’s substance. If 

the outcome in 1801 constituted a failure of timing, the outcomes in 1804 and 1807 were nothing 

short of a failure of political will. 

 While the legislature failed to propose any abolition bills in the 1810s, the conversation 

about slavery’s future in the state did not abate. At the beginning of the 1811-12 legislative 

session, Governor Simon Snyder, a Democratic-Republican from the Susquehanna River Valley 

who oversaw the movement of the state capital from Lancaster to Harrisburg, urged abolition 

among a slate of reform proposals. In his speech to the General Assembly, he laid out an 

ambitious plan of criminal justice reform, including reducing prison populations and eliminating 

the death penalty; infrastructure investment, prioritizing canals, roads, and public schools; and 

total abolition, the first such call from a sitting Pennsylvania governor. Snyder announced that he 

had been made aware of a “recent act of cruelty” toward an enslaved person that had “awakened 

feelings of a painful and distressing nature” which compelled him to act. He called slavery’s 
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Table 1. Failed Abolition Proposals in the Pennsylvania General Assembly 
 

Year(s) Title Chamber Reporter Outcome 

1781 

A Supplement to the Act entitled, 

‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition 

of Slavery’ (+) 

General 

Assembly 

Un-

specified 

Recommitted and replaced 

with the 1781 refugee 

exception bill  

1791 

An Act to Extend the Tenth 

Section of the Act, entitled ‘An 

Act for the Gradual Abolition of 

Slavery’ (+) 

House 
Un-

specified 
Died in House committee 

1797-

1800 

An Act for the Abolition of 

Slavery in the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania (-) 

House 
William 

West 

Languished in committee until 

1800, when its name was 

changed (see next line) 

1800-

1801 

An Act to Complete the Abolition 

of Slavery in the Commonwealth 

of Pennsylvania (-) 

House 
Benjamin 

Say 

Passed House in 1800, 54-15 

 

Dismissed by a Senate 

committee in 1801 

1804 
An Act for the Abolition of 

Slavery (-) 
Senate 

John 

Pearson 

Dismissed by Senate 

Committee of the Whole, 13-

10 

1804-

1807 

An Act to Alter and Amend an 

Act, entitled ‘An Act to Explain 

and Amend an Act, entitled ‘An 

Act for the Gradual Abolition of 

Slavery’’ (-) 

House 
Nathaniel 

Boileau 

Dismissed by a House 

committee in 1807 

1820 

An Act Authorizing Courts in this 

Commonwealth to Direct Certain 

Evidence to Correct, in Recording 

Negro or Mulatto Children (+) 

House 
William 

Miller 

Dismissed by House 

Committee of the Whole 

1821 
An Act for the Entire Abolition of 

Slavery in Pennsylvania (-) 
Senate 

Samuel 

Breck 
Rejected by the Senate, 14-13 

1821 

A Supplement to the Act entitled 

‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition 

of Slavery’ (-) 

Senate 
Samuel 

Breck 
Died in Senate committee 

1826 

An Act for the Entire Abolition of 

Slavery, in the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania (-) 

House 
William 

Meredith 
Died in House committee 

(+) broadly proslavery (-) broadly antislavery 

This table only lists abolition proposals that advanced far enough to acquire a name. It does not include, 

for example, the 1793 proposal that failed to progress due to Philadelphia’s yellow fever outbreak.  

 

A bill called “A Supplement to the Act, entitled, ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery’” passed 

the Senate in 1818 before being dismissed by the House sitting as a committee of the whole. Despite its 

title, however, this bill was not concerned with abolition in Pennsylvania, but was rather antikidnapping 

legislation. It was originally titled “An Act for the Punishment of Persons Who Shall Hereafter Kidnap 

Any Negro or Mulatto, with an Intent to Keep or Dispose of Such Person as a Servant or Slave.” 
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continued existence in Pennsylvania a “stain on the otherwise fair and benign features of her 

polity,” exacerbated by the fact that those suffering under its “galling yoke” were surrounded by 

so much “happiness and freedom.”229 Likely aware of Snyder’s call to action, the PAS petitioned 

the Pennsylvania House a few weeks later to modify the state’s abolition laws. As had become 

standard practice, their petition was referred to a committee and no further action was taken.230 

By contrast, the Pennsylvania Senate considered a bill the following year that would have 

implemented a tax on free Black Pennsylvanians, made it legal to sell refugees from slavery 

living in Philadelphia who were convicted of crimes, and banned further Black migration into the 

commonwealth. Both the PAS and Philadelphia’s free Black population petitioned against this 

bill, which did not pass.231 

 Although we do not know precisely what “recent act of cruelty” led the Governor Snyder 

to call for total abolition, we do not have to imagine its severity. Sometime in 1813, a fourteen-

year-old Black girl who had been held in term slavery along the Pennsylvania-Ohio border died 

in state custody while being transported three hundred miles east to the Walnut Street 

penitentiary in Philadelphia. She had been convicted of burglary in Washington County and 

sentenced to hard labor, her age and gender affording her no protection.232 According to her 

enslaver, a chair maker named Isaiah Steen, the teenager “received such ill-treatment” at the 

hands of state officials “as to occasion her death.” Steen petitioned the Pennsylvania House for 

redress, citing the provision of the 1780 gradual act that offered compensation to the owners of 

                                                
229 1811/2 Pennsylvania House Journal, 15-26; 1811/2 PA Senate Journal, 12-24.  
230 1811/2 Pennsylvania House Journal, 216. 
231 1812/3 Pennsylvania House Journal, 417, 566-7, 588-9; 1812/3 PA Senate Journal, 540. 
232 Leslie Patrick-Stamp has shown that rural Black women were significantly more likely to be incarcerated at 

Walnut Street than their white counterparts. Washington County incarcerated more Black women than white women 

in the early republic, almost always for larceny, despite Black women being a substantially smaller percentage of the 

overall county population. See “Numbers That Are Not New: African Americans in the Country’s First Prison, 

1790-1835,” PMHB 119, nos. 1-2 (January-April 1995): 106-7, 107n27, 121. See also Jen Manion, Liberty’s 

Prisoners: Carceral Culture in Early America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), ch. 4.  
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enslaved people whom the state sentenced to death. They rejected his petition two and half 

weeks later. The claims committee cast doubt on Steen’s story that the teenager had received 

“harsh treatment,” countering that her “catching a cold on the way” from Pittsburgh to 

Philadelphia did not warrant a “claim on the state,” especially since she did not die for six 

months after becoming ill. Moreover, they denied that Pennsylvania was liable under the 1780 

act, which the committee referred to as an “act of the Legislature passed some time since,” citing 

as evidence the fact that the teenager was neither a lifetime slave nor convicted of a capital 

offense.233 In the end, Isaiah Steen would not profit from the death of this fourteen-year-old he 

claimed to own, no matter the state’s complicity. Term slavery was itself an act of cruelty, its 

continued existence a reminder of the role that Pennsylvania played in the perpetuation of Black 

bondage. 

 As had been the case during the War for Independence and 1793 Philadelphia yellow 

fever epidemic, the War of 1812 put Pennsylvania in the position of seeking help from the very 

Black population its laws oppressed. In late 1814, after the British had burned Washington and 

bombarded Baltimore, and as fears mounted that they might once again turn their sights on 

Philadelphia, tens of hundreds of Black men, organized by James Forten, formed a working party 

to help fortify the city.234 In December, the state senate established a committee to “enquire into 

the expediency of raising one or more regiments of infantry of people of colour.”235 While it 

appears the war ended before these regiments could muster out, Black Pennsylvanians 

contributed where they could.236 Some, as they always had, took advantage of the war to seek 

                                                
233 1813/4 Pennsylvania House Journal, 187, 236-7.  
234 Winch, A Gentleman of Color, 174-6.  
235 1814/5 PA Senate Journal 15-25, 60.  
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their own freedom. On July 1814, a thirty-five-year-old woman named Nancy Jefferson was 

jailed in Frederick, Maryland after having sought refuge from her Philadelphia enslaver, General 

Joshua Wallace.237 The following year, as a formal peace returned to the country, a young Black 

man named Joe Rankin absconded from the service of one Captain David Wilson, who lived just 

outside of Gettysburg, and made his way south before eventually being jailed in Harford County, 

Maryland.238 Jefferson and Rankin both risked capture in Maryland, a state which fed enslaved 

people to the domestic slave trade, rather than remain with their captors in Pennsylvania. It 

seems that Pennsylvania emerged on the other side of the second war for independence with its 

commitment to the conditional preservation of slavery intact.  

 If her enslaver’s knowledge was accurate, Nancy Jefferson was born in 1779 and was 

therefore one of the youngest women who could be legally held in lifetime slavery in 

Pennsylvania. As women of Jefferson’s generation were reaching their late thirties, their 

daughters were beginning to have children of their own. Thanks to ambiguity in the wording of 

Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition legislation, enslavers registered these children as their own 

property, and so the county slave registries continued to grow three and a half decades after 

gradual abolition began. Early in 1820, an Adams County representative named William Miller 

presented a petition from his constituents “praying for certain alterations” to the state’s abolition 

laws. Miller headed the committee tasked with considering the petition, and a week later he 

reported a bill entitled “An Act Authorising Courts in this Commonwealth to Direct Certain 

Evidence to Correct, in Recording Negro or Mulatto Children.”239 The bill’s title suggests that 

Adams County enslavers had misunderstood some aspect of the 1788 act and were hoping the 
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state would allow them to remedy their mistake before the young Black people they held in term 

slavery sued en masse for their freedom. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court had recently handed 

down several decisions making clear their intention to hold enslavers responsible for strict 

compliance with the letter of the 1788 law.240 Indeed, Miller himself may have neglected to 

register children that he was holding in term slavery.241 Whatever Miller’s motivations, the lower 

house never debated his bill. He and his slaveholding constituents would be left to the mercy of 

their county court.242  

 Back in Philadelphia, PAS members, although increasingly focused on other issues, were 

keenly aware that slavery continued to exist in Pennsylvania. Impelled to new urgency by the 

Missouri Crisis, the PAS petitioned the General Assembly in December 1820 for the “immediate 

and total abolition of domestic slavery within this commonwealth.” Their memorial was eloquent 

and forceful. “[F]orty years have now elapsed,” the petitioners declared, since justice “induced 

your predecessors to make a provision for the gradual abolition of slavery.” While they admitted 

that the 1780 act “probably was carried as far as the danger of the country at the time would 

admit,” the number of enslaved people in Pennsylvania had been “so much reduced” by 1820 

that cost was no longer a viable excuse for refusal to confront “this stain on our national 

character.” The PAS identified a new danger—slavery’s unfettered expansion—which, “though 

different in form, is not less serious in aspect.” The time for half measures was over. The 

memorialists continued to insist that “slavery in any and every form is inconsistent with the 

                                                
240 These were Wilson v. Belinda 3 Pa 399 (1817); Commonwealth v. Greason 4 Pa 425-6 (1818); and 

Commonwealth ex rel Bell vs. Greason 5 Pa 333-4 (1819). 
241 Although an enslaved person appears in his household in 1810 and two Black children under the age of fourteen 
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242 For reasons I have not yet been able to determine, the Adams County slave registry stops abruptly in 1820, while 
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principles of our free and excellent Constitution,” despite the fact that the Pennsylvania High 

Court had disagreed in 1802. They clung to this belief, however, in order to contrast the 

Pennsylvania constitution with that of Missouri, which was saturated with “principles so 

obnoxious” as to warrant widespread condemnation. As the gap between slaveholding and non-

slaveholding states widened, the PAS insisted that total abolition was required in Pennsylvania as 

a matter of “consistency and justice.”243  

 The PAS found a sympathetic ally in Samuel Breck, a state senator representing 

Philadelphia. Breck was born to a wealthy merchant family in Boston in 1771. After attending 

school in France in the late 1780s, he used his family’s capital to relocate to Philadelphia to go 

into business for himself. Although he was not a PAS member, he was an antislavery Federalist 

who believed in good government, publishing a pamphlet calling for greater investment in 

Pennsylvania’s infrastructure in 1818.244 In December 1819, Senator Breck called on the state’s 

federal representatives to oppose the spread of slavery into Missouri.245 One year later, while the 

PAS was still drafting its total abolition petition, Breck and a colleague read their own 

antislavery statement before the state senate. They traced the decline of slavery in Pennsylvania 

through the federal census, acknowledged the impact of the gradual abolition acts, and, like the 

PAS, called for a more aggressive abolition policy. Unlike the PAS, the two men did not insist 

that slavery was incompatible with the 1790 state constitution—a losing strategy in the wake of 

                                                
243 Needles, An Historical Memoir of the Pennsylvania Society, 70-1. On the mistaken belief that Maine was only 
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the 1802 Graisberry decision—but rather with the personal constitutions of Pennsylvanians, “by 

whom slavery is universally held in abhorrence.” They called on the legislature “to efface so foul 

a blot, wholly and irrevocably from her statute books,” proposing that Pennsylvania emancipate 

“such persons as may be still living within this commonwealth” who remained in lifetime slavery 

under the 1780 act. Their resolution was tabled.246 Later that same month, however, Samuel 

Breck read the PAS petition before the Pennsylvania Senate. His colleagues put him in charge of 

responding, which responsibility Breck used to draft a total abolition bill.247  

 On January 20, 1821, Samuel Breck reported “An Act for the Entire Abolition of Slavery 

in Pennsylvania.” After this first reading, the state senate waited a month to take up the bill for 

further consideration. During this period, Breck delivered a blistering speech that castigated 

Pennsylvania’s slave law and its proslavery lawmakers. “How happens it,” he asked his 

colleagues, “that Pennsylvania is reckoned amongst the non-slaveholding states?” It was in his 

view nothing short of rank hypocrisy. He reminded his fellow state senators that they had just 

opposed the spread of slavery in Missouri the previous legislative session, but continued to allow 

hundreds of enslaved people to toil in Pennsylvania. Breck exaggerated the history of 

Pennsylvania antislavery in several places, misrepresenting William Penn’s antislavery bona 

fides and falsely claiming that all Quakers had manumitted the people they enslaved by the 

Revolution. Elsewhere, however, he went straight to the primary sources. He quoted from one of 

Prime Minister William Pitt’s slave trade abolition speeches on how it was the “very death of 

Justice to utter a syllable in support” of slavery’s continuation; from the late Irish orator, John 

Philpot Curran, on the liberation of James Somerset and the “genius of universal emancipation”; 

and from the published dissent to the 1780 gradual abolition act, which criticized the General 
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Assembly for acting during the chaos of war rather than waiting to deliberate during peacetime. 

“Forty years have gone by,” Breck reasoned, “the greatest part of which has been a period of 

profound peace, and this universal deliverance has not yet taken place.” Like the PAS, Breck 

understood that cost should be no obstacle and, like antislavery assemblymen before him, 

proposed compensated emancipation. A “few thousand dollars from your treasury” was all it 

would take to transform Pennsylvania into a nonslaveholding state for good. “Surely this trifling 

expense cannot stop us.”248 

 Samuel Breck’s call for total abolition on February 19, 1821 was perhaps the most radical 

defense of freedom ever spoken in the Pennsylvania General Assembly. Yet even this could not 

persuade all his colleagues to support total abolition. On the afternoon of March 1, while the 

upper house was sitting as a committee of the whole, someone motioned to dismiss the bill’s first 

section, which most likely contained the abolition provision. Unlike in 1803, the motion failed 

and the assembly adjourned. That evening, however, someone must have convinced Cumberland 

County Senator Jacob Alter to reconsider his position because the next morning, Alter, who had 

previously voted in favor of Breck’s bill, motioned to postpone it indefinitely. This time the 

gradualists succeeded, 14-13. Jacob Alter and Henry Allshouse, a senator representing the 

southwestern counties, had switched sides. Although it was by the narrowest margin so far, the 

Pennsylvania General Assembly had once against defeated total abolition.249 

 From what happened next, it is clear that Samuel Breck knew his colleagues were willing 

to discuss measures to ameliorate slavery in Pennsylvania, even if they were unwilling to abolish 
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it completely. The very next day, Breck arrived at the capitol with a new bill, “A Supplement to 

the Act entitled ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery,’” and his motion to read it passed 

unanimously.250 It seems Breck had been prepared for his total abolition bill to fail, and his 

colleagues were expecting him to propose something more moderate in its place. Yet the 

gradualists managed to insert a poison pill amendment that transformed the bill into something 

that Breck could not accept. The bill, as Breck had conceived it, would have abolished term 

slavery, declaring that all Black children born after its passage “shall be henceforward and 

forever, to all intents and purposes, as free as if born of white parents; any law or laws to the 

contrary notwithstanding.”251 This was not just a compromise measure, but an attempt by Breck 

to mitigate a significant flaw in Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program. Until Miller v. 

Dwilling in 1826, it was common practice for enslavers to register multiple generations of a 

Black family as term slaves.252 Breck’s colleague from Lancaster, Edward Coleman, who was 

absent during the previous day’s vote, was familiar with this practice. In May 1818, Edward 

registered a Black child named Henrietta as the property of his father, a wealthy ironmaster. 

Henrietta’s mother was a seventeen-year-old woman named Rebecca, who had been registered as 

a term slave herself in 1799. It was Rebecca’s mother, Dinah, who had been registered as a 

lifetime slave. The practice of hereditary term slavery ensured that abolition would be gradual, 

indeed.253 

 Samuel Breck considered hereditary term slavery to be “wholly at variance” with both 

the “beneficent intentions of the framers of that law” of 1780 and the “philanthropic feelings of 
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every Pennsylvanian of the age in which we live.” Ultimately, his bill would have ensured that 

no “grand-children of the unhappy slaves” were themselves held in term slavery.254 However, as 

the state senate debated the bill, two assemblymen—one of whom had voted for Breck’s 

previous bill and the other against—motioned to add a clause to the bill that would have made it 

illegal to bind Black children born outside the state to a term of service in Pennsylvania that was 

any longer than those which were permitted for white children, which motion passed, 18-10. 

Although on its face this sounds like a welcome development, Breck and several other members 

of the antislavery caucus knew better. The problem with the policy was that it effectively 

repealed a provision in the 1780 gradual abolition act that permitted out-of-state enslavers to 

manumit young men and women whom they might otherwise have held in lifetime slavery, 

indenture them until the age of twenty-eight, and relocate with them to Pennsylvania. Breck was 

aware that it was because of this policy that “so many persons born in slavery, have been set free, 

and have become useful laborers, servants and members of our community.” For example, an 

anonymous resident of Washington, DC advertised in 1815 that they were willing to pay cash for 

a “likely NEGRO GIRL” in her early teens “as it is intended to take her into the state of 

Pennsylvania, [where] she will receive her freedom at 28 years of age.”255 Breck recognized that 

this amendment would “shut the door of Pennsylvania” to this population, who might now be 

“dragged in chains to the plantations of the south, to toil in hopeless bondage” rather than 

brought north to serve for a term before becoming free men and women. Thus, Breck elected to 

vote against the entire bill as a “formal protest” against legislation that would have the effect of 

depriving any person “born a slave out of Pennsylvania, a chance of obtaining his liberty by 

commutation of his personal services.” Certainly it would be better for a hypothetical teenager 

                                                
254 1820/1 PA Senate Journal, 657-8. 
255 DNI, 30 Jan 1815, p. 3.  
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born into slavery in the nation’s capital to receive her freedom in Pennsylvania in her twenties 

than to end up in a slave pen in Alexandria. Still, this moral high ground was dearly purchased, 

costing the freedom of thousands of Black children. After concluding his speech, Breck 

motioned to have his bill recommitted. The legislative session ended without further discussion 

of abolition.256 

 Samuel Breck’s actions echo those of Benjamin Say and the PAS from twenty years 

earlier. Both men elected to abandon their legislative efforts in the hopes that enslaved people, 

both within and without Pennsylvania, might retain another avenue to freedom. Breck’s concern 

for the men and women enslaved south of Pennsylvania was by no means misplaced. When the 

General Assembly reconvened the following year, two senators proposed a bill that would 

prohibit “the transportation of any slave or slaves, in chains, through this state or any part 

thereof.”257 This proposal, which was immediately tabled, would not have prevented slavers 

from bringing human chattel through Pennsylvania; it would only have outlawed the slave coffle. 

As Breck and others understood, just because voters would no longer tolerate explicitly 

proslavery state representatives did not mean that those representatives were committed to 

passing antislavery laws. There would nevertheless be one last effort in the General Assembly to 

abolish slavery for good. 

 On January 17, 1826, a twenty-six-year-old Philadelphia lawyer named William Morris 

Meredith won a seat in the Pennsylvania House of Representatives in a special election. He and 

his colleagues were preoccupied that session with passing a personal liberty law that would 

                                                
256 When all was said in done, two members of the antislavery caucus, Condy Raguet of Philadelphia and Jacob 

Grosh of Lancaster, had a formal explanation entered into the “journals of the Senate” which clarified that they had 

voted against the late gradual abolition bill for the same reasons that had compelled Samuel Breck. See 1820/1 PA 

Senate Journal, 650, 657-60, 725. 
257 1821/2 PA Senate Journal, 325.  
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satisfy constituents who clamored for tougher anti-kidnapping statutes while also appeasing 

Maryland lawmakers who sought to make it easier for their own constituents to recover refugees 

from slavery who crossed the Mason-Dixon line.258 Less than three weeks after he took his seat, 

Meredith proposed a successful compromise measure that recognized both Maryland’s right of 

rendition as well as Pennsylvania’s right to determine the conditions under which they would 

meet what Meredith considered to be an obligation to provide assistance.259 The very next 

morning, Meredith introduced “An Act for the Entire Abolition of Slavery, in the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,” the fourth total abolition proposal of the nineteenth century. 

While the House journal does not reveal any details of the bill, a letter from Meredith’s father 

suggests that it would have operated similarly to previous proposals by inaugurating a process to 

emancipate people who were held in lifetime slavery rather than abolish all Black bondage with 

the stroke of a pen.260 Like Samuel Breck before him, it appears that William Meredith came to 

Harrisburg prepared to fight slavery. He believed in the rule of law and its power to affect 

change. The Pennsylvania House scheduled his bill for discussion on Friday, February 17, 

1826.261 When the end of the week arrived, Meredith’s colleagues refused to take up the bill. He 

tried again on Monday without any success and once more the following month. Each time, the 

                                                
258 For the statute’s political history, see William R. Leslie, “The Pennsylvania Fugitive Slave Act of 1826,” JSH 18, 

no. 4 (November 1952): 429-45. For an analysis more attuned to the impact of grassroots Black activism on 

Pennsylvania’s policies regarding refugees from slavery, see Drago, “Neither Northern Nor Southern,” ch. 2.  
259 Leslie, “The Pennsylvania Fugitive Slave Act of 1826,” 438-40. Meredith’s February 13 speech is printed in the 

February 21 issue of the National Gazette and Literary Register, not the February 18 issue as Leslie states. He 

expressed his intention to fight for a version of the bill that would “have the Effect of placing the negro on an 

infinitely better footing than he stands ^ a [sic] at present” in a letter to his father. See William Morris Meredith to 

William Tuckey Meredith, 11 Feb 1826, Box 27, Folder 14, Series 3a: Incoming Correspondence, Meredith Family 

Papers (Coll. 1509), HSP. Indeed, discussion was so focused on the Maryland renditions bill that Meredith and his 

father did not discuss the proposed abolition bill in any of their correspondence from February 1826. 
260 “I understand [former speaker of the Pennsylvania Senate, Richard] Peters has express’d his disapprobation of 

your Abolition Bill and says he means to send up a substitute. He would have declared all Slaves free simple & 

absolutely, by the laws of God & nature in the style of a French hat.” See William Tuckey Meredith to William 

Morris Meredith, February 20, 1826, Box 54, Folder 8, Series 7a: William Morris Meredith Correspondence, 

Meredith Family Papers (Coll. 1509), HSP.  
261 1825/6 PA House Journal, 372, 374. 
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assembly voted two-to-one against considering total abolition. The bill died in committee on 

March 2, 1826. The gradualists had triumphed.262 

 If Samuel Breck was motivated in part by a sincere desire to improve Pennsylvania, 

William Meredith was concerned with his own reputation. After receiving criticism from 

antislavery activists for pursuing compromise with Maryland, he took to the newspapers to 

justify his actions in the name of protecting free Black Pennsylvanians from kidnapping.263 In his 

letters home, Meredith was so distracted that he does not appear to have mentioned his abolition 

bill to his father. His father learned about it all the same. “Your proposition for a general 

emancipation of slaves in this state is a good one,” he wrote his son. “I wish you may be able to 

render it practicable.” Meredith’s father encouraged his son to spend more effort on abolition. 

William Morris Meredith, however, was too preoccupied with fending off criticisms that his 

Maryland proposal was proslavery to shepherd his actual abolition bill through the General 

Assembly.264 In any case, he saw his work on the Maryland bill as equally progressive. He said 

as much in a statement he prepared for his twelve-year-old brother, scrawled on the back of one 

of the many letters he wrote defending his actions to his father:  

Dear Joe, Are you for the Negroes? Your friends Bishop Allen & the Revd. Mr. Gluster 

[John Gloucester] have arrived here, on a mission on the behalf of themselves & their 

                                                
262 1825/6 PA House Journal, 396, 420-1, 497-8.  
263 He asked his influential father to have his defense published in the Philadelphia papers. Meredith defended 

himself in the third person: “He yielded to no man in his abhorrence of slavery. Having breathed the air of 

Pennsylvania from his birth, his sentiments on this subject could not be doubted.” Meredith explained, however, that 

the same religion which animated his antislavery feeling also taught him charity so that he could “indulge his own 

feelings, without presuming to judge the actions of his neighbors.” In other words, he could support the specific 

constitutional right of Maryland enslavers to pursue human beings into Pennsylvania without supporting slavery 

generally or desiring free Black men to be targeted by kidnappers. See William Morris Meredith to William Tuckey 

Meredith, 16 Feb 1826, Box 27, Folder 14, Series 3a: Incoming Correspondence, Meredith Family Papers (Coll. 

1509), HSP; National Gazette and Literary Register, 21 Feb 1826, p. 1. 
264 “You will send copies of your Bill to abolish Slavery to Mr. Rawle, Vaux, & others.” / “If you carry that 

measure, you will have universal applause” / “I hope you will be able to carry the other Bill through” / “Son you 

must not omit to send a sketch of what you may say on the Abolition Bill.” The younger Meredith does not appear to 

have engaged with his father’s supplications. See William Tuckey Meredith to William Morris Meredith, February 

17, 1826 and February 20, 1826, Box 54, Folder 8, Series 7a: William Morris Meredith Correspondence, Meredith 

Family Papers (Coll. 1509), HSP.  
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Coloured brethren – You must always be In the Camp of Liberty, - as you know the great 

Genl. Jackson always is. – All the friends of that great Man should be for Liberty & 

equality.265 

 

The disaffected Federalist and future Whig either misrepresented or misunderstood the political 

commitments of the “Hero of New Orleans.” Two months after Meredith encouraged his brother 

to be “for the Negroes,” another misinformed Jackson acolyte—this one a member of the U.S. 

House of Representatives from Pennsylvania—declared that he believed slavery to be a great 

political and moral evil: “I thank God, my lot has been cast in a State where it does not exist.”266  

 When future president James Buchanan claimed that his home state had abolished 

slavery, William Meredith knew that this was not the case. As Meredith failed to convince the 

Pennsylvania General Assembly that abolition was the future, Buchanan would fail to convince 

his country that it was not. Yet these men were playing at politics that did not affect them 

materially. They would not feel the cost of their failures. Almost twenty years after proposing his 

bill, William Morris Meredith purchased a fashionable estate just outside of Lancaster. He only 

kept the property for a few years before selling it James Buchanan in 1848. The Wheatland 

Estate stands today as a monument to two men who, in their own ways, picked a battle with 

slavery and lost. 

* * * 

 In his incisive study of British abolitionism, Christopher Leslie Brown argues that 

opposition to the slavery provided late-eighteenth-century reformers with moral capital that they 

could leverage to assert the righteousness of associated causes. The British Army, for example, 

                                                
265 Reverse of William Morris Meredith to William Tuckey Meredith, February 19, 1826, Box 27, Folder 14, Series 

3a: Incoming Correspondence, Meredith Family Papers (Coll. 1509), HSP.  
266 Buchanan continued: “But while I entertain these opinions, I know it is an evil at present without a remedy.” See 

John Bassett Moore, ed., The Works of James Buchanan, Comprising his Speeches, State Papers, and Private 

Correspondence, vol. 1, 1813-1830 (Philadelphia, PA: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1908), 202. I would like to thank 

Patrick Clarke for bringing this speech to my attention. 
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pursued military emancipation during the American Revolutionary War to lend moral capital to 

their empire. Americans, by contrast, hoped to extend moral capital to their own independent 

institutions. Pennsylvania lawmakers asserted in the preamble to the 1780 gradual abolition bill 

that it was their subservience to the British Crown that had prevented them from implementing it 

at an earlier date. In sum, according to Brown, “Expedients determined practice. Practice 

determined policy. And policy, over time, drifted toward becoming a matter of principle.”267  

 Between 1780 and 1826, gradualism became synonymous with abolition in Pennsylvania. 

Although there was political support for a total abolition program around the turn of the 

nineteenth century, internecine disagreements over details and tactics allowed conservatives to 

repeatedly defeat it. By the 1820s, gradualism had done enough to reduce the presence of 

lifetime slavery in Pennsylvania that proposals to finish the job lacked urgency. At the same 

time, the growing conflict with Maryland over refugees from slavery and the federal right of 

rendition made calls for total abolition in the state sound more radical than they actually were. 

While it was no longer acceptable for Pennsylvanian politicians to openly defend lifetime slavery 

at home, opposition to total abolition was not considered a defense of lifetime slavery. Instead, 

support for term slavery confirmed the wisdom of the revolutionary generation. Across nearly 

half a century, gradualism’s moral capital had retained its value.  

  

 

 

  

                                                
267 Brown, Moral Capital, 140-1, 311-2 (quotation on p. 312). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BUILDING PRESTIGE: SLAVERY AND DICKINSON COLLEGE 

 

 On July 26, 1799, an enslaved man named James received fifteen shillings from the 

Dickinson College Board of Trustees. His name appears on the second line of the third page of 

treasurer John Montgomery’s first account book, set between payments for two pieces of shoe 

binding and a few yards of imported woolen cloth for a college flag. Fifteen shillings was a 

modest award, slightly more than the amount of cash the trustees buried under the cornerstone of 

the new college building on which they had just broken ground. Yet this lonely entry in 

Montgomery’s ledger—“By Cash paid Black James, Mr. Holmes,s Negro”—preserves in greying 

ink the fact that enslaved workers helped construct Dickinson College.268   

 Founding a college required a tremendous amount of work. By documenting the wide 

range of jobs that enslaved people performed to support Dickinson, this chapter illuminates 

slavery’s survival in the Pennsylvania countryside. Slaveholding remained an important signifier 

of gentility among the rural elite. This chapter describes how unfree Black workers helped to 

finance, construct, and bolster the reputation of Dickinson College during the age of gradual 

abolition. Each of its three sections progresses through the same time period but focuses on a 

different kind of labor. The first examines subscription lists to show how enslavers constituted a 

significant number of the college’s earliest financial backers. The second analyzes 

Pennsylvania’s county slave registries alongside college account books in order to reveal the 

work that enslaved men did to help construct Dickinson’s first campus buildings. The final 

section draws from federal census records and newspaper advertisements in order to explain how 

the college took advantage of enslaved women’s domestic labor. By investigating the history of 

                                                
268 John Montgomery, Treasurer’s Financial Ledger, 1798-1808, Record Group 1/1, Board of Trustees (1783-1833), 

DCASC. 
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an enduring Pennsylvania institution, this chapter demonstrates a significant material 

consequence of slavery’s survival after 1780. 

Over the past two decades, colleges and universities have begun to dedicate resources to 

researching their historical relationship to slavery.269 At first glance, Dickinson College might 

seem an unlikely candidate for inclusion in this group.270 Carlisle was a remote borough in the 

late eighteenth century, located almost exactly halfway between the densely settled east and the 

trans-Appalachian west.271 Moreover, Dickinson was chartered in 1783, three years after 

Pennsylvania’s General Assembly enacted gradual abolition legislation. Yet it is precisely these 

facts that allow us to see how the college profited from slavery. The Pennsylvania county slave 

registries provide a window into slaveholding in the early republic that does not exist for the 

colonial period. Then there is the college’s location. Cumberland County sits in the Lower 

Susquehanna Valley, bounded by the river to the east and the Allegheny Mountains to the west. 

These geographic features naturally directed the flow of people and goods toward Baltimore and 

southern markets.272 When the board of trustees solicited subscriptions in the 1780s to help offset 

early costs and in the early 1800s to construct New College and Old West, they found wealthy 

                                                
269 Sustained attention began in 2003 after Brown University President Ruth J. Simmons commissioned a committee 

to study the university’s historical relationship to slavery. The committee report, published in 2006, describes 

slavery in New England, Rhode Island’s oversized role in the trans-Atlantic slave trade, and the university’s 

financial entanglements in the business of slavery. It concludes that colleges and universities have both “the 

opportunity and the obligation” to lead a national conversation about slavery’s legacies, including the need for 

restitution. See James T. Campbell et al., Slavery and Justice: Report of the Brown University Steering Committee 

on Slavery and Justice (Providence, RI: Brown University, October 2006), quotation on p. 82. Craig Steven Wilder 

has acknowledged the Brown University committee as a watershed in Ebony and Ivy, 298.  
270 Dickinson joined the University of Virginia’s Universities Studying Slavery (USS) consortium in January 2019. 

See “Dickinson College Joins the Universities Studying Slavery (USS) Movement,” President’s Commission on 

Slavery and the University, University of Virginia, accessed May 7, 2021, https://slavery.virginia.edu/dickinson-

college-joins-the-universities-studying-slavery-uss-movement. 
271 On Carlisle’s liminality, see Judith Ridner, A Town In-Between: Carlisle, Pennsylvania and the Early Mid-

Atlantic Interior (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010). Ridner does not discuss Carlisle’s unique 

“inbetweenness” as a slaveholding enclave in an increasingly antislavery state. 
272 James Weston Livingood, The Philadelphia-Baltimore Trade Rivalry, 1780-1860 (Harrisburg: PHMC, 1947); 

MacMaster, “Philadelphia Merchants,” 355-6. 
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enslavers in Frederick, Baltimore, and Washington, DC who had capital to spare.273 Local 

subscribers tended to belong to the region’s elite, many of whom continue to own unfree laborers 

well into the nineteenth century. Finally, while Dickinson College attracted well-to-do young 

men from the Pennsylvania interior, the school depended on the tuition money of wealthy 

families from the neighboring states of Maryland and Virginia for its survival. Throughout the 

antebellum period, southern-born boys comprised roughly half the student body, and when war 

broke out in 1861, college president Herman Johnson admitted, “We lost about one half our 

students at a stroke.”274 The small Carlisle college educated both Roger Taney and James 

Buchanan, two men whose proslavery impacts cannot be overstated.275 Perhaps Dickinson was, 

like Princeton, a “Southern college slipped from its geographical moorings.”276 

Yet this framing, while provocative, misses the point. Examining the history of slavery in 

the Lower Susquehanna Valley fogs the analytical clarity of categories like north and south. 

Despite its existential reliance on “southern” men and their money, Dickinson College resided 

firmly within the jurisdiction of a “northern” state. This northern state, moreover, continued to 

tolerate slavery during the age of gradual abolition, and the men and women who helped 

transform a frontier experiment into a regional fixture exploited this tolerance every step of the 

way. While the connection between Dickinson alumni and Dred Scott in the 1850s illustrates the 

                                                
273 New College refers to the first academic building that the trustees constructed on what is now Dickinson’s 

campus. It burned to the ground in 1803 and was replaced with West College, which is commonly referred to today 

as Old West.  
274 “Sectional Crisis,” Dickinson and Slavery: A Special Exhibit from the House Divided Project, accessed March 2, 

2019, www.housedivided.dickinson.edu/sites/slavery/our-research/sectional-crisis. 
275 Often forgotten is that Robert Cooper Grier, who joined the chief justice in his majority opinion, was born and 

raised in Cumberland County and also attended Dickinson College. On the proslavery machinations of Buchanan 

and Taney, see Don E. Fehrenbacher, The Dred Scott Case: it’s Significance in American Law and Politics (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 1978), chapter 13. Taney and Buchanan were not the only lawyers educated at 

Dickinson to advance anti-Black jurisprudence. While President Judge of the Bedford County Court of Common 

Pleas in the 1810s, Jonathan Hoge Walker upheld the law of hereditary term slavery. Pennsylvania Chief Justice 

John Bannister Gibson disenfranchised Black men in 1838. 
276 Lolita Buckner Inniss, “‘A Southern College Slipped from Its Geographical Moorings’: Slavery at Princeton,” 

S&A 39, no. 2 (2018): 236-250. 
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pervasiveness of a proslavery, anti-Black politics, the social history of Dickinson College and 

slavery begins in early national Pennsylvania. It is the history of enslaved men hauling stone and 

brick, of unfree women washing clothes and feeding students, and of white townspeople who 

succeeded in expropriating value from Black workers in order to will a college into existence. 

 

FOUNDATIONS AND FINANCE 

 Just after new year in 1812, two teenagers shared a carriage from Philadelphia to Carlisle. 

James, who was the older of the pair, took a stagecoach out of the city to the nearby town of 

Haverford where he picked up his traveling companion, sixteen-year-old Luke. Together the 

young men undertook the three-day journey west along the Lancaster Turnpike, supping at inns, 

and chatting about whatever new acquaintances find to chat about. When they arrived in Carlisle, 

the two parted ways: James to start a new term at Dickinson, and Luke to meet his new enslaver, 

a lawyer and college trustee named James Hamilton.277  

 This episode is not interesting for what it reveals about racism in the early republic. It is 

unsurprising that law and custom denied young Black men opportunities that were open to young 

white men. Instead, the story of James Leiper and Luke, whose surname we do not know, 

demonstrates the longevity of Dickinson College’s relationship with slavery. James Hamilton 

was a member of the board of trustees from 1794 until his death in 1819.278 In 1789, he registered 

a four-year-old boy named Isaac as his term slave.279 In 1799, he pledged thirty pound sterling to 

the college, which he paid in cash.280 Around the same time, he began maintaining a regular 

                                                
277 See William B. Parker’s letters to James Hamilton, MG34, James Hamilton Papers, box 34, folder 17, CCHS. 
278 For a comprehensive list of early trustees and faculty members, see Charles F. Himes, A Sketch of Dickinson 

College, Carlisle, Penn’a, Including the List of Trustees and Faculty from the Foundation, and a More Particular 

Account of the Scientific Department (Harrisburg, PA: Lane S. Hart, 1879), ch. 16. 
279 James Hamilton, Cumberland County Term Slave Registry, image 100. 
280 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 20. 
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correspondence with business associates in Philadelphia about purchasing unfree Black people 

and transporting them to Carlisle.281 In 1806, he tried and failed to acquire a young Black woman, 

writing: “we need one much - if well disposed & underg [understanding]- so as to amt [amount] 

us for kitchen work or House work.”282 James Hamilton Jr. graduated from Dickinson the same 

year that his father purchased Luke. In 1820, a “Negroe Boy Tom” and “negroe lucy” accounted 

for more than one-quarter the value of Hamilton Sr.’s personal estate.283 In short, the money that 

financed Dickinson College was entangled with the mid-Atlantic slavery economy. 

 Although Dickinson College received its charter from the Pennsylvania General 

Assembly in 1783, it traces its origins to the Carlisle Latin Grammar School, which was 

established ten years earlier.284 It graduated its first class in 1787, making it one of the first 

colleges in the newly independent United States by almost any metric. The idea for chartering a 

college west of the Susquehanna to educate the sons of the interior’s elite families began with a 

1782 conversation between three men in Philadelphia: Benjamin Rush, John Montgomery, and 

William Bingham. Known as the meeting on “Bingham’s Porch,” it was here, as war with Britain 

waned, that Rush expressed his wish to see a new school erected on the frontier, which 

Montgomery suggested should reside in his hometown of Carlisle. This was not Rush’s first 

foray into higher education, nor would it be his last. He was well educated himself, already on 

                                                
281 Wingert, Slavery and the Underground Railroad in South Central Pennsylvania, 62-3.  
282 James Hamilton to John Brown, September 27, 1806, MG34, James Hamilton Papers, box 35, folder 6, CCHS. 
283 Tom and Lucy were appraised at $500 and $300 respectively. The rest of his personal property, excluding capital, 

was worth $2171.75, meaning Tom and Lucy accounted for 27% of the total value. See James Hamilton’s estate 

inventory, microfilm, box 22, reel 8 images 542-4, CCHS. 
284 The decision to recognize 1773 as Dickinson’s founding date was made in the late 1930s by Boyd Lee Spahr, the 

president of the board of trustees, who claimed the earlier year in order to stand out at a meeting of administrators 

from the state’s oldest institutions of higher learning. Two very funny consequences followed from Spahr’s 

maneuver, which was formally adopted by the college in 1940. The first is that an original plaque on Old West states 

that the college was founded in 1783, while a college seal, located roughly 600 feet away, insists that it was 1773. 

The second is that Dickinson’s sesquicentennial and bicentennial histories were published forty years apart. See 

James Henry Morgan, Dickinson College: The History of One Hundred and Fifty Years, 1783-1933 (Harrisburg, 

PA: Mount Pleasant Press, 1933) and Charles Coleman Sellers, Dickinson College: A History (Middletown, CT: 

Wesleyan University Press, 1973), 360-1.  
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the board of trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, and would become a vocal advocate for 

the establishment of western colleges.285 Montgomery, however, was a less obvious candidate 

for the role of college booster, although his dedication to Dickinson would become apparent with 

time. He lacked a formal education, and although he helped administer the Carlisle grammar 

school, he had no experience running a college. Yet as the only member of the trio to actually 

reside in the Lower Susquehanna Valley, much of the day-to-day work of establishing Dickinson 

fell to Montgomery.286  

 Modest today, Carlisle was the largest settlement in the Pennsylvania backcountry during 

the Revolutionary Era. It was the seat of government for Cumberland County, which at the time 

encompassed nearly everything between Harrisburg and Pittsburgh. The borough also boasted 

the Carlisle Barracks, a military base and bustling center of public works. It was home to 

veterans looking to start families and was poised to continue growing as an entire generation of 

Americans turned their gaze to the west. Carlisle was, in other words, the obvious candidate for a 

new college.287 No less a figure than John Dickinson—the wealthy Delaware enslaver, 

pseudonymous author of  “Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania,” and proponent of gradual 

abolition—donated hundreds of acres of land he owned in the Lower Susquehanna Valley to the 

new venture. In 1783, he and his wife Mary began sending more than fifteen hundred volumes 

from their estate to Carlisle in order to help establish the school library.288 With educational 

materials making their way to the borough, the majority from Mary Dickinson’s personal 

                                                
285 L. H. Butterfield, ed., A Letter by Dr. Benjamin Rush Describing the Consecration of the German College at 

Lancaster in June, 1787 (Lancaster, PA: Franklin and Marshall College, 1945).  
286 On John Montgomery’s contributions to the founding of Dickinson College, see Whitfield J. Bell, Jr., “The Other 

Man on Bingham’s Porch,” in “John and Mary’s College”: The Boyd Lee Spahr Lecture in Americana, vol. 2, 

1951-1956 (Westwood, NJ: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1956), 34-55.  
287 Ridner, A Town In-Between, 153-9. 
288 To thank them for their contribution, Rush proposed naming the school John and Mary’s College. That this did 

not happen has obscured Mary Dickinson’s role in propping up the infant seminary. See William W. Edel, “‘John 

and Mary’s College’ Over Susquehanna” in “John and Mary’s College,” 2:23-4; Sellers, Dickinson College, 77-9. 
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collection, the board of trustees then convinced a well-regarded Presbyterian minister named 

Charles Nisbet to relocate from Scotland to Carlisle to serve as the school’s first principal, or 

what today we would call the college president. Confident and cantankerous, Nisbet’s 

determination not to allow the school to fail often put him at odds with trustees whose goals 

differed from his own. Despite this tension, incoming cohorts grew, the campus and curriculum 

expanded, and the institution wedded itself to the landscape. 

 Carlisle’s respectability during the age of gradual abolition depended as much on the 

presence of enslaved Black families as it did on the success of Dickinson. Spending his 

Christmas observing the behavior of his new neighbors, President Nisbet explicitly connected 

Dickinson’s financial troubles, which threatened his own livelihood, to the pretentions of the 

American gentry. He griped that while there seemed to be “no Want of Money for Lawsuits, 

Drunkenness, & the Purchase of foreign Goods,” parents could not seem to locate the funds 

educate their children. He compared the lack of an established church to slavery, complaining 

that the American people had decided “Clergymen & Negroes would be entirely at 

Discretion.”289 Like so many members of his generation, Nisbet regularly evoked slavery as a 

metaphor in his sermons and lectures. However, his personal letters contain a handful of 

references to enslaved people who lived and worked alongside him in Carlisle. His frequent 

complaints about the residents of his adopted home, including that his work kept him from 

traveling, situates his observations about slavery in the Lower Susquehanna Valley.290 

Lamenting the inability of British politicians to abolish the slave trade in the early 1790s, Nisbet 

declared that if their efforts “are as ill acted as the Farce of Liberty & Independency is here they 

                                                
289 Charles Nisbet, Carlisle, to David Erskine, Edinburgh, December 25, 1787, Manuscript Collection 2001.7, 
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will give little satisfaction.”291 Despite his sympathy for slave trade abolitionism, Nisbet was no 

racial egalitarian. On January 10, 1792, he asserted that news of the roiling Haitian Revolution 

had “rendered every Negroe in this Continent a fool rather than before, & they are attentive of 

the Successes of their Brethren.” Nisbet made it clear that the example of a successful slave 

uprising did not just endanger the stability of the south. “I can not say that Agriculture is 

improving in this State,” he fretted. “Labour is dear, tho’ the Complaint of the Scarcity of Money 

no longer prevails. Negroes will not work & escape daily.”292 Two weeks later, the Carlisle 

Gazette advertised that a man named Gabriel, who had “a scar on one of his arms occasioned by 

the cut of an axe,” had absconded from his enslaver about ten miles east of Carlisle.293  

 It was exceedingly rare for wealthy families in the early republic to be free from ties to 

slavery. Even if the exploitation of Black labor was not the primary means by which a person 

amassed their fortune, it often augmented those fortunes. A large percentage of contributors to 

Dickinson’s early capital campaigns were enslavers. This was not only true of subscribers in the 

southern cities of Baltimore and Frederick, but also of South Central Pennsylvania’s own 

contributors. Most of the founding members of the board of trustees owned enslaved people, as 

did the college’s first two math professors and first three treasurers (and probably the fourth).294 

                                                
291 Nisbet to Erskine, 22 June 1791, MC2001.7, DCASC.  
292 Nisbet to Erskine, 10 January 1792, MC2001.7, DCASC.  
293 CG, 11 Jan 1792, p. 1; CG, 25 Jan 1792, p. 3. I would like to thank Patrick McCurdy for educating me about the 

richness of local newspapers as a source for understanding the experience of slavery in South Central Pennsylvania 

(rather than just as a repository of advertisements originating in the south). He was kind enough to share his 

database of refugees from slavery advertisements with an inexperienced and nervous PhD candidate. His work gave 

me a roadmap for tracking down these materials for myself. For more information about McCurdy’s archival and 

genealogical work, visit his personal website: Patrick McCurdy, “Pennsylvania Slavery Research,” 

RemoteMedic.net, accessed June 9, 2021, www.remotemedic.net/genealogy/south-central-pennsylvania-slavery-

research. 
294 Cooper Wingert, “Research Journal: Dickinson’s Founding Board,” History 311 American Slavery. March 5, 

2018, https://blogs.dickinson.edu/hist-311pinsker/2018/03/05/research-journal-dickinsons-founding-board. Math 

professors Robert Johnston and James McCormick both owned enslaved people. See 1790 U.S. census, Franklin 

County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, township unspecified, Robt. Johnston Doctor, p. 272 (hand written); and 

James McCormick, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1808.210. and 1811.234. Samuel Laird, Samuel 

Postlethwaite, and John Montgomery, who controlled the treasury between 1784 and 1808, all registered enslaved 
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Higher education in the United States was for the elite, and it was elite money that sustained 

higher education. 

 From the appointment of the first faculty members in 1784 to the opening of Old West 

more than twenty years later, Dickinson College operated primarily out of a small grammar 

school in a borough alleyway. Early fundraising campaigns were concerned more with salaries 

and savings than with expansion, much to the chagrin of President Nisbet, who thought it 

irresponsible to ask students to board in town rather than provide a common dormitory. From the 

beginning, college administrators understood that they needed to extract support from southern 

cities. Even before Nisbet arrived in Carlisle, president pro tempore Robert Davidson warned the 

board of trustees about insisting too strongly on a classical curriculum “as we have lost some of 

our best boys from Baltimore, because their progress in English and arithmetic was not so 

apparent as in latin,” an outcome that bothered their more pragmatic supporters.295 This focus on 

placating Baltimore parents was not misplaced. In 1785, forty-six Baltimore residents donated 

£563.15s.4d to the college, with a median subscription amount of fifteen pounds.296 To put this 

in perspective, this was enough money to cover President Nisbet’s generous salary for more than 

two years.297 Although the president may have disavowed slavery himself, a significant portion 

                                                
people with the county. See Samuel Laird, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1794.039; Samuel 

Postlethwaite, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.036; and John Montgomery, Cumberland County 

Lifetime Slave Registry, image 24. John Miller took over as treasurer in 1808 and served until 1822. A handful of 

John Millers in the area owned enslaved people during this time period, but the name is so common it is all but 

impossible to determine if any of them were also board treasurer.  
295 Robert Davidson, Reports of the President, 10 May 1786, RG1/1, DCASC. To combat this perception, the 

trustees circulated an advertisement for the college emphasizing that students at Dickinson had the opportunity to 

study and deliver orations so that they might “shine in what is to us the most important of all languages—OUR 

OWN.” See CG, 22 Mar 1786, p. 3. 
296 Baltimore Subscribers, 1785, RG1/1, DCASC.  
297 Morgan, Dickinson College, 27. Knowledge of Nisbet’s high salary was apparently so widespread that Philip 

Freneau, poet of the American Revolution, mocked it in verse: “If a college be planned, / ‘Tis all at a stand / ‘Till to 

Europe we send at a shameful expense, / To send us a book-worm to teach us some sense.” See Sellers, Dickinson 

College, 79n10. 
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of these crucial early funds came from enslavers. According to the 1790 federal census, twenty-

seven of the Baltimore subscribers, or nearly sixty percent, owned or rented Black people.298  

 Southern capital financed the education of Dickinson’s earliest generation of students. It 

also cemented the influence that families in Baltimore and Washington, DC held over the 

college. Between the summer of 1791 and the following spring, the board of trustees circulated 

an article in the Philadelphia press on the progress that Dickinson had made, claiming that 

“Many gentlemen in the distant states” had requested the update. The report identified Carlisle as 

“120 miles west of the City of Philadelphia, 80 miles northward of Baltimore, in Maryland, and 

100 miles from Winchester, in Virginia.” It boasted of the borough’s morals, its markets, and its 

cleanliness. This last quality was especially useful for enticing students from other parts of the 

country. Although the trustees had no way of knowing that yellow fever would ravage 

Philadelphia in just eighteen months’ time, they had sense enough to highlight their location in 

the more salubrious countryside: “It is with great pleasure that of the many young men from 

different climates that have attended this College, not one has been carried off by sickness or 

disease.”299 However, as Nisbet was quick to point out, good health did not matter if students 

could not find lodging in town. A student “lately arrived from Virginia” had to stay with a trustee 

because all of Carlisle’s boarding houses were full.300 Whether due to Nisbet’s unyielding 

criticism or simple recognition that they could not expand a seminary that was physically 

confined to a few buildings in an alleyway, the trustees resolved at the start of the 1798 academic 

year that “subscriptions be opened for the purpose of erecting a suitable building for a 

                                                
298 This is a conservative estimate, as it does not account for those who either moved or passed away between 1785 

and 1790, nor those who sold or hired out the people they enslaved in the intervening period. 
299 Claypoole’s Daily Advertiser, 4 Feb. 1792, p. 4. On the 1793 Philadelphia Yellow Fever outbreak, see Thomas 

A. Apel, Feverish Bodies, Enlightened Minds: Science and the Yellow Fever Controversy in the Early American 

Republic (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 2016).   
300 Charles Nisbet, Reports of the President, 31 October 1791, RG1/1, DCASC.  
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college.”301 Southern enslavers continued donating money to Dickinson College in the early 

nineteenth century as capital campaigns shifted their focus to construction. 

In the spring of 1799, a Dickinson subscriber named John Holmes traveled to Baltimore 

in order to help raise funds for the new building. The receipts he submitted to treasurer John 

Montgomery indicated that he collected $360, but only surrendered a portion of those proceeds 

to the trustees—a difference that amounts to what he billed them for his travel expenses. Holmes 

requested reimbursement for the £10 he spent on food and lodging during his two-week journey, 

including oats and hay for his horses, as well as for general expenses he incurred “going down” 

and “coming up.” He also charged the trustees a daily fee for the use of his personal wagon team, 

which over sixteen days amounted to roughly £13 for the college’s use of “Jem and two 

horses.”302 Jem, a common diminutive for James, is the same man who appears on the third page 

of John Montgomery’s ledger. By sending John Holmes to Baltimore to raise funds, Dickinson 

College had hired the services of an enslaved wagoner.  

Financing Dickinson College depended on the labor of enslaved Pennsylvanians just as it 

did the labor of enslaved Marylanders and Virginians. John Holmes’ decision to travel south 

with James reflected the power that enslavers continued to possess during the age of gradual 

abolition. Holmes certainly did not need to sell James’ labor to the college. In 1804, a 

Presbyterian minister and Dickinson trustee named Robert Cathcart was reimbursed $17 for 

“Stage Hire from York to Philada. Wilmington & Back again.”303 Robert, like John, had been 

traveling in order to raise subscription pledges. Unlike John, however, he hired a stage rather 

than take a personal wagon, although he almost certainly owned one as a trustee and traveling 

                                                
301 Quoted in Morgan. Dickinson College, 82.  
302 I would like to thank Cooper Wingert for bringing these receipts to my attention. See John Holmes’ receipts from 

1799 Baltimore travel, RG1/1, DCASC.  
303 Subscription pledges and payments, August 22, 1804, RG1/1, DCASC. 
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minister with two parishes. But John had James; why would he hire a stage? John may have 

realized that by employing his own coach and enslaved driver, he could set the rate and earn a 

profit rather than seek reimbursement for expenses he would have to cover himself. John might 

also have been motivated by convenience, the simple desire to leave when he wanted and lodge 

where he pleased. There is also the matter of James’ skill and company. James had lived with the 

Holmes family since at least 1780, and perhaps since his birth ten years earlier.304 John clearly 

valued James’ expertise as a driver; he may also have valued his abilities as a conversationalist, 

or simply desired company on a long journey. The fact that John allowed James to retain a 

gratuity for his services to the college suggests that the relationship between enslaver and 

enslaved had space for some lenience, if not cordiality. Whatever John’s motivations, his 

decision to ride south with James means that the trustees hired an enslaved Pennsylvanian to 

assist in securing funds from Baltimore enslavers in order to construct New College.  

Within weeks of opening in 1803, New College burned to the ground. Laborers had not 

even put the finishing touches on the school when a toppled lantern engulfed five years of work 

in minutes. Fires were common tragedies in the early nineteenth century, one having destroyed a 

Princeton building the previous year.305 The trustees quickly organized to secure funds for a new 

building, known today as Old West. George Logue wrote to his U.S. representative, Carlisle 

native Andrew Gregg, to request federal aid. Logue praised the college, highlighting the fact that 

                                                
304 William Holmes, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.079. While it is not entirely clear how James 

came to live with John after the death of John’s son William in 1783, the clearest evidence that this was the same 

person is the use of the specific diminutive Jem, which appears both in William’s 1780 slave return and John’s 1799 

receipt.  
305 President Nisbet joked about this coincidence: “We have been bothered by our Trustees to make our college 

conform to Princeton College. We have now attained a pretty near conformity to it, by having our building burnt 

down to the ground.” Letter quoted in Morgan, Dickinson College, 88. When Princeton’s Nassau Hall caught fire, 

Nisbet believed that students were responsible. He sardonically remarked that the “Negroes of Cape Francois have 

set a brilliant Example, which has found found [sic] Imitators,” revealing his frustration with, and disgust at, the 

“new Order of things.” See Charles Nisbet to Alexander Addison, 16 Mar 1802, folder 84, Alexander Addison 

Papers, 1786-1803, DAR.1925.06, DCP. 
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Dickinson instilled republican virtue in its students. He also noted, however, that the presence of 

a school in Carlisle had “a tendency to encourage our market in this place,” which he admitted 

was his reason for writing Gregg in the first place.306 Fortunately for Logue and other trustees, 

the residents of Washington, DC pledged more than one thousand dollars in subscriptions. This 

was quite a relief to Montgomery, who conveyed in a letter to Benjamin Rush his surprise and 

disappointment at the “ill success that Doctor Nisbet met with at New York and Philadelphia” in 

consideration of the “generous assistance we had from Baltimore.” According to various 

receipts, DC, Baltimore, Norfolk, Richmond, and Frederick—in that order—donated the greatest 

amount to relief efforts. Southern wealth saved Dickinson College.307  

As with the Baltimore subscribers in 1785, a majority of donations from Frederick in 

1803 came from enslavers. John Ross Key, who was Francis Scott’s father, offered £7.10s. 

According to the 1800 federal census, Key enslaved eighteen people on his Maryland 

plantation—families who grew his tobacco and wheat, who managed his livestock, and who 

serviced his household. The most generous gift came from a man named William Campbell who 

enslaved thirty-three people on his plantation in Liberty, Maryland, making him the largest 

enslaver among the Frederick subscribers. Dickinson alumnus and future chief justice Roger 

Taney also took out a subscription to aid his alma mater. Although he did not own enslaved 

people while practicing law in Frederick, they did constitute a part of his inheritance, and 

therefore part of his family’s social and economic capital. While Roger eventually manumitted 

the enslaved families that he received from his father, he required that three children, Mary, 

                                                
306 George Logue to Andrew Gregg, Miscellaneous Affairs, February 15, 1803, RG1/1, DCASC.  
307 Montgomery to Rush, June 26, 1803, and miscellaneous receipts quoted in Morgan, Dickinson College, 90-1; 

Frederick, for example, pledged $135, while Hanover, Pennsylvania only managed $30. It should be noted that 

Frederick County, Maryland and York County, Pennsylvania both contained roughly 25,000 white residents in 1800. 

Frederick County, however, also contained 5,000 Black residents, the majority enslaved, while York County was 

home to fewer than 500, the majority free. 
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John, and William, serve him and his heirs into their twenties and thirties before they could have 

their freedom, thereby appropriating the term slavery he witnessed as a student in Carlisle during 

the age of gradual abolition.308  

While it is clear that the board of trustees depended on funds from their southern 

neighbors, the majority of subscriptions came from within South Central Pennsylvania, which 

included enslavers. At least fifty-two of the 116 individuals (forty-five percent) that John 

Montgomery indexed in his financial ledgers either registered, were taxed for, or lived with 

enslaved men and women during their lifetimes.309 Montgomery and Charles McClure, a trustee 

tasked with overseeing the construction of Old West after the destruction of New College, were 

two of the largest enslavers in Cumberland County, registering eight and seven people with the 

clerk of courts in 1780 respectively.310 That wealthy families in the Lower Susquehanna Valley 

were able to expropriate the labor of unfree Black people for the benefit of Dickinson College 

illustrates gradual abolition’s fundamental tolerance for local property rights. The very existence 

of Old West preserves in stone the fruits of the historical relationship between slavery and white 

institutional power in South Central Pennsylvania. 

 

LABOR 

 Despite their pretentions to wealth, Dickinson subscribers often failed to make timely 

payments to the board of trustees. As cash was scarce and college finances precarious, this 

                                                
308 Subscriptions for Old West, RG1/1, DCASC; 1800 U.S. census, Frederick County, Maryland, population 

schedule, Taney, p. 185, John Ross Key; 1800 U.S. census, Frederick County, Maryland, population schedule, 

Liberty, William Campbell, p. 222; Timothy S. Hueber, “Roger B. Taney and the Slavery Issue: Looking beyond—

and before—Dred Scott,” JAH 97, no. 1 (June 2010): 20.  
309 See Series 6: Financial Affairs, RG1/1, DCASC. Like with Baltimore in 1785, this is a conservative estimate, as 

it assumes residence in the handful of counties for which I have compiled data. It is likely that at least some of the 

individuals whose names do not appear in my records also enslaved men and women in their counties.  
310 John Montgomery, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 24; Charles McClure, Cumberland 

County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 53.   
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proved to be a problem almost immediately, with treasurers regularly imploring subscribers to 

satisfy their obligations. Just before Christmas in 1789, treasurer Samuel Laird reminded “those 

in arrears for subscriptions and tuition money to Dickinson College” that they had until February 

to make payment, otherwise he would be “under the necessity of bringing suits agreeable to the 

resolve of the board.”311 When the trustees determined to build a new campus at the turn of the 

century, they became more insistent about timely payments. “As several labourers are now at 

work,” Montgomery announced in April 1799, “and materials are laying in, which cannot be 

done without ready money, the contributors are earnestly requested to pay at least part of their 

subscription.”312 But the subscription money did not come, and six months later the “Managers 

for Building the College” alerted the public that they were “now in arrear with the workmen, 

who cannot support their families unless paid for their labours.” This declaration reveals a 

burgeoning distinction that the trustees made between contracting for materials and contracting 

for work—as if material contracts were not themselves labor contracts. All six of the building 

managers were enslavers. They knew, but did not acknowledge, that not everyone who labored 

for the benefit of the Dickinson College Board of Trustees was paid.313 

Part of the reason that the trustees were perennially short of cash was that many local 

subscribers elected to satisfy their obligations by providing labor and materials to the college 

rather than coin. For instance, instead of producing fifteen pounds sterling, John Holmes elected 

                                                
311 CG, 23 Dec 1789, p. 3.  
312 CG, 24 Apr 1799, p. 3.  
313 CG, 27 Nov 1799, p. 3. John Creigh, James Hamilton, William Irvine, and Charles McClure all registered 

enslaved people with the county. See Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.028 and 1780.098, as well as 

Cumberland County Term Slave Registry, images 53 and 100. While Thomas Duncan and Samuel McCoskrey do 

not appear in the county slave returns, each were regularly taxed for Black people. Moreover, federal marshals 

identified unfree Black people in all six of their homes in 1800. See the 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle and Middleton. Both Charles McClure and Samuel McCoskrey’s 

account specify that they provided labor and materials to the college. See “Montgomery’s Ledger, 1803-1807,” 

Board of Trustees (1783-1833), RG1/1, Series 6: Financial Affairs, Box 1: Treasurer’s Account Books, folder 2, p. 

63; and John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, pp. 20-3. 
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to produce fifteen-pounds worth of “Stone & hauling to Amot. of his Subscription.”314 It appears 

that the fifteen shillings that John Montgomery tipped James in the summer of 1799 was for 

hauling enough limestone to the college to satisfy John Holmes’ fifteen-pound obligation. Or 

perhaps he gave James the fifteen shillings for helping raise money in Baltimore earlier that 

spring. It would have been a heavy burden for John Holmes to provide these materials without 

the labor of his twenty-nine-year-old coachman and teamster, as the aging lawyer was nearing 

his mid-seventies at the turn of the nineteenth century.  

 Recognizing the work that enslaved laborers performed in the construction and 

maintenance of Dickinson College requires a creative reading of archival material. It requires a 

knowledge of prevailing labor practices in South Central Pennsylvania, the compositions of 

leading households at any given moment, and a small amount of educated guesswork. While free 

white laborers appear throughout John Montgomery’s account book, Black laborers are rare. 

With the notable exception of James, who enters the historical record as the beneficiary of a 

modest financial exchange, as opposed to as a worker, Dickinson’s early financial ledgers do not 

explicitly note the contributions of enslaved laborers. They do, however, identify hundreds of 

payments to enslavers for materials, many of whom would not—and could not—have personally 

performed the physical labor associated with their accounts. These materials contracts have 

obscured the fact that enslaved men often fulfilled them.  

 In 1781, the trustees of Carlisle’s Latin grammar school, the nucleus of what would 

become Dickinson College, decided to make some repairs to the Liberty Alley schoolhouse. 

They paid six-and-a-half pounds sterling to William Harkness for providing and transporting 

nearly one-hundred bushels of lime to Carlisle from his 570-acre homestead in the eastern part of 

                                                
314 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 29.  
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the county.315 The Lower Susquehanna Valley is rich in limestone, which is not only good for the 

soil, but an essential construction resource. Lime, produced by burning the stone, is a key 

ingredient in the production of mortar, which is used to adhere stone and brick. William, a 

farmer and distiller by trade, was but one of many landowners in the region whose property 

included this valuable material. One year earlier, he registered a forty-year-old man named 

Lemis with the county. William paid taxes on Lemis throughout the decade, along with taxes on 

half a dozen horses and his stills.316 The question, then, is whether it is more likely that William 

or Lemis quarried, kilned, and transported the lime that was used to maintain the grammar 

school.  

 There is ample reason to believe that Lemis would have been responsible for doing this 

work. Unfree Black men played a crucial role in keeping the wagons stocked and rolling in the 

South Central Pennsylvania. Early in 1800, a farmer named William Moore desired to sell “two 

negro boys that are well used to drive a team.”317 These “two negro boys,” likely Prince and 

Peter, were thirty-one and thirty-eight years old in 1800. William registered the pair in 1780, 

along with an older man he identified as Sam. When William died in 1804, neither his will nor 

his estate inventory mentioned Prince and Peter. He did, however, bequeath to his son a thirty-

year-old man named Sampson, appraised at one-hundred pounds.318 Early in 1802, an 

anonymous farmer tried disposing of six “good healthy negroes,” including both lifetime slaves 

and term slaves, as he intended to “quit farming, and will not have any employ for them.” The 

first person he identified was a man in his early thirties who “understands farming and driving 

                                                
315 Creigh’s bill for Old College (Latin School), 26 November 1781, RG1/1, DCASC.  
316 William Harkness, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 83; see, for example, 1808 Tax Rates 

Book, William Harkness, RG11, Commissioners Records, CCA, image 70, 

https://ccweb.ccpa.net/archives/Holdings?PSID=172.  
317 CG, 22 Jan 1800, p. 3.  
318 William Moore, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 58; William Moore, Cumberland County 

Will Book G, pp. 70-4; William Moore’s estate inventory, microfilm, box 34, reel 19, images 578-85, CCHS.  
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waggon.”319 Later that year, someone advertised in a Harrisburg paper the sale of a man in his 

twenties who was “an excellent farmer” and “also drove a team for some time.”320 In 1805, a 

Carlisle man advertised the same: an “active healthy negro man” who was not only “accustomed 

to drive a team,” but who was also proficient in “all kinds of plantation work.”321 Enslaved 

coachmen crisscrossed the roads of South Central Pennsylvania in the age of gradual abolition as 

a matter of routine. Knowledge of both extraction and transportation were vital in a region whose 

economy depended on moving wheat, lime, and other goods to market.  

 Unfree Black men were involved with nearly all aspects of production and distribution.322 

Their central role in the commercial supply chain—too often invisible in the archive—would 

have been unmistakable to those who received and catalogued their deliveries. In addition to 

hauling materials to Dickinson, Black teamsters in the Lower Susquehanna Valley regularly 

provisioned the public works at the Carlisle Barracks. In a 1794 account book he maintained as 

forage master, Dickinson trustee Ephraim Blaine occasionally recorded the names of the men 

who delivered wheat, timber, and other valuables to the barracks. Listed among the teamsters 

were “Jno Hunter’s waggoner,” “Mitchell’s negro,” “Hercules,” “Blk Dick,” and sometimes just 

“Negro.” Occasionally, these teamsters transported materials belonging to their owners, such as 

when Ross Mitchell had two loads of wood delivered by “his Negro.” But enslavers also rented 

their teamsters to other men who needed to transport their goods. For example, men belonging to 

Ross Mitchell, John Hunter, and a member of the Blaine family all delivered William 

                                                
319 CG, 13 Jan 1802, p. 2.  
320 OD, 10 Apr 1804, p. 3. 
321 CG, 12 Apr 1805, p. 3.  
322 Susan O’Donovan has argued that the plantation represented the beginning rather than the end of enslaved 

labor—the site of production rather than distribution. When goods were ready for transport, it was often enslaved 

men who “walked, trotted, floated, and rowed” them to market. She presented these ideas in “Heard it on the 

Grapevine: Slave Labor, Mobility, and Power in Antebellum America,” (Keynote Address, Southern Labor Studies 

Association Conference, Athens, GA., May 18, 2018). See also, Graham Russell Hodges, New York City Cartmen, 

1667-1850 (New York: New York University Press, 1986). 
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Alexander’s grain to the public works. Although William, a lawyer and the publisher of the 

Carlisle Weekly Herald, did not register anyone with the clerk of courts, this does not mean that 

he did not benefit from unfree labor. He paid taxes on a Black woman in 1799 and 1802, and 

federal census takers recorded an enslaved woman and one “all other free person” living in his 

home in 1800.323 He profited whenever his newspaper published advertisements for the sale or 

capture of enslaved people, and involved himself in human trafficking directly whenever he 

asked interested parties to “enquire of the printer” for more information.324 Despite perhaps not 

owning enslaved people himself, William Alexander clearly profited from slavery. Black 

bondage endured in Carlisle in part because one did not need to own enslaved people in order to 

benefit from their presence in South Central Pennsylvania. 

The men who ordered their teamsters to make deliveries to the public works also made 

subscription pledges to Dickinson College. In November 1798, John Hunter bid on a contract to 

supply “stone lime” to the college, at which point Tom, his wagoner, was twenty-seven years 

old.325 John was trying to make ends meet. Earlier that year, the board of trustees had sued him 

for failure to pay both his subscriptions and his son’s college tuition.326 John settled his £122 

debt through “Lime & Sand rendered,” meaning that Tom’s labor had directly financed the 

education of John Hunter, Jr.327 At around the same time, John Sr. was forced to contend with a 

public repudiation of his creditworthiness. He had recently sold a tract of land in what is now 

                                                
323 1799 Tax Rates Book, William Alexander, RG11, CCA, image 13; 1802 Tax Rates Book, William Alexander, 

RG11, CCA, image 16; 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Wm 

Alexander, p. 97. 
324 For a selection of “enquire of the printer” advertisements, see the following issues of the Carlisle Weekly Herald: 

4 Aug 1802, p. 3; 18 Jan 1804, p. 3; 29 Feb 1804, p. 4; 14 Dec 1804, p. 3; 8 Feb 1805, p. 3; 19 Jul 1805, p. 3; and 6 

Aug 1813, p. 3. For an excellent analysis of these types of advertisements, see Jordan E. Taylor, “Enquire of the 

Printer: Newspaper Advertising and the Moral Economy of the North American Slave Trade, 1704–1807,” EAS 18, 

no. 3 (Summer 2020): 287-323. 
325 John Hunter, Bid to supply “stone lime” for the College, 24 November 1798, RG1/1, DCASC.  
326 The Trustees of Dickinson College in the Borough of Carlisle in the County of Cumberland v. John Hunter, 

Records of the Court of Common Pleas, Appearance Dockets, April Term 1798, case 117, CCA.  
327 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 11. 
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Perry County to a man named Abraham Jacob in exchange for eight bonds worth one-hundred 

pounds. However, John failed to provide Abraham with the title to the lands, prompting 

Abraham to place a notice in the Carlisle Gazette warning “all Persons not to take an assignment 

on any or all of said Bonds, as I am determined not to pay them unless compelled thereto by 

Law.”328 Already in debt, John could not spend these notes without first satisfying his creditor or 

risking another court case. Tom’s labor, then, was a valuable asset keeping John afloat. Yet in an 

astonishing reversal of fortune, John manumitted Tom in 1803. John’s poor finances and the 

mobility of Black teamsters raise the possibility that Tom managed to save enough money to 

purchase his freedom from his cash-strapped enslaver. Without any trace of irony, John placed 

an ad in the local paper shortly after manumitting Tom warning Cumberland County residents 

against conducting business with the freedman: “THE subscriber having set free his Negro man 

TOM—All persons are cautioned against trusting him on his late master’s account. This notice is 

given to prevent innocent people from being imposed upon.”329  

The residents of Carlisle knew Tom. John Hunter did not include any identifying 

information in his warning other than “his Negro man TOM” because he did not have to. Tom 

not only assisted John with conducting business about town while he was enslaved, the very 

nature of his teamster work made him visible to the public. In the wake of the 1794 Whiskey 

Rebellion, when the federalized militia was still mobilized throughout the Pennsylvania interior, 

“Jno. Hunters Waggoner” delivered thirty-seven-and-a-half bushels of oats belonging to Jonathan 

Walker to the Carlisle Barracks. “Hunters Negro” assisted in transporting more than forty loads 

of wood belonging to at least three different men to the same place. Tom worked alongside other 

Black men, all of whom performed the vital, material work of linking town and country, while 

                                                
328 CG, 5 Aug 1801, p. 4.  
329 CG, 3 Nov 1803, p. 3.  
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simultaneously making himself known to prominent residents of South Central Pennsylvania.330 

Enslaved people were more visible in their neighborhoods than they are in the historical record. 

Their presence in their own time was routine, assumed, and unremarkable.331  

Returning to the case William Harkness and Lemis, we have no way of knowing for sure 

who transported the one-hundred bushels of lime from William’s lands to the Carlisle grammar 

school in 1781. Taking seriously the possibility that it was Lemis, however, encourages us to 

consider other how other enslaved people may have participated in the business surrounding 

Dickinson College. For instance, a few years after the board treasurer paid William for his 

construction materials, Stephen Duncan billed the trustees nearly seventeen pounds for repairs to 

the school.332 Stephen was a trustee himself, as well as a merchant and the Cumberland County 

treasurer. At the time of the repairs, he owned a twenty-six-year-old man named Frank, whom 

Stephen’s executors described several years later as “used to all kind of plantation work.”333 

Again, while we do not know the exact nature of the repairs that Stephen oversaw, it stands to 

reason that he would have depended on Frank for assistance, either as a coachman or a 

handyman. It is worth noting that the following year, in the summer of 1785, the trustees paid 

Stephen seven and a half pounds for “Hawling 1 Waggon Load of Doctor Neasbits Goods from 

Philad. to Carlisle.”334 If Stephen was like so many of his neighbors, then surely Frank held the 

reins.    

                                                
330 Ephraim Blaine, Account Books, 1779-1796, MC2001.1, Hays, John (II) (1837-1921), DCASC.  
331 C. S. Manegold has said it best: “Perhaps the very banality of slavery ensured there would be so little mark of it 

on history’s skin.” See Ten Hills Farm: The Forgotten History of Slavery in the North (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 2010), 226.  
332 Duncan’s bill for repairs to the school in Board of Trustees (1783-1833), RG1/1, Series 5: Physical Plant 

Description, Box 2: “Old College,” (1781-1805), folder 2, DCASC. 
333 CCPA Slave Returns, 1780.027; CG, 6 Aug 1794, p. 3.  
334 Bills for relocation of Nisbet to Carlisle in Board of Trustees (1783-1833), RG1/1, Series 6: Financial Affairs 

Accounts, Box 4: General Records, folder 4, DCASC.  
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Enslaved men labored in other industries that enabled the physical construction of 

Dickinson College. John Montgomery’s ledger notes that the college received construction 

materials from both ferry depots and ironworks, two locations where it was common to find 

unfree Black workers.335 Some subscribers, for instance, satisfied their obligations to the college 

by facilitating the transportation of shingles from Kelso’s Ferry, which was located on the west 

bank of the Susquehanna River just across from Harrisburg.336 William Kelso owned or rented 

several unfree Black workers during these years.337 The shingles themselves likely came from 

eastern Pennsylvania and had to be ferried across the river, since a lumber yard had “not been 

erected upon the side of the river Susquehana, about Kelso’s or Simpson’s Ferry” as late as 

Christmas 1802—a deficiency which was unnecessarily driving up the cost of wood in 

Cumberland County.338 Earlier that same year, a forty-year-old man named Kilbuck sought 

refuge from Simpson’s Ferry, located in York County a few miles south of William’s operation. 

His enslaver, Michael Simpson, believed that Kilbuck was “to have gone towards Reading”—

some sixty miles distant and on the other side of the river.339 Cunningham Sample, who 

                                                
335 While the robust literature on Black sailors has focused on the Atlantic and the Mississippi, it should come as 

little surprise that enslaved African Americans also plied the lesser, regional waterways that served as vital 

commodity routes in the continental interior. See W. Jeffrey Bolster, Black Jacks: African American Seamen in the 

Age of Sail (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1998); and Thomas C. Buchanan, Black Life on the 

Mississippi: Slaves, Free Blacks, and the Western Steamboat World (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 

Press, 2006). 
336 John Montgomery, Receipt Book, 1803-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, pp. 8, 15.  
337 William Kelso registered four people, Will, Peter, Dinah, and Lib, as lifetime slaves in Lancaster County in 1780. 

He sold Dinah to a Maryland enslaver shortly thereafter. In 1785, Will, whose full name was William Spencer, 

sought refuge from William Kelso, who had put an iron collar around his neck. Spencer ended up in the Carlisle jail 

after stealing money from a York County man. Federal marshals identified two slaves and five "all other free 

persons" at William Kelso’s home in 1790 and two slaves and four "all other free persons” in 1800. See Lancaster 

County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 10-11; Grivno, Gleanings of Freedom, 14; PP, 3 Nov 1785, p. 4; McCoy, 

“Forgetting Freedom,” 167; 1790 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Hopewell, 

Newton, Tyborn, and Westpensboro, William Kelso, p. 35; and 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, East Pennsboro, William Kelsoe, p. 54.  
338 CG, 22 Dec 1802, p. 2.  
339 OD, 2 Aug 1802, p. 3. Michael Simpson owned or employed two slaves and six “all other free persons” in 1800. 

See 1800 U.S. census, York County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Newbury, Michl Simpson, p. 216. Michael 

punished Kilbuck for seeking refuge. When he composed his last will in 1812, he wrote: “I intended to have 

liberated my negro man Kilbuck but as he ungratefully deserted me while I was sick I order him to serve four years 
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maintained several boats just north of the Mason-Dixon Line, had a difficult time monitoring the 

people he enslaved. At least three people, Knox, Caesar, and Cash, sought refuge from Peach 

Bottom Ferry in the 1790s.340   

 Like Susquehanna ferry depots, regional iron furnaces continued to depend upon 

enslaved laborers throughout the age of gradual abolition. According to surviving records, 

Lebanon County ironmaster Curtis Grubb was the largest enslaver in Pennsylvania when the 

colony declared independence. He registered twenty-five people as his property in 1780, men 

and women who labored in and around the Cornwall Ironworks.341 Over the next thirty years, 

Grubb’s successor, Robert Coleman, registered fourteen children as term slaves.342 In 1800, 

Coleman donated £18.5.0 to Dickinson College to support its construction efforts.343 A longtime 

trustee and Pennsylvania’s first millionaire, the money he bequeathed to Dickinson after his 

death in 1825 continues to support an endowed chair in the college’s history department.344 

 Ironmasters also donated materials directly to Dickinson College. Skilled, enslaved hands 

helped forge the four-hundred pounds of cut nails that Michael Ege gave to the college in 1799 

                                                
after my decease, and if during that time he behaves well and faithfully to the satisfaction of my Nephew Michael T. 

Simpson I order him to be free and to be paid by my executors the sum of one hundred Dollars.” See Michael 

Simpson, 1813, Estate Files, 1749-1899, YCA. Elizabeth Cheney, the widow who owned the ferry before Simpson, 

owned seven enslaved people and other capital making her the richest person in Newbury Township in 1783. See 

George R. Prowell, History of York County, Pennsylvania, vol. 1 (Chicago, IL: J. H. Beers & Co., 1907), 971, 1032.  
340 Pennsylvania Herald and York General Advertiser, 28 Jul 1790 as cited in F. Edward Wright, Abstracts of South 

Central Pennsylvania Newspapers, vol. 1, 1785-1790 (Westminister, MD: Family Line Productions, 1988); PaG, 31 

Jul 1793, p. 4; LJ, 6 Jan 1798, p. 4.  
341 Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 15-6. For the Grubb family’s continued reliance on enslaved 

laborers after 1780, see John Bezís-Selfa, Forging America: Ironworkers, Adventurers, and the Industrious 

Revolution (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004), ch. 6.  
342 The last child Robert Coleman registered was a hereditary term slave named Henrietta, whose mother was an 

eighteen-year-old statutory term slave named Rebecca. This was in 1818. See the Lancaster County Term Slave 

Registry, p. 44. In 1821, Robert offered twenty dollars for the return of a term-enslaved man in his mid-twenties 

named Frank who had sought refuge from Martic Forge. See LJ, 2 Mar 1821, p. 3.  
343 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 54. 
344 “Robert Coleman (1748-1825),” DCASC, accessed May 8, 2021, https://archives.dickinson.edu/people/robert-

coleman-1748-1825. As of May 2021, Stephen Weinberger remains the Robert Coleman Emeritus Professor of 

History. See “History Department Faculty,” Dickinson College, accessed May 8, 2021, 

www.dickinson.edu/homepage/225/history_department_faculty. 
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to cover his subscription, as well as the “half a Tun of Barr Iron” that John Walker transported 

from his furnace in East Pennsboro the same year.345 At the turn of the century, Michael Ege 

owned three iron operations in the Lower Susquehanna Valley, which he bequeathed to his wife 

and children after his death in 1815. He utilized a combination of free and enslaved labor in his 

furnaces, which was standard practice throughout Pennsylvania.346 In 1810, Michael traveled to 

Baltimore to purchase the freedom of a man named Ned, indenturing him for three years so that 

he could work him in his iron furnaces without running afoul of Pennsylvania’s law against 

importing enslaved people.347 John Walker followed similar business practices. In 1791, he 

registered Adam, the son of an enslaved woman named Bett, as his property.348 The 1800 federal 

census acknowledged eleven “other free persons,” a combination of freedmen and term slaves, 

living and working at his furnace alongside twenty white men. His business began to crumble a 

few years later. In 1803, the county filed a writ of habeas corpus for the body of Sam, accusing 

John of illegally holding the man in bondage.349 The ironmaster then fell into arrears on his 

taxes, which prompted the county sheriff to seize much of his real estate for sale at public 

auction.350 For decades, unfree Black men labored without contracts to produce the materials that 

enabled the growth of Dickinson’s campus.   

 The remarkable story of James Boyd encapsulates the diversity of talent that enslaved 

men were expected to possess in the Pennsylvania interior.351 In the summer of 1804, Boyd 

                                                
345 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, pp. 23, 48.  
346 Linda Franklin Witmer, “Iron Workers in Cumberland County,” CCH 13, no.1 (Summer 1996): 23-29; Troy D. 

Harman, “Black Labor at Pine Grove & Caledonia Furnaces, 1789-1860,” ACH 14 (2008): 31-45; Alosi, Shadow of 

Freedom, ch. 4.  
347 Michal Ege, Cumberland County Term Slave Registry, image 143.  
348 John Walker, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1791.008.  
349 Commonwealth v. John Walker, Records of the Court of Common Pleas, Appearance Dockets, August Term 

1803, case 133, CCA. A free Black man named Isaac Francis swore in a deposition that he had searched the county 

records for evidence of Sam’s registration but found nothing. For more on Isaac, see Chapter Five. Sam, by contrast, 

is disappeared by the historical record. 
350 CG, 21 Apr 1809, p. 2.  
351 For more on this impressive person, see Young, “‘JIM, (alias James Boyd;).’” 
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sought refuge from his enslaver, an ironmaster named John Weidman who operated Union Forge 

in Lebanon County. Weidman offered forty dollars to anyone who would incarcerate or 

otherwise secure the return of his “negro man, named JIM (alias James Boyd),” whom he 

described in the following terms:  

He had been employed to drive team and stock coals, at the forge, and understands all 

kind of farming work. It is expected that he will pass for a freeman, and will go to some 

iron works to hire as a carte[r]; or else to some seaport town, Philadelphia, New York, or 

Baltimore, to get on board some vessel; as he has been to sea for three years some time 

ago. All captains or masters of vessels are forbid from employing or carrying off the said 

negro.352 

 

This advertisement, which circulated in the Harrisburg press, speaks to the distinct ways that 

both Weidman and Boyd asserted their power. Weidman challenged the very identity of his 

servant by insisting that his name was Jim, reducing James Boyd to an alias. Weidman also had 

the legal power to forbid other employers from hiring Boyd, who clearly possessed a number of 

valuable skills. Boyd was able to draw on these talents to pursue his freedom. Boyd not only 

understood farming and driving, he likely knew something of coal-making and had at least three 

years of sailing experience. James Boyd’s expertise, not to mention the fact that his skin color 

marked him as eligible for longer terms of servitude than his white counterparts, made him 

valuable in the eyes of Weidman and other enslavers, but also rendered him capable absconding 

from Weidman’s iron plantation. When a white apprentice named William Hatten fled Union 

Forge later that same year, John Weidman only offered twenty dollars for his return.353     

 As construction commenced on New College in the summer of 1799, treasurer John 

Montgomery made a series of payments for unspecified work to a man he chose to identify as 

“Black Ned.” The amounts were substantially greater than those he disbursed to James that same 

                                                
352 OD, 7 Jul 1804, p. 3.  
353 OD, 24 Nov 1804, p. 2.  
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year. Ned was compensated nearly sixteen pounds in September, a greater sum than the median 

value of the subscriptions promised by wealthy benefactors. This suggests that Ned had 

contracted with the trustees to provide either materials or construction work, which the trustees 

valued more highly than hauling. Yet despite the fact that he performed identical work to the 

other contractors, racism shaped Ned’s relationship with the trustees all the same. Of all the 

laborers in the college account books, Ned was the only one whom the trustees compensated “by 

cash & sundries” rather than by cash alone. We cannot know whether this was an indignity 

suffered or a preference honored, but it suggests all the same that Ned’s labor was somehow 

different from that of his white neighbors—that his Blackness even followed him into an account 

book. This makes it all the more extraordinary that John Montgomery, for whatever reason, 

chose to enter Ned’s final purchase order using the man’s full name, Ned Howard, instead of the 

racist diminutives that were so common at the time.354  

 Not all Black workers can be identified as easily as “Mr. Holmes’ Negro” or “Black Ned” 

Howard. Others disappear into the accounts of their owners. Recall that James only appears by 

name in the ledgers because Montgomery elected to recognize him as a laboring individual rather 

than as solely his enslaver’s capital. Tipping enslaved workers was a courtesy. Without those 

fifteen shillings, James’ contribution to the construction of Dickinson College would have been 

dramatically obscured, catalogued only as the unnamed, uncompensated labor force behind 

Holmes’ “stone and hauling.” Holmes was not the only subscriber who enslaved a wagoner. 

Treasurer Montgomery himself owned a twenty-four-year-old man named Tom when he pledged 

to haul twenty-pounds-sterling worth of “Brick & Scantling [lumber]” to New College in 

                                                
354 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, pp. 2-5. 
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1800.355 The aging treasurer composed his last will and testament that same year after suffering a 

serious illness, ordering that his “negro man Tom and the waggon and horses” be kept at his 

farm, Happy Retreat, for the use of his family until at least the following spring. Two days after 

composing this bequest, Montgomery added a codicil extending the length of time that Tom was 

to remain legally bound to his estate: “Now I do hereby order and direct that my Said Negro and 

the waggon and team and also all my farming utensils whatever be kept and attached to my farm 

called happy retreat until my youngest son arrives at the age of twenty one years.” The purpose 

of this codicil was not to protect Tom from sale, but rather to secure his family’s right to Tom’s 

labor from any claims by creditors. The last will and testament is a powerful reminder that the 

treasurer’s enslavement of Tom was primarily for the benefit of the Montgomerys, although 

Dickinson benefited as well. And while we cannot know for sure if Tom worked alongside James 

on campus, hauling and unloading brick and stone, it is a much more likely scenario than 

Montgomery, ailing and elderly, doing it by himself.356  

 When the board of trustees hurried to begin construction on a replacement building after 

New College burned to the ground in early 1803, they did not reduce their reliance on enslaved 

labor. Montgomery and company were deeply concerned about losing the support of their 

southern patrons and did everything in their power to assure these men that college operations 

would continue uninterrupted.357 At a board meeting on March 14, 1803, just weeks after the 

destruction of New College, the trustees organized Charles McClure, William Alexander, and 

                                                
355 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 21; John Montgomery, Cumberland County Lifetime 

Slave Registry, image 24.  
356 John Montgomery Cumberland County Will Book G, pp. 340-3.  
357 The following is an incomplete list of the newspapers in which Dickinson trustees circulated an advertisement 

pleading with benefactors to renew their subscriptions: CG, 9 Feb 1803, p. 3; CWH, 9 Feb 1803, p. 3; Pittsburgh 

Weekly Gazette, 18 Feb 1803, pp. 2-3; Washington Federalist, 25 Feb 1803, p. 3; and Baltimore’s Republican; or, 

Anti-Democrat, 28 Feb 1803, p. 4. The trustees also announced that “all parts of a liberal education” would be 

“carried on as formerly” in the old grammar school building while they rebuilt the college on an even “larger scale.” 

CWH, 13 Apr 1803, p. 3. 
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Samuel Postlethwaite into a committee empowered “to procure labourers immediately to dig clay 

in such ground of Mr. McClure as he shall point out for the purpose of making bricks.”358 

Although the trustees preferred to hire paid contractors to handle masonry and other highly 

skilled work, it is not entirely clear whom they would have deemed suitable to dig clay and 

fashion bricks. One month later, the building committee, now comprised of six enslavers, 

advertised in the local paper that they had been empowered to contract with “any person who 

will furnish Sand, Lime, or Boards” to the building effort. They were also interested in finding 

“workmen for making a Post and Rail Fence round the College ground.”359  

 The board of trustees had given the building committee two mandates: to contract “for 

materials” and “with workmen.” Having already overseen the construction New College, the 

trustees understood that “materials” could be obtained through the local slavery economy, while 

“workmen” were implicitly free men. It was for this reason that any stone mason bidding on the 

Old West contract would have to cover all his expenses (tools, transportation, journeymen) 

“except [for] lime and sand,” which the trustees had discovered they could obtain from local 

subscribers. When the trustees advertised in the local papers, they informed potential masons that 

“Stone may be quarried near to the building”—an elegant solution given the amount of limestone 

land owned by wealthy trustees and the availability of enslaved teamsters to transport the 

materials to campus. The advertisement concluded by calling for a “quantity of suitable scantling 

for said building,” which they would accept from whomever had the means of providing it. 

Unlike with their widespread calls for financial aid, which depended disproportionately on 

                                                
358 Morgan, Dickinson College, 89.  
359 Between John Montgomery, Charles McClure, James Hamilton, Ephraim Steel, John Creigh, Samuel 

Postlethwaite, and William Alexander, only Steel does not appear to have owned slaves during his lifetime. See CG, 

13 Apr 1803, p. 3.   
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southern backers, the trustees only circulated this ad in Lancaster, Harrisburg, and York.360 

Financial capital might have been liquid, but good economic sense required that heavy materials 

be obtained from nearby.  

 As they had five years earlier, subscribers pledged to deliver construction materials to the 

college in order to fulfill their obligations and aid in the reconstruction effort. Charles McClure 

signed a contract agreeing to obtain and deliver three-thousand bushels of sand for Old West. He 

continued to meet his subscription obligations over the next several years by hauling “Sand, 

Stone and Scantling for said College,” materials that were most likely handled by Art and 

Tom.361 A borough physician, Lemuel Gustine, also satisfied his subscription through “hawling.” 

He owned a young boy named Charles who, although only twelve, had sixteen years to serve and 

had likely already begun to learn to manage a wagon. Luke, the term-enslaved teenager whom 

James Hamilton had purchased from Philadelphia in 1811, had been put to work as a coachmen 

at the age of thirteen.362 As with New College, unfree Black labor helped to raise Old West.  

 Dickinson College began holding classes in Old West in November 1805—just two and a 

half years after fire razed its brick predecessor. Unsurprisingly, according to the local press, 

“Much of this grand building is yet unfinished” and would remain unfinished for years. 

Dickinson was still unprepared to offer its students on-campus room and board in 1810, much to 

the frustration of some of its faculty and administrators.363 Still, the project was a remarkable feat 

of engineering; it had taken nearly four years to construct enough of New College to hold 

                                                
360 “The printers in Lancaster, York, and Harrisburgh, are requested to insert the above in their papers.” See CWH, 

18 May 1803, p. 3; CG, 18 May 1803, p. 3. 
361 Charles McClure, Contracts for goods and services, including partial list of contractors, 1803, RG1/1, DCASC; 

John Montgomery, Receipt Book, 1803-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 23; Charles McClure, Cumberland County 

Lifetime Slave Registry, 1780.133. 
362 John Montgomery, Ledger, 1798-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 57; Lemuel Gustine, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1792.019; William B. Parker, Philadelphia, to James Hamilton, Carlisle, December 20, 1811, MG34, 

James Hamilton Papers, box 34, folder 17, CCHS.  
363 Morgan, Dickinson College, 95-6.  
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classes. The comparatively rapid speed with which the trustee’s team of workers managed to 

ready Latrobe’s stone masterpiece for partial occupation reflects the desire of the board to 

compete with other colleges and demonstrates their ability to secure funds, materials, and 

labor.364  

 The trustees continued developing their properties after 1805, which meant that enslaved 

workers continued providing labor. Charles McClure, who died of old age in 1811, kept 

satisfying his subscription pledge to the college by providing someone to haul heavy building 

materials.365 Matthew Miller, who inherited a number of enslaved men and women from his 

father and who was diligent about registering their children with the county, received $11.60 in 

1806 for “Eighty Seven Bushels Lime for the Old College,” meaning the Liberty Alley grammar 

school where the college held classes after the fire in 1803. The two men Matthew held in term 

slavery in 1806, Charles and Bob, were eighteen and twenty years old respectively.366 Hugh 

McCormick, a South Middleton farmer who married into a wealthy slaveholding family, 

received $128 the same year for digging up and transporting sand to campus.367 In September 

1817, John Miller, who had taken over as treasurer of the board after Montgomery’s death in 

1808, paid a young physician named James Gustine for delivering a large quantity of scantling 

lumber to the college. Like so many other elite Carlisle men, James had inherited term slaves 

from his parents, in this case a young woman named Esther. Esther had recently married a term-

enslaved man named George when James was negotiating this covert slave labor contract with 

the college trustees. The young husband had requested that James purchase him so that he could 

                                                
364 Seth Rockman has shown how slavery helped secure the power of capitalists in the early republic affording them 

a large degree of flexibility in their hiring practices. See Scraping By: Wage Labor, Slavery, and Survival in Early 

Baltimore (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009).  
365 “John Montgomery, Ledger, 1803-1807, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 64. 
366 John Montgomery, Receipt Book, 1803-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 69; Matthew Miller, Cumberland County 

Slave Registrations, 1789.058. 
367 John Montgomery, Receipt Book, 1803-1808, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 58.  
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be with his wife.368 It must have been easy for James Gustine to honor this request knowing that 

George could now cut, process, bundle, load, and transport timber for Dickinson.  

 Unfree Black men performed a great deal of uncompensated labor for the benefit of 

Dickinson College. However, for every “Black James” there was a “Negro Sill,” whose 

contributions to the maintenance of the college, although just as vital and ubiquitous as those of 

enslaved men, were chiefly domestic and thus did not find their way into a financial ledger. The 

labor of these men and women ensured that Dickinson’s faculty, board, and student body could 

lead comfortable lives. 

 

REPUTATION 

 In the winter of 1792, Stephen Duncan, a founding member of the Dickinson College 

board of trustees, advertised two houses for rent in Carlisle. He owned a brick house “heretofore 

occupied by one, that takes in boarders” and a stone house that presented “an eligible situation 

for one that takes in students to board.” A widow named Catharine Thompson moved into the 

brick house along with two enslaved women she inherited from her husband. Any students who 

boarded with Catharine would have also benefited from the labor of the women she enslaved. As 

with the college subscribers and their materials contracts, it would be naïve to believe Catharine 

would have done the bulk of the cooking, cleaning, and laundering expected of a quality 

boarding house when she could assign the work to Nell and Betty.369  

                                                
368 John Miller, Day Book, RG1/1, DCASC, p. 18; Lemuel Gustine, Cumberland County Will Book G, pp. 127-8; 

James Gustine, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1817.284; Gigantino, The Ragged Road to Abolition, 151-

2. For more on George and Esther, see the epilogue.   
369 CG, 22 Feb 1792, p. 4; William Thompson, Cumberland County Will Book D, pp. 53-55; 1793 Tax Rates Book, 

Catherine Thompson, RG11, CCA, image 27. Writing about Boston during the same time period, Catherine Adams 

and Elizabeth H. Pleck have observed: “Quite a few households were in fact small business operations: taverns 

located in the front parlor, a coffee house, a home that took in boarders, or a boarding house. An enslaved woman 

did the cooking, mending, washing, and ironing for the boarders.” See Love of Freedom: Black Women in Colonial 

and Revolutionary New England (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 35.  
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 Two years later, Stephen Duncan was dead, and his executors had reconsidered the best 

use for the brick house. Samuel Postlethwaite and James Duncan took out a new advertisement 

boasting of the house’s “many conveniences to render it suitable for a genteel family that lives 

private.”370 While this may have been their opinion as Duncan’s executors, as Dickinson trustees 

they surely understood that the college depended on Carlisle’s “genteel families” to board its 

students. Dickinson was a young institution relying on the support of a young town. For decades 

it lacked sufficient housing for its pupils, who took up in private residences or inns attended to 

by enslaved domestics and provisioned by enslaved workers. Like other borough residents, 

Dickinson students interacted with and depended on Carlisle’s enslaved population.  

 In its earliest years, Dickinson seemed to exist chiefly to educate the sons of its own 

trustees and benefactors. The majority of its tuition money came from the grammar school rather 

than the college, which struggled to find its footing. The first grammar school cohort included 

sons of the Montgomery, Duncan, Postlethwaite, and Walker families, boys who grew up in 

households attended to by unfree Black servants.371 While it is true that the college would not 

likely have survived without the patronage of the Lower Susquehanna Valley’s wealthy families, 

it is worth noting that founder Benjamin Rush envisioned their presence in town as a 

foundational part of the Dickinson experience. The boarding debates that occupied so much of 

the trustees’ time between 1785 and the 1820s were never about slavery explicitly, but they did 

pit Rush’s vision of an elite gentleman’s republic against the more aristocratic and regimented 

worldview of President Charles Nisbet.372 Yet the fact of the matter is that the persistent lack of 

on-campus accommodations meant that an entire generation of Dickinson students were 

                                                
370 CG, 29 Jan 1794, p. 4. 
371 Tuition for Grammar School, 1786, RG1/1, DCASC. 
372 Charles Nisbet, Carlisle, to David Erskine, Edinburgh, 22 June 1791, MC2001.7, DCASC.  
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compelled to find room and board in town, where both the private boarding houses and public 

taverns continued to depend on the labor of unfree Black people. 

 Even before Dickinson began to educate its first students, college founder Benjamin Rush 

lauded the merits of boarding in town in his “Plan of Education for Dickinson College.” He 

believed that “the business of education” was to prepare young men for the “duties & manners of 

domestic as well as of public life.” It was best in his view for students to board in “private 

furnishes” where respectable men and women could model proper behavior, thereby “preserving 

them from vice.” Accordingly, Rush insisted that no student who conducted “himself properly in 

a private family” should be made to board on campus whenever “suitable apartments” could be 

provided for that purpose.373 A few years later, the trustees echoed Rush’s position in a report 

they circulated throughout the regional press: “It is conceived to be in favour of the morals of the 

students, that they all board in good private houses, and are more under the polishing influence 

of the fair sex, than might be expected, in different circumstances.” The trustees counted “at least 

13 boarding houses” and noted that students could reside in the most genteel for twenty-six 

pounds per year. This would rent them the watchful eye of a republican mother, one hopefully 

married to a yeoman farmer, whom the report described as “a sober and industrious class of men, 

all in easy circumstances, and now a few of them wealthy.”374  

                                                
373 Benjamin Rush, Plan of Education for Dickinson College, August 1785, RG1/1, DCASC. The classic 

theorization of “republican motherhood” can be found in Linda Kerber, “The Republican Mother: Women and the 

Enlightenment—An American Perspective,” American Quarterly 28, no. 2 (Summer 1976): 187-205. Kerber 

expands on this idea in her book, which includes a brief discussion of boarding houses. See Women of the Republic: 

Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1980), 61-2. 

Neither study, however, engages seriously with enslaved women. For work that critically examines the labor that 

enslaved women performed in boarding houses, see Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor, “‘She Said She did not Know 

Money’: Urban Women and Atlantic Markets in the Revolutionary Era,” EAS 4, no. 2 (Fall 2006): 322-52; 

Alexandra J. Finley, An Intimate Economy: Enslaved Women, Work, and America's Domestic Slave Trade (Chapel 

Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2020), ch. 4. Finley is particularly attentive to how working in a 

boarding house increased the risk that an enslaved woman would become the victim of sexual violence.  
374 “A brief State of the College of Carlisle,” 1791, RG1/1, DCASC.  
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 The board of trustees were only a few honest remarks away from openly advertising the 

labor of enslaved domestic workers to prospective students. Yet this campaign, for all its 

promises of comfort, belied the difficulty that the trustees experienced in actually sufficient 

lodging for a growing student body. President Nisbet expressed concern about the prospect of 

students being forced to lodge in town almost as soon as Rush announced it as a bedrock of the 

college’s moral curriculum. In his 1786 president’s report, he insisted that that the grammar 

school was in need of “more Masters & better Accommodations,” lest Dickinson students began 

failing “to make that Progress which their Parents will naturally expect, and which is attained by 

other Seminaries.”375 Even as attendance improved in the early 1790s, resolving one concern, 

another quickly took its place: there simply were not enough genteel, private homes to 

accommodate Dickinson’s growing student body. By 1791, students were arriving in town with 

no place to stay. At least one student who had traveled all the way from Virginia was forced to 

impinge upon the hospitality of a trustee.376 While Nisbet does not specify which housed him, it 

is not unlikely that the peripatetic student had access to the labor of an enslaved servant. At least 

sixty percent of Dickinson’s founding board of trustees owned enslaved people, a percentage that 

was even higher for trustees living in Carlisle.377 This incident frustrated Nisbet: “The Trustees 

will be pleased to reflect that Students are not to be considered merely as Animals, that need only 

Food, & a Hole to sleep in, but that they ought to be considered as rational Creatures.” Both he 

and Montgomery would die before the college was able to offer on-campus housing, an issue that 

was still being debated during the War of 1812.378 

                                                
375 Charles Nisbet, Report of the President, November 13, 1786, RG1/1, DCASC.  
376 Charles Nisbet, Report of the President, October 31, 1791, RG1/1, DCASC.  
377 “College Founding,” Dickinson and Slavery: A Special Exhibit from the House Divided Project, accessed March 

4, 2019, www.housedivided.dickinson.edu/sites/slavery/our-research/college-founding. 
378 Andrew Carothers, Miscellaneous Affairs, October 19, 1810, RG1/1, DCASC; James Hamilton, Miscellaneous 

Affairs, October 11, 1814, RG1/1, DCASC.  
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 While the two sides argued, advertisements for genteel boarding houses began to appear 

in the Carlisle Gazette. In 1789, James McTeer, who resided in Allen Township on the western 

bank of the Susquehanna River, advertised a two-story brick house in Carlisle that was “well 

calculated for a tavern, or a person who would wish to keep a boarding house, being very 

convenient to the College.” John Creigh, who had joined Dickinson’s board of trustees the 

previous year and was certainly aware of the need for student accommodations, was McTeer’s 

business partner in Carlisle.379 Stephen Duncan advertised his properties in 1792. This move to 

advertise potential boarding houses appears to have been orchestrated by friends of the college as 

a direct response to the arrival of Dickinson students. By the turn of the nineteenth century, 

landlords who had buildings to lease in the borough began to market them more widely—as 

suitable for stores, taverns, boarding houses, or private residences—although they never lost 

sight of their potential as student dormitories.380  

 The keepers of Carlisle’s respectable taverns and boarding houses earned that respect in 

part on the backs of the domestic workers that they enslaved. James Pollock, who ran a tavern 

near the college, registered six enslaved people in 1780. James split his time between his 

properties in Carlisle, where Violet, Dinah, and Sophia would have learned how to maintain a 

genteel tavern, and his plantation in East Pennsboro, where Jack and Romeo would likely have 

assisted with James’ lumber and flour milling operations. Of course, enslaved women were 

expected to perform “men’s work” as well. A thirty-three-year-old woman was advertised for 

sale in a 1795 Harrisburg newspaper who was “excellent for cooking, washing, and any kind of 

house or kitchen work,” but who also understood “feeding cattle, and any work necessary on a 

                                                
379 CG, 4 Mar 1789, p. 1; 1789 Tax Rates Book, James McTeer, RG11, CCA, images 7 and 23. 
380 CG, 14 Aug 1799, p.3; CG, 19 Jan 1803, p. 3.  
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farm.”381 When James Pollock died in 1800, he left his wife Ann all of his local real and personal 

property, including his “negro Wench Venus,” whom he stipulated was “not to serve more than 

ten years.” Venus was the only enslaved person that James mentioned directly in his will, 

although census returns demonstrate that she was not the only person that Ann inherited from her 

husband. There were seven boarders and two enslaved people living with Ann Pollock in Carlisle 

in 1810, suggesting that Venus, who was fifty-five years old when promised her freedom, 

remained with the widow and helped wait on the young men of Dickinson College.382  

 Boarding in a genteel house could require advanced planning. In the course of his 

ongoing attempts to purchase unfree Black servants from Philadelphia, James Hamilton informed 

his business partner there, John Brown, that he had managed to secure suitable “boarding for 

your nephew at the house of Mrs. McKenzie, a genteel place, where he will have a room to 

himself at 40 pounds per year.” James added that John’s nephew, Isaac B. Parker, would be 

responsible for “his own wood & candle & washing. This I think is low.” Although he did not 

graduate with his class in 1805, choosing instead to study for the bar under Hamilton’s tutelage, 

Isaac lodged with Dorothea McKenzie during his time at Dickinson. Certainly he appreciated the 

house’s conveniences—its proximity to campus and “good feather beds”—but he also must have 

appreciated Silvey’s cooking and cleaning. When Dorothea drew up her will in 1805, she 

decided to manumit “Negro Sill,” who was thirty-seven years old, and “allow her to be 

considered as a free woman immediately after my decease.” Notably, Dorothea left the newly 

                                                
381 This advertisement appeared in a February 1795 issue of the Oracle at Dauphin as cited in William Henry Egle, 

Notes and Queries: Historical, Biographical and Genealogical: Chiefly Related to Interior Pennsylvania, Series III, 

vol. 1 (Harrisburg, PA: Daily Telegraph Print, 1887), 239. 
382 CG, 26 Oct 1803, p. 4; Pollock identified himself as a tavern keeper in 1780. See James Pollock, Cumberland 

County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 20; 1789 Tax Rates Book, James Pollock, RG11, CCA, image 45; 1795 Tax 

Rates Book, James Pollock, RG11, CCA, image 27; James Pollock, Cumberland County Will Book F, pp. 239-40; 

1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Ann Pollock, p. 97; 1810 U.S. 

census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Ann Pollock, p. 12. 
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freed woman a bed and bedding, as well as “part of my Kitchen furniture such as my said 

Executors and my Niece Rachel Jago may think proper.” Surely Silvey knew better than 

Dorothea McKenzie’s assigns which cooking utensils she had come to rely on, but such choices 

were beyond her former enslaver’s allowances.383  

 While James Hamilton believed that Isaac Parker would need to tend to his own washing, 

this was not the position of the majority of the trustees—at least not in their public professions. 

After the fire at New College in 1803, when the trustees were seeking desperately to ensure 

investors and parents that “the business of the institution has suffered no intermission,” they once 

again highlighted the fact that students could purchase a genteel experience: “Boarding, in the 

very best houses, can be had for one hundred dollars, per annum, washing included.”384 Just as 

slaveholding septuagenarians were not transporting heavy stones twenty miles from the river to 

the borough, the slaveholding women who operated Carlisle’s boarding houses were not washing 

the clothes of local collegians.  

 Unfree Black women provided much of the domestic labor that made life comfortable for 

Carlisle’s elite families, which is also what made genteel boarding houses so desirable for 

Dickinson’s young men. The backbreaking work of washing, scrubbing, meal prepping, fire 

stoking, cooking, and cleaning fell on women like Silvey, Venus, and their daughters. In her 

testimony before the Oyer and Terminer Court in 1801, Mary Carothers described some of the 

daily work that Chloe, a young term-enslaved woman that she had purchased from a neighbor 

five years earlier, performed for their household: “[I] told Chloe to go about washing in the 

                                                
383 James Hamilton to John Brown, December 24, 1802, MG35, box 35, folder 3, CCHS; CWH, 26 Apr 1805, p. 3; 

CWH, 4 Oct 1805, p. 4; History of Cumberland and Adams Counties, Pennsylvania. Containing History of the 

Counties, their Townships, Towns, Villages, Schools, Churches, Industries, Etc.; Portraits of Early Settlers and 

Prominent Men; Biographies; History of Pennsylvania, Statistical and Miscellaneous Matter, Etc., Etc. (Chicago, 

IL: Warner, Beers & Co., 1886), 155; CG, 21 Jun 1805, p. 2; Dorothea McKenzie, Cumberland County Will Book 

G, p. 125; Dorothea McKenzie, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 55.  
384 CWH, 2 Mar 1803, p. 1.  
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morning—washed till about 3 o’clock… Next Saturday following about the middle of the day 

told her to fetch up a kettle of water to scrub out the room… Chloe went to the run and brought a 

sand stone to scrub the floor.”385 This grueling domestic work was a product that could be sold to 

Dickinson students. 

 Dorothea McKenzie and Ann Pollock were not the only landlords who practiced the 

alchemy of transforming slavery into gentility. According to the 1800 federal census for Carlisle, 

five young men between the ages of sixteen and twenty-six and one enslaved person lived with 

Ann Elliott. Her neighbor Margaret Smith housed two enslaved people and seven young men. A 

nearby tavern, operated by county jailer Christian Shade, contained two enslaved people and five 

boarders.386 This situation had not changed much in Carlisle’s genteel houses ten years later. 

John A. Cooper managed to squeeze sixteen young men and one enslaved person into his 

household, while the Black servant living with John’s neighbor only had to contend with five. 

Dickinson’s mathematics professor, James McCormick, had seven young white men and three 

enslaved people in his home in 1810. A German-born woman named Federicka Sommerkamp, 

who had recently migrated to Carlisle from Baltimore after the death of her husband Philip, 

tended to her dozen or so boarders with the assistance of an enslaved woman and her term-

enslaved children. Sommerkamp decided to return to Baltimore at some point between 1813 and 

1817. She then opened a boarding house on the corner of Calvert Street and Lovely Lane with 

the assistance of a young enslaved girl. Perhaps, like her enslaver, that young girl had once lived 

in Carlisle.387 

                                                
385 CG, 24 Jun 1801, p. 2; Nancy Loughridge, “Chloe’s Story,” CCH 4, no. 1 (Summer 1987): 31-36. 
386 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Ann Elliot, p. 95; 1800 U.S. 

census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Margaret Smith, p. 98; 1800 U.S. census, 

Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Christian Shade, p. 99; CG, 27 Mar 1799, p. 4; 

CG, 17 Mar 1802, p. 3.  
387 1810 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, John A Cooper, p. 7; 1810 

U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, William Armer, p. 10; James 
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 The circulation of people between Philadelphia, Carlisle, and Baltimore—the constant 

movement of Dickinson students, faculty, and trustees, as well as enslaved people—is most 

striking for what it reveals about South Central Pennsylvania’s tolerance for enslavers during the 

age of gradual abolition. James Hamilton’s decision to purchase Luke from Philadelphia—to rip 

a term-enslaved teenager from his home—did not injure his reputation in the community. Indeed, 

James could have purchased young boys like Luke from his neighbors had he wanted to, as there 

was no shortage of advertisements in the local papers. But why would it have hurt his reputation? 

When James Hamilton sent for Luke, slavery remained a vibrant institution in Carlisle. In 1810, 

federal marshals identified enslaved laborers in the homes of at least two Dickinson professors, 

the president of the board of trustees, and the college president.388   

* * * 

 As part of the ceremonies marking Dickinson College’s ninety-eighth commencement in 

late June 1881, the respected journalist George Alfred Townsend delivered a poem before the 

student literary societies. It was a history of Dickinson in two-dozen stanzas, addressing in rough 

verse the college’s founding, its eminent characters, and notable events from the antebellum 

years. Townsend identified Carlisle as a haven for refugees from slavery fleeing the south (“And 

flying slaves chased up the valley roads, / Stirred human hearts with cruel episodes”) and 

excoriated southern enslavers who boasted of their Christianity (“While God’s evangels marry 

                                                
Robinson, The Baltimore Directory, for 1804: Containing, the Names, Trades, and Residence of the Inhabitants of 

the City and Precincts, with Other Useful Tables: To Which Is Added, a Calendar from the First of July, 1804, to the 

last of June, 1805 (Baltimore, MD: Warner and Hanna, 1804), HSP; 1810 U.S. census, Cumberland County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Fredericka Summercamp, p. 11; Fredericka Sommerkamp, Cumberland 

County Slave Registrations, 1813.254; 1820 U.S. census, Baltimore County, Maryland, population schedule, 

Baltimore, Ward 12, Fredericka Somercamp, p. 133; 1830 U.S. census, Baltimore County, Maryland, population 

schedule, Baltimore, Ward 11, Fredericka Summerkamp, p. 414. For some background on Sommerkamp, see 

Kennard Weddell, “The Amelung Saga: An Epic of Your Forbears, 1965,” accessed June 4, 2021, 

www.freepages.rootsweb.com/~celticlady/genealogy/amelung/Amelung_Saga.pdf. 
388 These men were James McCormick, Henry R. Wilson, James Armstrong, and Jeremiah Atwater.  
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slaves to breed, And Wesley’s bishops threaten and secede”). He did not suggest, however, that 

slavery was only ever a southern institution. In a stanza about Roger Taney, Townsend 

acknowledged in no uncertain terms that slavery had once thrived in the Lower Susquehanna 

Valley:  

The story runs of that commencement day— 

A black man, Caesar, did the church purvey;  

One of four thousand Pennsylvania slaves,  

The last of whom are laid in recent graves,  

And all smile broad while a trite sentence rings:  

“Render to Caesar all of Caesar’s things!” 

High in the law the ardent graduate grew,  

He rose to power, and his country, too;  

Nor his religion could his merit spite,  

But all religions barred the black man’s right,  

Till from the bench Judge Taney charged direct: 

“Caesar has nothing worthy of respect.”  

Louder than law the cannon’s answer is: 

“Caesar is Caesar till you give him his!”389 

 

Townsend was correct that there were nearly four thousand enslaved Pennsylvanians when 

Taney delivered the valedictory at Carlisle First Presbyterian in 1795, some of whom did in fact 

live to see Reconstruction. Yet he presented the story of Caesar in clearly allegorical terms. The 

payoff came in the final couplet, where he evoked three meanings of the word—Caesar as law, 

Caesar as cannon, and Caesar as slave—to celebrate the righteousness of Lincoln’s and the 

Union Army’s transformation of the Civil War into a fight for emancipation.  

 But Caesar was more than allegory. In October 1780, John Armstrong went to the 

Cumberland County court house in order to register four people as his property. All four—

Caesar, Nero, Nan, and Dick—were “Slaves for Life The Property of John Armstrong Esqr. 

Carlisle.” Did Caesar, who was born in 1744, already belong to John when the Irish immigrant 

needed to “haul stones for the building of a meeting house” in the summer of 1757? Did he assist 

                                                
389 Valley Sentinel, 1 Jul. 1881, p. 5.  
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him with the construction of First Presbyterian ten years later? As he professed to be a deeply 

religious man, John served as a trustee of Carlisle’s First Presbyterian Church and Dickinson 

College until his death in 1795. That year, tax collectors determined that he did not owe anything 

for the “1 Negro man old” still living with his family in Carlisle. John Armstrong did not 

mention this man in his will.390  

 “The story runs of that commencement day—A black man, Caesar, did the church 

purvey.” Maybe Caesar actually did witness Roger Taney deliver his commencement speech 

from the pulpit. And maybe George Alfred Townsend really had heard that story. Or maybe he 

just chose the name Caesar because it was poetic. Whichever it was, the crowd heard about a real 

person that summer afternoon in 1881, whether anyone knew it or not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
390 John Armstrong, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.256; Conway P. Wing, A History of the First 

Presbyterians Church of Carlisle, Pa. (Carlisle, PA: “Valley Sentinel” Office, 1877), 71-2, 88-91; 1795 Tax Rates 

Book, Armstrong Genl, RG11, CCA, image 13; John Armstrong, Cumberland County Will Book F, pp. 76-7.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

PRESERVING FAMILY: WOMEN, RACISM, AND HEREDITARY TERM SLAVERY 

 

 When Rachel was born in the fall of 1780, Carlisle, like much of the country, was 

teetering on knife’s edge. The outcome of the ongoing war for independence was uncertain. The 

British army had captured Charleston in May, and Benedict Arnold’s plot to surrender West 

Point came to light in September.391 As fighting stalled, however, the revolution marched 

onward. Back in March, the Pennsylvania General Assembly had chosen November 1 as the 

deadline for registering enslaved people under the state’s act for the gradual abolition of slavery. 

The legislation stipulated that children of duly registered enslaved women could not be held in 

lifetime slavery, but could be held for twenty-eight years of term slavery. While the law did not 

require Pennsylvanians to register these children, some did anyway. On October 23, Paul Pierce 

registered a five-week-old infant named Jack, his mother Nan, and five other people he held in 

lifetime slavery on his farm just outside of Carlisle. Mary Reed made a similar decision across 

the Susquehanna River in what is now Dauphin County. She registered a boy “aged one month,” 

also named Jack, along with two people she claimed as lifetime slaves, Dinah and her daughter, 

Nancy.392 Samuel Postlethwaite, an assistant quartermaster in the Continental army, must have 

                                                
391 Pennsylvania diarist Christopher Marshall reveals that it was a Black wagoner from Lancaster named Moses who 

first brought him detailed news of the British capture of Charleston. See William Duane, ed., Extracts from the 

Diary of Christopher Marshall, Kept in Philadelphia and Lancaster, during the American Revolution, 1774-1781 

(Albany, NY: Joel Munsell, 1877), 219-20.  
392 The Cumberland County clerk squeezed in Jack’s name at the bottom of Pierce’s entry in his registration book 

and did not assign him his own registration number. This suggests the clerk’s awareness that Jack was not a lifetime 

slave like the others. The Lancaster County registry, by contrast, shows no sign that the clerk understood this other 

Jack as anything other than a lifetime slave. Further east in Bucks County, just north of Philadelphia, an elderly 

woman named Catherine Tennant registered a four-month-old child named Sarah along with six people she claimed 

as lifetime slaves. As in Lancaster, there is nothing to distinguish Sarah from the others besides her age. See Paul 

Pierce, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 55; Mary Reed, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave 

Registry, p. 18; Catharine Tenant, Bucks County Slave Registry, image 32.  

       Erroneously registering a child as a lifetime slave was not necessarily done in bad faith. One of George 

Washington’s Pennsylvania business partners, Gilbert Simpson, registered a child belonging to Washington as a 

lifetime slave in Fayette County. Dorcas, however, was born after the gradual abolition law took effect and could 

only be held in term slavery. Washington only learned of this fact in 1786 when he had another Pennsylvania 

business partner, Thomas Freeman, try to sell the child. Freeman wrote: “In the Sale of the Negroes there is one 
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known that Nell was pregnant when he registered her on October 28, 1780. She gave birth to 

Rachel two weeks after the registration deadline.393 

 A few years later, Samuel’s daughter, Sarah, married a local merchant named John 

Duncan.394 It was John who registered Rachel as his property under the 1788 supplemental 

gradual abolition act, initiating a paper trail that has allowed historians to reconstruct some of her 

life. In 1795, fifteen-year-old Rachel gave birth to a “mulatto” daughter she named Nelly, whom 

the Duncan family also registered as a term slave. Twenty years later, Nelly gave birth to a 

daughter of her own. She named her Rachel, after her mother. Sarah registered this new Rachel 

as a term slave—a child three generations removed from lifetime slavery.  

 At some point in the late 1810s, Sarah sold Nelly and Rachel to her niece’s husband, 

Edward Stiles. In 1821, Nelly sued Edward for her freedom on the grounds that her mother, 

Rachel, had been improperly registered, which would mean that the term slavery binding her and 

her daughter was fraudulent. The case made its way to the state supreme court in 1823, which 

determined that Rachel’s 1789 registration was valid and that her descendants were therefore 

legitimately term enslaved. In the end, this proved to be a short-lived setback for Nelly, who 

                                                
Named Dorcas that you Receivd of Mr Simpson as a Slave proves to be free at the Age of Twenty Eight Years the 

Records from Westmoreland we had & I took the Supreme Judge McKeans Opinion on the matter & he declares her 

free, so that you must have recourse to Mr Simpson as you Settled with him at the rate of Thirty Pounds and now 

after keeping her Two Years she Sold at Thirteen Pounds fifteen shillings as ⅌ acct.” See Thomas Freeman to 

George Washington, December 18, 1786, Founders Online, National Archives, accessed May 9, 2021, 

https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Washington/04-04-02-0397. 
393 There is no direct evidence that Nell was Rachel’s mother. However, as this chapter will show, the indirect 

evidence is compelling. Samuel Postlethwaite’s daughter, Sarah, married John Duncan in 1784. Five years later, 

John registered Rachel as his term slave on the same day his father-in-law registered two other children, likely 

Rachel’s younger siblings. When Rachel had her own daughter in 1796, she named her Nell. It stands to reason that 

Samuel gifted Nell’s daughter, Rachel, to his own daughter upon her marriage to John—a common enough practice 

in the history of African-American chattel slavery. See Jones-Rogers, They Were Her Property, ch. 1.  
394 When describing women who moved in and out of marriages, and thus whose surnames change in the historical 

record, I will try to consistently refer to them by whatever surname they were using when they first appear in the 

chapter. Sarah Postlethwaite is a good illustration for why this approach is useful. Sarah married John Duncan in 

1784. John died in 1793 after challenging a political rival to a duel and losing. Sarah then married Ephraim Blaine in 

1797. After Ephraim died of less spectacular causes in 1804, Sarah did not marry again. Rather than refer to her 

alternatively as Sarah Postlethwaite, Sarah Duncan, Sarah Blaine, or even Sarah Postlethwaite Duncan Blaine, I will 

refer to her in the main text as Sarah Postlethwaite, even if I footnote a different surname.  
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turned twenty-eight the following year and gained her freedom under Pennsylvania law. Two 

years later, a subsequent state supreme court case determined that the children of term-enslaved 

women could not be held as property, thereby invalidating hereditary term slavery. Nelly’s 

daughter, Rachel, who was only ten years old and who had been positioned to serve the Stiles 

family until 1844, joined her mother in freedom.395 

 This chapter centers women in the history of slavery in Pennsylvania during the age of 

gradual abolition. It examines the experiences of white women enslavers, the Black women they 

held in bondage, and the sexual violence that undergirded hereditary term slavery. It builds on 

the insights of two Black women historians. First, it follows Jennifer Morgan’s argument in 

Laboring Women that the “entire framework of slavery as an institution” rested on the 

exploitation of enslaved women’s reproductive labor and that studying these women is not just 

an “exercise in inclusion” but rather a “foundational methodology in writing the history of early 

America.”396 Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program did not eliminate hereditary bondage, but 

indeed retained the logic of matrilineal inheritance that allowed enslavers to treat Black women’s 

children as their property. Seen this way, the county slave registries constitute an archive of 

Black motherhood. Second, the chapter responds to Stephanie Jones-Rogers’ observation that 

scholarly emphasis on coverture has obscured white women’s material investments in slavery.397 

While it is true that white women registered fewer Black people than did white men during the 

age of gradual abolition, focusing on white women elevates a set of historical actors whose 

involvement in perpetuating slavery was far greater than the county slave registries reveal alone.  

                                                
395 “An Act to Explain and Amend an Act Entitled ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery’” in the PA Statutes 

at Large, 13:52-6; John Duncan, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.034; Sarah E. Duncan, Cumberland 

County Slave Registrations, 1796.080a; Sarah Eliza Blaine, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1816.280; 

Stiles v. Nelly, a Mulatto 10 Pa 365-71 (1823).  
396 Morgan, Laboring Women, 11.  
397 Jones-Rogers, They Were Her Property, xiii.  
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 White women became more invested in registering enslaved people over time. With the 

total number of legally enslaved people peaking in the 1780s, inheritance took on new salience 

and women became an increasingly visible part of the slavery economy. By the 1810s, the 

percentage of term slave registrations being made by women had doubled in many counties as 

compared to their share of lifetime slave registrations in the early 1780s. Women advertised for 

refugees from slavery in newspapers, participated in the slave trade, and bequeathed enslaved 

people to their heirs. Conversely, Black women continued to be trafficked throughout 

Pennsylvania, remained vulnerable to family separation, and made difficult decisions about 

seeking refuge from their enslavement. Black women made up half of the people in the county 

slave registries, and their experience demonstrates how hereditary status continued to define 

bondage in Pennsylvania during the age of gradual abolition.398 

 In her study of Black fatherhood in the nineteenth-century south, Libra Hilde has 

observed that while it is difficult to precisely place white men in Black family trees, the 

“percentages matter less than the impact of such sexual practices on individuals, families, and 

communities.”399 Pennsylvania was no different in this respect. Wherever chattel slavery existed, 

enslavers tore Black families apart in order to knit their own families together. However, there 

were innovations unique to the state interior during this time period. As term slavery came to 

replace lifetime slavery as the primary mode of unfreedom that Black Pennsylvanians 

experienced, the reproductive choices facing young Black women became more complicated. 

                                                
398 Of the roughly 5,600 individuals whose gender is clearly specified in the twelve county slave registries I 

examined for this dissertation, just about half were female (I did not discover the Berks County registry in time to 

include it in my analysis). Of this group, roughly 1,750 were lifetime slaves and 1,050 were term slaves. The ratio 

was the same for males. Although there was gender parity across the state, Susan Klepp has found that there were 

significantly more young Black boys than there were young Black girls in Bedford, Cumberland, and Dauphin 

counties in 1780. She concludes that South Central Pennsylvania enslavers were disproportionately targeting Black 

girls for sale which, while a distinct possibility, did not preclude the region from becoming the epicenter of 

hereditary term slavery in the nineteenth century. See Revolutionary Conceptions, 37-40.   
399 Hilde, Slavery, Fatherhood, and Paternal Duty, 15. 
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Unlike women who were enslaved for life, who knew that any children they had would inherit 

their status, young women who were enslaved for a term knew that if they could make it to 

twenty-eight, their children would be born into freedom. Yet enslavers knew this, too. As gradual 

abolition dragged on, the percentage of term-enslaved children who were “mulatto” increased. 

Coercive interracial sex contributed to the rise and endurance of hereditary term slavery. That 

sexual violence undergirded the form that Black bondage took in nineteenth-century 

Pennsylvania is one of the reasons it is worth conceptualizing hereditary term slavery as a form 

of slavery. Paying close attention to the complex dynamics of racism and gender reveals that 

over time, South Central Pennsylvania enslavers were more likely to be women, the children 

they held in bondage were more likely to have a white parent, and the brutality of slavery—for 

life or otherwise—did not dissipate. 

 

WHITE WOMEN, SLAVERY, AND THE WHITE FAMILY 

 Sarah Postlethwaite registered more children as her property than any other woman in 

Cumberland County. It was through her command of Rachel, Nell, and other enslaved people 

that she both provided for her family members and fashioned her own identity. Although she 

described herself as a “widow” several times in the county registries, she eventually asserted a 

different occupation. By the 1810s, Postlethwaite was claiming the title of gentlewoman, the 

only woman in the county to do so.400 Slaveholding widows were able to combine their social 

and legal statuses in order to marshal recognition from county clerks that they were more than 

                                                
400 Sarah E. Blaine (Sarah Duncan), Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1796.080.a, 1807.198, 1812.245, 

1815.272, 1816.280, 1816.281, 1817.285. Postlethwaite was asserting her “ladyhood,” which Kirsten Wood 

described as a kind of “social armor” that allowed widows, who lacked “husbands to defend them,” to “stand up to 

men within and beyond their own families.” See Masterful Women, 9-11. This was also about asserting one’s place 

among high society. For example, Postelthwaite’s son, Stephen Duncan, would go on to become one of the largest 

enslavers and wealthiest cotton barons in the south. See Martha Jane Brazy, An American Planter: Stephen Duncan 

of Antebellum Natchez and New York (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2006).  
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just appendages of their late husbands.401 However, many women’s roles as enslavers were 

obscured by men in their family, who are more visible in the archive. Both of Sarah 

Postlethwaite’s husbands, for example, registered people as their property, individuals that 

Postlethwaite exercised power over even if her name did not appear on their papers.402 It was 

through their command of enslaved people that wives and daughters became mistresses.403 This 

section excavates the role that white women played in perpetuating unfreedom in the 

Pennsylvania interior well into the nineteenth century.  

 Stephanie Jones-Rogers has observed that historians have generally failed to distinguish 

between “married women who owned people in their own right” and those who managed 

households that included enslaved people owned by husbands, brothers, and sons. Her study of 

women enslavers in the antebellum south reveals that coverture was a “legal fiction, and an 

imperfect one at that.” Married women often retained control of enslaved people they owned 

independent of their husbands, a reality documented by the existence of advertisements for 

refugees from slavery placed by married women, the appearance of married women in the 1850 

                                                
401 She was not the only widow to use the slave registries as an opportunity to assert her own occupational identity. 

When Aberilla Blackmore registered a boy named Michael in Washington County in 1793, she identified herself as 

a widow and a farmer. Nine months later when she registered another boy, Noah, she identified herself only as a 

farmer. Ann Stevens fashioned a similar transformation in Fayette County. The third time she traveled to Uniontown 

to register a child as a term slave, her return acknowledged that while she might be a widow, she was “by occupation 

a farmer.” She maintained this distinction in 1816, when she registered a fourth child, a little boy named George, as 

her property. See Aberilla Blackmore, Washington County Slave Registry, pp. 41, 43; Ann/Nancy Stevens, Fayette 

County Term Slave Registrations, 1808, images 17-8, 1810, images 4-5, 1813, images 6-7, 1816, images 10-11. In 

1826, the state supreme court declared that women’s various titles were sufficient to satisfy the occupational 

requirement of the 1780 gradual abolition law, since the state assembly had clearly not intended to prevent the 

state’s “many widows” and “many maiden ladies” from owning enslaved people. See Commonwealth, at the 

Instance of Pompey Cribs vs. Vance, Jailer 15 Pa 37-8 (1826).  
402 John Duncan, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.034, 1796.080.b; Ephraim Blaine, Cumberland 

County Term Slave Registry, images 118, 125. 
403 As Deborah Gray White has put it, “White women were mistresses because black women were slaves. White 

women had real power of enslaved women because black women were really powerless.” See Ar’n’t I a Woman? 

Female Slaves in the Plantation South, revised edition (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1999), 6. Although 

“mistress” frequently appears in the primary sources, I will avoid using it outside of direct quotations to describe the 

white women who owned enslaved people.  
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federal slave schedules, and the testimony of enslaved people themselves.404 This kind of 

evidence is scarce in Pennsylvania. While single women and widows did advertise the 

disappearance and sale of enslaved people in newspapers, married women do not appear to have 

done so. Their experience as enslavers in the Pennsylvania interior can be gleaned, however, 

through their appearance in other documents, including the county slave registries.405 

  As femes covert, married women enslavers are less visible in slavery’s archive. Yet they 

are not invisible. Diaries and trial records reveal the work they did to keep order in their 

households. Just a few days before Christmas in 1780, Lancaster resident Christopher Marshall 

wrote that his wife had woken early and called “her negro wench” to assist her with some chores. 

According to Christopher’s diary, Dinah had “behaved very saucy to her mistress,” so he 

whipped her with a cowskin until she promised to behave better in the future. Abigail Marshall 

was not averse to meting out punishment herself. Two years earlier, she whipped a white servant 

girl who had stayed out all night, a moment of active violence that her husband called “a rarity.” 

Instead, Abigail knew she could count on Christopher to terrorize Dinah on her behalf.406 In 

1801, a young, term-enslaved woman named Chloe was hanged for drowning her enslavers’ 

children in a creek near the Susquehanna River, but not before testifying to the abuse that Mary 

Carothers inflicted upon her. In a published confession, which was taken and transcribed by a 

                                                
404 Jones-Rogers, They Were Her Property, xi, 27-8.  
405 In 1809, a Carlisle widow named Ann Culbertson offered five dollars for the return of a thirty-five-year-old 

Black woman named Lucy. Fifteen years later, a single woman in York named Mary Nace offered thirty dollars for 

the return of a twenty-two-year-old Black man named Aaron Mayers. In one unique case, a single woman was 

implicated in the fraudulent sale of a Black woman. In 1801, Thomas Parker of Lancaster County took to the local 

newspaper to announce that he would not honor any of the fifteen-pound notes he had issued to John McCay as 

payment for the unnamed woman, whom he purchased several years earlier. “I am determined not to pay any more 

of them,” said Parker, “as I think she was free by law” at the time of sale. He added in a nota bene that the “above 

notes are drawn payable to Elizabeth F. McCay, his daughter.” See, respectively, the CG, 20 Oct 1809, p. 2; LJ, 25 

Jun 1824, p. 3; and LJ, 4 Apr 1801, p. 1.  
406 Extracts from the Diary of Christopher Marshall, 208, 267. William Duane, in his editorial discretion, did not 

include the entry for October 11, 1780, on which day Marshall registered Dinah at the Lancaster County courthouse. 

Edward Turner appears to have consulted the original diary manuscript and discovered that Marshall wrote an entry 

about having “gott our negro recorded.” See Turner, The Negro in Pennsylvania, 78n41. 
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slaveholding reverend, Chloe explained that she did not kill the two girls out of spite or malice. 

“My motive,” according to the document, “was this: I knew that the Children were compelled by 

my Mistress, to give information respecting some parts of my conduct; for which I was severely 

corrected, far beyond the demerit of the fault.” The author of Chloe’s confession maintained that 

her primary motive for drowning the children was to stop the beatings; exacting revenge against 

Mary Carothers was a secondary concern. Setting aside the question of Chloe’s innocence or 

culpability, it is clear that a certain amount of cruelty pervaded the Carothers household.407 

While neither Abigail Marshall nor Mary Carothers appear in the county slave registries, both 

women were intimately involved in dictating the daily activities of Dinah and Chloe.408 

 White women could provide a steadying hand, mitigating some of slavery’s violence. 

One Sunday evening shortly after New Year in 1798, Dickinson College president, Charles 

Nisbet, overheard his neighbor “amusing himself … in the liberal Employment of whipping his 

black Boy.” Mrs. Anne Nisbet intervened, but could not compel their neighbor to stop. 

Thankfully a “young Lady of this Place” named Miss Douglass was more successful. She 

“disarmed the Tyrant, & carried off his torturing Whip, & obliged him to promise on his Honour, 

not to touch the Patient.” Miss Douglass’ actions granted the child, who was no older than 

thirteen, at least a moment of respite.409  

                                                
407 Loughridge, “Chloe’s Story”; CG, 10 Jun 1801, p. 3; CG, 24 Jun 1801, pp. 2-3; CG, 22 Jul 1801, p. 2. For 

Chloe’s registration, see William Kelso, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.065. I would like to thank a 

former student, Elfrieda Nwabunnia, for insisting that I take seriously the possibility of Chloe’s innocence. Between 

Mary Carothers’ testimony, Chloe’s confession, the trial objections, and the relationships between the parties, the 

event is shrouded in enough uncertainty that I have chosen to treat Chloe and her confession as separate subjects in 

the above paragraph. 
408 Dinah was registered by Christopher Marshall and Chloe by William Kelso. Chloe was sold to five other 

enslavers before ultimately ending up with the Carothers. By the time she turned fourteen, she had been owned by 

seven different people. See Christopher Marshall, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 21; William Kelso, 

Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.065; and Loughridge, “Chloe’s Story,” 33. 
409 Charles Nisbet to Alexander Addison, 17 Feb 1798, folder 72, Alexander Addison Papers, 1786-1803, 

DAR.1925.06, DCP. I would like to thank Craig Hammond for reminding me of the value of this collection. Nisbet 

identifies his neighbor as Mr. Watt. The only Mr. Watt living in Carlisle at the time was a lawyer named David 

Watts. The 1800 census identified one enslaved person and one “all other free person,” which included term slaves, 
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 White women were expected to perform gendered labor in public and private. As seen in 

the previous chapter, white women ran inns with the assistance of domestic servants they held in 

bondage. They also served as midwives on occasion, helping deliver the children of enslaved 

women owned by their husbands or neighbors. In the summer of 1793, an Allegheny County 

enslaver named Andrew McFarlane had his wife help deliver Bett’s son, Tom More. Mrs. 

McFarlane likely did the same a few years later when Bett gave birth to a daughter, Libby 

Wheelan.410 The following summer, Hugh Cunningham, who had recently arrived in Fayette 

County from near Lancaster, called on two of his neighbors to “pay attention to his negro winch 

named Phillis in her extrematy.”411 Depending on how recently Hugh had made the nearly two-

hundred-mile journey across the state, Phillis may well have had to cross the Allegheny 

Mountains while very pregnant.412 In any case, Margaret Caldwell and Catherine Swearingen, 

the latter an enslaver herself, helped deliver the child early in the morning on Monday, July 21, 

1794. The two women described the infant, whom Phillis named after herself, as “the fairest of 

Complaction of aney we ever New a right negro to have.” Hugh had Margaret and Catherine 

                                                
living in his household. He likely inherited these people from his father, Frederick Watts, who registered an 

enslaved woman and four term-enslaved boys before dying intestate in 1795. The “black Boy” of whom Nisbet 

spoke could have been four-year-old James, nine-year-old Cato, eleven-year-old Barny, thirteen-year-old Dick, or 

some other child. Frederick Watts, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.046, 1789.045, 1794.050; 

Frederick Watts, Cumberland County Term Slave Registry, image 107; 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, David Watts, p. 99 (hand drawn). 
410 Andrew McFarlane, Allegheny County Term Slave Registry, pp. 26, 31. Andrew only registered one person as a 

lifetime slave in Westmoreland County, a woman named Bett, so I have assumed that she was the mother of Tom 

More, and likely Libby Wheelan, too. See Andrew McFarlane, Westmoreland County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 

448. 
411 Hugh Cunningham was still living in Manor, Lancaster County, in the summer of 1793 when the state conducted 

its septennial census, suggesting that he had only recently arrived in Fayette County when he registered Phillis the 

following summer. See 1793 septennial census, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, Manor Township, Hugh 

Cunningham, image 32, digital image, ancestry.com; Hugh Cunningham, 1794, images 43-4, Fayette County Slave 

Registry; on race as a historical construct, see Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, prologue.  
412 Other Pennsylvania enslavers traveled with pregnant women. Just after New Year in 1791, U.S. Representative 

Daniel Hiester was traveling from his home in Reading to the state capital in Harrisburg. While away, a woman he 

enslaved named Grace gave birth to a son named Henry “at the house of John Maye.” Hiester registered the child in 

the spring. See Daniel Hiester, Dauphin County Term Slave Registry, p. 15; and Luther Reily Kelker, History of 

Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, vol. 1 (New York: The Lewis Publishing Company, 1907), 97. 
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swear to this fact in a deposition before he registered the child at the county courthouse that 

November. Perhaps Hugh Cunningham wanted to dispel any rumor that he had fathered Phillis’ 

child. No matter his motive, the prothonotary disregarded the testimony and registered young 

Phillis as a “mulatto,” a reminder that race has always been historically constructed and 

contested.  

 While single women could own enslaved people in their own right, those same people 

would become the property of her husband if she got married. Analyzing the 1777 will of a 

Cumberland County enslaver named William Maxwell alongside the 1780 county registry 

reveals how men took control of their wives’ property. Although William bequeathed enslaved 

women to his three daughters, neither Catherine, Mary, nor Ruth Maxwell registered them in 

1780. Instead, it was their husbands who filed the paperwork in Carlisle.413 When Ruth’s 

husband, William Reynolds, wrote his own last will and testament nearly four decades later, he 

returned his “mulatto woman Philly” to his wife to hold “during her natural life,” this despite the 

fact that Phillis had originally been Ruth’s property. In the event that Ruth passed away before 

Phillis, William offered the enslaved woman the choice of living with one of the Reynolds 

children or having her freedom—provided she could “find security” and not “become 

chargeable” to the family estate. By offering Phillis this choice, William bypassed Ruth, who 

may well have wanted to bequeath the aging woman to her own heirs.414 There were exceptions, 

of course. William and Grace Parr went to the Lancaster County courthouse together in 1780 to 

register ten people as their property. Among this group were two Black servants whom the 

                                                
413 Catherine Maxwell passed away the same year as her father, and so it makes sense that her husband, Nathan 

McDowell, registered Fanny. However, both Mary and Ruth’s husbands took it upon themselves to register their 

wife’s property under their own names. Mary’s husband, William McDowell, registered Dinah; Ruth’s husband, 

William Reynolds, registered Phillis. See William Maxwell, Cumberland County Will Book C, pp. 72-4; Nathan 

McDowell, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 48; William McDowell, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1780.227; William Rannells, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 59. 
414 William Reynolds, Franklin County Will Book C, pp. 422-3.  
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couple specified they owned as individuals: William had sent twelve-year-old Tom to apprentice 

with a weaver outside Philadelphia, whereas Grace had rented a fourteen-year-old named Fanny 

to a merchant living in the city. They registered the other eight people as lifetime slaves.415 

 Husbands often left their sons with custodial responsibilities over enslaved people who 

were the property of women in their family, further obscuring legal ownership.416 Although 

Mary Duncan received a woman named Tamar from her husband, it was her son David who was 

financially liable for maintaining “the Negro Wench and Creatures above mentioned in a suitable 

manner.”417 In 1822, John McLanahan bequeathed two young Black girls, Susan and Charlotte, 

to his daughter Sarah. However, it was up to his son William to “keep Support & clothe the said 

negro girls,” for which he was permitted to “have the servivces & controul over them when not 

wanted by his said sister.”418 In at least one case, an enslaver expressed reluctance about giving 

his sons control over any part of his estate, which included a woman named Phillias. Although 

John McCune left Phillias to his wife, Bathsheba, in 1832, he stipulated that his three sons were 

to inherit the enslaved woman should their mother pass away. However, John had so little faith 

in their ability to manage this responsibility that he included a failsafe: “It is also my will in case 

any of my sons named should by sloth, drink or otherwise [be] likely to destroy their property,” 

John wrote, “then their property shall be invested in the hands of trustees appointed by the Court 

                                                
415 William and Grace Parr, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 43. 
416 And then there were men who simply appear to have asserted a kind of customary control over the property of 

women relatives. As the executor of his brother-in-law’s estate, David Davis registered enslaved people that 

belonged to his sister and niece. Although Mary Poe inherited Nan and Peter from her husband in 1770, it was her 

son James who registered the pair in 1780. Similarly, William Rippey registered the child of an enslaved woman 

whom his father had bequeathed to his mother, Rachel. It is difficult to say whether or not Mary Poe and Rachel 

Rippey asked their sons to do this labor on their behalf or if the men simply took it upon themselves. See David 

Davis, Cumberland County Will Book A, pp. 142-3; David Davis Senr, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave 

Registry, image 61; Thomas Poe, Cumberland County Will Book B, pp. 63-5; James Poe, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1780.008; Samuel Rippey, Franklin County Will Book A, pp. 222-4; William Rippey, Cumberland 

County Slave Registrations, 1791.013. 
417 William Duncan, Cumberland County Will Book E, pp. 323-5. 
418 James McLanahan, Franklin County Will Book C, pp. 637-41. 
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of Cumberland for the use of their wives & children.” It is unclear who would make this 

determination, however, since John named two of his sons as his executors. What is clear is that 

John McCune put his own family ahead of Phillias’ safety.419 

 Married women occasionally registered the people their husbands claimed as property, 

blurring the line between de facto and de jure ownership. Some married women took up the 

responsibility of filing returns when their husbands were too ill to travel to the courthouse. In 

1780, Bucks County resident Elizabeth Praul, whose husband had been “struck with the Palsy,” 

made the twenty-five-mile round trip between Southampton and Doylestown to register a 

teenager named Margaret as a lifetime slave.420 In 1802, Eleanor Corry traveled twice as far in 

Chester County to register an infant named Phillis as a term slave because her husband was “in a 

poor state of health.”421 Other times traveling was the problem. Margaret Carson registered a boy 

named Sam as a term slave in Dauphin County in 1789, explaining in her return that her husband 

“had entered the same Negro before me in Philada.” The Carsons, it seems, wanted to make sure 

that Sam was registered in the correct county so that he could not claim his freedom due to an 

improper registration.422 Twenty years later in Fayette County, Sarah Blakely took it upon 

herself to make sure she registered a boy named Washington as a term slave before he turned six 

months old since her merchant husband “for several months has been absent from home.” 

Thomas Blakely must have traveled quite a bit, because Sarah also registered a boy named Joe 

two years later.423 On at least one occasion a husband simply grew frustrated with the whole 

                                                
419 John McCune, Cumberland County Will Book K, pp. 306-8. 
420 Elizabeth Praul, image 20, Bucks County Slave Registry. 
421 Robert Corry, Chester County Term Slave Registry, p. 51 
422 Margaret Carson, Dauphin County Term Slave Registry, p. 12 
423 Thomas Blakely, Fayette County Term Slave Registry, 1809, images 2-3; Thomas Bleakly, Fayette County Term 

Slave Registry, 1811, images 8-9. At least two other women in Fayette County registered enslaved people for their 

husbands. In November 1792, Rachel Hammond registered a pair of twins named George and Jane whose mother, 

Nancy, had belonged to George Washington before James Hammond purchased her in 1786. Three weeks later, 

Rebeckah Tobin registered a child named Isaac as the property of her husband, George. See James Hammond, 
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process and sent his wife in his place. After traveling to Pittsburgh several times just after new 

year in 1794 and never finding the Allegheny County clerk in his office, Alexander McFarlane 

sent his wife to give it her best shot before the couple ran out of time to register Tom More as 

their term slave.424 Enslaved people were expected to obey many masters. Legal ownership 

mattered less in the day-to-day than it did on the death bed.  

 A close reading of slaveholding husbands’ last wills and testaments offers a glimpse into 

the relationships formed between wives, daughters, and enslaved people. In the summer of 1776, 

Matthew Patton bequeathed a woman named Sally to his wife, Elizabeth, with the explicit 

instructions that Sally was “to wait on her.” If Sally was to “appear stubborn” and “not duly 

please her mistress,” however, Matthew gave Elizabeth permission to hire her out and use the 

proceeds to employ a younger servant who was a better fit. This arrangement suggests that a 

certain amount of friction existed between Sally and Elizabeth, or at least a sufficient possibility 

of friction that Matthew thought it wise to design a contingency plan.425 This was a common 

enough arrangement. Thomas Barr instructed that “Old Negro Dinah” was to remain with his 

wife only “if they can agree.” If not, then Dinah was to live with any daughter who wanted her. 

If no daughter wanted her, then Dinah was to be sold and the profits split among the Barr 

children.426 David Sterrett left his wife Rachel three enslaved people, Bristo, Sall, and London, 

allowing that if London did not “serve agreeable to his Mistress Desire she may dispose of him 

                                                
Fayette County Term Slave Registry, 1792, images 10-1; George Tobin, Fayette County Term Slave Registry, 1792, 

images 14-5,; Thomas Freeman to George Washington, December 18, 1786, Founders Online, National Archives, 

accessed May 9, 2021, https://founders.archives.gov/documents/Washington/04-04-02-0397. 
424 Andrew McFarlane had no trouble tracking down the prothonotary two years later when he returned to Pittsburgh 

to register Libby Wheelan. See Andrew McFarlane, Allegheny County Term Slave Registry, pp. 26, 31. 
425 Matthew Patton, Cumberland County Will Book C, pp. 69-70. Elizabeth Patton registered Sally as a lifetime 

slave in 1780 when she was thirty. Since this was Elizabeth’s responsibility as Sally’s legal owner, it is not evidence 

one way or another for whether she decided to hire the her out or keep her in her personal employ. See Elizabeth 

Patton, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 71. 
426 Thomas Barr, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 85-85½.  
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to Whom she pleases.” David did not include this caveat for either Bristo or Sall, suggesting that 

Rachel got along better with the two of them.427 Other wills describe something like fondness. A 

wealthy York County ferry operator named Michael Simpson agreed in 1812 to manumit and 

remunerate an enslaved woman named Lucy “in compensation for her faithful service and 

unusual affection to her former mistress.” Despite Lucy’s closeness with the late Elizabeth 

Simpson, Michael refused to grant either her freedom or the two-hundred dollars he promised 

unless she “discontinues and refuses all further Connection with my negro man Peter.” Lucy’s 

independence was conditional upon her pursuing only the kinds of relationships that Michael 

Simpson thought proper. Occasionally warm, often tense, white women cultivated intimate 

relationships with the enslaved people whose labor transformed houses into homes.428  

 Many white women were permitted to choose between different enslaved people, 

transforming the death of their husband or father into an invitation to contemplate their 

relationship with slavery and to imagine its future.429 Some white women clearly depended on 

the labor of a particular enslaved person. James Andrew bequeathed a bedroom off of the kitchen 

with its own fire place to his wife Jean, instructing his heirs to make sure that she had firewood 

“carry’d into her room.” Jean was also to receive “the black Slave Prigg to wait upon her and be 

at her Command,” thereby ensuring she would always have someone to do the carrying.430 If 

Jean Andrew was dependent on the largesse of her husband and the labor of Prigg, other women 

had choices to make. In 1788, Lebanon County ironmaster Curtis Grubb offered his wife “one of 

my Negro wenches of which my said Wife may take her choices.” Since Curtis registered 

                                                
427 David Sterrett, Cumberland County Will Book E, pp. 216-20. 
428 Michael Simpson, 1813, Estate Files, 1749-1899, YCA. 
429 This continued to be common practice throughout the antebellum period. See Jones-Rogers, They Were Her 

Property, 18.  
430 James Andrew, Dauphin County Will Book 1a, pp. 36-8. 
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twenty-five people as his property in 1780, including seven women, Ann Grubb was going to 

have to make a calculation about her interests. Ann’s neighbor, Hannah Bailey, found herself in a 

similar situation when her husband died. His will stipulated that she could have “her choice of 

one” of the six women he had registered as his property, including a woman named Phillis who 

had survived the Middle Passage.431  

 The death of an enslaver was fraught with uncertainty for the men and women they held 

in bondage. Neither Curtis Grubb nor John Bailey, for example, specified what would happen to 

the women their wives did not choose. Across the Alleghenies in what is now Blair County, 

Adam Holliday bequeathed to his daughter Jane “her choise of the two youngest negros Paris 

and Cato” in early January 1799.432 One week later in Franklin County, Archibald Irwin died 

having left his wife Jane “one Negro Wench, as she may chuse.” Jane chose a woman named 

Hannah, but quickly decided that she did want her. The two women struck a deal, with Hannah 

agreeing to serve Jane’s daughter Nancy for eight years in exchange for her freedom.433 Other 

women were more comfortable being enslavers. When Elias Davidson drew up his will in 1804, 

he bequeathed his two sons a pair of “old Negroes” apiece, clarifying that “each man and his 

wife” were to decide together which “two they would prefer living with.” Davidson must have 

recognized that his daughters-in-law, both of whom came from well-to-do Franklin County 

                                                
431 Phillis is the only person I have found in the Pennsylvania county slave registries who is explicitly identified as 

“Ginny born.” It is unlikely, however, that she was the only one. A man named “Africa” was also registered as a 

slave in Lancaster County. In the case of the Baileys, the slave registry reveals that Hannah chose a woman named 

Sarah. John’s daughter Margaret managed to purchase one of the other enslaved woman, Esther. See Curtis Grubb, 

Dauphin County Will Book 1a pp. 156-7; Curtis Grubb, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 15-6; John 

Bailey, Lancaster County Will Book F, pp. 546-8; John Bailey, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 25-6; 

James Patton, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 12-3; Hannah and Margaret Bailey, Lancaster County 

Term Slave Registry, pp. 17, 20-1. 
432 Adam Holliday, Huntingdon County Will Book 1, pp. 151-2.  
433 Archibald Irwin, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 70-1; GC, 20 Sep 1820, p. 1.  
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slaveholding families, had formed relationships with Jim, Aleck, Rodda, and Jude that were sure 

to impact their decisions.434   

 Widows reverted to legal personhood when their husbands died, once again becoming 

capable of owning and transacting property. Some husbands’ wills made clear the power that 

widows had over those they enslaved. When he drew up his last will and testament in 1802, a 

Lancaster County farmer left his wife, Mary McAntier, “ony of my Negroas to Wait on hir that 

She pleas to chuse.” Mary had developed preferences among the various enslaved servants who 

kept her home clean and warm. She had also developed a sense of mastery. Her late husband’s 

will stipulated that Toney, Pompey, and Rachel—all of whom were in their twenties and thirties 

at the time—serve Mary for roughly another decade unless they “behave well to their Mistress,” 

in which case she had the discretion to manumit them three years earlier. For the unfree trio, the 

McAntier home was effectively a prison, the widow their warden.435 John Williams, who 

registered Aleck, Sarah, and Nance as lifetime slaves in 1780, stipulated that all three were to 

have their freedom five years after his death. While John placed no conditions on the freedom of 

either Aleck or Sarah, he declared that Nance’s fate was in the hands of his wife, Mary—that if 

“said Nance is not a good Girl at that time [she] shall serve two years longer.”436 In 1811, James 

Campbell hoped to leave an elderly woman named Molly to his wife and son, but understood 

that she might become “uneasy about freedom.” If this happened, James allowed her to have her 

                                                
434 Elias Davison, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 288-9. His son Elias was married to Nancy Allison, daughter of 

John Allison, while his son John McDowell was married to Rachel Maxwell, daughter of Patrick Maxwell.  
435 William McIntire, Lancaster County Will Book H, pp. 326-32; William McAntire, Lancaster County Lifetime 

Slave Registry, p. 17. 
436 Why Mary was asked to police Nance is unclear, especially when one considers that Aleck, who was by all 

accounts a remarkably intelligent man, had previously absconded from the Williams family and would do so again 

just four months after John drafted his last will. Aleck was literate, fluent in English and German, and a talented 

arithmetician, musician, and distiller. He sought refuge from the Williams family at least twice, once in 1793 and 

again in 1801. See John Williams, Cumberland County Will Book F, pp. 282-6; CG, 28 Aug 1793, p. 1; CG, 24 Jun 

1801, p. 3.  
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liberty so long as she could provide security to his heirs that she would not become a liability. A 

younger man named Sam, however, could only go free if he “behaves himself well & obedient, 

to my son James and his old Mistress.” Clearly, it was not just Molly who was “uneasy about 

freedom.”437  

 Enslavers made these kinds of deals well into the nineteenth century. When Reverend 

John Linn died in 1820, he bequeathed to his wife Mary his “mulatto girl Emy during the term of 

her servitude either to keep her or dispose of her as she may chuse.” John had registered Emy as 

a term slave in 1796, meaning she only had four more years to serve. Where and how Emy 

would serve, however, was Mary’s decision. Still, Emy’s future was at least more certain than 

that of James Diven. John had registered James as a term slave in 1805, meaning he was not due 

to have his liberty until 1833. Unlike Emy, John made no stipulation for James in his will, and so 

the teenager was appraised with the rest of John’s personal estate. Although James had been 

valued at fifty dollars, the Linn family still had not managed to sell him by the time Mary passed 

away in 1823. Three years later, James Diven, now twenty-one-years old and tired of waiting 

around to discover his fate, took his future into his own hands. John and Mary’s son offered only 

six cents for his return.438 

 Since widows recovered the legal ability to operate as independent economic actors, they 

are much more visible in the archive. They appear by name in the county slave registries and 

claimed more people as their property over time. This was especially true in Cumberland, 

                                                
437 James Campbell, Franklin County Will Book C, pp. 155-8. Sam did not obtain his freedom after the death of 

James Campbell, Sr. in 1813. The 1850 U.S. census identifies Samuel and Agnes, who Campbell Sr. had also 

registered as a lifetime slave, living with his son, James Campbell, Jr. Samuel and Agnes had chosen the surname 

McEllish. The federal marshal listed both of their occupations as “SLAVE.” For more, see the epilogue.  
438 John Linn, Cumberland County Will Book I, pp. 175-7; John Linn, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 

1796.000, 1805.182; H. H. Hain, History of Perry County, Pennsylvania Including Descriptions of Indian and 

Pioneer Life from the Time of Earliest Settlement; Sketches of Its Noted Men and Women and Many Professional 

Men (Harrisburg, PA: Hain-Moore Company, 1922), 535-6.  
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Dauphin, Washington, and Allegheny counties, but was most pronounced around in Cumberland, 

where women registered term slaves at twice the rate they had registered lifetime slaves. One 

possible explanation for this fact is that term slavery was more of a domestic institution than 

slavery for life, increasingly situated in the household rather than in the wheat fields and iron 

mines. Term-enslaved Black servants remained a marker of gentility in a society that was 

reorienting itself around wage labor.439 

 In addition to their role as enslavers, widows were more visibly involved in the quotidian 

business of slavery than married women. They appear throughout Pennsylvania newspapers as 

the executors of their husbands’ estates, responsible for financial decisions that impacted their 

own families as well as those of the families they held in bondage. Agnes Stewart and her son 

advertised the sale of her late husband’s personal property, which included three “legally 

registered” enslaved people alongside a variety of livestock and farming equipment. The 

Stewarts seem to have had no problem finding a buyer in Dauphin County willing to purchase 

Pompey, Peggy, and a term-enslaved boy named Frederick on “good credit.” A year after placing 

the original advertisement, they called on their debtors to settle their accounts.440 Ann Duncan 

offered nearly identical terms across the Susquehanna River. Anyone interested in purchasing 

Frank, Phoebe, or her term-enslaved daughter, Phina, at a public auction in Carlisle in 1794, all 

of whom were “duly registered,” were invited to take advantage of “one years credit without 

interest on good security.” However, Ann and her sons were also willing to negotiate a private 

                                                
439 Alan Tully has argued that owning enslaved people was a key way eastern Pennsylvanians demonstrated gentility 

during the colonial period. Christopher Osborne has dismissed “prestige” as an explanation for why slavery endured 

into the nineteenth century in western Pennsylvania. I see more of Tully’s thesis in the age of gradual abolition than 

Osborne admits. The forty enslavers who registered children in Cumberland County after 1810 (and who specified 

their occupation) included an associate judge, three doctors, a gentleman and a gentlewoman, six innkeepers, an iron 

master, a Dickinson college professor, and a Presbyterian minister. See Tully, “Patterns of Slaveholding in Colonial 

Pennsylvania”; and Osborne, “Invisible Hands.” 
440 OD, 10 Oct 1803, p. 2; OD, 17 Nov 1804, p. 2; Samuel Stewart, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 

48; Samuel Stewart, Dauphin County Term Slave Registry, p. 26.  
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Table 2. Women Enslavers over Time in Eastern Counties 
 

 Chester Lancaster Dauphin Cumberland 

 

Women 
in 1780 

 

9.2% 
(13/142)* 

7.2% 
(18/251) 

5.9% 
(4/68) 

4.3% 
(6/139) 

 

Women 
after 1788 

 

8.7% 
(9/104) 

8.6% 
(33/384) 

8.6% 
(14/160) 

9.4% 
(32/342) 

 

Women 
after 1800 

 

6.7% 
(3/45) 

9.1% 
(16/74) 

12.3% 
(9/73) 

12.7% 
(22/173) 

 

Women 
after 1810 

 

0.0% 
(0/12) 

10.5% 
(10/95) 

10.0% 
(2/20) 

14.9% 
(10/67) 

 

County 

Registry Totals 

 

8.9% 
(22/246) 

8.0% 
(51/635) 

7.9% 
(18/228) 

7.9% 
(38/481) 

 

*All numbers correspond to contemporary county borders 

 

 

sale. Whatever generated income.441 Some women bypassed the public vendue altogether. After 

her husband passed, Hannah Briggs decided to sell a “mulatto” woman who was a “Good cook 

and excellent house maid.” Like most enslavers, Hannah understood that her insisting on a 

private negotiation might raise concerns. As Steven Deyle has shown, public and court-mediated 

auctions, whether probate cases or sheriff’s sales, tended to draw large crowds because 

prospective enslavers had greater confidence that people “were being sold for no fault and could 

be purchased with minimal concern about their character.”442 To mollify any potential worry, 

                                                
441 CG, 6 Aug 1794, p. 3; Stephen Duncan, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.027, 1790.003. The same 

pattern continued well into the nineteenth century. In 1816, a young widow named Elizabeth Geese was prepared to 

grant “liberal credit” to those who attended the public auction of her late-husband’s estate. The executrix was 

disposing of bushels of flax seed and dry goods, iron castings and other hardware, and “a Negro Girl, well calculated 

for housework—has about eight years to serve.” See the CWH, 28 Mar 1816, p. 2. 
442 Steven Deyle, Carry Me Back: The Domestic Slave Trade in American Life (New York: Oxford University Press, 

2005), 168-9.  
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Table 3. Women Enslavers over Time in Western Counties 
 

 Westmoreland Fayette Allegheny Washington 

 

Women 
in 1782 

 

6.5% 
(13/199)* 

-- -- -- 

 

Women 
after 1788 

 

-- 
10.7% 
(32/298) 

10.8% 
(13/120) 

10.7% 
(19/178) 

 

Women 
after 1800 

 

-- 
6.0% 

(11/183) 

15.5% 
(13/84) 

15.1% 
(11/73) 

 

Women 
after 1810 

 

-- 
6.5% 
(7/107) 

16.0% 
(4/25) 

15.4% 
(4/26) 

 

County 

Registry Totals 

 

-- -- -- -- 

 

*With the exception of Westmoreland, for which the data is imprecise and thus intended to provide a regional 

baseline, all numbers correspond to contemporary county borders 
 

 

Hannah explained in her advertisement that the woman was being sold “for no other fault, but 

the want of a master.” Without knowing how she behaved while married, it seems that Hannah 

Briggs had little appetite for enslaving as a feme sole.443  

  Slaveholding widows in the Pennsylvania interior provided for other women in their 

families and in their communities. They exchanged bound servants with one another. When 

Mary Whitehill registered Susanna as a hereditary term slave in Lancaster County in 1811, she 

explained that the girl’s mother, Barbara, was a “female negro servant, for the term of 28 years, 

(to Ann Middleton, but now in the service of the said Mary Whitehill).”444 They bequeathed 

                                                
443 CG, 3 Aug 1804, p. 5.  
444 Barbara was twenty-seven-years-old when she gave birth to Susanna. See Mary Whitehill, Lancaster County 

Term Slave Registry, p. 37. 
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enslaved people to their daughters, granddaughters, and nieces.445 In Franklin County in 1808, 

Elizabeth Allison bequeathed her “Negro Girl Harriet” to her daughter Rebecca.446 On 

Independence Day in 1783, a Harrisburg widow named Mary Reed bequeathed a woman named 

Dinah, as well as Dinah’s children, to her daughter, or if her daughter died died, her 

granddaughter.447 Catharine Davis was similarly motivated. While her late husband had 

stipulated in his will that she was to leave Hannah to their daughter, Catherine added in her own 

will that their granddaughter was to receive a woman named Nann.448 Ann Pollock, who only 

had sons, divided all of her possessions evenly among her sister and niece two years after federal 

census takers identified a pair of enslaved people living in her Carlisle home.449 As late as 1823, 

a Cumberland County widow named Ann Loudon ordered that Tyre, a woman she had held in 

term slavery, was to go free after her death. However, Ann also bequeathed the remaining time 

of Tyre’s daughter, a hereditary term slave named Sally Davidson, to her granddaughter, writing 

that Sally was to perform “what is requisite for such Servants.”450 Four years later, Ann 

Culbertson stipulated in a nota bene to her Franklin County will that her daughters had until their 

twenty-fifth birthdays to emancipate the two Black girls she had already sent to serve them. 

“[B]ut in case that either of my Daughters be cawld of by death before the [sic] come to that 

age,” Ann clarified, “the one then with them is free at that time.” One wonders if the unnamed 

                                                
445 This dissertation agrees with scholars who have found that women exercised a slight preference for women heirs 

when bequeathing their property. See Wood, Masterful Women, 133-6; Vivian Bruce Conger, The Widow’s Might: 

Widowhood and Gender in Early British America (New York: New York University Press, 2009), 92.  
446 Elizabeth Allison, Franklin County Will Book C, pp. 254-5.  
447 Mary Reed, Dauphin County Will Book 1a, p. 62. 
448 David Davis, Cumberland County Will Book A, pp. 142-3; David Davis Senr, Cumberland County Lifetime 

Slave Registry, image 61. 
449 1810 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Ann Pollock, p. 12 (hand 

written); Ann Pollock, Cumberland County Will Book H, pp. 128-9.  
450 Loudon did not die until 1829, and so it seems unlikely that Sally Davidson ever had to serve Nancy Carothers. 

See Ann Loudon, Cumberland County Will Book K, pp. 154-5. 
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Black girls knew they would have their freedom should Ann Culbertson’s daughters die 

young.451  

 Pennsylvania widows also manumitted and provided for unfree women who they felt had 

served them well. The very first item in Dorothea McKenzie’s 1805 will was that thirty-seven-

year-old Silvey was to have her freedom “immediately after my decease.” McKenzie left Silvey 

a bed, bedding, and several kitchen implements.452 In 1827, Sarah Strickler promised to 

emancipate a term-enslaved girl named Clary two years earlier than the law required. In the 

intervening six years, Sarah allowed her a bed, bedding, clothing, a spinning wheel, and the 

option to “serve her time out with which of my children she may choose.” When her time was 

up, Sarah’s heirs had to provide Clary with a new suit of clothes.453 Sometimes widows had little 

choice in the matter. In her 1794 will, Mary Evans manumitted an “old negro woman named 

Abbey,” leaving her a substantial amount of property for an enslaved person. Abbey was to have 

her clothing, bed, bedding, three pounds sterling, and “all the things she now claims.” Mary then 

manumitted her “mulatto girl daughter,” also named Abbey, and ordered that she pay her mother 

an annual pension of forty shillings as the cost of her freedom. Mary explained in her will that 

these terms were “agreeable to the verbil will of my late husband, that he allowed they should be 

free after my decease.” Given the details of this comfortable arrangement, it seems entirely 

                                                
451 Ann Culbertson, Franklin County Will Book D, pp. 83-4. One of the girls was likely fifteen-year-old Polly, 

whom Culbertson registered as her property in 1815. See Ann Culbertson, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 

1812.253. Culbertson was not the only person to use her will to formalize a transfer of enslaved people that had 

already occurred. In his 1803 will, Jonathan Holmes left an enslaved girl to his daughter that she had “already 

received.” See Jonathan Holmes, Cumberland County Will Book G, p. 1.  
452 Dorothea McKenzie, Cumberland County Will Book G, p. 125; Mrs. Dorothy McKinzie, Cumberland County 

Lifetime Slave Registry, image 55.  
453 Sarah Strickler, Lancaster County Will Book P, pp. 192-3; Jacob Strickler, Lancaster County Term Slave 

Registry, p. 32.  
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possible Nathan Evans had fathered a child with Abbey and that he asked his wife to manumit 

the pair once she no longer had any need of them.454 

 As with Mary Evans, not all women who manumitted people were especially committed 

to antislavery principles. As Christopher Leslie Brown has shown, even those who claimed these 

commitments often had ulterior motives.455 In 1785, Benjamin Chambers, who had founded 

Chambersburg, gifted a young “mulatto” girl named Phebe to his daughter, Ruhamah Colhoun. 

A few months after Phebe turned eighteen in November 1793, Ruhamah executed a deed 

promising to manumit her “Mulato Girl Phebe, Child of Negro Dina” in ten years’ time. 

Ruhamah gave several reasons why she had decided to pursue this course of action, including 

Phebe’s “good heaviour and fidility,” to “encourage her to do well in [the] future,” and lastly 

“because I abhor slavery.”456 It was for these reasons that, even though Phebe was born before 

the act for the gradual abolition of slavery, Ruhamah elected to give her freedom at the age of 

twenty-eight.457 

 If Ruhamah Colhoun abhorred slavery, she was perfectly comfortable with term slavery. 

In December 1792, she registered a “mustee or mulatto” infant named James Scoals as her 

property with the Franklin County clerk. While Ruhamah did not identify the child’s mother, it 

                                                
454 Mary Evans, Lancaster County Will Book I, pp. 117-8; Mary Evans, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, 

p. 30. Nathan Evans was not the only man who ordered that a “mulatto” daughter support her Black mother as a 

condition of her freedom. Joseph Cook did the same thing in 1802, writing: “I set my negro Wench Dine free one 

year after my decease, giving her a bed and a suit of new Cloathe and ten pounds in cash, and she is to take care of 

her mother for her good behaviour.” Although Cook does not specify the name of Dine’s mother, he only registered 

one other woman as a lifetime slave in 1780, Nan, who was some forty years older than Dine. See Joseph Cook, 

Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 194-5; Joseph Cook, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 54.  
455 See Brown, Moral Capital. 
456 When Benjamin Chambers registered Phebe as a lifetime slave in 1780, he gave her birthday as 1776. In his 1785 

deed of transfer, however, he claimed the she was born around 1772. Ruhamah Colhoun believed Phebe was born in 

November 1775 which, although closer to her first known age, also meant that Phebe would have to serve her three 

years longer than if Ruhamah had accepted the age her father supplied in the deed of transfer. See Benjamin 

Chambers, Deed of Transfer, August 1, 1785, WUP; Ruhamah Colhoun Deed of Manumission, April 33, 1794, 

WUP. 
457 For more negotiations like this, see Chapter Five.  
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was either Phebe or the other enslaved person who appeared in her household in 1790. When 

James was nine years old, no longer protected by Pennsylvania’s proscription on separating 

term-enslaved children from their parents, Ruhamah completed the paperwork required to take 

the young boy to Maryland. “I mean to keep [James] for my own use,” she wrote in an 1801 

declaration before the Baltimore County clerk, “and not for sale agreeable to the directions of the 

said act of assembly.” While Ruhamah Colhoun was legally obligated to obtain the permission 

James Scoals’ parents before removing him from the state, the surviving documents do not 

indicate whether she took this step. Her abhorrence of slavery, then, did not prevent her from 

taking advantage of every privilege afforded her by Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition laws.458  

 Other women ignored the laws entirely. Leah Lightner began registering Anna Summers’ 

children as hereditary term slaves in 1808 when Summers was twenty-years old. Over the next 

seven years, the Lancaster County widow claimed Miran, Peter, and Ellen as her property, 

identifying Summers as their mother in every registration document. When Summers turned 

twenty-eight years old in July 1816, she became a free woman under Pennsylvania law. Within a 

few weeks of her birthday, however, she became pregnant again, at which point Lightner decided 

that her own prerogatives took priority over Summers’ rights. On April 13, 1817, Summers gave 

birth to a daughter she named Rose. That October, when Summers was twenty-nine, Lighter 

registered Rose as her property. In the registration document, Lightner explained that Rose was 

the “daughter of negress woman Anna who was liable to serve till she arrive at the age of 28 

years which age she has attained or will soon attain.” This was illegal even in a society that 

tolerated hereditary term slavery. Lightner was not done, however. Two years later, she 

registered a child named Ruth with the Lancaster County prothonotary. In the registration 

                                                
458 Ruhamah Colhoun Removal Papers, Box 11A-B, Folder 2A: “Negroes - Indentures & Manumissions, 1792-

1854,” HSP miscellaneous collection (Collection 425), HSP. 
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document, she wrote that “the mother of the said child is the servant of the said Leah Lighter.” 

This was the only time in eleven years that Leah Lighter did not specify the mother of the child 

she was claiming as her property. She had already stolen Rose from Anna Summers. It seems 

likely that she stole Ruth, too.459  

 

BLACK WOMEN, BONDAGE, AND THE BLACK FAMILY 

 In late 1816, a Black woman living in Fayette County gave birth to a daughter she named 

Luisa. Yet her enslaver, Nathaniel Breading, who was the president judge of the court of 

common pleas (a position akin to chief justice) registered the child under a different name. When 

Luisa’s mother refused to capitulate to his mistake, Nathaniel wrote to the county clerk in an 

attempt to correct the record:  

When I had the mulatto child recorded I mistook the name[. H]er mother calls her Luisa 

& is so pleased with the name that she will not alter it – If there should be no impropriety 

in it I will thank you to change Lucy the name I gave her to Luisa[,] as a varience [sic] 

between the record & the name by which the person was known has been made a cause 

of setting them free.460 

 

Naming was a contest over power in Atlantic slave societies.461 For every woman like Luisa’s 

mother, who only succeeded in asserting her preference because she was able to use the law of 

gradual abolition to threaten her enslaver’s mastery, there were hundreds who lacked the power 

                                                
459 Adam Lightner, Lancaster County Term Slave Registry, p. 7; Leah Lightner, Lancaster County Term Slave 

Registry, pp. 32, 36, 40, 43, 46.  
460 Nathaniel Breading, Fayette County Term Slave Registry, 1817, images 2-3; Nathaniel Breading, Fayette County 

Term Slave Registry, Miscellaneous, image 10. Nathaniel was not the first enslaver to hedge their bets. John 

Whitehill of Lancaster County noted in a 1797 registration that Hannah had given birth to a daughter “which seems 

to be called Susanna or Sooky by her and by the family in general.” See Nagle, The Year of Jubilee, 1:147. 
461 For a discussion of slave-naming practices, including the role that enslavers played, see Eugene D. Genovese, 

Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made (New York: Pantheon Books, 1974), 443-50; Herbert G. Gutman, 

The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925 (New York: Random House, 1976), 180-2, 185-201; Cheryll 

Ann Cody, “There Was No ‘Absalom’ On the Ball Plantations: Slave-Naming Practices in the South Carolina Low 

Country, 1720-1865,” AHR 92, no. 3 (June 1987): 563-96; Wilma King, Stolen Childhood: Slave Youth in 

Nineteenth Century America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), 46-51; and Nagle, The Year of Jubilee, 

1:145-54. 
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to name their children. The Pennsylvania county slave registries are filled with names that 

suggest the domineering hand of an enslaver. There are classical and mythical figures, like 

Hercules, Venus, and Caesar. There are also more contemporary figures, including Voltaire and 

Napoleon Bonaparte. Some Pennsylvanians named the people they enslaved after their own 

ancestral homelands, from Dublin and Ireland to Glasgow and Scotland. The overwhelming 

majority of men and women with these kinds of names were born in the colonial period and 

registered as lifetime slaves.462 On the other hand, there are names in the county slave registries 

that suggest Black familial autonomy. It seems highly unlikely, for instance, that the Fayette 

County merchant who registered a young Black boy as his term slave in January 1813 would 

have elected to name him “Toussaint.”463 Reflecting on the choices of women like Luisa’s and 

Toussaint’s mothers—women whose own names we do not know—allows us to begin thinking 

about the county slave registries as an archive of Black women’s politics.464  

 Pennsylvania’s county term slave registries are fundamentally records of Black 

motherhood. This is not true of the lifetime slave registries, which declared that no person, male 

or female, could be held in lifelong bondage in Pennsylvania “unless his or her name shall be 

entered as aforesaid on such record.” By contrast, the term slave registries are essentially 

                                                
462 The names are taken from the Cumberland, Lancaster, Chester, Bucks, and Westmoreland county slave registries. 

When examined together, clear patterns begin to emerge. For example, 87.5% (49/56) of all of the men called 

Caesar (variously spelled Caesar, Ceaser, Cesar, and Cezar) were registered in 1780 as lifetime slaves.  
463 Daniel Rogers, Fayette County Term Slave Registry, 1811, images 32-3. 
464 Reading the Pennsylvania county slave registries for Black agency is a useful exercise for two reasons. First, they 

are woefully understudied and are therefore worth reading from an abundance of methodological perspectives, 

including agency. What did it mean to exercise one’s agency in the production of a document that existed to certify 

one’s unfreedom? Second, the aim of this analysis is not to “restore agency,” but to read possibility back into the 

archive. I am sensitive to the critiques leveled by Walter Johnson. This is not about asserting humanity or 

uncovering resistance. It is instead, following the lead of Saidiya Hartman, Brian Connolly, and Marisa Fuentes, 

about reading and writing in a way that does not blindly reproduce archival silences. See Johnson, “On Agency,” 

JSoH 37, no. 1 (Autumn 2003): 113-24; Hartman, “Venus in Two Acts,” sa 12, no. 2 [26] (June 2008): 1-14; and 

Connolly and Fuentes, “Introduction: From Archives of Slavery to Liberated Futures,” History of the Present 6, no. 

2 (Fall 2016): 105-116. It also takes seriously Tara Bynum’s call to study lists—to “engage with such mundanity”—

as a site of Black production. See “Cesar Lyndon’s Lists, Letters, and a Pig Roast: A Sundry Account Book,” Early 

American Literature 53, no. 3 (2018): 839-49 (quotation on p. 841).   
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concerned with documenting the mother-child relationship. Every registration of a term enslaved 

child is evidence of the existence of an unfree mother, whether or not the enslaver specified her 

name. While there was nothing in the 1788 law requiring enslavers to include the name of the 

mother, it became standard practice in several counties.465 In total, just under one-third of the 

roughly 2250 surviving term slave registries specify a mother. In each of these documents, 

enslavers recognized Black matriarchal kinship while simultaneously asserting their right to 

register a child through their ownership of their mother. While the 1780 gradual abolition act 

may have “utterly taken away, extinguished and for ever abolished” the “slavery of children, in 

consequence of the slavery of their mothers,” it did not prevent enslavers from registering Black 

women’s children as their property. Through the institutions of statutory and hereditary term 

slavery, white Pennsylvanians practiced exactly what their gradual abolition program claimed to 

have eliminated well into the nineteenth century.466 

 Through their documentation of the mother-child relationship, Pennsylvania’s county 

term slave registries constitute a limited archive of the Black family, revealing both their tenacity 

and their fragility. Legal protections were modest. The 1788 supplemental gradual abolition act 

imposed a fine of fifty pounds sterling on any enslaver who, through sale, rental, or relocation, 

permanently separated “a husband from his wife, a wife from her husband, a child from his or 

her parent, or a parent from a child” by a distance of more than ten miles. However, this 

protection did not apply to children who were “above the age of four years,” meaning that it 

remained legal for a Philadelphian to sell a five-year-old child to Pittsburgh some three-hundred 

                                                
465 Ranked by how common of a practice this was, the counties include Lancaster, Washington, Allegheny, 

Cumberland, and Fayette. 
466 “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at Large, 10:68.  
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miles away.467 Although it was common enough for enslavers to identify the mothers of the 

children they registered as term slaves, it was not equally common in all places. In Dauphin 

County, for example, only one of their 362 term slave registries mentions a mother by name.468 

This means that it is substantially more difficult for historians to identify Black families in 

Harrisburg than in Carlisle or Lancaster. Even within a single source base, the slavery archive is 

ever fickle, elucidating the lives of some while obscuring others. 

 Still, the registries can be brilliant. In and around Carlisle, four generations of Black 

women experienced Pennsylvania’s system of hereditary term slavery. Nell, who was registered 

as a lifetime slave, gave birth to Rachel; Rachel, who was registered as a term slave, named her 

own daughter Nelly after her mother; and then Nelly, registered as a hereditary term slave, gave 

birth to a daughter that she named Rachel—one of the only third-generation term slaves in 

Pennsylvania. This is not the only Black maternal line rendered visible by the county slave 

registries. In late 1818, a term-enslaved woman named Lydia gave birth to a child named Maria 

across the Allegheny Mountains in Fayette County. Both mother and daughter were owned by 

Judge Nathaniel Breading, who had no qualms about propping up a system of hereditary term 

slavery. When Nathaniel registered Maria in early 1819, he identified her mother as “a servant 

until the age of 28 years.” He also scrawled a note at the bottom of the return—“The above child 

is a grand child of Jude born a slave & recorded by George Ewing in Lancaster county”—

                                                
467 “An Act to Explain and Amend an Act Entitled, ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at 

Large, 13:55-6. For reasons that remain unclear, the Pennsylvania General Assembly in 1788 gave enslavers until 

April 1, 1789 to register any children born after March 1, 1780, but did not implement family protection until June 

1, 1789. The outcome, regardless of intent, was that there was a two-month period where Pennsylvania enslavers 

could break up Black families without fear of retribution, armed with the confidence that any children they 

purchased were duly registered. Yesenia Barragan has identified a similar traffic in “Free Womb children” in 

nineteenth-century Gran Colombia. See Freedom’s Captives, ch. 4.  
468 William N. Irvine, Lancaster County Term Slave Registry, p. 48. Harriet was born in 1819, identified as 

“mulatto,” and registered as a hereditary term slave. Her mother was “Negro Servant Ann” and her father an 

unidentified white man. For more on this return, see Chapter Five.  
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making it even clearer that Maria was two generations removed from lifetime slavery.469 Jude 

was born in November 1779. When George, an aging tanner, went to the Lancaster County 

courthouse the following October to register her, he listed the people he was claiming as lifetime 

slaves in what appear to be family units:  

 1 negroe woman named Maria aged 18 years 

 1 negroe   child   named Jude      ”    11 months 

 1 negroe woman      ”     Bett       ”    25 years 

 1 negroe    Boy        ”     Tom      ”      4    ” 

 1 negroe   child        ”     Susan    ”      9 months470 

 

The list’s organization suggests that Jude was the daughter of eighteen-year-old Maria. If this is 

the case, then Lydia named her own daughter after her grandmother—a woman born four months 

before the Pennsylvania General Assembly enacted gradual abolition. She was not alone in her 

proximity to freedom. Bett’s daughter, Susan, was born sometime in January 1780, and thus 

missed out on the law’s liberating potential by just a few weeks.  

 Other Black families come into focus with the assistance of additional records. Hannah 

gave birth to her son, Caesar, in Lancaster County in May 1779. A physician named John 

Houston registered the pair as his property the following year, one day after George Ewing 

registered Maria, Bett, and their children.471 This would likely be the end of the story had 

Caesar’s daughter not sought refuge from her own bondage in 1822. Hannah Watson was sixteen 

when she escaped from her enslaver, Thomas Johnston, shortly after Independence Day. 

Thomas, a Franklin County farmer, placed an advertisement in a local paper offering ten dollars 

for Hannah’s return and speculating as to her whereabouts. She may have gone to Mercersburg 

to see her parents, “Cesar and Phebe Watson.” However, she also had an uncle named Jacob 

                                                
469 Nathaniel Breading, 1819, image 5, Fayette County Slave Registry. 
470 George Ewing, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 14.  
471 John Houston, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 16.  
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Black, a servant who lived on the Falling Springs, “3 miles from Chambersburg.” Finally, 

Thomas thought it possible she might travel eighty miles to the borough of Columbia across the 

Susquehanna River in Lancaster County in order to see her grandmother, Hannah, “once the 

property of Dr. Houston, deceased.”472 Taken together, the county slave registry and refugee 

slave advertisement reveal three generations of a single family that had experienced the full 

range of freedom statuses made possible by Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition legislation: Hannah 

and Caesar had been born into lifetime slavery and were eventually emancipated; Phebe was 

born into statutory term slavery and aged into freedom; her brother or brother-in-law, Jacob 

Black, either remained in statutory term slavery or was a free servant living in a white 

household; and the younger Hannah remained a hereditary term slave on the run.473 Despite the 

law’s many shortcomings, it did eventually deliver liberty. Descendants of the Watson family 

continue to live in South Central Pennsylvania, more than 250 years after their matriarch, the 

elder Hannah, was born there in 1758.474  

 Caesar and Phebe Watson were living as free people in Mercersburg while their daughter 

continued to be held in term slavery on the outskirts of town. This was a common enough 

occurrence in Pennsylvania during the age of gradual abolition. Enslavers regularly manumitted 

people they held in lifetime slavery without thinking it necessary to manumit their children (who, 

after all, would eventually become free themselves). Yet term-enslaved women also had to watch 

their children remain in bondage, at least until the state supreme court dismantled hereditary term 

                                                
472 LI, 27 Jul 1822, p. 2.  
473 According to the 1850 census, Phebe was born in Pennsylvania in 1786. She was likely registered as a term slave 

in Chambersburg, although this is impossible to say since the Confederate Army destroyed the Franklin County 

Term Slave Registry when they invaded the borough and set fire to the courthouse on July 30, 1864. See 1850 U.S. 

Census, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Columbia, dwelling 5, family 5, lines 20, Phoebe 

Watson, p. 249 (printed). On the sacking of Chambersburg, see Edward L. Ayers, The Thin Light of Freedom: The 

Civil War and Emancipation in the Heart of America (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2018), ch. 5.  
474 Maryann Stoner Bell, “Little Africa near Mercersburg Pennsylvania,” Mercersburg Historical Society, 2017, 

https://mercersburghistory.org/blog/56/. 
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slavery in 1826. For many Black women, the early national period brought only a perverse 

inversion of gradual abolition’s promise.  

 Enslavers made a habit of manumitting mothers without their children. Silvey, Sarah, 

Pegg, Prisiclla, Rachel, and Tyre all shared the experience of becoming free in South Central 

Pennsylvania while having to watch their children continue in bondage.475 Perhaps the most 

egregious example of this practice can be found in the last will and testament of James Maxwell, 

a wealthy Franklin County farmer. In 1802, James bequeathed a fifty-two-year-old woman 

named Nell to his niece, but ordered the manumission of the rest of the people he held as lifetime 

slaves, including “Black Grace” and “Mulatto Grace,” one year after his decease. He then 

stipulated that the roughly half dozen children and young adults he held in term slavery should 

be distributed evenly among his nieces and nephews, “if they can divide them.” If his relatives 

could not sort this out among themselves, however, then James ordered that his executors sell 

them all for the benefit of his estate. On Christmas Eve, 1807, Nell and the two Graces had to 

watch as the fate of their own families were determined by the bickering heirs of James 

Maxwell.476 

                                                
475 This is based on a close reading of multiple sources. On Silvey, see Dorothea McKenzie, Cumberland County 

Will Book G, p. 125; Mrs. Dorothy McKenzie, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 55; and Dorthea 

McKenzie, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1802.145, 1804.164; 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Dolly McKinzie, p. 97 (hand drawn). On Sarah, see Maxwell 

McDowell Deed of Manumission, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 80-1; John Bailey, Lancaster 

County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 25-6; Hannah Bayley, Lancaster County Term Slave Registry, pp. 17, 21. On 

Pegg, see Robert Peebles estate papers, Franklin County, Estate Papers, No. 973-1060, images 246-68, digital 

image, ancestry.com; Robert Peoples [Robert Peebles], Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.216, 

1788.005; Robert Peebles, Cumberland County Term Slave Registry, image 113. On Priscilla, see John Young, 

Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 51; John Young, 1791.012, Cumberland County Slave Returns; 

Eleoner Young, 1794.043, Cumberland County Slave Returns; Eleanor Young, Cumberland County Will Book G, 

pp. 87-8; Eleoner Young, 1812.252, Cumberland County Slave Returns; Eleanor Young estate inventory, microfilm, 

box 59, reel 17, images 270-1, CCHS. On Rachel, see William Rippey, Cumberland County Will Book I, pp. 141-3. 

On Tyre, see Ann Loudon, Cumberland County Will Book K, pp. 154-5. 
476 Since the Franklin County term slave registry is not extant, we cannot say for sure how many children James 

Maxwell registered after 1788. However, the 1800 census identified seven “all other free people” living in his 

household. Since Nell, Grace, and Grace are the only women he registered as lifetime slaves in 1780, it stands to 

reason that they were the mothers of these children. See James Maxwell, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 333-4; 
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 Black family separation also occurred when enslavers did not manumit anyone, choosing 

instead to bequeath enslaved mothers and their children to different members of their own 

families. In 1798 in Cumberland County, for example, a Black mother named Rain was left to 

her enslaver’s wife, while her two children, Fan and Abel, were left to her enslaver’s children.477 

The same thing happened that year in Franklin County when Candice was separated from her 

children, Peter and Phoebe. However, when Candice’s new enslaver died in 1800, she, unlike her 

husband, promised to keep Candice with her youngest child, Jacob Black, who had been born in 

the interim. Although Candice and Jacob were to continue serving their enslaver’s family, they 

were not to be “separated during their servitude except by death.”478 Explicit protections like 

these were few and far between. Black women often had to watch as their enslavers destroyed 

their families so that they might leave unfree servants to as many of their own heirs as possible. 

In 1785, Sall found herself being transferred to her enslaver’s wife while her five children were 

all distributed to other relatives.479 The same thing happened to Dinah in 1798. She was told she 

would be serving her enslaver’s two daughters until they got married, at which point she would 

belong to their brother. Her six children, meanwhile, were divided among six different family 

                                                
James Maxwell, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.077; 1800 U.S. census, Franklin County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, Montgomery, James Maxwell Sr., p. 16 (hand drawn); FR, 22 Dec 1807, p. 4.  
477 While James Colwell’s 1793 registration of Fan does not specify a mother, his 1796 registration of Ab identifies 

Rain. Since Rain was the only woman that Colwell registered as a lifetime slave in 1780 (along with a man named 

Abe who may have been her husband), there is little reason to believe that Fan had a different mother. Colwell 

registered another child named Patience after making his last will who was probably also Rain’s daughter. 

Additional evidence for this is the fact that both the 1790 and 1800 censuses only identify a single enslaved person 

in the Colwell’s Southampton home. See James Colwell, Cumberland County Will Book F, pp. 147-52; James 

Colwell, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 87; James Colwell, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1794.041, 1796.075, 1799.107; 1790 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population 

schedule, Hopewell, Newton, Tyborn, and Westpensboro, James Caldwell, p. 24 (hand drawn); 1800 U.S. census, 

Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Southampton, Agness Colwell., p. 142 (hand drawn). 
478 Cairns Sterret, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 52-3; Mary Sterrett, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 100-1.  
479 Alexander White registered six people as lifetime slaves in 1780, only one of whom was a woman of 

childbearing age when he wrote his will in 1785. I have therefore assumed that Sall was the mother of George, Nell, 

Tom, Sambo, Pomp, and Hannah. See Alexander White, Franklin County Will Book A, pp. 33-6; Alexander White, 

Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 50.  
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members.480 Other family separations were conditional. A young Black child named Parris was 

allowed to remain on the Franklin County farm where he was born until his enslaver’s wife 

passed away, at which point his enslaver’s son could decide his future.481 Across the Alleghenies 

in Huntingdon County, Hannah learned in 1799 that she could only remain with her young son 

so long as her enslaver’s wife did not remarry. If she did, however, then Hannah and her son 

would be split up for the benefit of her enslaver’s two children.482 As late as 1825, enslavers 

continued to fracture large Black families in Pennsylvania. If Lucia was still alive, there was 

little she could do to prevent her five children from being bequeathed to three different 

households. She may have taken a small comfort in knowing that they were to be “kept in the 

family and not be sold” during their remaining terms of bondage.483 

 Not all enslavers were interested in gifting Black people to their own family members. In 

many cases, enslaved mothers had few choices but to watch as their children were sold away 

from them, or they from their children. For example, while Sue was to be kept “for the use of the 

family,” her daughters Fan and Let were to be disposed of “for the residue of their term of 

                                                
480 William Fleming only registered a single person, Dinah, as a lifetime slave in 1780. Over the next twenty years, 

he registered five children as term slaves, and mentioned a sixth in his will. Although he only specified that Dinah 

was the mother of Charlotte, born in 1795, it stands to reason that the other children were hers as well. There is no 

better candidate. See William Fleming, Cumberland County Will Book F, pp. 270-4; William Fleming, Cumberland 

County Lifetime Slave and Term Slave Registries, images 46, 117; William Fleming, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1789.062, 1795.064. 
481 John Holliday wrote in his 1804 will that his son, Adam, would only inherit Parris “provided he remains on the 

farm during his mothers life.” It is difficult to parse, but it appears that the “he” to whom Holliday referred was 

Adam and that “his mother” was Holliday’s wife. In this scenario, Parris could be removed from the Holliday 

property as soon as John Holliday’s widow died. See John Holliday, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 309-10.  
482 Adam Holliday, Huntingdon County Will Book 1, pp. 151-2.  
483 William Allison registered five people as slaves for life in 1780. Lucia, born in 1772, was the youngest. 

According to septennial census records, Lucia was still enslaved as late as 1814. The 1820 census identified one 

enslaved woman between the ages of 26 and 45 living in the Allison’s Franklin County home. While Lucia would 

likely have been closer to 50 than 45 in 1820, she is still the most obvious candidate for the mother of Jacob, Jones, 

Joshua, Daniel, and Priscilla. See William Allison, Franklin County Will Book C, pp. 763-6; William Allison, 

Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.006; 1800 septennial census, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Antrim 

Township, Unnamed Enslaved Woman, Wm Allison, n.p; 1807 septennial census, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, 

Antrim Township, Loos, n.p; 1814 septennial census, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Antrim Township, Loose, n.p; 

1820 U.S. census, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Antrim, Allison William, p. 433 (struckout). 
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Servitude.”484 Jin could only look on in 1790 when her enslaver ordered her term-enslaved 

daughter, Pol, to be sold. Jin, by contrast, was described by her enslaver as “Mammy Jin a 

faithful old Slave” and ordered not to be “disposed of out of the family.”485 Other parents were 

less fortunate than Jin. Fanny and her husband Hall learned that same year in Franklin County 

that they were to be sold to the highest bidder, while their three children had been bequeathed to 

their enslaver’s relatives. Fanny and Hall were forty-five and sixty years old respectively; their 

youngest, Nell, only two.486 In 1819, Charles and Nance learned that they were the only people 

their Shippensburg enslaver had decided to sell. That he requested his executors “prefer 

purchasers of known humanity” did not change the fact that the pair were the first two items 

appraised in his estate, valued at eighty-six and fifty dollars respectively.487  

 That Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program retained hereditary bondage allowed 

enslavers to continue conceptualizing unborn Black children as chattel property—as “future 

increase”—just as they had during the colonial period.488 On Christmas Day in 1783, twenty-six-

                                                
484 Sue may well have been married to a man named Joe, the only other person that William Brown registered as a 

lifetime slave in 1780 and whom Brown bequeathed along with Sue in his will. It is likely that these two were the 

parents of the five children that Brown registered as his property after 1788. See William Brown, Cumberland 

County Will Book F, pp. 286-294; William Brown, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 56; William 

Brown, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.018, 1793.038, 1796.082; CG, 19 May 1802, p. 3. 
485 Hannah was also separated from her daughter Beck. See James R. Reed, Cumberland County Will Book E, pp. 

174-6.  
486 Francis Campbell registered seven people as slaves for life in 1780 and Fanny was the only woman. I have 

therefore assumed that she was the mother of Dave, Agee, and Nell, whom Campbell registered as term slaves after 

1788. Since Campbell specified in his will that Fanny and Hall were married, and since he identified the three 

children as negroes rather than as “mulattoes,” I have assumed that Hall was their father. Moreover, the 1790 census 

identifies only two slaves and four “all other free persons” living with Francis Campbell. Thus the most likely 

explanation is that Fanny and Hall were the parents of the children. See Francis Campble, Cumberland County Will 

Book E, pp. 209-11; Francis Campbell, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 48; Frances Campbell, 

Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1788.001; Frances Campble, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 

1789.008; 1790 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Hopewell, Newton, Tyborn, 

and Westpensboro, Francis Campbell, p. 29. 
487 William Rippey, Cumberland County Will Book I, pp. 141-3; William Rippey, Cumberland County Term Slave 

Registry, images 114, 116; William Rippey estate inventory, microfilm, box 43, reel 12, images 188-94, CCHS.  
488 In 1772, for instance, a young enslaved woman named Nell was bequeathed to her enslaver’s wife with the 

understanding she and “what offspring the said Wench may hereafter have” would ultimately belong to her 

enslaver’s son. See William Maxwell, Cumberland County Will Book C, pp. 72-4. On the seventeenth-century 

Caribbean origins of the idea of “future increase,” see Morgan, Laboring Women, chs. 3 and 4.  
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year-old Nance was seven-months pregnant with her daughter, Let. A few days later, her 

enslaver, Matthew Miller, wrote in his will that while his son was to inherit Nance, his daughter 

was to have the “Negro Child which the Negro Wench Nance is now Pregnant with.” 

Anticipating the regulations of 1788, Nance’s enslaver stipulated that Let was to remain with her 

mother until she turned five. Matthew Miller wrote a codicil to his will the following year in 

which he bequeathed the next “Child my negro wench Nance may have” to another daughter. He 

also allowed that child, a boy named Bob, to remain with Nance until his fifth birthday. In the 

end, Matthew was slightly more generous than the Pennsylvania General Assembly.489 In 1785, 

George Brown, the second largest enslaver in Franklin County according to the registry, left 

three of his sons the “negroes and their offspring” he had not already bequeathed to other heirs to 

divide amongst themselves. George left it up to his sons to determine whether “and their 

offspring” meant that mothers had to remain with their children, or whether they could also be 

divided.490 To borrow a phrase from historians Ned and Constance Sublette, enslaved women 

remained vulnerable to the logic of the “capitalized womb” even after the 1788 regulation.491 

When Rachel’s enslaver, Samuel Rippey, bequeathed her to his widow in 1790, she may have 

known that this relative stability was only guaranteed until the widow remarried, at which point 

the pregnant eighteen-year-old was either to be sold or given to her enslaver’s four children. 

However, Samuel stipulated in his will that “any Child or Children born by the said Negro 

Woman in her said Mistress’s service Shall be the Property of her my said Wife,” meaning that 

                                                
489 Nance was the only woman that Matthew Miller registered as a lifetime slave in 1780, suggesting that the 

children he registered as term slaves after 1788 were hers. In the case of Let, it is all but certain since she was born 

two months after Miller specified in his will that Nance was pregnant. See Matthew Miller, Cumberland County 

Will Book E, pp. 191-4; Matthew Miller, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, image 45; Matthew Miller, 

Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.058.  
490 George Brown, Franklin County Will Book A, pp. 212-4; George Brown, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1780.024.  
491 Ned Sublette and Constance Sublette, American Slave Coast: A History of the Slave-Breeding Industry (Chicago, 

IL: Lawrence Hill Books, 2016).  
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Rachel’s ability to remain with her soon-to-be-born daughter, Hannah, was contingent upon the 

marital aspirations of Samuel’s widow. In the end, Mr. and Mrs. Rippey both died in 1791, and 

so Rachel became the property of their son, William. Although she was still enslaved, Rachel 

now at least had the peace of mind to know she would not be separated from Hannah—at least 

not until the child turn five.492  

 Despite the power that enslavers exercised over them, Black mothers still managed to 

make significant choices about their families’ futures. In the late 1790s, as the first generation of 

Black Pennsylvanians born during the age of gradual abolition were beginning to have children 

of their own, pregnant women in the Lower Susquehanna Valley began seeking refuge from 

slavery with some regularity.493 For some, it was their first child; others had already watched as 

enslavers registered their children as term slaves.494 What this suggests is that Black mothers 

understood that protecting their children from term slavery was worth the risks that accompanied 

seeking refuge from bondage—namely inviting the ire of their enslavers and the state 

infrastructure that supported them.  

  At least three pregnant Black women living near Lancaster sought refuge from their 

enslavers in 1797. The first to do so was a woman whom the sources do not name. She was 

married to a “dark coloured Mulatto Man” named George. Just after the New Year, the couple, 

                                                
492 Samuel Rippey, Franklin County Will Book A, pp. 222-4; Samuel Rippey, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave 

Registry, image 44; William Rippey, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1791.013.  
493 This had always happened, of course. In 1786, a “mulatto” woman named Sarah, who was bound under 

Pennsylvania’s colonial anti-miscegenation law, sought refuge from her enslaver while pregnant with her son, 

James. When George Gibson captured her, he petitioned to have her term of service extended both for having a 

bastard child and for seeking refuge. See George Gibson Petition, Clerk of Courts, “Indentured Servants, 1774-

1818,” box 1, folder 1, CCA. On the idea of the “children of gradual emancipation” as a meaningfully distinct 

generation with their own politics, see Sarah Gronningsater, The Arc of Abolition. 
494 When Lid, thirty-six-years-old and six-months pregnant, sought refuge in November 1799, it was after having 

watched her enslaver register her two sons, Peter and David, as his property. Although she had another, younger 

enslaved woman from Lancaster helping her, the two did not manage to elude their captors. George Musser 

registered Lid’s daughter, Ann Mary, as a term slave the following March. See the LI, 25 Dec 1799, p. 3; George 

Musser, Lancaster County Term Slave Registry, pp. 16, 20, 25.  
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her “with child,” absconded from a wealthy merchant named Matthias Slough. Mathias offered 

ten dollars for their return, mentioning in the advertisement that he expected the pair to make 

their way east toward a neighborhood along the Pequea Creek where George had previously been 

enslaved. That Mathias did not register any children as his property until 1805 means it is 

possible that George and his wife succeeded in their gambit, their child born into precarious 

freedom rather than certain term slavery.495 Three months later, another Lancaster woman 

followed in the footsteps of George and his wife. Pegg was twenty-three years old, also of mixed 

ancestry, and also “some months gone with child.” She was held in bondage by Frederick Kuhn, 

a physician and county court judge who offered twenty dollars for her return. Pegg, however, 

who had taken with her “a considerable quantity of clothes,” had no intentions of being caught. 

She enlisted the help of a different “dark coloured Mulatto man,” a free man named Nace Butler, 

whom Frederick believed had enticed Pegg into leaving. Frederick was so certain that Pegg had 

not gone of her own volition that he offered an additional ten dollars to anyone who captured 

Butler “so that he may be prosecuted.” He does not appear to have had the opportunity. Like 

with Mathias Slough, Frederick Kuhn did not register any children as his property in Lancaster 

County the following year. Indeed, the Lancaster County registry identifies the mother of every 

child born in 1797 and 1798; Pegg does not appear among them.496  

 Frederick Kuhn was not the only Lancaster County enslaver who blamed a Black man for 

a pregnant woman’s decision to seek refuge from her bondage. In late October 1797, a third 

                                                
495 Additional evidence for this interpretation is that no enslaved people appear Mathias Slough’s household 

according to the 1800 census. See the LJ, 13 Jan 1797, p. 4; 1800 U.S. census, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, 

population schedule, Lancaster Borough, Matthias Slough., p. 39 (hand drawn); Mathias Slough, Lancaster County 

Term Slave Registry, p. 31.  
496 Also like with Mathias Slough, no enslaved people appear in Frederick Kuhn’s household in 1800. Indeed, no 

Black people appear at all. See Philadelphia Gazette, 12 Apr 1797, p. 3; 1800 U.S. census, Lancaster County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, Lancaster Borough, Dr Fredk Kuhn, p. 41 (hand drawn); Lancaster County Term 

Slave Registry, pp. 20-3.  
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woman made a bid for her freedom. This woman, whom the sources call Cash, disappeared from 

Cunningham Sample’s property on the west bank of the Susquehanna River and headed inland 

toward the borough of York. Cash was twenty-eight years old and, according to her enslaver, 

“supposed to be with child.” Unlike Matthias and Frederick, Cunningham was clear about the 

fact that pregnancy might contribute to an enslaved woman’s decision to abscond, writing in his 

advertisement for Cash’s return that it was “the only known cause for her elopement.” Of course, 

there were other causes. Like Frederick, Cunningham believed that Cash had “gone after a Negro 

fellow.” This Black man, perhaps a relative or a romantic partner, was living near York and was 

“much attached to her.” But so was Cunningham Sample. He all but pleaded with the woman he 

enslaved to come back to Peach Bottom Ferry: “If said Negro CASH will return to her Master, 

and hath any complaints that are reasonable and just, they will be attended to.” Cunningham was 

less compassionate toward Cash’s companion, reminding him and any other person who would 

consider offering safe harbor to a pregnant enslaved woman that he would prosecute them to the 

fullest extent of the law.497 

 Cash, Pegg, and George’s wife all chose to risk the retribution that accompanied 

recapture in order to try to make a better life for themselves and their children.498 The risks were 

                                                
497 While Cash may have found refuge, it is more difficult to say since the York County slave registry has not been 

located. Consequently, we do not know if Cunningham Sample registered any children as his property in 1798. We 

do know, however, that the only Black person to appear in his household in 1800 was identified as a lifetime slave. 

Since there were no “free” Black people in his house, it is possible that Cash succeeded in making a new home for 

herself in York. See LJ, 13 Jan 1798, p. 4; 1800 U.S. census, York County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, 

Chanceford Township, Cunningham Sample, p. 1384 (hand drawn). Enslavers did not always know that the women 

they held in bondage were pregnant. A Lancaster innkeeper named George Brenizer did not specify this fact, at 

least, when he advertised for the return of Hannah Butler and her husband Nathaniel in July 1805. However, 

Brenizer registered a child named Charles Butler born later that year as his property. This suggests that the Butlers 

decided to seek refuge once they discovered Hannah was pregnant, but were ultimately caught and remanded to 

slavery. See LJ, 5 Jul 1805, p. 3; George Brenizer, Dauphin County Term Slave Registry, p. 36 
498 Enslavers seemed to be uniquely hostile to Black men and women who sought refuge in order to try to protect 

their own families. In 1814, a Washington County enslaver named John Cooper warned his neighbors against 

“harboring my negro girl ANNE as her negro man, THOS. FARIS, has made a practice of taking and stealing her. I 

am determined to put the law in force against him, or any person who will harbor her without a pass from me. She 

has a child about 5 months old.” In 1820, a Franklin County enslaver named John McLurcher advertised that Sam, a 
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significant. Enslavers were perfectly willing to incarcerate young women who sought refuge. In 

1810, for instance, a sixteen-year-old named Sophy was appraised by the executors of her 

enslaver’s estate while sitting in the Cumberland County jail. Although she had done something 

criminal in the eyes of her enslaver’s attorneys, they still believed she was worth sixty dollars.499 

Then there were the legal punishments that enslavers could enact specifically upon pregnant 

refugees from slavery.500 Consider the case of Letty. In the fall of 1806, Letty, who was twenty-

three years old and pregnant with her second child, decided to grab her toddler and flee from 

their enslaver, a Cumberland County millwright named Thomas Fisher. Thomas went to 

extraordinary lengths to recover the two. He printed handbills. He took out advertisements in at 

least six counties in Pennsylvania and Maryland. Letty and John did not make it very far; they 

were captured just across the Susquehanna River in Harrisburg. After retrieving mother and child 

from jail, Thomas petitioned the local magistrate to extend Letty’s period of service, arguing that 

he had gone “to great expense and trouble to regain the possession” of the pair. Siding with 

Thomas, the court ordered Letty to “serve the further time” of eighteen months after her twenty-

eighth birthday in accordance with a colonial law governing the treatment of servants. This was 

her punishment for having deserted Thomas for ten days. But this was not the end of it. Letty 

gave birth to her second son, David, three months later, whom Thomas subsequently registered 

as his property. Had Thomas desired it, he could also have used colonial servant law to extend 

                                                
twenty-year-old man he held in term slavery, had “absconded with a chunky, low set, coloured woman, with a black 

male child, 4 years old--said woman had stolen goods to the amount of 50 dollars, and was afraid of a prosecution. 

They eloped in November last. The woman is a great liar and artful--her name is Bets--he is rather an innocent 

servant.” See Washington Reporter, 17 Jan 1814 as cited in Mainwaring, Abandoned Tracks, 29; and LJ, 21 Apr 

1820, p. 3.  
499 “a Molata Girl now in Carlisle Gaol to serve - 12 years - @ 60 Dollars.” Sophie’s enslaver, William Chambers, 

died in 1809. Although no corroborating evidence appear in the local newspapers, it seems likely that Sophy took 

Chambers’ death as an opportunity to flee from bondage. She was ultimately purchased by Jonathan Hoge for 

double her appraised value. See William Chambers estate inventory, microfilm, box 9, reel 3, images 456-64, 

CCHS; William Chambers, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1794.045. 
500 For more on how laws governing unfreedom interacted with gender, see Chapter Five.  
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the period of Letty’s service for having gotten pregnant. While it was servant law that extended 

Letty’s term slavery, it was the law of gradual abolition that ensured her sons, John and David, 

would serve as well.501 

 Letty and John had absconded along with an enslaved man from Maryland who called 

himself Harry Collins. In his advertisements, Thomas Fisher described both Letty and Harry as 

“very black,” whereas he described both of Letty’s children as “mulatto.” Considering this 

alongside the lengths to which he went to recover Letty, it does not strain the imagination to 

conclude that Thomas may have fathered her children. He would not have been the only white 

man having sex with unfree Black women in Pennsylvania during the age of gradual abolition. 

Far from it. If the county slave registries are any indication, this was only becoming more 

common over time. 

 

SEXUAL COERCION AND HEREDITARY TERM SLAVERY 

 Rachel gave birth to Nelly when she was sixteen years old. The registration document 

that Sarah Postlethwaite submitted to the clerk of courts in late August 1796 attesting to this fact 

did not specify the child’s father. This is unsurprising. Cumberland County enslavers were so 

tight-lipped about this detail that only two returns explicitly establish paternity. However, 

enslavers regularly specified the race of the individuals they registered as their property, even 

though this, like naming mothers, was not required by law. Their habit allows us to glean a few 

                                                
501 McCoy, “Forgetting Freedom,” 155-6; Wingert, Slavery and The Underground Railroad in South Central 

Pennsylvania, 68; FR, 4 Nov 1806, p. 3; Thomas Fisher petition, November 1806, ID number 1806.01; Thomas 

Fisher, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1805.186 and 1807.189. Letty was not the only refugee from 

slavery to end up in a Pennsylvania jail with her child. In 1782, a young Black mother named Polly Heans was 

incarcerated in Lancaster with her six-month-old. See FJ, 15 Jan 1783, p. 3. In 1797, an unnamed thirty-four-year-

old and her nine-month-old were “To be sold cheap out of the Gaol in the Borough of Reading” in Berks County. 

See Weekly Advertiser, of Reading, in the County of Berks, 14 Oct 1797, p. 3 as cited in Paul N. Schaeffer, “Slavery 

in Berks County,” Historical Review of Berks County 6, no. 4 (1941). 
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things about race, paternity, and hereditary term slavery in the Pennsylvania interior. Whereas 

Rachel’s enslavers twice identified her in the county slave registries as “negro,” they identified 

her daughter Nelly as “mulatto” three times. Nelly’s father, whoever he was, was white.502  

 There is another, more harrowing but equally honest way to narrate this story. In the 

summer of 1795, a white man had sex with a fifteen-year-old child who lacked the freedom to 

consent, leaving her pregnant. For this transgression, Sarah Postlethwaite could have invoked 

colonial servant law and petitioned to hold Rachel in bondage until she was thirty. She could 

have sued the father for fornication and bastardy. Others did. Yet there is an explanation for 

Sarah’s leniency. Pennsylvania law offered enslavers multiple avenues to secure their mastery. 

They could extend the indentures of women who became pregnant. They could sue the men who 

impregnated the women they owned. But they could also register the children of these unions as 

their own property without ever revealing the identities of the white men who, increasingly, were 

their fathers. It seems Sarah was content to register Nelly, a child born of the sexual assault of 

her mother, as her property. In doing so, Sarah Postlethwaite kept any indiscretion of her male 

relatives confined to the family.503 

                                                
502 John Duncan, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.034; Sarah E. Duncan, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1796.080.a; Sarah Eliza Blaine, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1807.198, 1816.280; Sarah 

E. Blaine, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1815.272. On May 15, 1804, a West Pennsboro farmer named 

Joseph Pierce registered a “mulatto” child named William whom he identified as the “child of Andrew Loafman.” 

See Joseph Pierce, Cumberland County Term Slave Registry, image 128. On September 15, 1812, a Carlisle butcher 

named James Noble clarified in his return of Jonathan that “the mother of the Child [is] a mulatto Named Mila & the 

Mother of the Child Saith that Jonathan (a black man) is the father of Said Child.” It seems that Noble did not want 

anyone accusing him of impregnating Mila. It is worth noting that Noble registered three “mulatto” children as term 

slaves in the 1820s, all of whom he identified as the children of a Black woman named Patience. See James Noble, 

Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1812.251, 1820.293, 1824.296, 1826.298. At least one man responded to 

an accusation publicly. In 1815, a Cumberland County physician named Abraham Bower asserted that he had been 

“falsely accused” of fathering a child with a Black woman. He claimed that he had obtained the deposition of the 

woman in question and learned that the father was actually Andrew Emminger, the man who had accused him in the 

first place. See Freyheits-Fahne (Carlisle, PA), 13 Apr 1815, p. 3. 
503 As Mary Boykin Chestnut observed in her diary, “Every lady tells you who is the father of all the mulatto 

children in everybody’s household, but those in her own she seems to think dropped from the clouds or pretends so 

to think.” See Walter Johnson, Soul by Soul: Life inside the Antebellum Slave Market (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 

University Press, 1999), 115. On slavery, rape, and racism, see Saidiya V. Hartman, Scenes of Subjection: Terror, 

Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), ch. 3; 
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 Although sexual coercion, including explicit sexual violence, was endemic to Black 

chattel slavery, detailed documentation is rare. Remarkable, then, is the existence of the 

November 6, 1780 deposition of a Black woman named Phillis in which she describes being 

serially raped by her enslaver, a Northampton County merchant named Michael Hart. According 

to her testimony, Michael had raped her “sometimes but seldom, and sometimes very often” for 

the past three years, typically when his wife, Leah, was away in Easton or Philadelphia. At some 

point in 1780, Phillis realized “she was with child” and managed to use that fact to stop the 

abuse. She did not tell Leah what had happened. She just made Michael stop. Eventually, 

however, the Harts’ housekeeper also realized that Phillis was pregnant and quickly informed 

Leah. It was at this point, in October 1780, that the enslaved woman told her story to a white 

audience for the first time. Within a matter of weeks, she was relaying the story before a justice 

of the peace. While we do not know what happened after Phillis gave her story—whether she 

carried the child to term—we do know that, legally speaking, Michael Hart would have been 

permitted to register their child as a term slave.504 

 Jessica Marie Johnson has proposed that scholars of slavery reconceptualize archival 

silences as “null values,” emphasizing the importance of analyzing the absences that 

“slaveholders and officials” created. “Instead of pausing at empirical silence or accepting it at 

face value,” she writes, “surfacing silence in the empirical, imperial archive as having a value—a 

                                                
Edward E. Baptist, “‘Cuffy,’ ‘Fancy Maids,’ and ‘One-Eyed Men’: Rape, Commodification, and the Domestic Slave 

Trade in the United States,” AHR 106, no. 5 (December 2001): 1619-50; Sublette and Sublette, The American Slave 

Coast, 34-6; and Hilde, Slavery, Fatherhood, and Paternal Duty, ch. 6. While there is a dearth of literature on 

slavery and rape in the American North, a notable exception is Warren, “The Cause of Her Grief.” In one of her 

eloquent reflections on the relationship between Sally Hemings and Thomas Jefferson, Annette Gordon-Reed lays 

bare how slavery soiled everything it touched: “Whatever the notion that Hemings and Jefferson may have loved 

each other makes us think of them as individuals, the idea of their love has no power to change the basic reality of 

slavery’s essential inhumanity. For any who fear the effects of romanticizing the pair, the romance is not in saying 

that they may have loved one another. The romance is in thinking that it makes any difference if they did.” See The 

Hemingses of Monticello: An American Family (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2008), 365. 
504 Deposition of Phillis, a Negro slave, November 6, 1780, 1778-97, Northampton County Papers, HSP, 54 as cited 

in Fox, Sweet Land of Liberty, 128-9.  
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null value—imbues absence with disruption and possibility.” It is through her examination of 

null values that Johnson finds Black women leading intimate lives that did not run afoul of 

Louisiana’s Code Noir, ending pregnancies before officials could record the existence of a 

“mulatto” child, and simply existing despite the refusal of census takers to count them.505 

Although Pennsylvania lawmakers in the 1780s purported to be interested in preventing 

enslavers from separating “husbands and wives, and parents and children,” they did not require 

them to identify mothers and fathers when registering children as term slaves.506 This was a 

deliberate choice. Requiring that white Pennsylvanians identify the fathers of the women they 

enslaved would have made the interracial sex sustaining chattel slavery a matter of public record. 

Black women were almost never able to give depositions like Phillis.507  

 Concern over the sanctity of the white family constituted a principal objection of 

Pennsylvania state legislators who opposed the 1780 gradual abolition act. All but one of the 

twenty-one men who voted “nay” (plus the three men who abstained) signed their names to a 

written dissent, which was entered into the House Journal on March 1, 1780 and published in the 

Pennsylvania Packet a few weeks later. They voiced three broad concerns. The first was that 

gradual abolition would jeopardize the stability of their fledgling political union with twelve 

slaveholding states. The second was that their actions might incite enslaved men and women in 

other states to rebel, threatening the war effort in the southern theatre. A pseudonymous 

newspaper commentator, “Liberal,” quickly dismissed both of these concerns, pointing out that 

Pennsylvania’s sister states had not organized to oppose the bill in the eighteen months since it 

                                                
505 Johnson, Wicked Flesh, 133-5. 
506 An Act to Explain and Amend an Act Entitled, ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at 

Large, 13:55. 
507 Joanne Melish has identified an increase in New England’s “mulatto” population during the age of gradual 

abolition, but attributes it to the rise of free Black communities. See Disowning Slavery, 122-6.   
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was first introduced and that the British army’s more expansive emancipation policies posed a 

greater threat to southern stability than Pennsylvania’s law. It was the third reason the dissenters 

gave, then, that revealed their actual concern: they were upset that the legislation had gone 

beyond “just” emancipation from slavery by giving Black people in Pennsylvania “the right of 

voting for, and being voted into offices, intermarrying with white persons, confronting them with 

their masters, and being witnesses in every respect during the limited time of their servitude, 

which we fear in some instances may ruin families.”508  

 The law the General Assembly had just passed continued to prohibit those bound as 

lifetime slaves from testifying against free people. It did not, however, bar the term-enslaved 

from exercising that right. One of the dissenters’ principal concerns, then—the one that had the 

potential to disrupt families—was that Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program empowered 

Black people to take legal action against the white families who held them in term slavery. This 

was, of course, a significant threat to the prevailing social and legal regime. While the phrase 

“may ruin families” likely applies to the dissenters’ conception of a white family that included 

unfree Black servants, there is no denying that the right of Black people to testify against their 

term enslavers had the potential to jeopardize the domestic tranquility and economic prosperity 

of slaveholding households. 

 As was the case in most Atlantic slave societies, having a white father was not grounds 

for freedom in Pennsylvania during the age of gradual abolition. Court records, therefore, are a 

poor source for understanding how the relationship between white men and Black women was 

changing over time. By contrast, the county slave registries contain enough information to begin 

                                                
508 Emphasis added. Journals of the House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, LCP, 1:436; 

PP, 25 Mar 1780, pp. 2-3. On the efficacy of Henry Clinton’s Philipsburg Proclamation and its relationship to 

Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition bill, see Parkinson, The Common Cause, 463-76. 
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to answer this question. This section offers two observations. First, children who were registered 

as term slaves were much more likely to be of mixed ancestry than the previous generation of 

Black Pennsylvanians who were registered as lifetime slaves. Second, the percentage of children 

registered as term slaves who were identified by their enslavers as “mulatto” increased over time. 

That sexual coercion helped perpetuate hereditary term slavery in the Pennsylvania interior 

aligns it closely with other kinds of Black bondage.509   

 From east to west, the most comprehensive county slave registries exist for Chester, 

Lancaster, Dauphin, Cumberland, and Washington. There are enough records in these five 

counties to thoroughly examine change over time. In all five, term slaves were more likely to be 

identified as “mulatto” than lifetime slaves: in eastern Chester County, they were twice as likely; 

in western Washington County, they were eight times as likely; and in the three South Central 

Pennsylvania counties—Lancaster, Dauphin, and Cumberland—children registered as term 

slaves were between three and four times as likely to be identified as “mulatto” than those who 

were registered as lifetime slaves. Evidence from three additional western counties comports 

with this analysis. In Westmoreland, where only the lifetime slave registry exists, less than two 

percent of all enslaved people whose race was specified were identified as “mulatto.” In Fayette 

and Allegheny counties, by contrast—both of which were carved out of Westmoreland in the 

1780s and which therefore only have term slave registries—one-fifth and one-third of all 

children registered were identified as “mulatto.” This is a ten- and fifteen-fold increase over their 

mother county respectively. Suffice to say, term slavery was a lighter-skinned institution than 

lifetime slavery in the Pennsylvania interior. 

                                                
509 This section wrestles with Deborah Gray White’s observation that if “pursued with the rigor that the subject 

demands, the violence done to black women might well de-center lynching as the primary site and preeminent 

expression of white (sexual) anxiety on the black body.” See Ar’n’t I a Woman?, 10.  
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 When organized by date of birth, it becomes clear that not only were term slaves more 

likely to be “mulatto” than were lifetime slaves, but the likelihood actually increased over time in 

several counties. In Fayette County, where one in five children registered as term slaves after 

1788 were identified as “mulatto,” the percentage jumps to just over one in four after 1800. In 

neighboring Allegheny County, where one-third of children registered after 1788 were identified 

as “mulatto,” it rises to more than forty percent after 1800. The numbers were similar back east 

in Dauphin County. The most substantial increase took place in Cumberland County. There, 

twenty-seven percent of children registered as term slaves after 1788 were identified as 

“mulatto.” If you examine just those born after 1800, however, the number increases to forty-

three percent. Even more astoundingly, more than half of all children born after 1810 in 

Cumberland County and registered as term slaves were identified as “mulatto.” This was the 

generation of children most likely to be second-generation term slaves, meaning it was not their 

mothers who were registered as lifetime slaves, but rather their grandmothers. In other words, if 

term slaves were more likely than lifetime slaves to be “mulatto,” then second-generation term 

slaves were the most likely.510    

 Both the 1780 gradual abolition act for the gradual abolition of slavery and the 1788 

supplemental gradual abolition act required the registration of “Negro or Mulatto” servants and 

slaves. However, since race is a historical construct, not a self-evident biological reality, the 

racial identifications in the county slave registries must be analyzed critically. “Negroes” 

remained a catchall term in late-eighteenth-century Pennsylvania for unfree Black people 

generally.511 Indeed, comparisons with other sources show that enslavers occasionally identified  

                                                
510 This is true across all counties in my data set. 455/1673, or twenty-seven percent, of all children registered as 

term slaves with a racial designation of either negro or mulatto were identified as the latter, whereas is true of 

106/312, or thirty-four percent, of those born after 1810.   
511 Wilkinson, Blurring the Lines of Race and Freedom, 18.  
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Table 4. Racial Designations of Unfree Pennsylvanians over Time in Eastern Counties 

 

 Chester Lancaster Dauphin Cumberland 

 Mulatto Negro Mulatto Negro Mulatto Negro Mulatto Negro 

 

Lifetime 

Slaves 

 

14.7% 
(43/292)* 

85.3% 
(249/292) 

8.7% 
(50/574) 

91.3% 
(524/574) 

8.0% 
(13/162) 

92.0% 
(149/162) 

8.4% 
(27/323) 

91.6% 
(296/323) 

 

Term 

Slaves 

 

26.9% 
(35/130) 

73.1% 
(95/130) 

33.5% 
(129/385) 

66.5% 
(256/385) 

30.8% 
(56/184) 

69.2% 
(126/184) 

27.0% 
(96/355) 

73.0% 
(259/355) 

 

Term 

Slaves 
after 1800 

 

22.2% 
(10/45) 

77.8% 
(35/45) 

35.7% 
(51/143) 

64.3% 
(92/143) 

33.3% 
(24/72) 

66.7% 
(48/72) 

42.9% 
(70/263) 

57.1% 
(93/163) 

 

Term 

Slaves 
after 1810 

 

0.0% 
(0/12) 

100.0% 
(12/12) 

34.3% 
(23/67) 

65.7% 
(44/67) 

38.1% 
(8/21) 

61.9% 
(13/21) 

54.2% 
(32/59) 

45.8% 
(27/59) 

 

County 

Registry 

Totals 

 

18.5% 
(78/422) 

81.5% 
(344/422) 

18.7% 
(179/959) 

81.3% 
(780/959) 

20.1% 
(69/344) 

79.9% 
(275/344) 

18.1% 
(123/678) 

81.9% 
(555/678) 

 

*All numbers correspond to contemporary county borders 

 

 

a person as “negro” in the returns who became “mulatto” in other documents.512 This would 

suggest that there were more “mulatto” women registered as lifetime slaves than the registries 

reveal, which would make the increase over time less meaningful. Another reason that the 

lifetime slave registries may have undercounted the number of “mulatto” women is because   

                                                
512 Benjamin Chambers registered six people under the banner of “my negroes” including Phebe, whom he identified 

as “mulatto” when transferring her to his daughter Ruhamah Colhoun five years later. George Brown did the 

opposite, registering Silvey as a “mulatto” but referring to her as one of his “Negro Wenches in his will. The former 

was more common. See Benjamin Chambers, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.011; Benjamin 

Chambers Deed of Transfer, 1 August 1785, WUP, 

https://portal.co.franklin.pa.us/WebLinkArchives/DocView.aspx?id=5603923; George Brown, Cumberland County 

Slave Registrations, 1780.024; George Brown, Franklin County Will Book A, pp. 212-4.  
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Table 5. Racial Designations of Unfree Pennsylvanians over Time in Western Counties 

 

 Westmoreland Fayette Allegheny Washington 

  Mulatto Negro Mulatto Negro Mulatto Negro Mulatto Negro 

Lifetime 

Slaves 
1.6% 

(11/696)* 

98.4% 
(685/696) 

-- -- -- -- 
2.6% 
(4/152) 

97.3% 
(148/152) 

Term Slaves -- -- 
20.8% 
(63/303) 

79.2% 
(240/303) 

33.1% 
(44/133) 

66.9% 
(89/133) 

17.5% 
(32/183) 

82.5% 
(151/183) 

Term Slaves 
after 1800 

-- -- 
26.4% 
(47/178) 

73.6% 
(131/178) 

43.2% 
(35/81) 

56.8% 
(46/81) 

20.9% 
(14/67) 

79.1% 
(53/67) 

Term Slaves 
after 1810 

-- -- 
26.9% 
(28/104) 

73.1% 
(76/104) 

42.3% 
(11/26) 

57.7% 
(15/26) 

17.4% 
(4/23) 

82.6% 
(19/23) 

County 

Registry 

Totals 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 
10.7% 
(36/335) 

89.3% 
(299/335) 

 

*With the exception of Westmoreland, for which the data is imprecise and thus intended to provide a regional 

baseline, all numbers correspond to contemporary county borders 

 

 

enslavers registered everyone they owned who were born before March 1, 1780 in a group, 

whereas they registered everyone born after that date as individuals. This increases the chance 

that individuals with mixed ancestry were subsumed under the generic category of “negro” in 

1780. On the other hand, enslavers also sometimes registered “negro” children of “mulatto” 

mothers, a tacit recognition of Black paternity and an acknowledgment of the power that 

phenotype had over ancestry.513 This is a sort of countervailing force, since it suggests that the 

                                                
513 William Brown, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1793.038; Samuel Postlethwaite, Cumberland County 

Slave Registrations, 1795.065; Samuel Lyon, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1807.201; James Noble, 

Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1812.251; Sarah Eliza Blaine, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 

1816.280.  
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continued existence of “mulatto” people in the county slave registries depended on interracial 

sex or sex between light-skinned Black people. It is therefore difficult to identify with any 

precision what factor was most responsible for the growth of the “mulatto” population in the 

Pennsylvania interior during the age of gradual abolition.  

 Although the archive of slavery elides paternity even more than maternity, it is still a 

question worth asking. The only thing that the identifier “mulatto” tells the historian for sure is 

that the particular observer believed that the particular person they were observing had a non-

trivial amount of European ancestry. It does not necessarily mean that the person had one white 

and one Black parent. If the person in question did happen to have one white and one Black 

parent, it does not necessarily mean that their enslaver was their father. In his history of people 

with mixed ancestry in British North America and the United States, Joel Williamson argues that 

a majority of “mulattoes” born in the seventeenth century were the children of slaves and 

servants. Between the 1660s and 1720s, however, lawmakers criminalized interracial sex, after 

which period it became much more likely for “mulatto” people to be the children of an enslaved 

women and an upper-class white man (often her enslaver or their male relative). This was likely 

as true in Pennsylvania as it was elsewhere, as white indentured servitude began to decrease in 

the colony after the Seven Years War and continued to decrease through the Revolution and into 

the early republic.514 In Carlisle, for example, the number of servants assessed in the municipal 

tax records oscillated between 1766 and 1785 before declining steadily until the turn of the 

century, when no servants were assessed at all. In other words, white indentured servants were 

                                                
514 Joel Williamson. New People: Miscegenation and Mulattoes in the United States (New York: Free Press, 1980), 

6-7, 42. A. B. Wilkinson argues that Pennsylvania, despite adopting harsh anti-miscegenation legislation from the 

Chesapeake, was not as hostile to “mulattoes.” Although there were certainly fewer people of mixed ancestry in 

Pennsylvania than in Maryland or Virginia during the colonial period, he presents no real evidence to substantiate 

this claim. See Blurring the Lines of Race and Freedom, 123-7, 181-2, 240-1 On white indentured servitude, 

Brophy, “Law and Indentured Servitude”; and Salinger, “Colonial Labor in Transition.” See also, Higginbotham, Jr., 

In the Matter of Color, ch. 3.  
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disappearing from the region at the same time that “mulatto” term slaves were becoming more 

common.515  

 There is another reason to believe that it was the male members of slaveholding families 

who were responsible for the increase in “mulatto” people registered as term slaves. Of the more 

than five-hundred illegitimate births recorded in Cumberland County between 1754 and 1825, 

only three men were indicted for fathering a child with an unfree Black woman. All three were 

unrelated to the white family who owned the woman.516 Fornication and bastardly laws in the 

early republic existed largely to compel a father to provide financial support for a child 

conceived out of wedlock.517 Although term-enslaved women had the right to sue and testify 

against free white people, they do not appear to have brought paternity suits against their 

enslavers. Moreover, hereditary term slavery, which gave enslavers access to nearly three 

decades of labor, was its own form of compensation and diminished the need for white people to 

file lawsuits. It would not make financial sense for a father to sue his heir. Yet enslavers were 

perfectly willing to sue a man who impregnated a woman they owned when it helped their 

families’ bottom line.   

 Considering that nearly one-hundred “mulatto” children were registered in Cumberland 

County after 1780, the fact that the courts only tried three cases of fornication and bastardy 

involving unfree women of color demonstrates the power that white Pennsylvanians continued to 

exercise within a system of hereditary term slavery. We may never know who Nelly’s father 

was—which white man had sex with Rachel when she was only fifteen. We do, however, have 

                                                
515 See Cumberland County Tax Rates Books, RG11, Commissioners Records, CCA, 

https://ccweb.ccpa.net/archives/Holdings?PSID=172. 
516 Merri Lou Scribner Schaumann, “Illegitimate Births, 1754-1825, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania” CCHS, pp. 

12, 14, 29.  
517 Clare A. Lyons has shown that these laws were increasingly weaponized against women in Philadelphia as the 

nineteenth century unfolded. See Sex among the Rabble: An Intimate History of Gender and Power in the Age of 

Revolution, Philadelphia, 1730-1830 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2006).  
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reason to hope that things were better for Nelly than they were for her mother. Nelly gave birth 

to her own daughter named Rachel on April 15, 1816, less than one month after her twentieth 

birthday. As an adult, she was better positioned to make her own reproductive choices, even if 

the range of choices remained narrow. Additionally, Sarah Postlethwaite, who had identified 

Nelly as a “mulatto” woman on three occasions, claimed that her daughter Rachel was a 

“negro.”518 That Rachel’s father appears to have been a Black man increases the likelihood that 

Nelly had a say in determining her sexual partner. Finally, the state supreme court abolished 

hereditary term slavery when Rachel was only ten years old. Nelly, unlike her mother Rachel, or 

her grandmother Nell, could at least rest assured knowing that any daughter Rachel had would be 

born into freedom.  

* * * 

 As a form of chattel bondage, Pennsylvania term slavery depended on sexual violence as 

had lifetime slavery. The state’s gradual abolition law did not sever partus sequitur ventrem, but 

rather modified it so that Black women’s reproduction continued to be profitable. Although 

proportionately white women registered more individuals as term slaves than they had as lifetime 

slaves, the institution continued to be dominated by white men. Black men and women 

advocated for their families however they could even as their choices continued to be powerfully 

circumscribed. Designed as a compromise, the laws of gradual abolition preserved much of 

slavery’s social relations in Pennsylvania.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
518 Sarah Eliza Blaine, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1816.280.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SPREADING SLAVERY: BLACK AND WHITE MIGRATIONS  

BEYOND PENNSYLVANIA 

 

 In late summer 1809, a Maryland merchant named Nathaniel Rochester ordered his two 

sons, William and John, to inform officials in Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, why they were 

transporting enslaved people through Franklin County. Nathaniel was aware that state gradual 

abolition legislation prevented enslavers from relocating to Pennsylvania and wanted to ensure 

that his family would have no difficulty passing through the region on their way north to 

colonize New York’s Genesee Valley. In Chambersburg, the Rochester boys informed John 

Holliday, a local lawyer and an enslaver himself, of their family’s plans. “[T]he said Negroes 

belong to said Wm Rochesters Father,” testified Holliday, “[and] he has no design to sell or 

otherways dispose of said Negroes in this State, but to pass on with them to reside in the State of 

New York.” The deposition was certified by a third enslaver, the county prothonotary, John 

Findlay, who issued a receipt to John and William ensuring that they would be able to continue 

on with Nance, Ned, and “two male children.” Nathaniel Rochester would expect the same 

courtesy when he began his own trip north the following spring.519 

A few years later, a young Carlisle physician named James Gustine was preoccupied with 

his own paperwork. James wanted to move his family to Natchez, Mississippi, including a young 

couple they held in term slavery named George and Esther Woods. Pennsylvania’s gradual 

abolition laws required that James obtain the Woods’ permission and—because George was only 

twenty—the permission of George’s mother, Mila, before taking them out of the state. As an 

inducement to cooperate, James offered the couple their freedom one year earlier than required 

                                                
519 Details about the Rochester family and slavery come from an exceptional article published in a municipal history 

journal. See Marilyn S. Nolte, Victoria Sandwick Schmitt, and Christine L. Ridarsky, “‘We Called Her Anna’: 

Nathaniel Rochester and Slavery in the Genesee Country,” RH 71, no. 1 (Spring 2009): 1–26. 
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by Pennsylvania law if they agreed to go to Mississippi. On September 18, 1817, Mila, George, 

and Esther Woods swore before two Cumberland County justices of the peace that they 

consented to this arrangement. They reached Natchez shortly after Christmas.520  

This chapter describes two visions for slavery’s expansion outside of Pennsylvania, one 

aborted and one realized, by examining two migrant streams during the age of gradual abolition. 

The first section traces the flow of southern-born people into the north. Around the turn of the 

nineteenth century, dozens of white families from the Chesapeake region marched through 

Pennsylvania with the Black families they enslaved en route to colonize Western New York. 

These settler colonists were empowered by crucial differences in the two states’ gradual 

abolition laws, which allowed them to drive their slave caravans on the most direct route north. It 

focuses on the experiences of the enslaved through an analysis of the narratives of Austin 

Steward, Sylvia Dubois, and Peter Wheeler. The second section examines northern-born people 

who helped colonize the old southwest. Through an analysis of census records, government 

petitions, and newspaper articles, it examines the role that Pennsylvania enslavers played in the 

development of the Lower Mississippi Valley in the early nineteenth century. The Gustines were 

not an aberration, but rather one of many northern-born families whose decision to relocate to the 

slaveholding south helped establish commercial and family ties between the two regions.521 

                                                
520 James Gustine Deed of Removal, Box 11A-B, Folder 4B, HSP miscellaneous collection (Collection 424), HSP. I 

would like to thank James Gigantino for bringing this document to my attention. For more on this family, see the 

epilogue. 
521 On slavery’s expansion in the early republic, see Rothman, Slave Country; Mason, Slavery and Politics; and 

Hammond, Slavery, Freedom, and Expansion in the Early American. The literature on slavery in Western New York 

is modest. Useful overviews include Helene C. Phelan, And Why Not Every Man? An Account of Slavery, the 

Underground Railroad, and the Road to Freedom in New York’s Southern Tier (Interlaken, NY: Heart of the Lakes 

Publishing, 1987); Sarah L. H. Gronningsater, “Expressly Recognized by Our Election Laws”: Certificates of 

Freedom and the Multiple Fates of Black Citizenship in the Early Republic,” WMQ 75, no. 3 (July 2018): 465-506; 

and Justin Murphy, “Rochester's founders held people in slavery, but would name changes make up for past 

injustice?” Democrat and Chronicle, July 20, 2020, https://www.democratandchronicle.com/in-

depth/news/2020/07/20/rochesters-founding-fathers-held-people-slavery-does-matter/3256274001. On northern-

born people and the development of Natchez, see Fletcher M. Green, The Role of the Yankee in the Old South 

(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1972); Brazy, An American Planter; and Young, “From North to Natchez.” 
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In his history of slavery in antebellum New Jersey, Hendrik Hartog observes that the 

legal foundations of gradual abolition were “temporally and spatially broader than the terms of 

any particular statute.”522 So were its consequences. Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition legislation 

impacted people living beyond its own state lines. Enslaved people living in Maryland and 

Virginia immediately began to seek refuge north of the Mason-Dixon, even though the law had 

not abolished slavery and contained a fugitive slave clause. This story is familiar.523 Less 

familiar is the story of how gradual abolition legislation helped to spread slavery in the early 

republic. That Nancy and Ned found themselves heading north to slavery while Esther and 

George headed south to freedom reminds us that slavery was not yet a sectional institution in the 

early republic, but a system of racist exploitation that operated at the personal and familial, local 

and state, and national and international levels. Investigating migrants who crossed future 

sectional boundaries reveals how slaveholding first connected—rather than divided—the United 

States. 

 

FROM SOUTH TO SODUS 

“Everywhere that Slavery exists, it is nothing but slavery. I 

found it just as hard to be beaten over the head with a piece 

of iron in New York as it was in Virginia.”524  

 

~Austin Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 1857 

 

 Gradual abolition in Pennsylvania did not curb slavery’s expansion in the American 

North.525 While the law did not permit most individuals to bring enslaved people into the state 

                                                
522 Hartog, The Trouble with Minna, 48-9.  
523 Switala, Underground Railroad in Pennsylvania; Harrold, Border Wars; Smith, On the Edge of Freedom; 

Blackett, The Captive’s Quest for Freedom.   
524 Austin Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, and Forty Years a Freeman (Rochester, NY: William Alling, 1857), 

107. 
525 Not only did slavery expand into the Finger Lakes region, but the total enslaved population of New York and 

New Jersey continued to grow between 1776 and the 1790s. See Nash and Soderlund, Freedom by Degrees, 7.  
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for more than six months, it did tolerate sojourners. New York, by contrast, placed no restriction 

on enslavers who wished to relocate there until 1810, more than a decade after the state enacted 

its own gradual abolition law. The 1810 law made it illegal for anyone to bring an enslaved 

person into the state if they intended to reside there for longer than nine months.526 This meant 

that for thirty years after Pennsylvania introduced its gradual abolition law, it remained legal for 

enslavers to traffic unfree Black laborers through the state and into the north.527 The narratives of 

Austin Steward, Peter Wheeler, and Sylvia Dubois, all of whom spent time in Pennsylvania, 

remind us that sojourning slaves were still slaves—that, to borrow from Steward, the whip had to 

pass through Pennsylvania on its way from Virginia to New York. Gradual abolition tolerated 

the continued existence of enslaved labor within Pennsylvania while helping to facilitate the 

spread of slavery elsewhere. 

  For decades after introducing gradual abolition, Pennsylvania remained surrounded by 

slave states on three sides and by federal territory to the west.528 In 1795, a resident of 

Alexandria, Virginia named Elias Price advertised in a Carlisle newspaper that two young people 

he held in bondage had escaped from him while traveling in Bath, New York. Stephen, a twenty-

two-year-old man who excelled at the fiddle, seized the opportunity to seek refuge from his 

enslaver, and had apparently taken “with him a dark mulatto wench, called Henny, about 18 

years of age.”529 That Elias advertised for the two in a Carlisle newspaper reflects the fact that 

                                                
526 “An Act in addition to the Act concerning Slaves and Servants,” Public Laws of the State of New-York, Passed at 

the Thirty-Third Session of the Legislature: Begun and Held at the City of Albany, the Thirtieth Day of January, 

1810, chapter CXV (Albany, NY: Websters and Skinners, 1810), pp. 32-3.  
527 On comity and enslaver migration in New York, see Finkelman, An Imperfect Union, 71-76.  
528 Indeed, at least two sons of Cumberland County enslavers, James Armstrong and Van Brunt Magaw, married into 

prominent New York slaveholding families (the Livingstons and Vorheeses, respectively). In the late eighteenth 

century, Pennsylvanians could move north and become enslavers. See 1820 U.S. census, Dutchess County, New 

York, population schedule, Red Hook, John Armstrong, p. 119; and 1820 U.S. census, Dutchess County, New York, 

population schedule, Graves End, Van Brunt Magaw, p. 169.  
529 CG, 16 Sep 1795, p. 3.  
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the village of Bath, which had only been established in 1793 and would not become the Steuben 

County seat until 1796, lacked a printing press of its own.530 Stephen and Henny were not even 

the first enslaved people to escape from Bath. Just months after the village was incorporated, a 

man named Joseph Butler offered a reward in a York County newspaper for the return of a 

“mulatto” man named Daniel.531 It would have been sensible for Daniel, Stephen, and Henny to 

go to Pennsylvania, which was much closer than Canada and at least had antislavery laws on the 

books. Other enslaved people only appear in the archive at a moment of commodification. On 

April 10, 1800, Bath’s first sheriff, former York County resident William Dunn, registered a 

“mulatto child” named Peter with the town clerk.532 A decade later, George Hornell, another 

former York County resident who attained public office in Steuben County, registered a “black 

male child” named Milo. By then a New York state assemblyman, George illegally sold Milo to 

his neighbor for seventy dollars. After George Hornell died in 1813, Milo’s mother, Milley, 

successfully fled from her enslaver’s executors.533  

 Elias Price was one of the first southern enslavers to travel to Bath. The Chesapeake 

families who followed him throughout the age of gradual abolition transported Black chattel 

slavery to the Finger Lakes. Between 1793 and 1810, these new New Yorkers established 

colonies throughout the traditional lands of the Seneca nation.534 The modern-day municipalities 

                                                
530 Bath began publishing its first newspaper in late 1796. See “About the Bath Gazette, and Genesee Advertiser,” 

Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers, Library of Congress, accessed May 12, 2021, 

https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84031172. 
531 The Pennsylvania Herald and York General Advertiser, 16 Oct 1793 as cited in F. Edward Wright, Abstracts of 

South Central Pennsylvania Newspapers, compiled by Martha Reamy, vol. 2, 1791-1795 (Westminster, MD: Family 

Line Publications, 1988).  
532 William Dunn had come to the Genesee Valley several years earlier. He made his living as the proprietor of one 

of Bath’s first hotels, which he operated with Peter’s mother, a Black woman named Molly. See Phelan, And Why 

Not Every Man?, 30-1.   
533 Irvin W. Near, The Early History of Hornellsville, Steuben County, New York (Hornellsville, NY: Evening 

Tribune Print House, 1890), 20; Phelan, Why Not Every Man?, 32. 
534 On Seneca dispossession, see Laurence M. Hauptman, Conspiracy of Interests: Iroquois Dispossession and the 

Rise of New York State (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1999), pt. 2; and Michael Leroy Oberg, 
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of Bath, Caroline, Clifton Springs, Dansville, Geneva, Lyons, Rochester, Seneca, and Sodus 

were all colonized by southern slaveholding families who hoped to develop profitable wheat 

plantations in the region.535 Perhaps the most important facilitator of this migration was the 

English-born land speculator, Charles Williamson.536 In the early 1790s, Williamson was 

appointed the local land agent for the Pulteney Associates, a British firm that purchased most of 

the Genesee Valley. He and his family had intended to immigrate through Philadelphia, but a 

rough crossing forced them to land in Norfolk, Virginia. The Williamsons made their way north 

to Baltimore, where Charles fell in with the local slaveholding aristocracy. Williamson 

consequently marketed his northern lands to Chesapeake families, many of whom expressed an 

interest in migrating. The enterprising land agent had taken the initiative of paying to have roads 

constructed connecting northern Pennsylvania and Western New York. Williamson’s effort made 

it easier for his buyers to march hundreds of enslaved people through Pennsylvania to help 

colonize the western reaches of a northern state. Settlers took advantage of the peculiar 

                                                
Peacemakers: The Iroquois, the United States, and the Treaty of Canandaigua, 1794 (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2015). 
535 Most scholars writing about slavery in New York have focused their attention on the city and Hudson River 

Valley. Shane White, who has written on slavery and abolition in New York City, expressed his surprise at the 

extent of bondage in Ontario County in 1800, a place he characterized as “close to the most obscure spot in 

America.” See “Slavery in New York State in the Early Republic,” Australasian Journal of American Studies 14, no. 

2 (December 1995): 7. There have been exceptions, including impressive archaeological work and important local 

historical writing. See James A. Delle and Kristen R. Fellows, “A Plantation Transplanted: Archaeological 

Investigations of a Piedmont-Style Slave Quarter at Rose Hill, Geneva, New York,” Northeast Historical 

Archaeology 41 (2012): 50-74; and Phelan, And Why Not Every Man?, ch. 1. These enclaves in Western New York 

initially resembled “slave societies within a society with slaves,” to borrow Christy Clark-Pujara’s characterization 

of Narragansett, Rhode Island. See Dark Work, 25.  
536 For a comprehensive overview of the various companies that purchased tracts in Western New York, including 

Charles Williamson and the Pulteney Associates, see William Wyckoff, The Developer’s Frontier: The Making of 

the Western New York Landscape (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1988). Remarkably, however, Wyckoff 

does not mention slavery at all. For a detailed look at Williamson’s attachment to Chesapeake enslavers, see Helen I. 

Cowan, “Charles Williamson and the Southern Entrance to the Genesee Country,” New York History 23, no. 3 (July 

1942): 260-274. Finally, Kathryn Grover has done perhaps the best job describing the consequences of Williamson’s 

preferences and policies on the early settlement at Geneva. See Make a Way Somehow: African-American Life in a 

Northern Community, 1790-1965 (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1994), ch. 1.  
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geography of gradual abolition, and in doing so created visible and legal north-bound slave 

caravans.   

 In addition to dispossessing the Seneca, the opening of Western New York to U.S. 

colonization sundered Black communities.537 When he was eleven years old, Peter Wheeler was 

sold away from his mother and older sister before being transported from New Jersey to New 

York. His sister canvassed the neighborhood and raised funds to try to purchase back her 

younger brother. Wheeler’s enslaver refused her offer. According to Wheeler, his mother stood 

by but offered no assistance. “What could she do?” he asked rhetorically. “She was a black 

woman.”538 Wheeler did not see her again before she died. Austin Steward also described the 

horrors of family separation in his autobiography. When Steward’s enslaver, William Helm, 

decided to relocate to the Genesee country, he sold off all his capital with the exception of the 

people he enslaved, believing that “the more slaves a man possessed in that country the more he 

would be respected, and the higher would be his position in society.”539 This respect came at a 

high price for Steward and his neighbors. Steward described their removal from Virginia as “the 

severest trial they had ever endured,” since it required “the separation from our old home and 

fellow-slaves, from our relatives and the old State of Virginia.”540  

 The journey through Pennsylvania into New York was a fearful one for many enslaved 

communities. Not only did they have little sense of where they were heading, other than away 

                                                
537 In the volume he published on his travels, La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt spoke of these as two sides of the same 

coin. While observing the treatment of the Seneca during his stay in Canandaigua, New York, he wrote: “The 

treatment of the Indians, and the servitude of the negroes, have branded the fair face of American freedom with an 

odious stigma, which government, as soon as possible, should strain every nerve to efface.” See Travels through the 

United States of North America, the Country of the Iroquois, and Upper Canada, in the Years 1795, 1796, and 1797, 

vol. 1, 2nd ed., trans. H. Neumann (London: T. Gillett, 1800), 269.  
538 Peter Wheeler and Charles Edwards Lester, Chains and Freedom: Or, the Life and Adventures of Peter Wheeler, 

a Colored Man Yet Living. A Slave in Chains, a Sailor on the Deep, and a Sinner at the Cross (New York: E. S. 

Arnold & Co., 1839), 38-40. 
539 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 42-3.  
540 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 47.  
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from their homes, but what they had managed to learn was not encouraging. Peter Wheeler’s 

family worried that he was heading toward “the wild Ingens at the west” in 1800, with Wheeler 

clarifying to his amanuensis in the late 1830s that “folks was as ‘fraid to go to York State then as 

they be now to go to Texas.”541 The members of Austin Steward’s family who remained in 

Virginia believed that those heading to New York were “the most unfortunate of human beings,” 

since they were the ones who would “in all probability be destroyed by wild beasts, devoured by 

cannibals, or scalped by the Indians.”542 When historians describe the fear that enslaved people 

felt when heading north, we are normally discussing refugees from southern slavery. Those who 

sought refuge had to survive armed enslavers, hunger, and unfamiliar terrain—not dissimilar to 

the experiences of Steward, Wheeler, and hundreds more. However, these northern-bound people 

were not refugees from slavery, but captives in a strange new land.  

 Fear lurked in the forests. Wild animals were not figments of the imaginations of the 

family that Austin Steward was forced to leave behind. Both Peter Wheeler and Sylvia Dubois, a 

New Jersey-born enslaved woman, described feeling unsettled in northeastern Pennsylvania’s 

Beech Woods.543 It was here that Wheeler was whipped by his enslaver for his failure to prevent 

their two wagons from sinking into the mud-soaked road, forcing them to spend a night in the 

forest. The “howlin’ and screamin’” of wolves and panthers was so severe that the team was 

forced to keep watch with guns loaded and a fire blazing. Their horses trembled so severely that 

there was not “any more sleep there that night, than there would be in that fire.”544 Dubois also 

recalled spending long nights in the Beech Woods, guarding her party’s wagons for want of an 

                                                
541 Wheeler and Lester, Chains and Freedom, 38.  
542 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 47.  
543 Historically, this referred to the beech wood forests in what is now Wayne County, Pennsylvania, in the northeast 

corner of the state. See Alfred Mathews, History of Wayne, Pike, and Monroe Counties, Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, 

PA: R. T. Peck & Company, 1886), 327.  
544 Wheeler and Lester, Chains and Freedom, 48-50.  
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inn. The forest was so large and dense that Dubois “was six days going through it”; hours and 

hours would go by “without passing a house or meeting a person.” There were, however, “bears, 

panthers, wildcats, and the like,” about which Dubois had heard “a great many wild stories.” She 

made sure to keep her owner’s two cows close to the wagons. Those cows were her 

responsibility, and she did not want to risk a whipping like Wheeler.545 Steward, who traveled 

through Pennsylvania with some forty other enslaved people—like “some numerous caravan 

crossing the desert of Sahara”—witnessed the overseer assault someone was too slow responding 

to morning roll call.546 Slavery’s brutality did not abate in the Pennsylvania wilderness. 

 The trip north instructed enslaved people like Dubois, Steward, and Wheeler in the work 

of settler colonialism. They erected and struck tents for camping; maintained fires for warmth, 

protection, and cooking; cared for their enslavers’ livestock; drove teams and repaired wagons. 

This was a prelude to the work they would do to establish permanent homesteads. It was also a 

harsh form of slave labor taking place within Pennsylvania, enabled by state gradual abolition 

legislation. Steward recalled departing from Virginia with William Helm, an overseer, and a man 

named Davis who only accompanied the retinue so that he could make the return trip with “the 

five-horse ‘Pennsylvania team,’ which was provided for the conveyance of the food for the 

slaves, and what little baggage they might have.” These meager materials not only sustained 

Steward and his neighbors, they also enabled the migration of the Helm family. Enslaved people 

helped transform unseen land parcels in New York into spaces that resembled southern 

plantations. Helm marched around fifty enslaved people some twenty miles a day “through 

Maryland, Pennsylvania, and a portion of New York” so that they could undertake the arduous 

                                                
545 Not that Dubois would have suffered a whipping lightly. She obtained her freedom after getting into a physical 

altercation with her mistress. See C. W. Larison, Sylvia Dubois, a Biografy of the Slav Who Whipt Her Mistres and 

Gand Her Fredom, ed. Jared C. Lobdell (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 56-7.  
546 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 53.  
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work of establishing his family’s new home near Sodus Point on Lake Ontario. According to 

Steward, chopping wood and clearing land were unfamiliar tasks, but he and others had to learn 

on the job if they wished to avoid abuse; this had to be done before the more familiar work of 

constructing buildings and sowing fields.547 Helm demanded that the families he enslaved 

fashion his new home before he brought his own family to live there. Yet after returning from 

Virginia with his family, Helm decided to abandon Sodus Point and settle in Bath, which was 

seventy miles to the south. This meant subjecting Steward and his comrades to more clearing, 

chopping, hauling, building, and farming.548 It was the enslaved who built Bath. The 1810 

federal census recorded fifty-seven enslaved people living in the small village, thirty-one of 

whom labored for Helm. There were twenty-two “all other free persons” as well, meaning that 

Black people comprised nearly eight percent of Bath’s population.549 Historians have 

demonstrated that slavery’s power derived in part from its flexibility—the ability to adapt and to 

fill niches.550 Yet flexibility meant nothing without state sanction. Pennsylvania and New York 

gradual abolition law combined to ensure that it was perfectly legal to whip a slave in northern 

Pennsylvania while transporting her from Virginia to New York.  

                                                
547 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 52-5. 
548 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 60; reports vary as to the number of slaves that William Helm transported 

from Virginia to New York. Based on an analysis of several county histories, John H. Martin concluded in 2005 that 

the number was between fifty and one hundred. See “Saints, Sinners and Reformers: The Burned-Over District Re-

Visited,” The Crooked Lake Review (Fall 2005), chapter 4, 

www.crookedlakereview.com/books/saints_sinners/martin4.html. A county history from places the number at forty. 

See Harlo Hakes, ed., assisted by L. C. Aldrich and others, Landmarks of Steuben County, New York (Syracuse, NY: 

D. Mason & Company, 1896), 59-60. I have taken the lower estimate, based partially on Steward’s own recollection 

that Helm had once sent forty slaves to a neighbor’s plantation in Virginia. See Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 

28. Without the 1790 or 1800 census for Virginia, it is difficult to give a more precise estimate. 
549 See the 1810 U.S. census, Steuben County, New York, population schedule, Bath, William Helm, p. 370. 
550 Robert William Fogel, Without Consent or Contract: The Rise and Fall of American Slavery (New York: W. W. 

Norton & Company, 1989); Berlin, Many Thousands Gone; Sven Beckert and Seth Rockman, eds, Slavery’s 

Capitalism: A New History of American Economic Development (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 

2016). 
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 Gradual abolition law allowed the domestic slave trade to take root in Pennsylvania soil. 

For every Black person trafficked north through the state, hundreds were trafficked west on their 

way to the Mississippi River and, ultimately, the Deep South. In 1805, a judge in Somerset 

County, Pennsylvania liberated twelve enslaved people who were being driven from Maryland to 

the slave pens of what is now Wheeling, West Virginia without offering a clear reason for his 

decision.551 This was not the experience of most slave trade victims brought into Pennsylvania, a 

population that only grew in size as slavery expanded throughout the southwest and as workers 

laid the National Road from Cumberland, Maryland to Wheeling between 1806 and 1818.552 The 

same year construction was finished, Pennsylvania governor William Findlay observed that it 

had become commonplace to see slavers “take coloured persons, in numbers chained together, 

through our state, and especially, the south western parts of it, without enquiry being made into 

the cause or object of the procedure.”553 In February 1822, both houses of the Pennsylvania 

General Assembly resolved to consider bills that would have made it illegal to transport enslaved 

people through the state in chains, but even these modest proposals—calculated as they were to 

shield white Pennsylvanians from slavery’s brutality rather than actually impede the domestic 

slave trade—lacked political support. The six-month sojourner clause made Pennsylvania 

complicit in slavery’s expansion.554  

                                                
551 LJ, 9 Aug 1805, p. 3. On the same page that the editors of the Lancaster Journal published news of the decision 

in Commonwealth v. Joseph Kerr, they advertised a reward for the return of a twenty-three-year-old Black man 

named Thomas Morgan. Morgan was captured and returned to term slavery, but sought refuge on at least two more 

occasions. See LJ, 29 Apr 1808, p. 1; and LJ, 1 Aug 1809, p. 2.  
552 Holness, “Between North and South, East and West,” 107-10.  
553 1818/19 PA Senate Journal, 16.  
554 1821/2 PA House Journal, 628; 1821/2 PA Senate Journal, 325. On early federal and state efforts to regulate the 

traffic in enslaved people in the Old Southwest, see Adam Rothman, “The Domestication of the Slave Trade in the 

United States” in The Chattel Principle: Internal Slave Trades in the Americas, ed. Walter Johnson (New Haven, 

CT: Yale University Press, 2004), 32-54. 
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 Sylvia Dubois, Austin Steward, and Peter Wheeler were constituent parts of a much 

larger migration. Other Genesee Valley colonists recalled making similar processionals through 

the Pennsylvania interior. In 1803, Gavin Nicholas migrated north to Geneva from Hampstead, 

his family’s plantation in northeastern Virginia. The Nicholas, Rose, and Lawson families left 

Stafford County in three coaches, two of which were constructed by enslaved carpenters at 

Hampstead “from timber cut on the place.” Nicholas identified three Black women, Phillis 

Kenny, Alice Bowman, and Susannah Dunkinson, who were permitted spots in the coaches in 

their capacity as nurses and maids to the white children; he did not name the drivers at the head 

of these coaches. Trailing behind the enslavers’ party were four wagons “for the colored people 

and their baggage,” as well as for “the invalid women and small children” who were unable to 

walk. Nicholas related that the two parties “went about half a mile together, then the whites 

turned to the right, and the blacks to the left and did not meet again until they met in Geneva” 

some three weeks later. The reason for the separation appears to have been ease of travel. 

Nicholas notes that the white families “came by Albany,” suggesting that they made at least part 

of their journey on the Hudson and Mohawk Rivers. The “seventy-five colored people,” by 

contrast, were marched “directly north over the Alleghenies … through Pennsylvania.” Surely 

they faced similar trials to Sylvia Dubois, Austin Steward, Peter Wheeler: hunger and fear, a 

formidable and unfamiliar terrain, and threats of violence from overseers tasked with driving 

them northward.  

 Other enslaved people had made the journey in smaller groups. Gavin Nicholas 

concluded his recollections of this journey by acknowledging that his family had sent “parties” 

from the Chesapeake to the Finger Lakes “for two years previously raising crops and making 

preparations.” It appears then that the Hampstead group, like William Helm, had relied on 
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enslaved people to build their homes and to create a familiar plantation landscape. Perhaps 

Nicholas was referring to the party led by Peregrine Fitzhugh, who had already transported some 

three dozen enslaved people north to work the land around Sodus Bay while he resided at his 

estate in Geneva. A Marylander named Henry Brothers had also journeyed north a few years 

earlier to help lay out the town of Seneca with the assistance of six enslaved people. At the turn 

of the century, a Frederick County man named Daniel Dorsey traveled north with some forty 

enslaved people to establish Lyons. All traveled through Pennsylvania, and all facilitated chattel 

slavery’s expansion into northwestern lands.555  

 On the other hand, familiarity with Pennsylvania could aid enslaved people. In July 1805, 

a twenty-six-year-old man named Jim decided he did not wish to be enslaved in New York. He 

headed south in the company of another enslaved Black man, but the pair were quickly 

ambushed by slave catchers. Jim managed to avoid re-enslavement by ditching his knapsack; his 

compatriot was not so lucky. The captured man confessed to Jim’s enslaver, a recent transplant 

from Virginia named John F. Patillo, that Jim was “aiming to get to Virginia, where he was 

raised.” Jim had some knowledge of the Pennsylvania interior, having been marched through the 

Susquehanna Valley just a few months earlier. According to Patillo, the intrepid young man had 

successfully “travelled the road to Carlisle, thro’ which place he was moved” the previous 

spring, which was “as far as I have heard of him.” For Jim, at least, the Pennsylvania woods had 

offered refuge.556 

                                                
555 Nicholas related his memories to his nephew, George Wilson Nicholas, in 1873 shortly before his death. The 

younger Nicholas annotated his uncle’s recollections before donating them to the Geneva Historical Society in the 

early twentieth century. See Grover, Make a Way Somehow, 8, 16-8.     
556 CG, 19 Jul 1805, p. 4. Time has not been kind to the Patillo family. A late-nineteenth-century history offers the 

following assessment: “In 1805 a few families came in from South Maryland and Virginia, by the names of Boyer, 

Hyde, Speed, and Patillo, all of whom became prominent citizens, except the last.” See H. B. Peirce and D. 

Hamilton Hurd, History of Tioga, Chemung, Tompkins, and Schuyler Counties, New York. With Illustrations and 

Biographical Sketches of Some of Its Prominent Men and Pioneers (Philadelphia, PA: Everts & Ensign, 1879), 454. 

John’s brother is identified in the 1820 federal census as “Patillo Wm. J. (slave holder).” He enslaved seven people in 
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 Some northbound enslavers were at least nominally concerned about Pennsylvania’s 

growing reputation as an antislavery state. Nathaniel Rochester decided it was safest to seek 

confirmation that Pennsylvania would respect his property rights. His decision to notify Franklin 

County officials that he was going to be traveling through the region had the added benefit of 

making it easier for him to recover any enslaved people who tried to escape during the journey, 

since he had already informed sympathetic justices of the peace his plans. Nathaniel, who made 

part of his fortune in the domestic slave trade, was aware of the temptation that Pennsylvania 

could pose to enslaved Marylanders—especially young single men.557 In the summer of 1784, a 

twenty-two-year-old man named Bristor absconded from Nathaniel for at least the second time. 

“I expect he is gone to the state of Pennsylvania,” Nathaniel wrote, “as he made an attempt once 

before to go to the western part of that state.”558 Some two decades later, a twenty-four-year-old 

nail maker named Isaac, whose eyes had a “reddish cast,” followed in Bristor’s footsteps.559 Both 

men sought refuge in late summer, and in both cases Nathaniel waited several months before 

offering twenty dollars for their return in the Pennsylvania press. Perhaps the two had regularly 

absented themselves for short periods of time. Perhaps Nathaniel expected that Bristor and Isaac 

would return to slavery of their own accord. Whatever the situation, Nathaniel Rochester was 

more prepared in the spring of 1810. 

                                                
Caroline, New York, just outside of modern-day Ithaca. See 1820 U.S. census, Tioga County, New York, population 

schedule, Caroline, Patillo Wm. J. (slave holder), p. 252 (hand written).  
557 Nathaniel Rochester was born in Virginia, but grew up in North Carolina. While he served in the militia early in 

the War for Independence, by 1779 he was working as a merchant in Hillsborough, buying and selling manufactured 

goods and enslaved people. Rochester and his business partner relocated to Hagerstown, Maryland before war’s end, 

where they continued trafficking in human beings for at least a decade. The two experimented with industrial 

plantation manufactures, advertising slave-made nails to the residents of the Susquehanna Valley. Rochester also 

speculated in western lands and in 1809 decided he was going to settle his family in the Genesee country, which he 

had visited at the turn of the century. See CG, 28 Jul 1790, p. 1; Nolte et al., “‘We Called Her Anna.’” 
558 PP, 21 Dec 1784, p. 1. 
559 CG, 12 Dec 1806, p. 3.  
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 Rochester family lore has maintained that Nathaniel was a benevolent enslaver who 

migrated north so that he could manumit the families he kept in bondage and raise his children in 

an antislavery environment. The reality is more complex.560 As he was preparing to leave 

Hagerstown, Nathaniel attempted to sell “sundry articles of household furniture” as well as a 

teenage boy who was “about 16 years old.”561 A slave trader by profession, Nathaniel was 

hoping to sell this person for ready money rather than free him in New York. His moral compass 

remained temperamental at best upon reaching the Genesee Valley. Nathaniel did manumit a 

sixteen-year-old named Benjamin and a fourteen-year-old named Cassandra in January 1811, but 

this action did not immediately confer their freedom. The Danville Township Overseers of the 

Poor bound out Cassandra to Nathaniel on the same day he drew up the manumission papers. In 

other words, he converted Cassandra from a lifetime slave into a term slave, still obligated to 

spin cloth and cook meals for the Rochester family until she turned eighteen.562 The fate of 

Benjamin is unclear. Perhaps, like Cassandra, he was transformed into a term slave. Perhaps 

Benjamin was the sixteen-year-old who Nathaniel had tried to sell in Maryland. What is clear is 

that Nathaniel Rochester was perfectly comfortable continuing to profit from Black unfreedom in 

New York. 

                                                
560 It appears that Nathaniel Rochester imported some of the people he enslaved to New York illegally. While 

Rochester sent his sons ahead with at least Nance, Ned, and two children in 1809—the receipt is torn—family lore 

maintains that Rochester himself brought “ten freed slaves” to New York in 1810. The 1810 federal census, 

however, only identifies three, perhaps Benjamin, Cassandra, and another. The same census identifies four slaves 

living with William Rochester one town over, perhaps Nance, Ned, and the children. Since the state’s 1810 abolition 

law made it illegal to import enslaved people after May 1, 1810, and Nathaniel Rochester did not leave Hagerstown 

until late May, arriving in Dansville on June 10, it seems likely that the three enslaved people he brought with him 

personally entered the state illegally. See Nolte et al., “‘We Called Her Anna’,” 15; 1810 U.S. census, Steuben 

County, New York, population schedule, Dansville, Nathaniel Rochester, p. 379; 1810 U.S. census, Ontario County, 

New York, population schedule, Sparta, Jno C. Rochester, p. 246; Blake McKelvey, “Colonel Nathaniel Rochester,” 

RH 24, no. 1 (January 1962): 6.  
561 Hagers-Town Gazette, 1 May 1810, p. 3.  
562 While New York’s gradual abolition law permitted enslavers to keep women in term slavery until the age of 

twenty-five, women lifetime slaves who were manumitted and then bound out by the Overseers of the Poor could 

only be held to their age of majority, which was eighteen. The beneficiaries of New York’s gradual abolition law 

were compelled to serve longer terms than freedwomen who were bound out under New York’s poor laws.   
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 The relationship between the Rochester family and a young enslaved man named Ned 

highlights the tension between the power that gradual abolition laws preserved for enslavers and 

the leverage they offered enslaved people. The Rochesters manumitted Ned a few years after 

emancipating and binding Cassandra. Once again, the details of this story reveal a more 

complicated relationship between gradual abolition and antislavery conviction. Ned decided he 

was done playing the part of happy servant after arriving in New York. He refused to leave Bath, 

which by 1815 had a large free Black population, in order to return to the smaller town of 

Dansville. He declared to a local lawyer that he was free, but the lawyer disagreed that Ned was 

owed anything and told the Rochesters as much. Whatever the reason Ned believed he was owed 

his freedom—the Rochesters thought that one of the free Black residents of Bath had told him 

so—he caused William Rochester enough trouble that the son wrote his father recommending 

they manumit Ned on the condition that he reimburse the family for his value. William, who was 

also a lawyer by training, noted in a letter to Nathaniel that “such a contract would be valid 

agreeable to a decision of our Supreme Court,” meaning that it would not run afoul of New 

York’s increasingly complicated gradual abolition laws. These had the effect of creating an 

environment that granted power to whichever party might threaten to go to court. Some enslavers 

decided it was not worth it.563   

                                                
563 Nolte et al., “‘We Called Her Anna,’” 10, 15-20. While Nolte et al.’s excavation and discussion of the Rochester 

slavery documents is impressive, they misstate that Rochester received a monthly $3.50 fee from the Overseers of 

the Poor for taking in Cassandra. The state assembly eliminated this provision of the emancipation law in 1804 once 

it became clear that enslavers understood its potential for abuse. See Gellman, Emancipating New York, 182. It does 

not appear that William Rochester was referring to a specific case, but rather that he meant that this arrangement—

requiring Ned to purchase his own freedom—would not run afoul of the state’s 1813 law prohibiting anyone from 

making any “indenture, contract, or bond, conditioned for personal service” with formerly enslaved people. See “An 

Act Concerning Slaves and Servants” in Laws of the State of New-York, Revised and Passed at the Thirty-Sixth 

Session of the Legislature, with Marginal Notes and References, Furnished by the Revisors, William P. Van Ness & 

John Woodworth, Esquires, Pursuant to the Act, entitled ‘An Act for Publishing Laws of this State,” Passed April 

13th, 1813, vol. 2 (Albany, NY: H. C. Southwick & Co., 1813), 203.  
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 New York continued to regulate slavery as the century progressed. By the time the 

Rochesters arrived in the Finger Lakes, for instance, it was no longer legal for most enslavers to 

hire out Black people, the penalty for which was immediate emancipation. Like Ned, Austin 

Steward was becoming increasingly dissatisfied with remaining enslaved in an increasingly free 

state and had reason to believe that he had a legal claim to his freedom. He had watched William 

Helm engage in slave trading in New York and understood that many of the “slaves he had sold, 

were getting their liberty and doing well.”564 In 1815, Steward confirmed with an antislavery 

lawyer that he could sue for his liberty on the grounds that Helm had hired the young man out on 

a number of occasions in violation of state law. Steward never brought a formal charge against 

William Helm; the threat of doing so was sufficient to secure his manumission.565  

 William Helm was facing ruin. He had lost the majority of the people he enslaved to a 

culture of gradual abolition. He had squandered his money on horse races and card games. Helm 

brought the lifestyle of a Virginia gentleman to the Genesee Valley, bet on its future, and lost. 

Desperate, he attempted to kidnap the freed people he had formerly enslaved and sell them to 

southern slavers. Helm wrangled a few co-conspirators and made for Palmyra under the guise of 

throwing a party for the town’s Black community. He tried to take the congregation by force but 

was unable to overpower them, managing only to injure a few people, including Steward’s 

father. Helm and his posse then retreated to Bath, where they successfully seized between fifteen 

and twenty people and spirited them off to Olean, a village located on the Allegheny River 

roughly five miles north of the Pennsylvania border. Likewise determined not to fall victim to 

                                                
564 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, 91. In 1820, William Helm actually sued a debtor for non-payment of a note 

from an 1813 slave sale and lost the case on the grounds that the transaction was illegal. See Helm v. Miller 17 Johns 

296-9 (1820). 
565 An 1805 state supreme court case held that “A sale of the services of a slave, is the same as a sale of a slave” 

under a 1788 law prohibiting the sale of enslaved people imported into New York. See Link v. Beuner 3 Caine 325-8 

(1805); Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, chs. 10-11. 
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Helm’s predations, the captives rebelled, and most secured their freedom. According to Steward, 

however, two young children were unsuccessful in their efforts and were sold south. Helm fled, 

but was eventually arrested several towns over and served a short sentence on kidnapping 

charges. He retained his position as a judge on the local court.566 

William Helm’s impulse to go south was not unfamiliar to northern enslavers and their 

families. Scores of enterprising individuals forged familial and commercial ties between the 

Susquehanna and Lower Mississippi Valleys during the age of gradual abolition.567 While 

Louisiana and Mississippi were by no means the only southern destination for intrepid 

Pennsylvanians—Kentucky, Maryland, and Tennessee were also popular—their migration to 

Natchez had perhaps the greatest impact on slavery’s expansion.568 The success of southern 

transplants encouraged northern relatives to try their luck in the emerging plantation economy. 

Oliver Pollock was particularly diligent about spreading the gospel of the Lower Mississippi 

Valley to residents of the Lower Susquehanna. Seeking to recuperate some of the losses he 

suffered as a financier of the late war, Pollock marketed southern lands to a northern audience, 

                                                
566 Steward, Twenty-Two Years a Slave, ch. 12; Graham Russell Hodges, “Introduction” in Austin Steward, Twenty-

Two Years a Slave and Forty Years a Freeman, ed. Graham Russell Hodges (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University 

Press, 2002), xvi.  
567 South Central Pennsylvania families who had members move south include the Butlers, Callenders, Campbells, 

Dennys, Duncans, Gustines, Postlethwaites, Pollocks, Reynolds, Semples, and Walkers.  
568 John Montgomery and Charles Nisbet, Dickinson’s first treasurer of the board of trustees and college president 

respectively, watched their sons leave Carlisle in order to practice law in Baltimore. Both of the two young lawyers, 

John Montgomery Jr. and Alexander Nisbet, owned enslaved people in their adopted city. See 1820 U.S. census, 

Baltimore County, Maryland, population schedule, Baltimore Ward 4, John Montgomery, p. 197; 1820 U.S. census, 

Baltimore County, Maryland, population schedule, Baltimore Ward 6, John Montgomery, p. 258; 1820 U.S. census, 

Baltimore County, Maryland, population schedule, District 2, Alexander Nesbitt Esqr, p. 243. Of course, the border 

could pose problems. Cumberland County resident Francis West found that he could not, in any practical sense, 

bequeath an enslaved boy named Chamont to his son, William, who had also relocated to Baltimore. West instead 

left Chamont to an associate in Philadelphia, who was to hold the enslaved boy “in trust” for William. In 1798, a 

Maryland farmer named James Evans was bequeathed a man named Toby from his father who lived in Lancaster 

County. James, who already owned an enslaved person in Maryland, manumitted Toby rather than try to figure out 

how to get him across the Mason-Dixon Line. See Francis West, Cumberland County Will Book D, pp. 195-7; John 

Evans, Lancaster County Will Book G, pp. 171-2; James Evans, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry 

Addenda, p. 71; and 1800 U.S. census, Cecil County, Maryland, population schedule, West Nottingham, James 

Evins, p. 609 (hand written).  
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periodically updating the language he used to describe his lands as he learned more about how 

the region’s economy was developing.569 

Pennsylvania enslavers refashioned bondage in response to gradual abolition, developing 

a number of novel strategies in order to preserve their power. These same northern-born families 

helped develop the Lower Mississippi Valley into an economy predicated on slavery and cotton 

monoculture. While gradual abolition did not cause the southern migration of Pennsylvania 

enslavers, its deliberate slowness granted well-to-do families the time and capital they needed to 

determine how best to preserve their wealth and status. The choice of so many to leave shaped 

both the Lower Mississippi and Lower Susquehanna Valleys.570  

 

FROM NORTH TO NATCHEZ 

“Robert J. Walker was a native of Pennsylvania, and 

practiced law there a number of years with some reputation, 

but little profit. He arrived at Natchez very poor, but found 

there a rich colony of Pennsylvanians, more or less related 

to him, who controlled a large capital, and with their aid he 

soon stepped into an extensive practice.”571  

 

~J. F. H. Claiborne, Mississippi, as a Province, Territory, 

and State, 1880 

 

As slavery slowly faded from Pennsylvania, the institution reached its zenith in the 

United States as a whole. At midcentury, for instance, a man named Stephen Duncan owned 

                                                
569 On the old southwest as an explicitly colonial project, see Rothman, Slave Country. David Smith sketches out the 

connections between the Lower Susquehanna Valley and the southern interior in the late colonial period in On the 

Edge of Freedom, 12-14. Migration was not just a colonial phenomenon, however. There are few exhaustive studies 

of northern transplants in the antebellum south, a notable exception being Green, The Role of the Yankee in the Old 

South. On northern-born people as southern enslavers, the literature is even scarcer, but William K. Scarborough 

demonstrates that a meaningful number of elite enslavers in the Lower Mississippi Valley hailed from the north in 

Masters of the Big House: Elite Enslavers of the Mid-nineteenth-century South (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 

University Press, 2003), 7. On Stephen Duncan, see Brazy, An American Planter. On Oliver Pollock, see Kathleen 

DuVal, Independence Lost: Lives on the Edge of the American Revolution (New York: Random House, 2015), ch. 4.  
570 For a detailed discussion of the historiography of intersectional migration, see Young, “From North to Natchez.”  
571 J. F. C. Claiborne, Mississippi, as a Province, Territory and State, with Biographical Notices of Eminent Citizens, 

vol. 1 (Jackson, MS: Power and Barksdale, 1880), 415. 
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around one thousand human beings in Natchez, Mississippi—more than four times the total 

number of enslaved people remaining in all of the northern states combined. Yet northern-born 

people maintained intimate connections to slavery. Of the roughly 1,250 residents of Adams 

County, Mississippi who were born out-of-state according to the 1850 census, forty percent 

hailed from what we now think of as the free states.572 In fact, that year there were more free 

people from Pennsylvania than from Virginia living in the county.573 Stephen Duncan was one of 

them. The wealthiest cotton baron in antebellum Mississippi was the progeny of South Central 

Pennsylvania enslavers.574  

Duncan’s cousins, siblings, parents, legal guardian, stepfather, and grandparents all held 

people in bondage in Carlisle. A single advertisement demonstrates how enslavers broke up 

Black families in order to bolster white kinship networks.575 In 1793, when Stephen was only six 

years old, an enslaved man named Harry escaped Pittsburgh in order to return to Carlisle to see 

his wife, Phoebe, who was enslaved by Stephen’s grandfather. Harry had previously been 

enslaved by Ephraim Blaine, who in just a few years would become Stephen’s stepfather. 

Harry’s brother, meanwhile, labored for a Carlisle physician named Samuel McCoskry, who was 

about to become Stephen’s legal guardian.576 Their collective ownership of a single enslaved 

family further intertwined the Duncan, Blaine, and McCoskry clans. While neither census, tax, 

nor court records reveal whether Harry successfully returned to his family in Carlisle, it is worth 

                                                
572 On the intellectual history of the “free state,” see Kellen Heniford, “Slavery Is Slavery: Early American 

Mythmaking and the Invention of the Free State” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 2021). 
573 507 out of 1,264 residents. 140 residents were born in Pennsylvania, while 131 were born in Virginia. I obtained 

these numbers by tallying out-of-state births in the 1850 U.S. census population schedule for Adams County.  
574 Stephen Duncan biographer Martha Jane Brazy understandably spends little time on her subject’s childhood. For 

a detailed look at his life after leaving Pennsylvania, however, see An American Planter. 
575 CG, 9 Oct 1793, p. 4. Harry had sought refuge from slavery on multiple occasions. See CG, 22 Aug 1792, p. 1; 

and CG, 1 May 1793, p. 1.  
576 Docket of the Orphans Court, vol. 2: 1761–1786, pp. 190, 208, 218, 386, microfilm reel 1, CCHS Docket of the 

Orphans Court, vol. 3, 1786–1804, p. 143, microfilm reel 1, CCHS. 
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noting that Phoebe gave birth to a son less than a year after Harry left Pittsburgh. James Duncan, 

Stephen’s uncle, duly registered the infant with the Cumberland County clerk.577  

As Pennsylvanians adjusted to a new legal climate, so too did residents of the Mississippi 

Territory. Many of the first American colonists in the region migrated when it was part of British 

West Florida and were either northern- or foreign-born, including several from Pennsylvania. In 

1770, enticed by extensive land grants from the territorial governor, seventy-nine free white and 

eighteen enslaved Black settlers from Pennsylvania and Virginia arrived at Natchez, then a 

remote military outpost in the British Empire.578 After 1780, young Pennsylvanians who had 

grown up during the age of gradual abolition began moving to Mississippi and aiding in the 

transformation of Natchez into a respectable city for permanent settlement. This took time. 

Although the United States gained legal possession of the territory in 1795, it was years before 

the young nation exercised any effective sovereignty over the region’s ethnically diverse 

habitants. Natchez in the early republic remained a town on the margins. White settlers wasted 

no time imagining a profitable future. 

The 1798 U.S. congressional ordinance organizing the Mississippi Territory guaranteed 

the right of settlers to enslave Black laborers but denied them the ability to import them from 

foreign countries.579 This posed a problem for Richard Butler. A northern Pennsylvania native, 

Butler became enamored with the Lower Mississippi Valley as a young soldier. He sailed from 

Pittsburgh to Natchez as part of an intelligence mission in 1798, spending his brief time ashore 

admiring the daughters of wealthy enslavers. “Some of them own as many as two & three 

hundred slaves,” Butler fawned, “& elegant farm stock innumerable & so near Orleans. which is 

                                                
577 James Duncan, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1795.058. 
578 D. Clayton James, Antebellum Natchez (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1968), 16–19. 
579 “An act for an amicable settlement of limits with the State of Georgia, and authorizing the establishment of a 

government for the Mississippi territory,” 1 Stat. 549 (1798). 
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a fine market for their produce, is a great advantage, from which they procure all the luxuries a 

seaport affords.” He moved to the Mississippi Territory the following year, married an eligible 

woman named Margaret Farar, and acquired her property across the border in Spanish West 

Florida.580 Several of Butler’s neighbors petitioned Congress to protect slavery in Natchez, 

confessing that the land they occupied would be of little more value than an “equal quantity of 

waste land” without enslaved Black labor.581 Butler knew this, too, and decided to write 

Congress personally about their ban on foreign imports: “Your petitioner [was] greatly 

embarrassed by the publication of this regulation . . . conceiving it not to be the intention of 

[said] Ordinance to deprive Citizens of the united States the privilege of introducing their 

property into this Territory, but only to prevent the augmentation of slaves by importing & 

purchasing from strangers.”582 At the turn of the nineteenth century, both New York and the 

Mississippi Territory allowed migrants to bring enslaved people within their borders while 

forbidding their importation. This was a way of respecting the property rights of U.S. enslavers 

while attempting to curb the slave trade as Black revolutionaries unmade Saint-Domingue.583  

Until the Jefferson administration purchased Louisiana from the French in 1803, 

prospective settlers understood that Natchez was the southwestern limit of the United States. 

Newspapers in the Pennsylvania interior dedicated stories “To the people of the U. States from 

Maine to the Natchez” and reported that there was “no other settlement on the Mississippi, 

                                                
580 Transcripts of the 1798 travel diary of Richard Butler, box 1, folder 32, p. 8, Butler (Richard) Papers, Mss. 1000, 

1069, LLMVC. 
581 “Petitions of Cato West and others of the Mississippi Territory, complaining of the political system by which the 

said territory is governed, and the present mode of administration, read in the House on this day, January 13, 1800,” 

in National State Papers of the United States, 1789–1817: John Adams Administration, 1797–1801, part 2: Texts of 

Documents, vol. 16, ed. Martin P. Claussen (Wilmington, DE, 1980), 66. 
582 “Petition of Richard Butler, praying the admission of slaves into the Mississippi Territory, read in the Senate on 

this day, January 7, 1800,” in Claussen, 16:357. 
583 On enslavers’ efforts to establish moral distance between themselves and slave traders and slave speculators, see 

Robert H. Gudmestad, A Troublesome Commerce: The Transformation of the Interstate Slave Trade (Baton Rouge: 

Louisiana State University Press, 2003). 
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except the small one called Concord, opposite the Natchez” and a modest number of Indian 

trading communities.584 In 1802, Robert R. Livingston, a wealthy New York enslaver and the 

U.S. minister to France, made a blustering attempt to use Natchez to pressure French officials 

into selling New Orleans. He threatened to constrict all U.S. business to Natchez should France 

not agree to part with the city. “Large vessels from France, have already arrived [in Natchez], 

and unloaded their cargoes without difficulty,” he explained, “and as the soil is so much the more 

advantageous as we penetrate further, there is very little doubt this establishment will soon rival 

that of New-Orleans, when the American capitals [sic] shall have been taken out of it.” After the 

French conceded, which had more to do with Haitians foiling Napoleon’s plan for an American 

empire than with Livingston’s threats, the federal government took measures to ensure that 

Natchez would remain competitive in the Lower Mississippi Valley.585 In February 1804, 

Congress established the city as the sole port of entry for goods into the Mississippi Territory, 

thereby preventing New Orleans from monopolizing the lucrative import market. At about the 

same time, Congress also took action to improve postal service between Natchez and 

Washington, DC, which had previously lacked a “direct mode of communication with the seat of 

the territorial government.”586 These new services encouraged free white settlers to populate the 

city, which was no longer the country’s most remote outpost. 

 With slavery’s future seemingly secure in Mississippi and Louisiana and on its last legs 

in the north, many of the children of South Central Pennsylvania’s last slaveholding generation 

elected to seek their fortunes in Natchez. While family connections encouraged migrations, 

newspapers also described Mississippi as a land of increasingly secure opportunity. 

                                                
584 CG, 28 Jul 1802, p. 1; OD, 3 Dec 1803, p. 1. 
585 Paul Lachance, “Repercussions of the Haitian Revolution in Louisiana,” in The Impact of the Haitian Revolution 

in the Atlantic World, ed. David P. Geggus (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 2001), 209–11.  
586 Philadelphia Evening Post, 7 Mar 1804, p. 4; OD, 7 Jan 1804, p. 3. 
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Pennsylvanians continued to relocate even as many contracted yellow fever and died young.587 

Those who survived extended their families’ slaveholding legacies into the Old Southwest.  

 Just as the English-born booster Charles Williamson marketed the Genesee Valley to 

Chesapeake enslavers, the Irish-born Oliver Pollock marketed the Lower Mississippi Valley to 

Susquehanna enslavers. Pollock migrated to Pennsylvania as a young man in 1760, settling in 

Cumberland County. He made a fortune as a merchant trader in the Spanish Caribbean operating 

out of Havana and New Orleans. During the War for Independence, Pollock loaned $300,000 to 

Virginia and the federal government, having obtained part of his capital by selling some of the 

men he enslaved and hiring out others to public works projects. Cash-poor legislatures were 

reticent about reimbursing Pollock in peacetime, and by the 1790s he had taken to selling some 

of his landholdings.588 In 1791 he circulated an advertisement in the Philadelphia press 

marketing a plantation on the Mississippi River some five or six miles north of New Orleans. 

The property included a saw mill, fruit orchards, “16 good negro huts,” a forge, and was “fit for 

indigo, tobacco, or any kind of grain.” Pollock correctly noted that “the proximity of this 

Plantation to the town of New-Orleans, which, from its situation, must soon become one of the 

first commercial ports in America, will, no doubt, render it very valuable.”589 By the spring of 

1799, the federal government was no closer to reimbursing its impoverished creditor. Pollock 

tried selling his lands again, this time placing an advertisement in the Carlisle Gazette for 

property in Pennsylvania and Virginia as well as “sundry tracts of valuable lands for raising 

Tobacco, Indigo, Corn, &c. on the banks of the Mississippi, laying betwixt Natchez, and New 

                                                
587 On the social capital conferred by immunity to yellow fever, see Kathryn Olivarius, “Immunity, Capital, and 

Power in Antebellum New Orleans,” AHR 124, no. 4 (April 2019): 425-55.  
588 On Pollock, his role in the Revolution, and his debts, see James Alton James, Oliver Pollock: The Life and Times 

of an Unknown Patriot (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1937), 154-6, 335; and DuVal, Independence 

Lost, 35-43, 124, 282-91.  
589 The Independent Gazetteer, 27 Aug 1791, p. 4. 
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Orleans.” He had broken down his Mississippi lands from a single property into “sundry tracts,” 

but could not yet anticipate which crops would dominate these plantations.590 

 At the close of the eighteenth century, enslavers were just beginning to turn their 

attention to cotton cultivation.591 In 1798, a long-term resident of the Lower Mississippi Valley 

reflected that tobacco had been the dominant crop in Natchez until 1792, when indigo came into 

favor.592 Pollock may not have realized in 1799 that cotton was ascending, but within a few years 

it became clear that Mississippi was not going to replicate the coastal Atlantic crop system. By 

1803, Andrew Ellicott, an established land surveyor from Pennsylvania, could declare that cotton 

was “the staple commodity of the settlement of Natchez.”593 Observers near and far took it as a 

matter of faith that cotton monoculture would require enslaved workers. Oliver Pollock 

acknowledged as much in a letter he wrote from Carlisle to his agent in New Orleans in the 

summer of 1804. Discussing property he owned some fifty miles south of Natchez, Pollock 

observed, “I have been often on it, & know well its value, provided it was in Good hands, with a 

few negroes, say 2 to begin with.” In a gesture to the overland slave trade, Pollock added, “this 

number, or more, I mean to send or take with me next winter, & settle them my self, or put it into 

your hands, such as you can recommend on the spott.”594 As cotton became increasingly 

associated with southwestern land, so too did enslaved Black labor.  

The Lower Mississippi Valley enticed the white residents of South Central Pennsylvania. 

The language that Oliver Pollock employed to market his properties in the local press evolved 

                                                
590 CG, 24 Apr 1799, p. 4.  
591 See Sven Beckert, Empire of Cotton: A Global History (New York: Vintage Books, 2014), ch. 5. 
592 Letter printed in the Cumberland Register, 9 Feb 1808, pp. 1-2, and 17 Feb 1808, p. 4.  
593 Berlin, Many Thousands Gone, 343. 
594 While Pollock had owned enslaved people in Pennsylvania, it is more likely he was referring to taking enslaved 

men and women with him from his Maryland or Virginia properties, where local law did not regulate their removal 

from the state as strictly. See Oliver Pollock Letter, Mss. 3762, LLMVC; Book I, 1789 to 1791, p. 405, Recorder of 

Deeds, CCA; Book K, 1791 to 1794, p. 205, Recorder of Deeds, CCA. 
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over time, reflecting both the changing southwestern landscape and northern conceptions of its 

value. By February 1803, Pollock was no longer peddling “sundry tracts” of land but rather 

discrete plantations. He marketed three properties that were “within the line of the United States” 

and “well calculated for the raising of cotton, indigo, [and] hemp.” Cotton was now the headliner 

in a list of potential commercial ventures. Although Pollock was still living in Pennsylvania, he 

was willing to accept as payment “either cash, property in the city of Washington, good security, 

or a certain number of negroes.”595 When he failed to win a seat representing South Central 

Pennsylvania in the U.S. House of Representatives the following year, Pollock moved to 

Baltimore. He continued to advertise his southwestern lands in the Carlisle Gazette, however, 

declaring in 1806 that he had divided his extensive holdings into seventeen five-hundred-acre 

plantations, each consisting of “first rate Lands for the culture of Cotton” with good title “in the 

middle of a well settled and thriving country.”596 Pollock received some unsolicited assistance 

that summer when a second Carlisle newspaper published a letter from a New Orleanian 

celebrating the riches of the Lower Mississippi Valley: “From Natchez down, say 300 miles, the 

river is one broad street through a delightful village of cotton and sugar plantations; the houses 

shaded by orange groves, and the planters all extremely wealthy.”597 In his final advertisement in 

the Carlisle press, Pollock asked that any person interested in purchasing “first rate cotton lands” 

contact Samuel Postlethwaite, Thomas Duncan, or Andrew Ellicott, all of whom were 

Pennsylvania enslavers with either personal or familial knowledge of Natchez.598  

                                                
595 National Intelligencer, 9 Feb 1803, p. 4. 
596 CG, 8 Aug 1806, p. 3. 
597 Cumberland Register, 8 Jul 1806, p. 2.  
598 CG, 30 Mar 1810, p. 1; Samuel Postlethwaite, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.265; 1800 U.S. 

census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Thomas Duncan, p. 97; 1810 U.S. census, 

Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Thomas Duncan, p. 10. Andrew Ellicott’s 

relationship to slavery is ambiguous. He expressed his personal opposition to the institution in his diary, 

characterizing it as morally unjust and politically inexpedient. Yet while he noted that “domestic slavery is 

extremely disagreeable to the inhabitants of the eastern states,” he advocated that it should be allowed to take hold in 
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 The rise of a slaveholding, cotton-planting Deep South transformed Carlisle. Northern 

men developed a knowledge of the southern cotton market and rushed to establish profitable 

textile mills. Sensing an opportunity, Cumberland County residents attempted a number of ill-

fated manufacturing projects in the early republic. Despite access to the Conodoguinet and 

Yellow Britches creeks, both tributaries of the Susquehanna, it seems that Carlisle was not 

destined to become a center of textile industry. At the turn of the nineteenth century, however, 

this not only seemed a possibility, but a prudent course of action. In 1787, the Carlisle Gazette 

reprinted a 1775 speech by Benjamin Rush on American manufactures. Rush noted that while 

most residents of Pennsylvania clothed themselves “entirely with woolens and linens 

manufactured in their own families,” demand for lighter cotton fabrics was increasing. Since 

inexpensive raw cotton was becoming available from the West Indies “and southern colonies,” 

Rush proposed a “commercial union with the middle and southern colonies” based on textile 

manufacturing. Such an economic system would not only lessen American dependence on 

British imports, it would strengthen the new North American “political union.”599 Rush’s plan 

                                                
the Lower Mississippi Valley, where he was working as a surveyor, as a matter of practical politics. See The Journal 

of Andrew Ellicott, Late Commissioner on Behalf of the United States during Part of the Year 1796, the Years 1797, 

1798, 1799, and Part of the Year 1800: For Determining the Boundary Between the United States and the 

Possessions of His Catholic Majesty in America (Philadelphia, PA: Budd & Bartram, 1803), 2, 153. When Ellicott 

returned to Philadelphia in early 1800, the federal census recorded a single enslaved person in his home, and perhaps 

one nominally free person of color (the tally mark might be scratched out). Ellicott moved to Lancaster in 1801, but 

never registered any people with the county prothonotary. However, the 1810 census recorded two nominally free 

people of color in his home. This comports with the 1800 census, assuming the tally mark is deliberate. Ellicott died 

intestate in 1820, but that year’s census recorded a nominally free Black man over forty-give and a young Black 

woman living with his widow, Sarah, near West Point, New York. While several representatives of the U.S. Military 

Academy had held people in lifetime slavery in 1810, by 1820 the town’s Black population was either free or 

experiencing term slavery. See 1800 U.S. census, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, 

Philadelphia North Ward, Andrew Ellicott, p. 7; 1810 U.S. census, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, population 

schedule, Lancaster, Andrew Ellicott Esq, p. 602; 1810 U.S. census, Orange County, New York, population 

schedule, Cornwall, p. 399; and 1820 U.S. census, Orange County, New York, population schedule, Cornwall, Sarah 

Ellicott, p. 694.  
599 CG, 22 Aug 1787, p. 1.  
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retained its urgency in 1787 as delegates from twelve of the thirteen confederated states met in 

Philadelphia to discuss their country’s future. 

 Cotton manufacturing was closely tied to civic culture in the early republic.600 

Manufacturing proposals often appeared alongside political news in the Pennsylvania press. 

Early references to a proposed cotton factory appear immediately after election returns and 

reports of the state assembly. The first notice of the project emphasized the public benefits of 

such an endeavor and suggested that it was the duty of “every sensible and patriotic citizen” to 

support its completion. The editorial supposed that Carlisle merchants sold “more than three 

thousand pounds” of British cotton textiles each year, describing the commerce as a “tribute” to 

the country’s “late tyrannical governors.” Supporters of the plan were called to meet at Joseph 

Postlethwaite’s tavern, a popular watering hole and established center of political culture in the 

center of the borough.601 That term, the state assembly passed “An Act to Assist the Cotton 

Manufacturers of this State,” which helped fund a Philadelphia-based society for “the 

encouragement of manufactures and the useful arts” organized by a “number of patriotic 

citizens.” In this early national moment, to support cotton was to support the union.602  

 Early in 1789, several leading members of the Cumberland County elite solicited 

shareholders to help establish a cotton manufacture in Carlisle. They argued that such a business 

“would contribute very much to the advantage of this place in particular, and the country at 

                                                
600 On the geography of revolutionary print culture, see Parkinson, The Common Cause, ch. 1. On the political 

economy of cotton and slavery in the early republic, see Joyce E. Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural 

Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 

1993); Rothman, Slave Country; Brian Schoen, The Fragile Fabric of Union: Cotton, Federal Politics, and the 

Global Origins of the Civil War (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009); and Hammond, “Slavery, 

Settlement, and Empire.”  
601 CG, 14 Jan 1789, p. 3; CG, 4 Feb 1789, p. 3; CG, 4 Mar 1789, p. 3; Carla Christiansen, “Samuel Postlethwaite: 

Trader, Patriot, Gentleman of Early Carlisle,” CCH 31 (2014), 32.  
602 “An Act to Assist the Cotton Manufacturers of this State” in PA Statutes at Large, 13:239-40. 
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large.”603 In February, interested parties could subscribe at the Carlisle stores of either John 

Montgomery or Ephraim Steele. The two lawyers appear to have failed in their mission to secure 

forty subscribers, however, since they reprinted the company plan the following month. To 

increase their chances of finding backers, Montgomery and Steele had made subscriptions 

available at the homes of their colleagues in East and West Pennsboro and Shippensburg. They 

also made explicit their intention to focus on cotton goods. While the first notice described their 

intention to form the Carlisle Manufacturing Company, the second renamed the endeavor the 

Carlisle Cotton Manufacture, emphasizing the precise object of their business.604 Between the 

two notices, the Carlisle Gazette named seven shareholders in total. Together, those seven men 

registered twenty-nine lifetime slaves and seventeen term slaves with the Cumberland County 

clerk between 1780 and 1800.605  

 These Pennsylvania enslavers had a vision of the region’s future that was inextricably 

tied to the business of slavery.606 They believed there were fortunes to be made in the event that 

southwestern enslavers could learn how to make cotton monoculture profitable. To their 

disappointment, they failed to secure a sufficient number of backers; Carlisle did not become a 

center of textile manufacturing. Pro-manufacturing voluntary associations were located in 

Philadelphia and did not have significant revenues in the first place. The Cumberland County 

elite proposed their factory four years before Eli Whitney patented his cotton gin and a decade 

before advertisements for Lower Mississippi Valley cotton began appearing in northern papers. 

                                                
603 CG, 18 Feb 1789, p. 3.  
604 CG, 18 Feb 1789, p. 3; CG, 4 Mar 1789, p. 3.  
605 See John Montgomery, James Smith, William Rippey, James Pollock, Joseph Thornburgh, and George Stevenson 

in the Cumberland County Lifetime Slave and Term Slave Registries. Ephraim Steele was the only named investor 

not to register enslaved people with the county clerk. 
606 Christy Clark-Pujara has argued that as eighteenth-century Rhode Islanders became more involved in the 

business of slavery in the Atlantic world, they increased their reliance on the institution of slavery at home. In 

Carlisle, by contrast, men who had already invested in the institution of slavery were imagining a future profiting 

from its business. See Clark-Pujara, Dark Work, ch. 1. 
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Still, the men who proposed the Carlisle Cotton Manufacture continued their investment in 

slavery. In the same paper in which they had proposed their scheme, Joseph Thornburgh, a 

project backer and the slaveholding ironmaster of Pine Grove Forge, advertised nail rod to 

prospective manufacturers and offered good wages to workers who would come to his forge to 

cut cord wood and perform other “laboring business.”607 He and his business partners depended 

on Black workers, compelling enslaved men as well as paying refugees from southern slavery to 

perform a diverse array of tasks at the forge.608 Oliver and James Pollock retained other 

investments, too. The brothers owned extensive landholdings in the Lower Mississippi Valley 

that would grow more valuable over time. In the short term, however, James turned to the public 

house he ran in Carlisle with the assistance of enslaved laborers. By the spring of 1793, James 

was advertising in the local press that he had “again opened tavern, at his former house of 

entertainment.” The textile business could not compete with running a tavern in a college 

town.609 

 Although the Carlisle Cotton Manufacture did not come to fruition, other entrepreneurs 

tried their hand at developing the textile industry in Cumberland County. In 1795, a weaver 

named Robert McBride opened a cotton factory in the borough specializing in cloth diapers, 

                                                
607 CG, 18 Feb 1789, pp. 1 and 3.  
608 Harman, “Black Labor at Pine Grove.” After the Carlisle Cotton Manufacture fell through, Thornburg removed 

to Baltimore. In a letter to his daughter, Charles Nisbet noted late in 1792 that “Mr. Thornburg’s Children are now 

sent to Baltimore to which place their father removed some time ago.” This was the exact time that advertisements 

for Joseph Thornburg & Company began to appear in the Baltimore papers. Moreover, Joseph Thornburg 

disappeared from the Carlisle tax records in 1793. See Charles Nisbet to Mary Turnbull, Carlisle, Pa., November 10, 

1792, Charles Nisbet Family Papers, 1769-1865, MC 2001.7, Box 1, Folder 17, DCASC; Baltimore Evening Post, 

28 Nov 1792, p. 3; 1793 Tax Rates Book, RG11, CCA. In Baltimore, Thornburg and his fellow Carlisle transplant, 

Robert Miller, formed a merchant partnership. A 1792 advertisement boasted of imported fabrics, including hempen 

pants, linen shirts, and woolen flannels. But they did not sell domestic cottons. Still, Thornburg excelled. By 1810, 

he was a director of the Bank of Baltimore and employed four Black servants of uncertain status in his household. 

See Federal Republican, 5 Dec 1810, p. 3; 1810 U.S. census, Baltimore County, Maryland, population schedule, 

Pine Creek and North Hundred, Joseph Thornburgh, p. 619. 
609 CG, 29 May 1793, p. 4; 1793 Tax Rates Book, James Pollock, RG11, CCA, image 25. 
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sheets, and bedspreads, but it folded shortly thereafter.610 The following year, William Copley, 

an importer of English woolens who maintained stores in both Shippensburg and Carlisle, 

thanked his neighbors for their “aid, assistance, and succor” while he was in the “arduous 

undertaking of the erection of a Cotton Factory in the interior of America.” In addition to 

bedding, Copley decided to manufacture fustian cloth, candle wicks, and “other articles suitable 

to the approaching summer.”611 When the support of his neighbors proved insufficient, Copley 

petitioned the Pennsylvania General Assembly for financial assistance, offering to share his 

factory blueprints with the state in February 1804.612 This plea could not save the cotton 

merchant, who announced the following year that “his capital was (at present) not sufficient” to 

maintain his cotton factory “either to the advantage of the public or the benefit of himself.”613 In 

1817, one William Chambers, who married into the slaveholding Ege family and was the 

grandson and namesake of a prominent Cumberland County enslaver, advertised the sale of a 

“cotton & woolen factory, built of stone together with a fulling mill” located “within three miles 

of Carlisle, near the junction of the Letort spring, and Conodoguinet creek.” Chambers noted that 

the lands were rich in limestone and situated near a new western turnpike. He was still trying to 

rent the factory fifteen months later.614  

 The Carlisle Cotton Manufacture came too soon. Had the proposal arisen just a decade 

later, the twin efforts of the Pollock brothers may have been enough to marshal Mississippi 

cotton into Carlisle textiles. This is not what happened. Homespun clothing remained cheap and 

                                                
610 CG, 18 Nov 1795, p. 1. McBride was not taxed for a business in 1799 and by 1802 had retired to a farm in West 

Pennsboro. See 1799 Tax Rates Book, Robert McBride, RG11, CCA, image 18; 1802 Tax Rates Book, Robt 

McBride, RG11, CCA, image 120. 
611 CG, 23 Dec 1801, p. 4; CG, 26 Jan 1803, p. 4.  
612 OD, 24 Mar 1804, p. 1.  
613 CG, 27 Jul 1804, p. 3; CWH, 8 Feb 1805, p. 1.  
614 ST, 8 Dec 1817, p. 4; ST, 30 Mar 1819, p. 1.  
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iron manufacturing reigned supreme in Cumberland County.615 Instead, by the time Oliver 

Pollock was aggressively marketing southern plantations to Pennsylvanians, for many it seemed 

more prudent to go plant the cotton themselves—or at least own the cotton themselves—instead 

of waiting for it to make its way north. 

 Oliver Pollock moved once more after the death of his second wife, this time to live with 

his daughter and her husband south of Natchez on land that Pollock had most likely gifted them. 

While Pollock never fully recovered his losses from financing the War for Independence, other 

Cumberland County residents benefitted from his southwestern boosterism, most notably 

Stephen Duncan. Although Duncan’s father was killed when he was very young, he nonetheless 

had a comfortable upbringing. He grew up on his father-in-law’s estate, surrounded by his 

siblings, a handful of enslaved servants, and their term-enslaved children. When he turned 

twenty-one, armed with a medical degree from the University of Pennsylvania, Duncan moved to 

Natchez and started a practice with his neighbor, James Gustine. The pair introduced themselves 

to the community in the local paper, advertising medical services that included “a number of 

articles in the apothecary line” available “on reasonable terms” from their shop.616 The young 

physicians would have mended the injuries of the Black people their neighbors held in bondage, 

just as Gustine’s father had done in Carlisle.617 Yet of the two, Duncan was more successful at 

leveraging his professional status into something more lucrative. After marrying twice into well-

established Natchez families and acquiring enslaved people in the process, Duncan became the 

wealthiest cotton baron in the antebellum south.618 

                                                
615 Alosi, Shadow of Freedom, 66-7.  
616 Weekly Chronicle, 25 Jan 1809, p. 4.  
617 Cumberland County Will Book G, microfilm, box 19, reel 17, images 497–99, CCHS.  
618 Brazy, American Planter, 6. 
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 Stephen Duncan was not the first member of his family to sail down the Mississippi. His 

uncle, Samuel Postlethwaite, arrived in Natchez in 1802, having left Carlisle two years earlier. 

Postlethwaite quickly married Anne Dunbar, a daughter of the wealthy enslaver and celebrated 

thinker, William Dunbar. Until succumbing to yellow fever in 1824, Postlethwaite traveled 

between Pennsylvania and Mississippi on business for his dry goods store.619 He did not waste 

time setting up shop and by midsummer 1802 was already advertising limestone, rope, and other 

merchandise from Philadelphia and Baltimore in the local paper. Two years later, Postlethwaite 

expanded into a larger storefront under the Natchez bluffs and was selling “Iron, Nails, and Loaf 

Sugar, very low for Cash.” Within a few years, he had taken a business partner and relocated to 

Main Street, selling flour and timber from southwestern Pennsylvania’s Monongahela Valley. 

Postlethwaite competed with fellow Carlisle transplant James C. Wilkins, who began importing 

iron and steel farm equipment at around the same time.620 These three industries—flour, timber, 

and iron—were crucial to the economy of central and western Pennsylvania, and all three had a 

history of dependency on enslaved laborers. Unfree Black Pennsylvanians continued to work at 

grist and saw mills, iron furnaces and forges, and other industrial operations as company-owned 

and hired labor throughout the age of gradual abolition.621 Northern mining was also tied to 

slavery, especially the extraction of limestone. Enslaved wagoners hauled heavy raw materials 

from mineral-rich lands to construction sites. Given the connections between these industries and 

slavery, it is entirely possible that Postlethwaite, Wilkins, and other merchants were selling 

goods in Mississippi that unfree Black laborers had helped produce in Pennsylvania in order to 

                                                
619 Brazy, American Planter, 9, 24.  
620 Misissippi [sic] Herald and Natchez Gazette, 10 Aug 1802, p. 4; 19 May 1804, p. 1; 1 Jul 1807, p. 3; and Weekly 

Chronicle, 1 Mar 1809 p. 4; 28 May 1810, p. 3; 20 May 1812, p. 4. 
621 Alosi, Shadow of Freedom, 70, 88; See Michael V. Kennedy, “The Hidden Economy of Slavery: Commercial 

and Industrial Hiring in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware, 1728–1800,” Essays in Business and Economic 

History 21, no. 1 (2003): 115–25. 
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amass the capital they needed to succeed in the south. There is little doubt that other northern 

enslavers supplied provisions for the Mississippi River trade.622 

 Pennsylvania merchants realized the importance of the Lower Mississippi Valley as a 

market for their goods before the United States had even secured its independence. Oliver 

Pollock began working this trade in the 1760s, helping to forge commercial ties between English 

sellers in Philadelphia and French, Spanish, and indigenous buyers in the west.623 In 1782, 

Michael Simpson and William Kelso decided to sail from Pittsburgh to New Orleans after having 

failed to sell several wagon loads of flour in Pennsylvania. Both uncle and nephew owned ferries 

on the west bank of the Susquehanna River and both men profited from slavery. Enslaved men 

would have handled Simpson and Kelso’s flour at some point in its production whether as 

farmers or millers, ferry operators or wagon drivers.624 By the War of 1812, there was a robust 

trade between Pittsburgh, Natchez, and New Orleans.625 Nathaniel Breading sponsored the 

transportation of an annual cargo of Fayette County flour and whiskey downriver to southern 

markets where demand for cheap foodstuffs ensured high prices. He also registered ten children 

as term slaves between 1789 and 1818.626 While Breading also invested in iron production, this 

was the primary industrial pursuit of his neighbor, Isaac Meason. The wealthy ironmaster took 

advantage of his proximity to the continent’s vast internal river system to sell heavy but durable 

                                                
622 David Bradford, who fled from western Pennsylvania to West Feliciana Parish in the wake of the Whiskey 

Rebellion, purchased his flour from his former business associates near Pittsburgh. See David Bradford to David 

Redick, 9 Feb 1803, David Bradford letters, 1798-1805, LLMVC. 
623 James, Oliver Pollock, ch. 2. 
624 Hubertis M. Cummings, Scots Breed and Susquehanna (Pittsburgh, PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1964), 

288-94; Prowell, History of York County, 1:971; William Kelso, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 10-

1; William Kelso, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.065.  
625 Osbourne, “Invisible Hands,” 84.  
626 Franklin Ellis, ed., History of Fayette County, Pennsylvania, with Biographical Sketches of Many of its Pioneers 

and Prominent Men (Philadelphia, PA: L. H. Everts & Co., 1882), 650; John W. Jordan and James Hadden, eds., 

Genealogical and Personal History of Fayette County, Pennsylvania vol. 1 (New York: Lewis Historical Publishing 

Company, 1912), 206. Nathaniel Breading appears in the Fayette County Slave and Term Slave Registrations in 

1789, 1791, 1800, 1802, 1808, 1813, 1817, and 1818.  
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goods to westward migrants. Families heading into the northwest often purchased Dutch ovens 

from Meason, while those heading south purchased iron kettles for boiling sugar. He was an 

even more prolific enslaver than Breading, registering eight people as lifetime slaves in 

Westmoreland County in 1782 and five children as term slaves in Fayette County between 1806 

and 1816. With its dying breath, Pennsylvania slavery helped provision the emerging slave 

country in the Deep South.627  

* * * 

 Pennsylvania law had consequences outside the boundaries of its jurisdiction. Tracing 

migrant groups provides one way to measure these impacts. Charles Williamson was able to 

encourage Chesapeake enslavers to colonize the Genesee Valley because Pennsylvania tolerated 

sojourning and New York accepted sojourners. Oliver Pollock thought it sensible to advertise his 

lands in the Lower Mississippi Valley to residents of Carlisle because Pennsylvania’s gradual 

abolition law preserved enslavers’ wealth and social capital. Of course, gradual abolition 

mattered. The Genesee Valley did not become a new slave country predicated on corn and 

wheat, whereas the Lower Mississippi Valley did just that with cotton and sugar. Yet the specific 

contours of gradual abolition in Pennsylvania enabled slavery to expand elsewhere in the United 

States. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
627 Holness, “Between North and South, East and West,” 33-4; Isaac Meason, Westmoreland County Lifetime Slave 

Registry, p. 449. Isaac Meason, Sr. appears in the Fayette County Slave and Term Slave Registry in 1806, 1807, 

1809, 1815, and 1816. Between 1811 and 1826, his son, Isaac Meason, Jr., registered another thirteen children as 

term slaves, some under his own name and others in the name of his father’s estate. Meason, Jr. registered a child 

named Eliza Seaton as his property on September 11, 1826, which was the last registration in Fayette County.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SECURING GRADUALISM: THE JUDICIARY AND ABOLITION 

 

 On September 26, 1826, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court determined that Alfred 

Dwilling was free.628 Two years earlier, Dwilling challenged the legality of his bondage on the 

grounds that his mother had not been a lifetime slave, but rather a statutory term slave. Statutory 

term slaves, whom contemporaries often referred to by the euphemism “servants until the age of 

twenty-eight,” were the children of women registered as lifetime slaves under Pennsylvania’s 

gradual abolition laws. This was a discrete legal category with specific obligations and 

privileges. Statutory term slaves did not owe a lifetime of labor to their mothers’ owners, but 

rather twenty-eight years in deference to white property rights. Once they turned four, they could 

be bought, sold, hired out, bequeathed, or otherwise transferred within Pennsylvania without 

their parents’ consent. Their enslavers did, however, owe them freedom dues once they turned 

twenty-eight, which traditionally consisted of two suits of clothing—one new and one used. 

Dwilling’s counsel argued that since he was not the son of a lifetime slave, he could not be held 

as a twenty-eight-year term slave. The counsel for Dwilling’s enslaver disagreed. They argued 

that because Dwilling would have been a lifetime slave had gradual abolition not passed, he still 

owed twenty-eight years as compensation for the costs of raising him and for the loss of his 

mother’s services during her pregnancy. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, which was presided 

over by a Philadelphia-based member of a wealthy Maryland slaveholding family named 

William Tilghman, sided with Dwilling. “If the argument in favor of servitude be correct,” the 

chief justice opined, “the legislature of Pennsylvania, though it abolished slavery for life, 

established a kind of slavery, a servitude until the age of twenty-eight years, which may continue 

                                                
628 Technically, the state already considered him to be free in that he was not a lifetime slave. However, as this 

chapter will illustrate, hereditary term slavery had more in common with lifetime slavery in Pennsylvania than it did 

with servitude, or at least white servitude. 
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from generation to generation to the end of the world.”629 Since this could not possibly have been 

the intention of Pennsylvania’s revolutionary legislature, Alfred Dwilling walked out of the 

Pittsburgh court room with his freedom. Nearly a half century into the age of gradual abolition, 

five judges had decided that Black unfreedom would be heritable no more.    

 This chapter analyzes the legal regime of gradual abolition in Pennsylvania with specific 

attention to the world that Miller v. Dwilling unmade. The leading historians of slavery and the 

law in Pennsylvania have almost entirely missed this remarkable decision and its implications. 

Gary Nash and Jean Soderlund do not mention it in their book on gradual abolition, nor does 

Paul Finkelman mention it in either of his pertinent works.630 Alice Adams and Edward Turner 

mention the case in their early twentieth-century histories, but neither is especially interested in 

what it can tell us about the character of gradual abolition itself.631 Other historians have 

recognized that white Pennsylvanians routinely abused the registration system but do not discuss 

                                                
629 I would like to thank Tom Milhollan of the Washington County Historical Society for tracking down the original 

trial case in the county appearance docket. See Alfred Dwelling by his next friend George Woods v. John Miller, 

Appearance Docket June 1822 - Nov 1824 (Washington County, Pennsylvania), p. 576; Miller v. Dwilling 14 Pa. 

441-6 (1826). For the 1788 law clarifying the obligations and privileges of statutory term slaves, see “An Act to 

Explain and Amend an Act Entitled ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery’” in PA Statutes at Large, 13:52-

56. For a sober analysis of William Tilghman’s circumscribed and tepid antislavery jurisprudence, see Robert M. 

Crover, Justice Accused: Antislavery and Judicial Process (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1975), 62-67. It 

was not uncommon for mid-Atlantic enslavers to maintain successful legal careers in Philadelphia. William 

Tilghman followed in the footsteps of native Marylanders Benjamin Chew and John Dickinson, both of whom also 

maintained properties in Delaware. Four decades after the Tilghman’s decision in Miller v. Dwilling, an Iowa 

Congressman would make a similar remark about the Thirteenth Amendment’s punishment loophole, expressing 

that it could not possibly have been the amendment’s “true intent and meaning” that “in the very sentence abolishing 

slavery…they had also made provision for its survival under another form and through the action of the courts.” See 

Eric Foner, The Second Founding: How the Civil War and Reconstruction Remade the Constitution (New York: W. 

W. Norton & Company, 2019), 49.  
630 The former is frustrating when one considers that Freedom by Degrees remains the leading study of gradual 

abolition in Pennsylvania, while the latter is surprising considering that Helen Catterall identifies the case in Judicial 

Cases Concerning American Slavery and the Negro, her five-volume master work on which Finkelman relies. See 

Finkelman, An Imperfect Union; Finkelman, “Human Liberty, Property in Human Beings, and the Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court,” Duquesne Law Review 53, no. 2 (Spring 2015): 453-82; Catterall, Judicial Cases, 4:247-8, 280-2. 
631 Alice Dana Adams, The Neglected Period of Anti-Slavery in America (1808-1831) (Boston, MA: Ginn and 

Company, 1908), 237. Turner, while presenting a nuanced examination of the changing status of Black 

Pennsylvanians, sees Miller as correcting an aberration rather than as evidence of a systematic practice. He also 

misstates the ruling of the 1824 case, Commonwealth v. Barker, which did not find hereditary term slavery to be 

illegal, but rather pointed out that it might be. The court deliberately left this decision to a later date. See The Negro 

in Pennsylvania, 100. 
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the case.632 Those who do mention Miller have described it similarly as putting an end to an 

abusive practice, citing earlier cases as evidence of a pattern of improper registration.633 This is a 

problem. A complete understanding of slavery in Pennsylvania requires that we center Miller v. 

Dwilling, as the case reveals the extent to which gradual abolition legislation permitted enslavers 

to innovate and systematically introduce new forms of unfreedom.634 Indeed, they did so for 

decades with the tacit support of the state.635 Both the PAS and independent Black litigants used 

                                                
632 Leroy T. Hopkins examined Lancaster County slave registrations and concluded correctly that term slavery was 

“extended into a second generation.” See “Black Eldorado on the Susquehanna: The Emergence of Black Columbia, 

1726-1861,” JLCHS 89, no. 4 (1985), 114. Like Hopkins, W. Thomas Mainwaring glimpsed hereditary term slavery 

in the slave registrations of Washington County, concluding it was evidence of the region’s antipathy to 

abolitionism. See Abandoned Tracks, 14, 33. Christopher Osborne examined the 1833 Pennsylvania State Senate 

report on the improper tallying of enslaved people in the previous federal census. He pressed the matter further than 

Hopkins or Mainwaring, arguing that “at least one thousand western Pennsylvania children were born into twenty-

eight years of bondage” in the early republic. See “Invisible Hands,” 80-1; Cooper Wingert’s slim but impressive 

study goes even further, recognizing court-petitioned indenture extensions as another legal technique that white 

Pennsylvanians used to blur the line between slavery and servitude. See Slavery and the Underground Railroad in 

South Central Pennsylvania, 67-8.   
633 Many scholars acknowledge Miller only to the extent that it made illegal a practice that the defense had not even 

acknowledged as problematic in a similar case three years earlier, Stiles v. Nelly. See Stanley I. Kutler, 

“Pennsylvania Courts, the Abolition Act, and Negro Rights,” PHJMS 30, no. 1 (January 1963): 21. Although Kutler 

recognized the practice of hereditary term slavery was “widely condoned,” he does not discuss the evidence nor the 

implications; Robert B. Shaw, A Legal History of Slavery in the United States (Potsdam, NY: Northern Press, 1991), 

150; McCoy, “Forgetting Freedom,” 156; Smith, On the Edge of Freedom, 15. While David Smith recognizes that 

the practice of registering the grandchildren of enslaved Pennsylvanians before the Miller decision was something 

akin to perpetual slavery, it does not shape his analysis of slavery, concerned as he is with the operations of the 

Underground Railroad. 
634 In his Master’s thesis, Joe Smydo expertly describes the events leading up to the Miller decision, including the 

Washington County court case in which Alfred Dwilling sued John Miller for his freedom. He has engaged with the 

case more than any other scholar. His archival research also unearthed a letter from a Pennsylvania politician who 

claimed in the 1850s that the Miller decision freed tens of thousands of African Americans. See “Unlikely Partners: 

Collaboration Between Colonizationists and Radical Abolitionist in Washington County, Pennsylvania, during the 

1830s,” (Master’s thesis, Duquesne University, 2016), 47-50. Although he never mentioned the Miller decision, 

George F. Nagle best described the implications of hereditary term slavery on his website, Afrolumens, which had 

been defunct for years and only resurfaced online a few months before I completed this dissertation. On his FAQ 

page, Nagle addressed the continued existence of legal statutory term slavery in the mid-nineteenth century; the 

questionable practice of illegal, hereditary term slavery both before and after 1826; and the fact that Pennsylvania 

did not formally abolish lifetime slavery until the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865. For one reason 

or another, Nagle decided not to systematically discuss this in his book project on slavery in the Pennsylvania capital 

region, although he did mention a detail here and there. Nonetheless, his volume remains the most detailed 

accounting of the experience of slavery in the Pennsylvania interior. See “Frequency Asked Questions About 

Slavery in Pennsylvania,” Afrolumens Project, accessed May 17, 2021, www.afrolumens.com/slavery/faq.html; and 

Nagle, Men of God, 1:72, 146.  
635 The best discussion of the gradual abolition statutes’ imprecise language and the routine failure of state officials 

to find in favor of freedom can be found in Emma Lou Thornbrough’s unpublished 1946 dissertation. See “Negro 

Slavery in the North: Its Legal and Constitutional Aspects,” (PhD diss., University of Michigan, 1946), ch. 4.  
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the court system to try to dismantle—or at the very least mitigate the damages of—these new 

forms of unfreedom, but their victories were generally confined to individuals or families and did 

not produce new legislation protecting their rights.636 As Frederick Douglass observed after the 

Civil War, slavery does not die honestly.637 Nearly fifty years of struggle occurred between 

Pennsylvania’s first gradual abolition law and the state supreme court’s unanimous decision in 

1826. During this period, hundreds of Black children were born into hereditary term slavery 

rather than the freedom that gradual abolition had promised.638 

 Far-reaching state supreme court cases like Miller have been overshadowed in the 

scholarship by Prigg v. Pennsylvania, an 1842 U.S. Supreme Court case that invalidated 

Pennsylvania’s 1826 personal liberty law.639 The case centered on Margaret Morgan, a Black 

woman born into lifetime slavery in Maryland, and her freeborn son, both of whom were 

kidnapped in York County, Pennsylvania by Edward Prigg, who was then prosecuted for his 

actions. The legal question was whether or not Pennsylvania’s anti-kidnapping legislation 

interfered with enslavers’ federal rights of rendition. The court decided it did, claiming 

erroneously that southern states would never have agreed to the federal union without this 

                                                
636 For discussions of the PAS’ courtroom strategy, see Richard S. Newman, The Transformation of American 

Abolitionism: Fighting Slavery in the Early Republic (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 

ch. 3; and Polgar, Standard-Bearers of Equality, ch. 2. 
637 David W. Blight, “Slavery Did Not Die Honestly,” The Atlantic, October 21, 2015, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/10/slavery-did-not-die-honestly/411487. For recent scholarship 

that posits a first civil rights movement or first Reconstruction in the antebellum north, see Richard Archer, Jim 

Crow North: The Struggle for Civil Rights in Antebellum New England (New York: Oxford University Press, 2018); 

Kate Masur, Until Justice Be Done: America’s First Civil Rights Movement, from the Revolution to Reconstruction 

(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2021); and Gosse, The First Reconstruction.  
638 Pennsylvania was not the only jurisdiction where hereditary term slavery was practiced. Paulina L. Alberto has 

identified a young woman, whom she calls a “second-generation liberta,” in Argentina. See “Liberta by Trade: 

Negotiating the Terms of Unfree Labor in Gradual Abolition Buenos Aires (1820s-30s),” JSoH 52, no. 3 (Spring 

2019): 619-651 (quotation on p. 633).  
639 For a recent book-length treatment of the case that highlights the pitfalls of originalist jurisprudence, see Baker, 

Prigg v. Pennsylvania. 
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protection.640 The centrality of Prigg has given the mistaken impression that Pennsylvania case 

law involving slavery focused on refugees from the southern states. Yet of the fifty-eight cases 

decided in the state supreme court between 1780 and 1850 that tried slavery law, thirty-five, or 

just over sixty percent, involved Black litigants from Pennsylvania. In other words, the highest 

court in the state spent more time examining its own slavery laws than it did those governing 

enslaved individuals who had come from elsewhere.641  

 This chapter begins by exploring the lives of Pennsylvanians who experienced and 

endured gradual abolition’s legal regime. As cruel, creative, and fraudulent extensions of 

bondage became more common, Black Pennsylvanians scraped together a fragile knowledge of 

their legal rights. While enslaved families residing in the eastern part of the state could solicit the 

assistance of the PAS, the organization was less actively involved in trying cases west of the 

Susquehanna RIver. All the while, Pennsylvania enslavers, and especially those with technical 

legal knowledge, combined colonial slave law with the law of gradual abolition in order to 

advance a novel system of hereditary term slavery. The second section analyzes how the 

judiciary came to disavow this system while denying formerly term-enslaved people the ability 

to seek damages. Although it took decades, the state supreme court eventually became aware that 

enslavers were holding successive generations of Black children in bondage. The court 

discovered this fact a couple of years before deciding to rule against it but, like the state 

legislature, was reluctant to act. Once it did, it was not long before the court deprived this new 

class of freedpeople of a potential remedy by ruling that the survivors of hereditary term slavery 

                                                
640 Appeals to “historical necessity” were uncommon in fugitive slave jurisprudence until the late 1810s, when none 

other than Pennsylvania Chief Justice William Tilghman pioneered this form of originalist thinking. See Eric W. 

Plaag, “‘Let the Constitution Perish’: Prigg v. Pennsylvania, Joseph Story, and the Flawed Doctrine of Historical 

Necessity,” S&A 25, no. 3 (2004): 81-4.  
641 See Appendix A.  
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could not sue for back wages. In Urie v. Johnston, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court quietly 

determined that there would be no justice for those who had been held in illegal bondage. While 

1826 marks the first year that the children of gradual abolition more closely resembled servants 

than lifetime slaves, the racist logic of hereditary term slavery persevered in contract law to the 

disadvantage of a new generation of free Black Pennsylvanians.642  

  

THE CONTEST OVER SLAVERY FOR LIFE OR OTHERWISE 

 Isaac Francis spent a few sweltering hours in the Cumberland County court house sorting 

through old records in the summer of 1803. Francis was one of a handful of free Black men 

living in Carlisle at the turn of the century who had something like true independence. He seems 

to have controlled his own time and within a few years had a household all his own.643 These 

facts alone made him unusual. In 1800, the majority of Carlisle’s Black residents remained 

enslaved. Of those who were no longer enslaved for life, more than two-thirds still lived in 

white-headed households—their de jure and de facto statuses murky at best.644 Some were 

experiencing term slavery, bound to serve for twenty-eight years. Others had been manumitted, 

but had partners, children, or loved ones who were owned by a white householder. Others still 

were being held in bondage illegally, denied the freedom that was theirs under Pennsylvania law. 

                                                
642 Studies of gradual abolition’s legal regime in Pennsylvania include Newman, The Transformation of American 

Abolitionism; Linda Myrsiades, “Legal Practice and Pragmatics in the Law: The 1821 Trials of John Reed, ‘Fugitive 

Slave,’” PMHB 138, no. 3 (July 2014): 305-338; Linda Myrsiades, “Law, Culture, and Race: The 1808 Murder Trial 

of John Joyce and Peter Mathias,” PHJMS 86, no. 2 (Spring 2019): 155-194; and Polgar, Standard-Bearers of 

Equality. On New York’s legal regime and the importance of centering the children of gradual emancipation, see 

Gronningsater, “Born Free in the Master’s House.” For enslaved litigants in the mid-Atlantic, see Thomas, A 

Question of Freedom. 
643 1810 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Isaac Frances, p. 5. 

Frustratingly, Francis does not appear in either the septennial census returns or borough tax records.  
644 The 1800 federal census reported fifty-two enslaved people and forty-six “all other free people.” Of these forty-

six, only fourteen resided in Black-headed households.   
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Isaac Francis knew about these distinctions and was determined not to let any person remain 

bound who had a freedom claim.   

 Someone filed a writ of habeas corpus with the county court on behalf of a Black man 

named Sam, whom a lawyer named John Walker had been enslaving illegally in the eastern part 

of the county. John recently attempted to get into the iron business, purchasing a forge and some 

furnaces with his neighbor. Like other ironmasters in the region, he decided that he needed a 

cohort of Black laborers to help run the operation. The project was unsuccessful, and the pair 

abandoned it after a few years. Perhaps John overextended his capital, or perhaps he was just bad 

at the job. Unlike his neighbor, however, he did not have other businesses on which he could fall 

back and quickly found himself in arrears. It could not have helped that someone accused him of 

illegally enslaving his workers.645  

 On August 22, 1803, Isaac Francis swore before a justice of the peace that he did “verrily 

believe” that John Walker had no legal claim to Sam. Sam was “not on Record nor never was on 

Record,” Isaac declared, “as this Deponent Searched the Office of Recording of Negros twist and 

Could find no Record of the Said Sam.” Isaac marked the affidavit with a simple “x,” indicating 

that he could not write his name and raising the possibility that he had assistance in the 

courthouse. Although existing records do not indicate what happened to Sam, it is likely that the 

man obtained his freedom. Over the next few years, John sunk deep into debt and lost much of 

his real and personal property. Neither sheriff’s sale advertisements nor tax records for his estate 

                                                
645 Records of the Court of Common Pleas, Appearance Dockets, August Term 1803, case 133, Commonwealth v. 

John Walker, CCA; 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, East Pennsboro, 

John Walker, p. 54 (upper left); Biographical Annals of Cumberland County, Pennsylvania: Containing 

Biographical Sketches of Prominent and Representative Citizens and of Many of the Early Settled Families 

(Chicago, IL: The Genealogical Publishing Company, 1905), 27; CG, 20 Feb 1793, p. 3; CG, 17 May 1805, p. 3. 
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indicate that the failed ironmaster continued to own enslaved people. Isaac Francis possessed 

knowledge of the laws of gradual abolition. His diligence helped secure Sam’s freedom.646  

 Throughout the age of gradual abolition, Black Pennsylvanians developed an imperfect 

knowledge of their legal rights. Paul Polgar has argued that the stipulation in the 1780 and 1788 

acts that county clerks compile lists of the state’s enslaved population created “mechanisms for 

emancipation,” allowing Black Pennsylvanians and their white allies to transform a section of 

law “meant to accommodate slaveholders” into a “tool of liberation.”647 While individuals 

successfully employed the 1780, 1782, and post-1788 registrations as evidence in freedom suits, 

the two sets were not the same. The 1780 and 1782 registrations, which aggregated the state’s 

enslaved and re-enslaved population, were inherently concerned with preserving lifetime slavery. 

The post-1788 registrations, by contrast, were running lists of their children and existed to ensure 

that enslavers did not abuse term slavery.648 That people like Isaac Francis found ways to make 

the 1780 registry work for them is a testament to antislavery ingenuity. Black Pennsylvanians 

living in the interior, who were outside the protective orbit of the PAS, often took matters into 

their own hands. If they did not have an open-and-shut case, they took legal risks. The courts 

offered an avenue to freedom that did not involve waiting on an enslaver’s largesse or seeking 

refuge in an overwhelmingly indifferent country.649  

                                                
646 I would like to thank Barb Bartos for bringing the story of Isaac Francis to my attention. See Isaac Francis 

deposition, “Depositions, 1790-1838,” RG-47: Records of County Governments, microfilm reel 12485 LDS, 

PHMC; CG, 24 Jul 1807, p. 4; CG, 19 Apr 1808, p. 4; CG, 21 Apr 1809, p. 2; 1805 Tax Rates Book, John Walker 

Esqr, RG11, CCA, image 35; 1808 Tax Rates Book, John Walker Esqr, RG11, CCA, image 58. 
647 Polgar, Standard-Bearers of Equality, 92-3.  
648 Judge John B. Gibson understood this distinction. He correctly notes in an 1817 decision that the 1788 acts were 

“intended to furnish the slaves with conclusive evidence of the termination of his servitude, by making the period of 

birth a matter of record of the advantage of which, neither the mistake, negligence nor fraud of the master could 

deprive him.” He clarified his thinking a few months later, explaining that while parts of the 1780 act favored 

enslavers, the 1788 act “was intended to be exclusively for the benefit of the servant registered.” See Commonwealth 

ex rel Crispin v. Jones 3 Pa 161 (1817); and Wilson v. Belinda 3 Pa 399 (1817). 
649 While PAS members lived all throughout the state, those from outside Philadelphia rarely initiated cases, but 

rather waited until someone from the Acting Committee reached out to them. PAS allies working in the interior 

included Ephraim Steel in Cumberland County and Samuel Uptigrove and Benjamin Wright in York County. See 
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 Isaac Francis was neither the first nor the only Black person to inquire after someone’s 

freedom status. On July 5, 1788, a Black man named John arrived at the Lancaster County 

courthouse. According to the clerk, Michael Hubley, John was there to determine whether or not 

he had been registered. John explained that he was enslaved by a man named James Kelly who 

lived in Hanover Township some thirty miles to the northeast in what is now Dauphin County. 

Perhaps John had taken advantage of Independence Day festivities in order to make his way to 

the courthouse. Perhaps he had heard of the new abolition law that the state assembly had passed 

a few months earlier and had gotten to thinking about his own status. Or perhaps somebody had 

tipped him off that he might have a freedom claim. Whatever had transpired, John appears to 

have decided that he would risk the consequences of a short absence in order to pursue legal 

emancipation rather than gamble everything on absconding. John asked Michael to consult the 

county records. The clerk could “not find that the said James Kelly hath made any entry of the 

said John.” Since James had failed to register him with the county, John was a free man. Without 

a formal deed of manumission, however, this freedom was contingent upon James’ recognition 

that he no longer had a legal claim to John. If he refused to concede, then the freedman would 

need to assert his claim in civil court. Perhaps knowing that it would be his word against his 

former enslaver’s, John managed to secure a pass bearing the signature of the mayor of 

Lancaster, which could function as proof that he had been to the courthouse and was owed his 

independence. It read: “Permit the above John to pass he behaving himself as becometh,” a 

                                                
“Acting committee minute book, 1789-1797” PAS papers, HSP. Allies were not necessarily members. PAS 

membership lists from 1784 to 1819 reveal a dearth of members from the interior, including only four from Adams 

County and zero from either Cumberland or Franklin counties. See Smith, On the Edge of Freedom, 19, 253. 
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common phrase on written passes denoting that the bearer had the confidence of the author.650 

John had taken advantage of the laws of gradual abolition to secure his immediate freedom.  

 Others followed. On a Sunday afternoon in early autumn 1809, Lucy made the twenty-

mile journey between Shippensburg and Carlisle. The thirty-five-year-old Black woman was 

“very good looking,” smartly dressed in a men’s silk hat, and had decided to put some distance 

between herself and slavery. She had likely made this journey before. Robert and Ann 

Culbertson, the couple who claimed to own her, were country farmers with reason to visit town. 

Twice in the 1790s, when Lucy was about twenty years old, Robert trekked to Carlisle to register 

children as term slaves with the clerk of courts. Eneas and Renus do not appear to have been 

Lucy’s children, but rather those of an older woman named Nelly. Still, perhaps Lucy had 

accompanied Robert on these trips as his personal servant. He certainly had reason to keep her 

close. When Robert died in 1801, Lucy was the single most valuable piece of property he owned 

with the exception of the wheat and rye in his barn. Even if she did not make these particular 

journeys, Lucy would likely have been familiar with Carlisle. Ann was a member of the Duncan 

family and had relatives all throughout South Central Pennsylvania, including in the county seat. 

Her cousin, Thomas Duncan, was secretary of the Dickinson College Board of Trustees and 

became a state supreme court justice later in life. Through birth and marriage, Ann was part of a 

network of prominent slaveholding Pennsylvanians anchored between Carlisle and 

                                                
650 The phrase was shorthand for any number of things depending on how the person was to behave themselves: as a 

soldier, a subject, a friend. For several examples of passes employing the shorthand—including one that Vermont 

Capt. Ebenezer Allen wrote for a Black woman named Dinah Mattis and her daughter Nancy during the Revolution, 

his “being conscientious that it is not right in the sight of God to keep slaves”—see E. P. Walton, ed. Records of the 

Council of Safety and Governor and Council of the State of Vermont, to Which Are Prefixed the Records of the 

General Conventions from July 1775 to December 1777 vol. 1 (Montpelier, VT: J. & J. M. Poland, 1873), 93, 154, 

167-8, 182, 204-8 (quotation on p. 93); Manumission Book A, 1780-1793, PAS papers, HSP, p. 242-3. 
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Chambersburg. As one of dozens of enslaved people who served this white family network, Lucy 

was sure to be familiar with their neighborhoods.651  

 Lucy was most likely just passing through Carlisle on her way east. She was not the first 

enslaved person who sought refuge from the Culbertsons. In 1793, Robert placed an 

advertisement in a Philadelphia paper offering eight dollars for the return of two men, a white 

indentured servant named Dick and a young enslaved man named Ben. Since Ben does not 

appear in the 1801 inventory of Robert’s estate, it is possible he secured his freedom. Lucy was 

even better positioned than Ben to succeed in her endeavor, having obtained papers from a man 

named Mr. Bovard “certifying that she was not recorded in the name of Robert Culberson” that 

she could use as a makeshift pass.652 This was a threat to Ann, who offered a five-dollar reward 

to anyone who could have Lucy “delivered in any Jail so that the subscriber can get her again” 

and more if they could return her to Shippensburg. Ann knew that Lucy’s pass was accurate. Her 

late husband had not, in fact, registered Lucy in 1780, information that Lucy appears to have 

solicited on her own. When Governor Simon Snyder took office in 1808, he appointed Charles 

Bovard, a Carlisle lawyer and innkeeper, as the Cumberland County clerk. Like John had before 

her, Lucy appears to have inquired with the clerk about her own freedom status. The failure of 

the Culbertsons to register Lucy would have made her a free woman in the eyes of many of her 

neighbors, if not necessarily the eyes of the law. It is possible that the Culbertsons purchased her 

from another enslaver who had successfully registered her, in which case they would have 

                                                
651 CG, 20 Oct 1809, p. 2; Robert Culbertson, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1793.034 and 1795.059; 

Robert Culbertson, Franklin County Estate Papers, 1800-1812, digital image, ancestry.com.  
652 A young Black man named Thomas Dover had employed the same strategy in 1793 after his Cumberland County 

enslaver, Matthew Loudon, sold him to a man named William Reed who lived out west in Allegheny County. 

Dover, who had sought refuge from slavery on multiple occasions, obtained a pass “signed by Mr. Bradford, an 

attorney of the Western court, and a Mr. Benjamin Reed, which are counterfeit.” See CG, 10 Sep 1788, p. 3; CG, 24 

Jul 1793, p. 1. Passes circulated so freely in Pennsylvania that enslavers began to assume that refugees from slavery 

had obtained them. See, for example, CG, 10 Aug 1791, p. 3; LI, 26 Nov 1800, p. 3; LI, 17 Dec 1800, p. 3; OD, 13 

Sep 1802, p. 3.  
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retained all the rights afforded to enslavers under Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition legislation. 

Nevertheless, Charles Bovard’s pass would have enabled the young woman some degree of 

mobility since it cast doubt on the legitimacy of her bondage. While we cannot say for certain 

whether or not she succeeded in her efforts, Lucy does not appear again in the archive of slavery 

in Pennsylvania.653  

 While Black people throughout the region recognized that they could use the county 

slave registries as a tool of liberation, it can be difficult to determine who initiated a given 

freedom action. Court reports describe actions taken by plaintiffs, making it unclear whether 

cases began as a result of Black initiative or the provocations of a sympathetic white ally. The 

published report of an 1801 suit against William Findlay, for example, only mentions that 

someone filed an unsuccessful habeas corpus petition in an attempt to emancipate a Black 

woman named Hannah. There is no mention of the identity of the filing party or their counsel.654 

That might have been the end of it had William Findlay not become governor in 1817. The 1820 

contest between him and Joseph Hiester was an ugly one, with both candidates’ supporters 

accusing the other man of evading the spirit of gradual abolition. Newspapers ran stories about 

both men’s slaveholding family histories. Pro-Hiester papers focused on William’s reluctance to 

discuss the details of Hannah’s bondage and her manumission. Pro-Findlay papers, by contrast, 

emphasized the fact that Joseph voted against the 1788 gradual abolition law as a state 

representative and accused him of being too willing to compromise with proslavery actors on the 

                                                
653 Dunlap’s American Daily Advertiser, 20 Apr 1793, p. 3; Robert Culbertson, Franklin County Estate Papers, 

1800-1812, digital image, ancestry.com; Robert Culbertson, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.064; LI, 

27 Jan 1809, p. 3. It seems that Ann Culbertson was upset with Charles Bovard for assisting Lucy. When Culbertson 

registered a girl and a boy as term slaves in 1812 and in 1815, she did not go to Carlisle to swear an oath before 

Bovard as required by law. Instead, she swore the oath before her a justice of the peace, her brother, Joseph Duncan, 

who delivered the return on her behalf. Other enslavers do not seem to have employed this strategy. See Ann 

Culbertson, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1812.253 and 1815.270. 
654 Respublica v. William Findlay, esq 3 Pa 261 (1801) 
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Missouri question as a U.S. Congressman.655 Thus, it was not until William’s brothers-in-law 

determined to establish their relative’s antislavery bona fides in a favorable outlet that the central 

role played by Hannah’s husband, Ned Ramsey, becomes apparent. It was Ned who filed the writ 

of habeas corpus in an attempt to free his wife in 1801.656 He had learned that Hannah’s  

registration document identified her as a slave, but not as a slave “for life.”657 Ned hoped that 

this would be sufficient evidence in an age of gradual abolition—when the distinction between 

“slave for life” and “slave for otherwise” carried weight—to extricate Hannah, then thirty-four, 

from a lifetime of bondage. The state supreme court, which was riding circuit in Chambersburg 

at the time, did not find Ned’s gambit persuasive, ruling that the “registration is clearly good” 

and remanding Hannah to the Findlays.658 Thankfully, Hannah managed to secure her freedom 

not long after, either through the operation of a delayed manumission clause or through 

negotiation, but the struggles she and her husband faced illustrate the capriciousness 

Pennsylvania slavery law. While the Ramseys fought for Hannah’s freedom, their son Charles 

remained the property of another family, to serve at their pleasure—or the pleasure of some other 

owner—until his twenty-eighth birthday.659    

 Even with newspaper evidence stating that it was Ned Ramsey who filed the writ of 

habeas corpus, the question remains how he came to know of the possible defect in Hannah’s 

                                                
655 Even though slaveholding remained legal in Pennsylvania, it was unbecoming of men seeking the state’s highest 

office. By the 1820s, it was no longer acceptable to be seen as having opposed gradual abolition. For an overview of 

the pro-Findlay coverage from the 1820 gubernatorial race, see the July issues of the Lancaster Intelligencer. Pro-

Hiester coverage can be found in the September and October issues of the Carlisle Republican. 
656 Ned Ramsey “had a habeas corpus served on William Findlay, to produce her to court.” See LI, 16 Sep 1820, p. 

1. There were cases where Black women filed their own suits. In the mid-1790s, a Virginia-born woman named 

Winney spent more than six months in Harrisburg with her enslaver and received a certificate of freedom. After 

remaining in Pennsylvania for a few years, she agreed to return to Virginia to work for another former enslaver. That 

family attempted to re-enslave Winney as well as her young son. Having held onto her Pennsylvania certificate, 

however, Winney successfully brought suit in the local court and re-established her freedom. See Andrews, 

“Reconsidering the First Emancipation,” 39-40.   
657 Archibald Irwin, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.036. 
658 Respublica v. William Findlay, esq 3 Pa 261 (1801) 
659 GC, 20 Sep 1820, p. 1; Archibald Irwin, Franklin County Will Book B, pp. 70-1. 
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registration document. Perhaps like Isaac Francis he “searched the Office of Recording of 

Negroes,” or maybe he asked the clerk of courts for assistance like John and Lucy. Another 

possibility is that he was made aware of the register through the tip of a white ally. While there 

were fewer antislavery activists in the Pennsylvania interior than in Philadelphia, they did exist. 

In late 1800, a Lancaster County man named William Webb informed the PAS acting committee 

that he knew of “a Number of Slaves held by Defective Records” and proposed that the society 

bring suit. Webb was familiar with the PAS, having assisted them the previous year in 

emancipating two people who had been enslaved by a farmer in a neighboring township.660 

Ramsey may very well have solicited the help of someone like Webb. What is clear is that Black 

Pennsylvanians did not wait for gradual abolition to run its course. They took decisive legal 

action to expedite slavery’s destruction in response to a government that was ambivalent about 

the righteousness of total abolition. 

 Suing could be a desperate strategy. When composing his last will in 1798, James 

Caldwell decided to separate Rain from her term-enslaved children, Fan and Able. Rain only 

waited a few months after James died the following year to sue his widow, Agness, for her 

freedom.661 It is possible that Rain was suing to determine whether or not her registration 

document, which James filed on the deadline date of November 1, 1780, complied with 

Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition law. If this was her strategy, it was a weak one because the law 

clearly specified that enslavers had to complete their registrations “on or before” November 1.662 

Yet if the risk was moderate, the reward would have been significant, since invalidating Rain’s 

                                                
660 “Acting committee minute book, 1798-1810,” PAS papers, HSP, 105-6. 
661 James Colwell, Cumberland County Will Book F, pp. 147-52; James Colwell, Cumberland County Lifetime 

Slave Registry, image 87; James Colwell, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1794.041, 1796.075, 1799.107; 

Records of the Court of Common Pleas, Appearance Dockets, January Term 1800, case 114, Commonwealth v. Ann 

Calwell, CCA.  
662 “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at Large, 10:69.  
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registration would also have liberated her children. Her effort was part of a massive uptick in 

freedom suits filed in Cumberland County in 1800. While enslaved people and their white allies 

only filed one suit in both 1797 and 1798, and three in 1799, they filed twenty in 1800.663 The 

papers for all of these cases have not survived, making it difficult to determine whether there was 

a coordinated strategy among antislavery Pennsylvanians or whether something else was at play. 

Perhaps there were a small cohort of activists like Isaac Francis who took it upon themselves to 

police the slave registrations. The turn of the century was the moment when the first generation 

of Black people who were registered as term slaves were becoming adults, which might explain 

the swell of antislavery activism.664 No matter their usefulness, the courts were not the only 

arbiter of freedom. After a man who appears variously in the records as Jemima, Jem, James, and 

Jim failed to win his case in 1800, he sought refuge from his Shippensburg enslaver. James chose 

flight, reminding us that courts were but a single strategy among many.665  

 Some Black Pennsylvanians negotiated conditional freedom contracts with their 

enslavers. In Lancaster County in the summer of 1799, Jack and his enslaver, James Bigham, 

agreed that Jack would serve James for another six years in exchange for room, board, and six 

months of schooling. Jack also bargained for “time to do the business of a Sexton for the 

congregation of Chestnut” with the understanding that he, not James, would collect all the 

“perquisites for said service.”666 In 1797, Joe and his enslaver, George McCollough, agreed that 

                                                
663 The number dropped precipitously after 1800, as well, falling to four in 1801, three in 1802, and four in 1803. 

See Records of the Court of Common Pleas, Appearance Dockets, 1797-1803, CCA.  
664 On the idea of unique antislavery generations in the age of gradual abolition, see Gronningsater, The Arc of 

Abolition.  
665 James, who was of mixed African and European ancestry, grew up in Maryland. He was born around 1760 and 

appears to have remained in bondage until 1818 when his enslaver manumitted the nearly sixty-year-old man in his 

last will and testament. William Rippey promised “Jim” his freedom and fifty dollars should he behave himself 

“obediently and well” until Rippey’s death. See William Rippey, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 

1780.048; Records of the Court of Common Pleas, Appearance Dockets, January Term 1800, case 43, 

Commonwealth v. William Rippey, CCA; PADA, 17 Jul 1801, p. 4; William Rippey, Cumberland County Will Book 

I, pp. 141-3. 
666 Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry Addenda, p. 90.  
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Joe would have his freedom after four years and that, during that time, George was to “call upon 

him not above nien [sic] months in each year.” Three years later, Joe filed a copy of the 

agreement with the Lancaster County clerk so that he could more easily prove his freedom 

should he ever need to do so.667 Joe was not the only Black person to ensure that the 

prothonotary had a record of their freedom papers. A man named Pleasants filed his wife and 

children’s manumission papers in 1797. A man named James, who had been enslaved in New 

Jersey, filed his own papers two years later.668 Some Pennsylvanians who were registered as 

lifetime slaves in Lancaster County used the occasion of their birthdays to advocate for freedom. 

That Nann, Jane, and York all negotiated manumission agreements that granted them freedom 

when they turned twenty-eight demonstrates the power that a culture of gradual abolition could 

have on the behavior of enslavers.669 

 Whether in the hopes of manumitting oneself or a loved one, Black Pennsylvanians used 

the county slave registries to pursue liberty. This marked an important shift in slavery’s legal 

regime. For the first time in a century, not all Black people could be presumed to be enslaved, 

since this status could only be applied to those who had been entered in the county slave 

registries.670 Yet the 1780 gradual abolition law not only stipulated the creation of the registries, 

it also granted Black people access to the Pennsylvania court system. Together, Black 

Pennsylvanians wielded these rights and requirements in the name of freedom. Enslavers, by 

                                                
667 Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry Addenda, pp. 91-2. 
668 Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry Addenda, pp. 70, 72-3. 
669 Andrew Peters used the occasion of his twenty-eight birthday to negotiate an agreement with his enslaver 

whereby he would serve him for two more years. See Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry Addenda, pp. 75-6, 

78-9. 
670 This presumption did not extend beyond Pennsylvania and was not true of all northern slavery regimes. New 

Jersey courts affirmed on multiple occasions in the 1820s that Black people were “prima facie slaves” in the eyes of 

the law. This presumption endured there until 1836, more than three decades after the introduction of gradual 

abolition. See Gigantino, The Ragged Road to Abolition, 176, 199-200. For a detailed discussion of the 1821 case 

asserting the principle, Gibbons v. Morse, see Hartog, The Trouble with Minna, 111-9.  
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contrast, saw the county slave registries and the court system as tools for preserving their 

mastery. Specifically, legally savvy enslavers were able to combine the term slave registries with 

their knowledge of enduring servant law to innovate new forms of Black bondage.671 

 The basic logic of hereditary term slavery was already in place when the legislature 

enacted gradual abolition in 1780. The precedent dated back to the colonial Black codes, which 

contained a provision that made thirty-one-year term slaves of free children as a consequence of 

their parents having dared cross the color line “under pretense of being married.”672 Since these 

“mulatto” servants were not lifetime slaves, they should not have been able to pass their status 

onto their own children. Evidence suggests, however, that Blackness and unfreedom were so 

intertwined by this period that enslavers felt comfortable keeping the descendants of these thirty-

one-year term slaves in bondage themselves. In October 1780, a Lancaster County man named 

Samuel Scott registered a twenty-eight-year-old “mulatto” woman named Charity and a newborn 

child named Dary, likely her son, at the courthouse. Samuel identified Charity as “not [a] slave 

for life,” a peculiar framing that suggests she was a thirty-one-year term slave. He explicitly 

registered Dary as a thirty-one-year term slave, transferring the mother’s status to the child.673 

Across the river in Cumberland County, Carlisle’s quartermaster, William Holmes, registered a 

woman named Bett and her young son George Cooper, both of partial European descent, as 

thirty-one-year term slaves.674 Dary and George did not inherit unfreedom for having been born 

                                                
671 This complicates John B. Gibson’s characterization of the post-1788 registrations as inherently favoring freedom. 

While these may have been a record of term slavery, and thus intended to catalog a finite period of service, they 

enabled enslavers to resuscitate and racialize practices of indentured servitude.  
672 For a detailed discussion of these laws, see the prologue.  
673 Samuel Scott, Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 49. 
674 William Holmes, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.079. 
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after March 1, 1780, but rather were victims of an older kind of hereditary term slavery—living 

relics of colonial law.675  

 Pennsylvania’s 1780 gradual abolition law repealed the 1726 Black codes. No longer 

would children with cohabitating Black and white parents be born into term slavery. Yet the law 

was not retroactive. Indeed, the 1780 law explicitly permitted white Pennsylvanians to register 

and hold onto their thirty-one-year term slaves. The same law then stated that any child who 

would have been “born a servant for years, or life, or a slave” without the passage of gradual 

abolition should serve their mother’s owner for twenty-eight years. The 1788 law required that 

enslavers register any child who fell into this category. The legal question was whether or not 

someone like Dary or George Cooper should have been born as a “servant for years” by virtue of 

their mothers’ status. Of course, whether or not they should have been does not change the fact 

that they were.676  

 The PAS fought against this practice from Philadelphia. After reorganizing in 1784, PAS 

lawyers familiarized themselves with state laws pertaining to slavery, servitude, and other racist 

discriminations. In August 1787, several months before the supplemental gradual abolition act 

mandated the registration of Black children, William Rawle reviewed the relevant colonial 

servant law, some of which he recognized as “evidently copied from the tyrannical Systems of 

the West Indies,” and concluded that the “mulatto” children of free parents could no longer be 

                                                
675 Chester County enslavers registered eighteen people as thirty-one-year term slaves in 1780. While they identified 

most as “mulatto,” they identified several as “negro” and even one as “Indian.” Abel Hodgson claimed he owned 

three more years of service from an Indian man named Jam in the same document that he registered an Indian 

woman named Sarah as a lifetime slave. Alexander McKinley registered a “mulatto” woman named Hannah as a 

thirty-one-year term slave along with three young “negro” children of the same status, suggesting their father was a 

Black man. See Abel Hodgson, Chester County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 38; and Alexander McKinley, Chester 

County Lifetime Slave Registry, pp. 38-9.  
676 In a dissenting opinion, Pennsylvania Chief Justice Thomas McKean argued in 1789 that enslavers should still be 

allowed to hold in term slavery the children of Black people whom they failed to register as lifetime slaves in 1780. 

While his argument did not prevail, it demonstrates the extent of legal uncertainty regarding precisely which Black 

people could be held as term slaves during the age of gradual abolition. See Respublica v. Betsey 1 Pa 469-79 

(1789); Catterall, Judicial Cases, 4:248.  
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bound out beyond their age of majority: eighteen for women and twenty-one for men.677 Clearly, 

there remained questions about the legal status of Pennsylvanians of mixed African and 

European ancestry. Two years later, after the assembly had enacted the supplemental gradual 

abolition legislation, Rawle clarified that any “mulatto servant for 31 years” who was not 

registered in 1780 “acquires a right of freedom.” They could still be bound out as servants or 

apprentices until their majority, but only with the consent of their parents. Another PAS lawyer, 

William Lewis, agreed with Rawle’s assessment and acknowledged the continuing problem of 

white Pennsylvanians holding free people of color into their twenties and beyond.678  

 In 1790, the PAS learned of such a case in Cumberland County.679 That summer, a 

Maryland man named Herman Stump wrote to Philadelphia expressing his concern that a West 

Pennsboro farmer named James Carothers was illegally enslaving a woman named Poll. The 

acting committee solicited information from acquaintances in South Central Pennsylvania, 

eventually securing “Clear Proof” that the “Mulatta Woman in Question was the Child of a 

White Woman.” James had confessed to a PAS contact that Poll was the daughter of his white 

indentured servant woman and a Black man, conceding that he only had the right to hold Poll 

until she turned thirty-one. It appears that James had known this fact but had tried circumventing 

gradual abolition law, describing Poll in 1780 as a “Mulatto Slave for Years” rather than as a 

servant until thirty-one. With this confession, the PAS sensed an opportunity to put an end to an 

abuse of Pennsylvania servant law that had operated unchecked for generations. They had 

determined that although “the Laws of Pennsylvania Warrant the Binding [of] Mulattoes until 31 

years of Age Provided the mother be White & Father Black & They Live in a State of marriage,” 

                                                
677 William Rawle memorandum, Series IV: Manumissions and Indentures, Box 4B, Folder 10, PAS papers, HSP. 
678 William Lewis memorandum, Box 11A-B, Folder 1B, HSP miscellaneous collection (Collection 425), HSP.  
679 Sharon Sundue discusses this case in “‘Beyond the Time of White Children’” in Age in America, eds. Field and 

Syrett, 58-9.  
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they did not permit anyone to hold illegitimate “mulatto” children “Longer than White 

Children.” Strictly speaking, the 1726 law by which James Carothers claimed Poll only applied 

to the children of Black and white parents who did “cohabit and dwell” together “under pretense 

of being married.” Yet it was easy for Pennsylvanians whose white indentured servant women 

had children with Black men to apply this law in their favor.680  

 In early November 1790, less than three months after Herman Stump blew the whistle, 

James Carothers presented Poll with a deed of manumission. The deed captures both James’ 

reluctance to free Poll (“it appears by the laws of Pennsylvania that the said Poll is a free woman 

… aged about Twenty four years having lived with me from her Child hood until this day”) and 

the importance of his deciding to do so formally (“I do therefore quit Claim and for ever 

discharge the said Poll from my service and request she may be permitted to pass and repass 

where she may think proper to make a livelyhood”).681 While the PAS had helped to ensure that 

                                                
680 “Acting committee minute book, 1789-1797,” PAS papers, HSP, 106-7, 118 (emphasis added); Manumission 

book E/Acting Committee Minutes, 1789-1790 1792-1806, 1789-1790,” PAS papers, HSP, 139. Herman Stump was 

a slaveholding member of the Maryland Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery. See J. Thomas Scharf, 

History of Maryland from the Earliest Period to the Present Day vol. 3 (Baltimore, MD: John B. Piet, 1879), 306; 

and 1800 U.S. census, Harford County, Maryland, population schedule, District 1, Herman Stump, p. 7. On Stacy 

Potts, see William Henry Egle, ed., Notes and Queries Historical and Genealogical Chiefly Relating to Interior 

Pennsylvania vol. 1 (Harrisburg, PA: Harrisburg Publishing Company, 1894), 453-6. It is unclear whether or not the 

clerk of courts was complicit in this fraud. In his registration book, John Agnew initially wrote that Poll was a 

“Negro Slave” like Nero and Jack, two other men James Carothers registered. At some point, however, he or 

someone else crossed that out and replaced it with “Mulatto Servt.” It seems more likely that John was just 

correcting a simple transcription error, seeing that James capitulated rather painlessly after the PAS caught him. See 

James Carothers, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1780.263; James Carothers, Cumberland County 

Lifetime Slave Registry, image 24; “An Act for the Better Regulating of Negroes in this Province” in PA Statutes at 

Large, 4:62. Agnew had engaged in proslavery and even fraudulent behavior, however. In 1789, Richard Butler 

thanked Agnew for “the hint about the Negro children. The law had slipt my memory.” Agnew also purchased an 

enslaved mother and daughter from David English in 1783 whom he had registered after the deadline in 1780, 

meaning he knew they were illegally bound. See Richard Butler, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.019; 

David English, Cumberland County Lifetime Slave Registry, images 89-90; John Agnew Bill of Purchase, folder I-

ValeM-1947-23, “Slavery” drawer in the old card catalog, DCASC.  
681 James requested that others respect Poll’s freedom of movement on the grounds that she behaved “herself as 

becometh a subject of said state.” It is unclear whether or not he chose the word “subject” rather than citizen 

deliberately, or was merely adhering to a legal convention. See James Carothers deed of manumission, Box 11A-B, 

Folder 5A, HSP miscellaneous collection (Collection 425), HSP; and “Manumission Book A, 1780-1793,” PAS 

papers, HSP, 57, 152-3.  

       Pennsylvania had ratified a new constitution a few months earlier, what had very nearly restricted suffrage to 

white men. Black rights and the question of citizenship would have been on people’s minds. See Edward Price, “The 
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Poll received her freedom, the organization conceded that James could still hold her daughter, 

Phillis, as a servant until she turned eighteen. This was admittedly better for Poll and Phillis than 

the twenty-eight years that James Carothers had hoped for when he registered the child in 1788, 

but it still represented substantial white control over free Black labor.682  

 By the turn of the century, the PAS had determined that the 1726 anti-miscegenation law, 

repealed in 1780, could only operate narrowly; that thirty-one-year term slaves had to be 

registered; and that their children could only be held to the age of majority, which was the same 

as white children. They confirmed as much in 1802. That year, George Cooper left the Lower 

Susquehanna Valley to seek refuge in Philadelphia. He informed the Quaker abolitionist Isaac 

Hopper that he believed he was being held in bondage illegally—that he was the son of a thirty-

one-year term slave born before gradual abolition took effect in Pennsylvania. Like James 

Carothers, William Holmes had believed he had a legal right to hold Cooper not because his 

mother was a lifetime slave, but because she was unfree and had brown skin.  

 It took George Cooper more than eighteen months to successfully sue for his freedom in 

Philadelphia. William Holmes had died in 1783, at which point a lawyer named Samuel Laird 

purchased the young boy from his estate. By the turn of the century, Laird had become an 

associate judge on the Cumberland County Court of Common Pleas. When Cooper was jailed as 

a fugitive in Philadelphia, he was no longer attempting to liberate himself from a country lawyer, 

                                                
Black Voting Rights Issue in Pennsylvania, 1780-1900,” PMHB 100, no. 3 (July 1976): 356-73; Eric Ledell Smith, 

“The End of Black Voting Rights in Pennsylvania: African Americans and the Pennsylvania Constitutional 

Convention of 1837-1838,” PHJMS 65, no. 3 (Summer 1998): 279-99; and Christopher Malone, “Rethinking the 

End of Black Voting Rights in Antebellum Pennsylvania: Racial Ascriptivism, Partisanship and Political 

Development in the Keystone State,” PHJMS 72, no. 4 (Autumn 2005): 466-504. 
682 “Acting committee minute book, 1789-1797,” PAS papers, HSP, 130; and James Carothers, Cumberland County 

Slave Registrations, 1788.002. On the importance of physical freedom papers generally, see Rebecca J. Scott and 

Jean M. Hébrard, Freedom Papers: An Atlantic Odyssey in the Age of Emancipation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 

University Press, 2012). Papers and other registration documents grew increasingly important in Pennsylvania 

specifically as municipalities cracked down on Black mobility in the early nineteenth century. See Leroy T. 

Hopkins, “The Negro Entry Book: A Document of Lancaster City’s Antebellum Afro-American Community,” 

JLCHS 88, no. 4 (1984): 142-80. 
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but rather an influential public figure. The PAS filed a writ of habeas corpus with Edward 

Shippen, the chief justice of the state supreme court. Although Shippen decided to postpone his 

judgment about Cooper’s status, he did grant him bail. For most of 1803, then, George Cooper 

remained in a state of limbo: a refugee from slavery who was no longer incarcerated but not yet 

free. The delay was caused by Samuel Laird’s attempt to have Cooper remanded to Carlisle, 

where Laird might have greater sway over the outcome of the case. The judge asked a Quaker 

friend in Philadelphia to secure him competent counsel, which he found in the person of eminent 

lawyer, Edward Tilghman. Demonstrating the asymmetrical power of a white supremacist legal 

system, Tilghman convinced Shippen to hold off on ruling while they worked on persuading 

Cooper to return voluntarily to Cumberland County for trial. Perhaps the Philadelphia jurists did 

not want to make Black freedom into a state affair, preferring to confine precedent to local court 

systems. Whatever their thinking, Cooper informed the two men that he would not be returning 

to Laird’s jurisdiction, for even if Laird recused himself and did hear the trial, “his colleagues 

will and his influence is such that I would think myself as safe under his adjudication, as I would 

under that of his associates.” Cooper concluded that he would rather be tried in Philadelphia: “I 

have no wish to go to Carlisle.” 

 Admitting the futility of their position, Laird and Tilghman conceded that Cooper was a 

free man. The PAS acting committee acknowledged that while his mother may have been duly 

registered as a thirty-one-year term slave, the condition was not heritable, “as Several caces have 

occurd supporting this assertion wherein this committee have been Engaged.” On December 14, 

1803, Laird, through his counsel, “Gave a Note to Edward Shippen Chief Justice Renouncing All 

Claime” to Cooper. The Quaker abolitionist, Isaac Hopper, related George Cooper’s story with 

great precision nearly four decades later in the National Anti-Slavery Standard, adding: “George 
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continues to reside in Philadelphia and conducts discreetly. I frequently see him when I go there, 

and he always looks respectable.”683 

  Despite their best efforts, the PAS could not always extend their influence into the 

interior. Poll only received her freedom because Herman Stump, a member of the Maryland 

Abolition Society, decided to write the PAS on her behalf. George Cooper had to risk travelling 

from Carlisle to Philadelphia in order to secure their assistance, and even then was stonewalled 

by the solidarity of the enslaver class.684 And, since Poll and George had been illegally 

registered, the PAS does not appear to have confronted the issue of what to do with the children 

of women who were legally registered as thirty-one-year term slaves. In theory, once it had been 

established that thirty-one-year term slavery was not hereditary, it should not have mattered that 

a woman with that status was legitimately registered in 1780; her children should not have been 

held as twenty-eight-year term slaves because only those children who would “have been born a 

servant for years, or life, or a slave” without gradual abolition were eligible for that status.685 Yet 

in practice, it appears that once a woman was registered in 1780, there was little stopping her 

owner—barring the intervention of the PAS, which lacked the resources to regulate the entire 

state—from registering her children after 1788. Ironically, then, the same law that abolished the 

                                                
683 PAS Acting Committee minutes confirm and clarify Isaac Hopper’s recollections. See “Acting committee minute 

book, 1798-1810,” PAS papers, HSP, 177-8, 187-8, 213, 217; and “No. XXVI, George Cooper” in Daniel E. 

Meaders, Kidnappers in Philadelphia: Isaac Hopper’s Tales of Oppression, 1780-1843 (New York: Garland 

Publishing, Inc., 1994), 147-8; on Samuel Laird, see William Henry Egle, ed., Notes and Queries: Historical, 

Biographical and Genealogical: Chiefly Relating to Interior Pennsylvania vol. 2 (Harrisburg, PA: Harrisburg 

Publishing Company, 1891), 26-7.  
684 An indentured Black woman named Anne Hill managed to secure the help of the PAS after being illegally sold 

from Philadelphia to Cumberland County to Virginia in the 1790s. Her familiarity with Philadelphia’s antislavery 

community allowed her to secure her own freedom as well as seek the help of the PAS in retrieving her freeborn 

daughter, Jenny. Jenny had been sold from Philadelphia to Cumberland County along with her mother, but then 

hired out to another enslaver and carried her west to what is now Blair County to labor at a roadside inn. Through a 

letter writing campaign, PAS lawyers confirmed Jenny’s location and filed a writ of habeas corpus in 1801. See 

“Acting committee minute book, 1789-1797,” PAS papers, HSP, 128, 301, 324; and “Acting committee minute 

book, 1798-1810,” PAS papers, HSP, 13, 16, 34, 41, 67, 75, 138.  
685 “An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at Large, 10:69.  
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1726 anti-miscegenation law all but ensured that subsequent generations of Black children would 

inherit a similar penalty.   

 Enslavers identified and exploited these seemingly trivial oversights. Consider the case of 

Sarah and her children. The family was owned by one Colonel George Gibson, who does not 

appear to have registered Sarah in Cumberland County. This did not stop him from registering 

Sarah’s children, however. His returns for James, Hannah, Nathaniel, and Maria all identify 

Sarah as their mother and as a thirty-one-year term slave.686 Unlike Samuel Scott, James 

Carothers, and William Holmes, who believed that colonial law relegated “mulatto” people to 

thirty-one-year term slavery, George Gibson concluded that these children owed twenty-eight 

years of labor under the laws of gradual abolition. Their mother had been a thirty-one-year term 

slave, so they would be twenty-eight-year term slaves. 

 A 1794 indictment for fornication and bastardy reveals that Sarah had a fifth child named 

Isabella. By this point, George Gibson was dead, having passed away in late 1791 after 

sustaining injuries at St. Clair’s defeat in the Ohio Country. Although George had registered 

Isabella’s four siblings as term slaves, his widow, Ann, neglected to register Isabella. She did, 

however, sue Michael Buoy for child support, declaring that he was the father of Sarah’s four 

youngest children. The fact that Ann did not register Isabella, who was born one year after her 

husband’s death, can be read in a few ways. The first is that she did not understand her obligation 

to do so. This is not especially persuasive, however, since it was common for white women to 

register children as term slaves, not to mention the fact that her husband had registered four 

children between 1789 and 1791. The second is that Ann realized that her claim on Sarah’s 

children would not hold up in court. This might explain why she waited to seek child support 

                                                
686 George Gibson, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1789.049, 1789.070, 1791.011. 
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payments from Michael until after he had fathered several children with Sarah. It was only when 

she could not guarantee an income from Sarah’s children that it made sense to pursue a different 

strategy. Indeed, Sarah herself was only bound for a finite period of time. The 1800 census 

identifies two “all other free persons” living with Ann, not the five you would expect if she had 

retained control of Sarah and her children. The widow may well have realized that her time was 

limited. If All Gibson could not continue to profit directly from term slavery, she could at least 

use old fornication and bastardy laws to collect fees from Michael Buoy while she had the 

chance.687 

 While the 1780 “Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” repealed the 1726 Black 

codes, it left in place much of colonial servant law, including two statutes from 1700 and 1706. 

White Pennsylvanians were able to use these laws to extend their ownership claims over term 

slaves beyond the twenty-eight years specified by state gradual abolition laws. In August 1814, a 

wealthy innkeeper named Humphrey Dillon petitioned the Bedford County Court of Quarter 

Sessions to extend the time of service of Tom, whom he accused of having “frequently 

absconded himself from the service of his said master for the space of one day and more.” 

Humphrey claimed he had “sustained sundry damages & expenses” from Tom’s absence. He 

therefore requested that the court increase Tom’s time of service and “order such other 

satisfaction” as they deemed appropriate.688 While it is possible that Humphrey exaggerated the 

costs of Tom’s absences, it is equally likely that the Tom’s labor was central to the daily 

operations of his hotel.689 Young Black men in rural Pennsylvania in the early nineteenth century 

                                                
687 Merri Lou Scribner Schaumann, Indictments-1750-1800 Cumberland County Pennsylvania (Dover, PA: M. L. S. 

Schaumann, 1989), 120; Schaumann, “Illegitimate Births,” CCHS, p. 9; 1800 U.S. census, Cumberland County, 

Pennsylvania, population schedule, Carlisle, Ann Gibson, p. 90 (hand drawn).  
688 Humphrey Dillon petition, 1814, images 3-4, Bedford County Slave Registrations. 
689 The local paper reported that Dillon was “attentive to everything which he thinks will be gratifying and 

comfortable to his guests,” which included maintaining an indoor garden year round so that he could serve his 

patrons fresh strawberries and cream at Christmastime. Lea VanderVelde tells this story in her book, Mrs. Dred 
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drove wagons, loaded and unloaded cargo, labored on farms and in households, and waited on 

families. The courts recognized the value of this work, and as a matter of course penalized truant 

term slaves by extending the length of their bondage. A few years later, a Carlisle enslaver 

named David Watts petitioned the Cumberland County Court of Quarter Sessions to extend the 

service of a man named James who had absented himself for three days. David, a lawyer by 

training, demonstrated his legal knowledge by invoking specific details from the colonial servant 

law, asking the court to award him five days of service for every day James had been gone in 

addition to any other damages they felt were appropriate.690 Since judges could exercise arbitrary 

discretion over these damages, absconding could add months or even years to a term slave’s 

sentence. In 1810, a farmer named Edward West used the courts to extend the term of a woman 

named Rosetta who frequently absconded from his service. Although she had sought refuge from 

Edward for days at a time when a teenager, he never bothered involving the courts until she 

turned twenty-three and managed to disappear for an entire month. Despite the fact that Edward 

had not yet managed to locate her, the Cumberland County Court of Quarter Sessions ordered 

Rosetta to serve him for an additional year. When he did find her, Edward decided to sell her to a 

Shippensburg farmer named John Raum rather than risk having to deal with any more of her 

absences. But Rosetta made just as much trouble for her new enslaver. In June 1813, she sought 

refuge once again: “Ran away from the subscriber on Thursday morning,” John informed the 

papers, “a Mulatto woman, about five feet two inches high, long hair, by name Rosette. She was 

raised by a Mr. West, in Shermans valley, where her mother lives, & it is thought likely she will 

                                                
Scott: A Life on Slavery’s Frontier (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 55. For detail, see The Bedford 

Inquirer, 25 Dec 1829 cited in History of Bedford, Somerset, and Fulton Counties, Pennsylvania. With Illustrations 

and Biographical Sketches of some of its Pioneers and Prominent Men (Chicago, IL: Waterman, Watkins & Co., 

1884), 251; “Notes and Queries,” PMHB 39, no. 2 (1915), 228-30. 
690 David Watts petition, August 1817, ID number 1817.01, Indentured Servant and Apprentice Matters, Clerk of 

Courts Records, CCA, https://ccweb.ccpa.net/archives/Inventory?PSID=533.  
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be making for that place, or Carlisle.” Under Pennsylvania law, Rosetta’s steadfast refusal to 

accept her term slavery carried the risk of prolonging it.691 

 As stressful as these punitive laws were for term-enslaved Black men, they were even 

worse for term-enslaved Black women who, under a system of hereditary term slavery, were 

routinely punished twice over. First, colonial laws punished them for getting pregnant. Second, 

the laws of gradual abolition punished their children for having term slaves for mothers. Sarah 

experienced this in 1786 when, pregnant with her son, James, she sought refuge from George 

Gibson. After capturing her, George successfully petitioned to have her term extended by 

twenty-one months for “bearing a Bastard Child also for runaway time and expenses accruing 

thereby.” He then registered James as his property, ensuring that he profited as much as possible 

from term slavery.692 This practice of coupling “bastard children” servant extensions with term 

slave registrations became a common way for enslavers to choose laws that suited them. Former 

Pittsburgh mayor Presley Neville did this to Milley and her two children, Douglas and Eliza, in 

the 1813.693 Adam Work did this to Nance and her two children in Bedford County in 1816.694 

Two years later, Adam’s neighbor, Martin Reilly, did it to Sarah and her daughter, Sarah Ann.695 

Enslavers had few compunctions about using whatever legal precedents were available to them 

to hold women in hereditary term slavery into their thirties.  

 A Bedford County judge named Jonathan Hoge Walker was explicit about his invocation 

of both the laws of servitude and slavery in order to compel more labor from Hannah, a young 

                                                
691 Edward West petition, November 1810, ID number 1810.01, Indentured Servant and Apprentice Matters, Clerk 

of Courts Records, CCA, https://ccweb.ccpa.net/archives/Inventory?PSID=533; “West Edward Petition for 

remuneration for lost time of Mulato Rozetta,” Quarter Sessions Docket, vol. 11, Clerk of Courts Records, CCA, 

229-30; CWH, 11 Jun 1813, p. 4.  
692 George Gibson Petition, Clerk of Courts, “Indentured Servants, 1774-1818,” box 1, folder 1, CCA. 
693 Presley actually sued Milley for having four children, but only two survived for him to claim as hereditary term 

slaves. See Presley Nevill, Allegheny County Term Slave Registry, pp. 85-7.  
694 Andrew Work, 1816, images 3-4, Bedford County Slave Registrations.  
695 Martin Reilly, 1818, images 3-4, Bedford County Slave Registrations. 
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woman he held in hereditary term slavery. Late in the summer of 1814, Hannah gave birth to a 

baby girl named Clara. Under state law, both mother and daughter belonged to the judge. Not 

only did Jonathan register Clara as his property with the deputy clerk, he also petitioned the 

county court to extend the length of Hannah’s bondage “according to the provisions of the 7th 

Section of an Act of the Genl assembly of Pa. of 1705” as punishment for having become 

pregnant while still his property. The judges obliged their colleague’s petition and extended 

Hannah’s term slavery by two years.696 A few years later, Hannah gave birth to a daughter 

named Clarissa. In the registration he filed, Jonathan referred to Hannah as “a female Mulatto 

servant of the said Jonathan for the term of twenty eight years.” This was incorrect, however, as 

Hannah now owed thirty years as a result of her first pregnancy. Shortly after Hannah gave birth 

to Clarissa, her enslaver once again petitioned the court to extend her term. A remarkable 

affidavit accompanying the petition captures the resignation that Hannah must have felt: 

“Jonathan Walker Esqr. being duly sworn according to law doth depose and say that he served 

the within copy of a rule of the Court on the within named Hanna, this day by reading the same 

to her - and further saith that he offered to furnish her with money to employ counsel - to which 

the said Hannah answered that she believed she would not come into court that it was 

unnecessary.” Hannah had given up. The court ordered that she serve Jonathan Walker until her 

thirty-second birthday.697  

                                                
696 Although Walker inadvertently cited the incorrect section of the statute as a result of consulting John Purdon’s 

1811 law digest, which mislabeled the sixth section, he certainly knew his servant law. See Jonathan Walker 

petition, 1815, images 1-2, Bedford County Slave Registrations; John Purdon, Jr., An Abridgment of the Laws of 

Pennsylvania, from the Year One Thousand Seven Hundred, to the Second Day of April, One Thousand Eight 

Hundred and Eleven. With References to Reports of Judicial Decisions in the Supreme Court of 

Pennsylvania. (Philadelphia, PA: Farrand, Hopkins, Zantzinger, and Company, 1811), 180; Mitchell and Flanders, 

The Statutes at Large of Pennsylvania, 2:182. 
697 Jonathan Walker, 1817, images 7-8, Bedford County Slave Registrations; Jonathan Walker petition, 1817, images 

9-10, Bedford County Slave Registrations. 
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 Jurists played an oversized role in the perpetuation of hereditary term slavery in 

Pennsylvania. Lawyers throughout the state registered people as their property well into the 

nineteenth century. Moreover, Nathaniel Breading in Fayette County and Jonathan Hoge Walker 

in Bedford County were not the only Pennsylvania officials whose personal actions lent 

credibility to the institution. On April 17, 1819, William N. Irvine informed the Dauphin County 

prothonotary that a “female Mullatto child” named Harriet “was born by his Negro Servant Ann, 

on the seventeenth day of November 1818.” William declared that Harriet was “5 months and 

twenty-nine days” old in order to make it perfectly clear that he had not run afoul of the state’s 

six-month deadline for registering children as term slaves. However, there is good reason to 

believe that William was lying. November to April is only five months—not six—meaning that 

he would have been in no danger of missing the deadline if those dates were accurate. It is more 

likely that William Irvine invented the details he needed to ensure that he could continue to hold 

Harriet as his property. In any case, who was going to challenge the deputy attorney general of 

Dauphin County?698 

 

DISMANTLING HEREDITARY TERM SLAVERY 

 On September 11, 1824, a young lawyer argued in front of the Pennsylvania Supreme 

Court, which was then sitting in Pittsburgh, that a boy named Frank could not be held as a term 

slave. The lawyer, a Dickinson College alumnus named Ross Wilkins, admitted that Frank had 

been duly registered in 1812, but that his bondage was illegitimate all the same. “That Milla, the 

                                                
698 William N. Irvine, Dauphin County Term Slave Registry, p. 48; William Henry Egle, Pennsylvania Genealogies: 

Chiefly Scotch-Irish and German (Harrisburg, PA: Harrisburg Publishing Company, 1896), 284-5. For an 

examination of how lawyers’ commitment to legal professionalism impacted slavery jurisprudence throughout the 

United States, see Justin Simard, “Slavery’s Legalism: Lawyers and the Commercial Routine of Slavery,” LHR 37, 

no. 2 (May 2019): 571-603. 
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mother of Frank, having been born on the 18th of April 1789, one year after the passage of the act 

of 1788,” Ross reasoned, “her offspring was free; that act referring only to those who were then 

slaves, and their children.”699 In other words, Ross was arguing that Frank could not be held as a 

term slave because his mother, Milla, was not a lifetime slave, but a statutory term slave. The 

court, which was then composed of William Tilghman, Thomas Duncan, and John Gibson, 

agreed that Frank was free, but not for the reason Ross argued. The court found in favor of Frank 

because his owner, Abner Barker, had failed to include his occupation on his registration—a 

technical violation of the 1788 gradual abolition statute since Abner had indeed been employed 

at the time.700 The three judges were willing to rule narrowly, but refused to consider Ross 

Wilkins’ broader argument. The majority decision began: “There is one point of great 

importance, on which the court intimates no opinion, viz: whether the child of a person born 

since the act of 1788, is bound to serve until the age of twenty-eight.”701 It would be two more 

years before the court took up this question. In the meantime, Frank was free to leave Abner and 

rejoin his mother, if she were still alive. Other young people experiencing hereditary term 

slavery, like Alfred Dwilling, would have to wait. 

 Like its construction, the dismantling of hereditary term slavery was not an event but a 

process. It involved determined Black families, innovative lawyers, and amenable justices. Frank 

had to have a sense that he was owed freedom, or at the very least the determination to pursue a 

claim. Ross Wilkins had to pore over the statutory and case law of gradual abolition to determine 

the legal grounds on which Frank was owed freedom. William Tilghman, Thomas Duncan, and 

John Gibson had to take Frank’s case, consider the arguments of his counsel, and render a 

                                                
699 Commonwealth v. Barker 11 Pa 360 (1824). 
700 Precedent allowed for parol evidence to clarify an enslaver’s occupation, but in this case the evidence remained 

unclear. See Wilson v. Belinda 3 Pa 396-401 (1817).  
701 Commonwealth v. Barker 11 Pa 361 (1824). 
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favorable judgment. After all that, the court could still choose to rule narrowly. A similar series 

of events would unfold two years later involving Alfred Dwilling, Henry Baldwin, and the newly 

expanded court consisting of five justices.702 Since the decision in Miller v. Dwilling was not 

accompanied by any legislation, it was incumbent upon illegally-bound hereditary term slaves 

and their allies to bring suit at local courts in order to secure freedom. Thus, the process of 

dismantling hereditary term slavery began anew every time a young Black person realized that 

all that stood between them and freedom was their ability to successfully file a writ of habeas 

corpus with a county judge.703 

 In the wake of the Miller decision, lawyers immediately began filing freedom writs for 

term-enslaved Black clients. Six of these cases went to trial in Cumberland County alone in as 

many months. A North Middleton attorney named Thomas Urie was brought to court twice, once 

for thirteen-year-old Charlotte Singer and again for twenty-six-year-old Sampson Johnston. Urie 

had purchased the pair, both of whom were registered as hereditary term slaves, from the estate 

of an Adams County man in 1816. Had Singer not won her case, Urie would have been legally 

                                                
702 The Pennsylvania Supreme Court expanded to five justices in 1826. Like most attorneys at the time, Alfred 

Dwilling’s lawyer, Henry Baldwin, was no abolitionist. Baldwin was born in New Haven in 1780 and read law at 

Yale before moving to Pittsburgh in 1799. He eventually became an associate justice on the U.S. Supreme Court, 

where he was, ignominiously, the only justice to dissent in the Amistad case. For a discussion of his life and 

proslavery jurisprudence, see Earl M. Maltz, “Majority, Concurrence, and Dissent: Prigg v. Pennsylvania and the 

Structure of Supreme Court Decisionmaking,” Rutgers Law Journal 31, no. 2 (Winter 2000): 373-81. 
703 During the age of gradual abolition, Black Pennsylvanians and their white allies methodically tested what 

specific errors constituted a fatal defect on a slave return and were therefore grounds for freedom. Emancipatory 

shortcomings included failure to demonstrate that the return had been made within six months of the date of birth 

[Commonwealth ex. Relatione Jesse, a black man v. Isaac Craig 1 Pa 22-3 (1814)], failure to state the sex of the 

unfree person [Wilson v. Belinda 3 Pa 396-401 (1817)], and failure of the enslaver to specify their occupation if they 

had one at the time registration [Commonwealth v. Greason 4 Pa 425-6 (1818) and Commonwealth v. Barker 11 Pa 

360-1 (1819)]. Shortcomings that did not confer emancipation included failure of the enslaver to state their county 

of residence if filing their registration in said county [Joseph Cook v. John Neaff 3 Pa 259-60 (1801)], failure of the 

enslaver to specify that they were registering someone as a slave “for life” [Respublica v. William Findlay, esq 3 Pa 

261 (1801)], and failure of the enslaver to specify their occupation if they did not have one at the time of registration 

[Commonwealth v. Barker 11 Pa 360-1 (1824)].  
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allowed to hold her in bondage until at least 1841—perhaps longer if she became pregnant. 

Johnston won his case in Carlisle, but it was appealed to the state supreme court.704  

 While motherhood anchors much of slavery’s archive, these freedom suits are an 

important record of Black fatherhood.705 These cases permitted a handful of men to testify that 

their children were being held illegally. William Robinson swore before the county justice of the 

peace on January 13, 1827 that his daughter Charlotte should no longer have to serve Thomas 

Anderson. Charlotte was sixteen and had been sold to Thomas in 1822 by the executors of her 

original enslaver, John Irwin.706 Yet not everyone received their freedom in the wake of the 

Miller decision. A few days earlier, a man named Thomas McCullough swore that an eleven-

year-old boy named Robert McCullough, likely his son, was “confined and constrained of his 

liberty by Thomas Craighead.” Craighead responded that he held the “mulatto boy Robert” by 

virtue of an apprenticeship indenture executed on November 9, 1826, rather than through a claim 

on the boy’s mother. Apprenticeships were legally binding and expired when a child reached 

their age of majority. Since Craighead was not claiming Robert as a hereditary term slave, it did 

not matter that he probably was one; the child was obliged to serve him until the age of twenty-

one. That Thomas Craighead executed this apprenticeship indenture less than six weeks after the 

                                                
704 There was a spate of freedom suits around 1800, but their exact cause remains unclear as all of the Cumberland 

County civil court papers involving Black litigants between 1800 and 1826 are missing. It appears that someone 

removed them systematically. Ironically, it is perhaps because this rogue student assumed that the cases after 1826 

could not possibly have been freedom suits that the papers survive. See Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie, case 1, 

January 1827 term, Civil Court Appearance Docket, vol. 12, Prothonotary Records, CCA; Commonwealth v. 

Thomas Urie, case 1, January 1827 term, “Prothonotary Permanent, Civil Term Dockets (papers),” Prothonotary 

Records, CCA; Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie and John Chambers, case 30, January 1827 term, Civil Court 

Appearance Docket, vol. 12, Prothonotary Records, CCA; Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie and John Chambers, case 

30, January 1827 term, “Prothonotary Permanent, Civil Term Dockets (papers),” Prothonotary Records, CCA.  
705 While Libra Hilde has examined slave narratives to describe the experiences of enslaved and formerly enslaved 

fathers in the South, the subject remains elusive in the American North. See Slavery, Fatherhood, and Paternal 

Duty, 24-8. 
706 Commonwealth v. Thomas Anderson, case 3, April 1827 term, Civil Court Appearance Docket, vol. 12, 

Prothonotary Records, CCA; Commonwealth v. Thomas Anderson, case 3, April 1827 term, “Prothonotary 

Permanent, Civil Term Dockets (papers),” Prothonotary Records, CCA; John Irwin, Cumberland County Slave 

Registrations, 1810.228; John Irwin estate inventory, microfilm, reel 9, images 537-9, CCHS. 
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state supreme court abolished hereditary term slavery suggests it was a last-ditch effort to steal a 

decade of labor from Robert McCullough707 

 The post-Miller freedom suits also reveal the extent to which slave trading continued in 

Pennsylvania in the nineteenth century. Charles Sterrett was born on March 5, 1811 and 

registered as a hereditary term slave the following August. By the time her turned thirteen, 

Sterrett had been sold away from his mother, made the responsibility of an estate executor, and 

sold once more. He had served four men by the time he found himself living in Shippensburg as 

the property of one John Raum. This is where he was living in 1827 when attorney Charles B. 

Penrose filed a writ of habeas corpus on his behalf. In his response to the writ, Raum stated that 

he was “not able to produce the body of the within named Charles Sterrett.” He then gave an 

overview of the various instruments by which he came to possess the boy before concluding: 

“He ran away from the service of this relator in February last and has not since been under his 

control and therefore your relator cannot produce him before the court as within commanded.” 

Penrose, who must have known this when he took the case, scrawled at the bottom of one of his 

papers that he hoped he would be able to find “the goodness to get the writ allowed” in spite of 

Sterrett’s absence.708 

 It seems likely that Charles Sterrett, by then sixteen, knew something of his rights and 

had decided he did not need a writ to confer his freedom. Although the Miller decision did not 

positively emancipate Sterrett, it stripped John Raum of the ability to enforce his claim. A 

                                                
707 Thomas Craighead, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1816.273; Commonwealth v. Thomas Craighead, 

case 52, January 1827 term, Civil Court Appearance Docket, vol. 12, Prothonotary Records, CCA; Commonwealth 

v. Thomas Craighead, case 52, January 1827 term, “Prothonotary Permanent, Civil Term Dockets (papers),” 

Prothonotary Records, CCA. 
708 Dr. Alexander Stewart, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1811.239; Commonwealth v. John Raum, case 

84, April 1827 term, Civil Court Appearance Docket, vol. 12, Prothonotary Records, CCA; Commonwealth v. John 

Raum, case 84, April 1827 term, “Prothonotary Permanent, Civil Term Dockets (papers),” Prothonotary Records, 

CCA 
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similar phenomenon had occurred in Massachusetts in the wake of the 1783 Quock Walker case, 

Commonwealth v. Jennison, which determined that slavery was incompatible with the state’s 

constitution without formally manumitting those held captive by the institution.709 Like George 

Cooper before him, Charles Sterrett had developed a sense of his own rights based on knowledge 

of the law and knowledge of his ancestry. Raum could no longer petition the court to extend 

Sterrett’s indenture as a penalty for his absence because he had no legal claim to Sterrett or his 

labor. And so Charles Sterrett left, putting two months between himself and his past. 

 This flurry of freedom suits could not bring relief to the hundreds of children who were 

held in statutory term slavery, which remained legal. Miller only destroyed the viability of 

second- and third-generation term slavery; it did not undo the central mechanism of gradual 

abolition. State supreme court justice Thomas Duncan was proud of this fact: “In a little while 

there will not remain any one who can be held as a slave or a servant in this state, on account of 

birth. These humane laws, so honorable to our state, recognize a property in the master as to 

slaves then in being, and the act of 1780 secures to the master the service of the child of his 

female slave, until he is twenty-eight years of age.” Duncan expressed this thought immediately 

before remanding twenty-two-year-old Pompey Cribs to the service of Lazarus Brown in 

Franklin County. Cribs’ counsel had argued that his original enslaver, Samuel Maxwell, had 

failed to supply his occupation in 1804 on the grounds that the honorific “Esq.” was insufficient, 

thereby invalidating the return. Duncan declared that Maxwell had adhered “to the spirit of the 

law,” and that the state assembly had never intended to emancipate the slaves of those without 

formal job titles—the “many widows, many maiden ladies…many men of fortune who never had 

any occupation or profession, and many others who had retired from all business and every 

                                                
709 For a provocative challenge to the argument that it was the court that hastened slavery’s demise in Massachusetts, 

see Whiting, “Emancipation Without the Courts or Constitution.”  
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occupation.”710 The court reiterated this thinking three years later when they ruled that yeoman 

was “sufficient designation of the occupation of the owner of a slave,” confining one Thomas 

Thompson to his bondage.711 Statutory term slaves would have to resort to other strategies or 

resign themselves to their fates. Not everyone could hope for an outcome like Pompey Cribs in 

the wake of a failed freedom suit. Three weeks after he was remanded to term slavery, John 

Findlay, a local lawyer and former U.S. Representative, purchased Cribs’ freedom from Brown 

for eighty-five dollars plus jail fees.712 

 Although the Miller case marked an important shift in Pennsylvania’s commitment to 

gradual abolition, it did not offer any recompense to individuals who had been held in bondage 

against the spirit of the law. Since the decision determined that hereditary term slavery was not 

legally binding, it is by no means clear whether or not enslavers were obligated to present 

individuals who had experienced it with the freedom dues that were stipulated by the 1780 

gradual abolition law.713 More pressingly, it remained incumbent upon term-enslaved people to 

secure their own freedom through legal action. Depending on the circumstance, Black 

Pennsylvanians and their counsel generally employed either the writ of habeas corpus or de 

homine replegiando. While both writs challenged the legality of detention, de homine 

replegiando offered several advantages. Unlike habeas corpus, it placed the burden of proof on 

the captor to demonstrate their right, entitled the petitioner to a jury trial, and permitted damages 

                                                
710 Commonwealth, at the instance of Pompey Cribs vs. Vance, Jailer 15 Pa 37-8 (1826) 
711 John Cobean, plaintiff in error vs. Thomas Thompson 1 Pa 93 (1829).  
712 Pompey Cribs Deed of Manumission, Manumissions and Deeds, WUP, accessed May 18, 2021, 

https://franklincountypa.gov/index.php?section=archives_WU. 
713 This question does not appear ever to have been litigated at the state level The law stipulated that hereditary term 

slaves should receive the same freedom dues as an indentured servant for a period of four years. According to a 

1700 law, this included two suits of clothing—one new—as well as one new ax, one grubbing hoe, and one weeding 

hoe. See “An Act for the Better Regulation of Servants in this Province and Territories” in PA Statutes at Large, 

2:55.  
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should the jury find in favor of the petitioner, in this case the enslaved person.714 In the words of 

historian Richard Newman, habeas corpus marked the beginning of a “legal inquiry” whereas de 

homine replegiando “became a means for blacks as well as abolitionists to be released of legal 

custody pending the result of formal charges.”715 Yet despite the existence of multiple avenues to 

freedom, courts were reluctant to award damages in cases of wrongful enslavement.716 The 

benefits of having entered into a quasi-contract—which is how the Supreme Court of 

Pennsylvania understood the condition of hereditary term slaves—tended to accrue to enslavers, 

whereas the responsibilities burdened those they had enslaved. This was made clear in 1831 

when the court ruled that white Pennsylvanians could not be compelled to pay back wages to the 

Black Pennsylvanians they had held in hereditary term slavery.717 

                                                
714 For an accessible, detailed discussion of the distinctions between this two writs, see Blake M. Mills and Steven 

M. Wise. “The Writ De Homine Replegiando: A Common Law Path to Nonhuman Animal Rights,” Civil Rights 

Law Journal 25, no. 2 (Spring 2015): 165-6. Southern enslavers attempting to recover refugees from slavery 

generally favored the writ of habeas corpus, figuring that judges were more favorable to their cause than juries. See 

Dallin H. Oaks, “Habeas Corpus in the States—1776-1865,” University of Chicago Law Review 32, no. 2 (Winter 

1965): 284. A notable exception to the reluctance of U.S. courts to award back wages can be found in W. Caleb 

McDaniel, Sweet Taste of Liberty: A True Story of Slavery and Restitution in America (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2019). 
715 Newman, The Transformation of American Abolitionism, 74. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court determined in 

1819 that antislavery activists could not file writs de homine replegiando in order to secure jury trials for refugees 

from slavery, reasoning that the practice was a violation of federal fugitive slave law. See Wright, otherwise called 

Hall v. Deacon, Keeper of the Prison 5 Pa 62-3 (1819). 
716 A unique exception was the case of Negro Peter v. William Steel 3 Pa 250-6 (1801). Peter, who was a free man, 

successfully sued Steel, who had stolen him from British lines and smuggled him back to Lancaster County, on an 

action of assumpsit for quantum meruit, meaning for the value of services rendered rather than for damages. On the 

ingenuity of this strategy, see Springer, “The Unconquerable Prejudice of Caste,” 44. Andrew Kull has identified 

this case as an important foundation for nineteenth-century restitution claims. See “Restitution in Favor of Former 

Slaves,” Boston University Law Review 84, no. 5 (December 2004): 1278-9. 
717 Kimberly Welch has written about individuals who were dubiously or illegally enslaved in the Deep South who 

managed to successfully sue for back wages on the grounds that they had been free when they performed the labor. 

What made Sampson Johnston’s case distinct from these southern cases was that his involved a dispute over the 

exact nature of his status when he labored. In this sense, hereditary term slavery was almost extralegal until 1826, at 

which point it became illegal. See Black Litigants, 174-92. For a discussion of how enslavers regularly avoided 

paying back wages in wrongful enslavement cases, see Robert Westley, “Restitution Claims for Wrongful 

Enslavement and the Doctrine of the Master’s Good Faith,” British Journal of American Legal Studies 3, no. 2 (Fall 

2014): 287-312.  
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 The facts of the case are straightforward, although they have rarely been discussed.718 

Sampson Johnston sued for his freedom less than two months after the state supreme court 

announced the Miller decision. Perhaps an attorney informed him of his new rights, or perhaps 

Pennsylvania’s Black community spread the word east from Pittsburgh. If he were literate, he 

could have read about the “important legal decision” in the newspapers.719 However he heard 

about the decision, Sampson had believed up until that point that he was bound to serve Thomas 

Urie, who was at least the fifth person to claim him, for another two years. Yet just a few weeks 

after his twenty-sixth birthday, Sampson learned that not only would he not have to serve any 

longer, but that he should not have had to serve any time in the first place. Hereditary term 

slavery robbed him of his childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood.720  

 It is worth pausing to examine the life of Sampson Johnston. Sampson was born just after 

Independence Day in 1800 to a sixteen-year-old mother named Jane. Jane was most likely born 

in York County, where a wealthy ferry operator named Michael Simpson registered her as a 

statutory term slave in early spring 1789.721 At some point in the next decade, Michael sold Jane 

to an aging Cumberland County farmer named Robert Chambers, who registered Sampson with 

the clerk of courts just ten days after he was born.722 When Robert died two years later, he 

                                                
718 A handful of scholars have mentioned the case, although none have incorporated it into an analysis of 

Pennsylvania slavery. See Catterall, Judicial Cases, 4:284-5; Kutler, “Pennsylvania Courts,” 21n32; Kull, 

“Restitution in Favor of Former Slaves,” 1279n2; and Mills and Wise, “The Writ De Homine Replegiando,” 166-

7n45, 183n157. 
719 PbG, 29 Sep 1826; GC, 11 Oct 1826, p. 3; LI, 17 Oct 1826, p. 2.  
720 Sampson Johnston was not the only person to sue Thomas Urie in 1827. He was also sued by a representative of 

Charlotte Singer, a thirteen-year-old he held in term slavery alongside Johnston. See Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie 

and John Chambers, case 30, January 1827 term, Civil Court Appearance Docket, vol. 12, Prothonotary Records, 

CCA; Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie and John Chambers, case 30, January 1827 term, “Prothonotary Permanent, 

Civil Term Dockets (papers),” Prothonotary Records, CCA. 
721 Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie, case 1, January 1827 term, Civil Court Appearance Docket, vol. 12, 

Prothonotary Records, CCA; Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie, case 1, January 1827 term, “Prothonotary Permanent, 

Civil Term Dockets (papers),” Prothonotary Records, CCA. While the York County returns are not extant, some 

information can be recovered from court cases and county histories. See, for example, Prowell, History of York 

County Pennsylvania, 1:591. 
722 Robert Chambers, Cumberland County Slave Registrations, 1800.121. 
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bequeathed to his daughter Agnes his “negro Wench named Jean, & the time of Servitude of her 

child.”723 The mother and son should have been relatively safe for a while, as the 1788 gradual 

abolition law stipulated that the pair could not be separated by more than ten miles until 

Sampson turned four years old.724  

 The first time Sampson Johnston passed from one enslaver to another he was too young 

to be named. Yet by the time he turned sixteen—the age Jane was when she had him—he had 

been “transferred through two or three different hands.”725 Until he was a teenager, this was 

accomplished through death and marriage. Robert Chambers left Sampson to Agnes in 1802. 

Agnes had married John Sterrett the previous year, which granted John a legal right to 

Sampson’s labor.726 When John died in 1811, he did not mention either Jane or Sampson in his 

will. Perhaps this was because Jane was only a few months away from turning twenty-eight and 

claiming her freedom. Or perhaps it was because they were not his to bequeath; they belonged to 

Agnes.727 It was not long before Agnes was remarried, this time to an Adams County man named 

Nathaniel Randolph.728 Their union would not be a long one, as Nathaniel passed away in 1816. 

He left Agnes with some property, a newborn child, and the responsibility of determining once 

again a fate for Sampson Johnston.729 

                                                
723 Robert Chambers, Cumberland County Will Book F, pp. 319-25. 
724 “An Act to Explain and Amend an Act Entitled, ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery” in PA Statutes at 

Large, 13:56. 
725 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 212 (1831) 
726 On a husband’s right to his wife’s property, see Margaret A. Burnham, “An Impossible Marriage: Slave Law and 

Family Law,” Law & Inequality: A Journal of Theory and Practice 5, no. 2 (June 1987), 193; John. B. Linn and 

William Henry Egle, eds., Record of Pennsylvania Marriages, Prior to 1810, vol. 1 (Harrisburg, PA: Clarence M. 

Busch, 1895), 587. Although the records of Carlisle First Presbyterian suggest John Sterrett married one Nancy 

Chambers, the Carlisle Gazette identifies “Agnes Sterrett” as the executrix of Robert Chambers will. Perhaps her 

full name was Nancy Agnes. See CG, 5 Jul 1805, p. 3.  
727 Sterrett did own at least one person himself, however, a man named Caesar whom he left to his wife. See John 

Sterrett, Cumberland County Will Book H, pp. 72-3. 
728 The Carlisle Gazette identified Nathaniel Randolph’s wife Agnes as the “late Agness Sterrett” in 1814. See CG, 

12 Aug 1814, p. 4.  
729 Nathaniel Randolph, Adams County Will Book B, pp. 488-90.  
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 According to Thomas Urie’s deposition, he purchased Sampson Johnston from Nathaniel 

Randolph’s son on September 11, 1816 for $542. More accurately, he purchased Sampson from 

the executors of Nathaniel’s estate, which included his widow. Agnes happened to know 

Thomas, since they both had served as executors for her first husband. This means that Thomas 

was already familiar with the sixteen-year-old from having managed the estate of his “good and 

trusty friend,” John Sterrett.730 He knew enough of Sampson to anticipate his “industry [and] 

fidelity” and to understand “the value of his services.”731 Moreover, in the words of Cumberland 

County judge John Reed, Thomas “very probably” believed that Sampson “was legally bound to 

serve till he would arrive at the age of twenty-eight years.” Judge Reed then added that Sampson 

was most likely “under the same impression.” While we cannot know what exactly the young 

man thought about the legality of his status in 1816, we do know that, for the first time in his life, 

Sampson Johnston found himself outside the strict orbit of Agnes and her husbands. He was 

returning to Cumberland County.732  

 We can imagine the kind of labor that a term-enslaved teenager was expected to perform 

in North Middleton, Pennsylvania. Thomas Urie was fifty years old and styled himself a country 

gentleman; Sampson Johnston was a sixteen-year-old hereditary term slave. Two years before 

purchasing Sampson, Thomas became a substantial shareholder in the Bank of Carlisle, 

eventually taking over as its director in the late 1810s.733 One year after purchasing Sampson, 

Thomas was taxed for two-hundred acres of limestone land, another seventy acres of mountain 

                                                
730 John Sterrett, Cumberland County Will Book H, pp. 72. 
731 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 212 (1831) 
732 John Reed would go on to found the Dickinson School of Law in 1834, now Penn State Dickinson Law. See 

Thomas G. Wilkinson Jr. and Roger B. Meilton, “Supervising and Regulating the Judiciary” in The Supreme Court 

of Pennsylvania: Life and Law in the Commonwealth, 1684-2017, ed. John J. Hare (University Park, PA: Penn State 

University Press, 2018), ch. 5. 
733 He purchased stock for himself and in trust for twelve relatives and clients. See CG, 20 May 1814, p. 2; ST, 1 

Dec 1817, p. 3; Carlisle Republican, 16 Nov 1819, p. 6. 
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land, four horses, and four cows, making him one of the richest men in the township.734 His 

estate was fewer than five miles from Carlisle, where he traveled regularly for business as a 

lawyer and bank director.735 He and his first wife had no sons survive into adulthood.736 Given 

these circumstances, Sampson would have tended to Thomas’ farm, helping to plant and harvest 

food, caring for livestock and maintaining wagons, and unearthing and transporting limestone. 

He also would have driven Thomas’ coach, a common task for unfree Black men at the time. 

Sampson also may have worked as a body servant, tending to Thomas’ household and person. 

According to trial records, Thomas taught Sampson to read, a useful skill for accepting post, 

delivering messages, and generally helping to conduct business.737  

 There is no denying that Thomas Urie relied upon the labor of Sampson Johnston and 

that this labor was worth something. The Cumberland County Court of Common Pleas 

confirmed as much when they awarded Sampson $370 in back wages on January 12, 1827—

about $10,000 in 2021 dollars.738 This was, in the court’s estimation, the value of more than five 

years of Sampson’s labor minus Thomas’ “expenses incident to [the] inconveniences” of 

housing, clothing, feeding, and employing him. Sampson and his counsel did not attempt to 

recover anything for the five years that the boy had worked before reaching adulthood, even 

though “the proof ascertained their value to have been considerable,” fearing they had no case in 

a society so accustomed to appropriating the labor of children.739 This sum of $370, then, 

                                                
734 By tax burden he was the eighth wealthiest man in North Middleton, a town of some 225 taxpayers. See 1817 

Tax Rates Book, Thomas Urie, RG11, Commissioners Records, CCA, image 234. 
735 CWH, 11 Sep 1850, p. 3.  
736 CG, 25 Apr 1806, p. 3; CG, 31 Mar 1809, p. 3. Thomas Urie and his second wife had one son survive into 

adulthood, but he died before forty. Thomas outlived all his children but one daughter. See CWH, 27 Sep 1848, p. 3; 

Lewiston Gazette, 27 Oct 1849, p. 2. 
737 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 212 (1831) 
738 Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie, case 1, January 1827 term, Civil Court Appearance Docket, vol. 12, 

Prothonotary Records, CCA; Commonwealth v. Thomas Urie, case 1, January 1827 term, “Prothonotary Permanent, 

Civil Term Dockets (papers),” Prothonotary Records, CCA; Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 212 (1831); Ian Webster, CPI 

Inflation Calculator, updated July 13, 2021, https://www.officialdata.org/us/inflation/1827?amount=370. 
739 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 215 (1831) 
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reflected half the work that Sampson performed for Thomas between his sale in 1816 and his suit 

ten years later.740 This was the amount that Judge Reed felt Sampson deserved because Thomas 

had compelled “the services of the plaintiff from time to time, and continually—a regular 

hand.”741 

 What did it mean that Sampson Johnston worked both “from time to time” and 

“continually?” Perhaps it meant that Thomas Urie did not task him constantly and that the young 

man had never absented himself from labor. Historians have called this expectation of reciprocal 

and faithful service “paternalism,” a pliable idea that at the very least communicates the 

conviction of the ruling class that the relationship between enslaver and enslaved was essentially 

familial.742 Pennsylvania enslavers, like those elsewhere, insisted that this was the case.743 When 

Thomas Urie composed his will in 1847, he left four-hundred dollars to a “mulatto” servant 

named Isaac Rohrer “who has lived with me for Several years.” Convinced of the righteousness 

of his own benevolence, Urie instructed his executors “to manage this fund by investment that it 

                                                
740 Four hundred dollars was a meaningful sum, but not when compared to five years of hard labor. For context, in 

1826 a Lancaster newspaper advertised four one-hundred-dollar rewards for the return of a group of Virginians who 

had taken refuge from slavery, and the Pennsylvania House of Representatives authorized the governor to present a 

war hero with an “appropriate sword the expense of which shall not exceed four hundred dollars.” See LI, 11 Apr 

1826, p. 3; and GC, 15 Feb 1826, p. 2.  
741 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 214 (1831) 
742 Here I allude to Fox-Genovese and Genovese’s final work, Fatal Self-Deception. For a succinct articulation of 

their theory of paternalism, as well as its critics, see Adam Rothman, “Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Eugene Genovese, 

and the Proslavery Worldview,” Reviews in American History 41, no. 3 (September 2013): 563-9.  
743 For example, Thomas Fisher expressed this sentiment in his last will and testament when he bequeathed five-

hundred dollars to “my man John Wilkins.” He then added that Wilkins had “never departed from my employment – 

not even for a day without liberty.” This must have been a comforting fiction for Fisher, since we saw in Chapter 

Three that he registered Wilkins as a hereditary term slave and went to great trouble to capture him and his mother, 

Lett, when the pair departed his employment for two weeks in search of actual liberty. Wilkins was twenty-nine 

years old in 1834. He could have left Fisher in 1826 after the Miller decision. Perhaps Fisher paid him wages or 

offered to leave him an inheritance as enticement to stay. See Thomas Fisher, Cumberland County Will Book K, pp. 

403-4. In Lancaster County, the Bethel sisters appear to have worked out a similar kind of arrangement with Bella 

Smith, a “mulatto” woman whom their mother had registered as a thirty-one-year term slave in 1780. Although 

Smith should have received her freedom in 1806, she continued to serve the Bethel sisters for the rest of her life. 

When they composed their last wills in the 1830s and ‘40s, all three bequeathed fifty dollars to Smith—“our 

coloured woman”—and an additional fifty dollars to be divided among Smith’s children. See Susanna Bethel, 

Lancaster County Lifetime Slave Registry, p. 34; Elizabeth Bethel, Lancaster County Will Book T, pp. 34-6; Mary 

Bethel, Lancaster County Will Book U, pp. 177-9; and Susanna Bethel, Lancaster County Will Book V, pp. 103-5.  
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may be made most useful to him and be not wasted.”744 Paternalism was the belief that Isaac 

Rohrer deserved something for his “Several years” of service, but that this something should be 

charitable, not compulsory. Certainly not back wages, as Sampson Johnston had demanded two 

decades’ prior as restitution for his stolen labor. Something that Thomas Urie could control from 

his grave. A gift would do. 

 There is another way to read Judge Reed’s description of the relationship between 

Thomas Urie and Sampson Johnston. Less ambiguous than “time to time” and “continually” was 

Reed’s pronunciation that Sampson was a “regular hand.” In the early nineteenth century, the 

idea that the labor of enslaved individuals could be standardized and graded was coming to 

define slavery’s scientific management, to quote Caitlin Rosenthal.745 In the first edition of his 

dictionary, published in 1828, Noah Webster offered twenty-one definitions of the noun “hand.” 

It could mean “a man employed in agency or service,” as in “the mason employs twenty hands,” 

but it also carried another sense of something “under one’s care or management.”746 To call an 

unfree Black man a “regular hand,” however, was to declare something specific. It was to 

acknowledge that Sampson Johnston gave “a considerable portion of the best part of his life, 

                                                
744 Thomas Urie, Cumberland County Will Book L, pp. 36-40.  
745 Although Sampson Johnston’s experience with hereditary term slavery in Pennsylvania hardly reflected the 

routinized, pseudo-corporate slavery taking root on large southern plantations, the phrase “regular hand” would 

nevertheless have evoked that modern labor relation. See Caitlin Rosenthal, “Slavery’s Scientific Management: 

Masters and Managers” in Slavery’s Capitalism, ch. 2. In her book-length project, Rosenthal cites an 1833 report in 

Southern Agriculture detailing the logic of quarter, half, three-quarter, and full hands. See Accounting for Slavery: 

Masters and Management (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2018), 144. 
746 Noah Webster, An American Dictionary of the English Language: Intended to Exhibit, I. The Origin, Affinities 

and Primary Signification of English Words, as Far as They Have Been Ascertained. II. The Genuine Orthography 

and Pronunciation of Words, According to General Usage, or to Just Principles of Analogy. III. Accurate and 

Discriminating Definitions, with Numerous Authorities and Illustrations. To Which Are Prefixed, an Introductory 

Dissertation on the Origin, History, and Connection of the Languages of Western Asia and of Europe, and a 

Concise Grammar of the English Language, vol. 1 (New York: S. Converse, 1828). For thoughtful reflections on the 

many meanings of “hand” as it pertained to the developing American slave economy, see Edward E. Baptist, The 

Half Has Never Been Told: Slavery and the Making of American Capitalism (New York: Basic Books, 2014), 89-90, 

100-5.  
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spent industriously in the service” of Thomas Urie.747 It demonstrated that the value of his labor 

was worth “far more than his keeping.”748 It revealed that Sampson was “a man of considerable 

merit” and that Thomas “greatly benefited by his services.”749 Yet in the end, it was Thomas who 

held all the power. Sampson never saw his $370. When the case reached the Pennsylvania 

Supreme Court in 1831, Justice John Kennedy reversed Judge John Reed’s decision.750 

 Urie v. Johnston acknowledged that hundreds of Black children had been held in term 

slavery illegally in Pennsylvania while denying them the right to sue for compensation.751 

Sampson’s counsel, Charles B. Penrose, articulated the problem in the clearest terms. Thomas 

had received Sampson’s services, the value of which was “mingled with his estate.” Charles had 

simply asked for compensation for that value. “Is it right, is it just that [Urie] should retain both? 

Equality is equity,” he declared. Thomas had received Sampson’s services, so “let him pay their 

price, the laborer is worthy of his hire, and you establish that equality, you produce that 

equity.”752 Justice Kennedy disagreed. His principal argument was that Sampson and Thomas 

had entered into a sort of quasi-contract; Thomas believed he was owed Sampson’s labor, and 

Sampson believed he owed it to him. There had been no physical violence, no intentional deceit. 

Both parties were equally responsible for the error, and so neither party owed anything to the 

other. Indeed, Justice Kennedy suggested that Sampson bore greater responsibility for the 

                                                
747 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 215 (1831) 
748 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 219 (1831) 
749 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 221-2 (1831) 
750 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 224 (1831) 
751 Some thirty years later, Thomas H. Baird, who had ruled in favor of Alfred Dwilling as president judge of the 

Washington County Court of Common Pleas in 1824, claimed that his decision had “set free” between twenty- and 

thirty-thousand “coloured persons.” This was an exaggeration. Baird was a candidate for the U.S. Senate in 1855 

and was trying to counter charges that he was proslavery. It is more likely that Miller v. Dwilling supplied a freedom 

claim for many hundred, or perhaps a few thousand, Black Pennsylvanians. See Thomas H. Baird to Robert R. Reed, 

November 22, 1854, MG 135, Papers of the Reed Family, box 1, folder 2: "Reed, Robert R.  1840-1854," HC; PbG, 

30 Oct 1854, p. 1; Commemorative Biographical Record of Washington County, Pennsylvania, Containing Sketches 

of Prominent and Representative Citizens, and of Many of the Early Settled Families (Chicago, IL: J. H. Beers & 

Co., 1893), 152-4. 
752 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 216 (1831) 
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misunderstanding. “It must be presumed that the defendant in error knew his genealogy, at least 

as well, if not better than the plaintiff in error,” he reasoned. This was at once an 

acknowledgement of the tremendous power of the Black oral tradition and a blind disregard for 

the facts that Sampson had literally been sold away from his family on several occasions. Even if 

he had not known all the details of his ancestry, Justice Kennedy declared, Sampson should have 

elected to stop serving Thomas, since “the defendant in error, was as much bound to know his 

condition and rights as the plaintiff.”753 The justice then cast doubt on whether Sampson even 

had legal standing. Since Thomas had provided Sampson every “necessary of life” while holding 

him in bondage—a value perhaps greater than what a Black man could have earned in freedom 

and a tacit acknowledgment of the white supremacy that circumscribed the opportunities of free 

people of color—it was “doubtful” that Sampson had “actually sustained any loss.”754 A person 

who sustained no loss could not sue for damages, and certainly not compensation. At least not on 

a writ of habeas corpus. Justice Kennedy conceded that had Sampson Johnston filed a writ de 

homine replegiando, he might have been able to recover “nominal” damages, but these would 

not be “given upon the ground of compensating for service.”755 Back wages were out of the 

question.  

 The court’s argument boiled down to the following: Sampson Johnston had not legally 

owed his services to Thomas Urie, but gave them freely, and, “having done so, he cannot claim 

now to have his character changed into a hireling, and be paid for his labour contrary to the 

understanding that existed between hem during the whole time of such labour or service.”756 Yet 

there was another, more pernicious line of reasoning suffusing Justice Kennedy’s decision. In the 

                                                
753 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 221 (1831) 
754 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 222 (1831) 
755 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 223 (1831) 
756 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 224 (1831) 
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view of the court, Thomas could not be held legally responsible for enslaving Sampson because 

the law had been fundamentally unclear on the rights of either party until the 1826 Miller 

decision. Justice Kennedy acknowledged that “the language of the act of assembly was at all 

times the same, and underwent no change.” Yet he concluded all the same that “it was doubtful 

what its construction would be until it was judicially declared. In short, that it was doubtful what 

the law was on this point until this court determined it.” Since existing case law was essentially 

silent on the question, Justice Kennedy appealed to his sense of what had been the prevailing 

legal opinion. He opined that the propriety of hereditary term slavery not only prevailed with “a 

great portion of the community, but with many of the most distinguished lawyers of the state.” 

This included judges as well: “Indeed I know that the minds of some of our most distinguished 

jurists in the state vacillated on this question.”757 Justice Kennedy was correct on this point. 

While most enslavers took great care to ensure that they complied with the law, no one seemed 

worried about admitting that they were registering the children of statutory term slaves rather 

than lifetime slaves. They declared what they were doing on their registrations.758 To drive home 

his point about a lack of consensus, Justice Kennedy cited the 1823 state supreme court case, 

Stiles v. Nelly, which revolved around whether or not information supplied in the clerk’s registry 

could correct a registration that was otherwise incomplete. Counsel for both sides debated these 

points. Although Nelly’s mother had been a statutory term slave, not a lifetime slave, it “never 

                                                
757 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 220 (1831); William Tilghman made the same equivocation in 1826, lamenting: “I am 

aware that different constructions have been put upon the act of 1780, by gentleman respectable for their learning; 

some have held the opinion to which I incline; others the contrary. Neither will I undertake to say, that the subject is 

free from difficulties, the act not being drawn with such clearness as could be wished.” See Miller v. Dwilling 14 Pa 

445 (1826).  
758 In 1804, the Lancaster County prothonotary registered a child named Charlotte whom he acknowledged was the 

daughter of a “female negro servant” named Tabitha Barker. Two years later, a former prothonotary did the same, 

registering the son of his “indentured servant.” These were the very clerks tasked with maintaining the county slave 

records, and they either believed it was legal to, or thought they could get away with, registering hereditary term 

slaves. See William Barton, Lancaster County Term Slave Registry, p. 29; John Hubley, Lancaster County Term 

Slave Registry, p. 31. 
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occurred to her counsel to claim her freedom upon that ground, nor yet to any one of the learned 

judges of the court.”759 Justice Kennedy’s argument was essentially that it would be unjust to 

penalize Thomas Urie now for something that the state’s leading legal minds had not realized 

was a problem before.760  

 There is a much simpler reason why Justice Kennedy was uncomfortable with this case: it 

would set bad precedent and it might cost him personally. If Sampson Johnston was owed 

something, then other second- and third-generation term slaves might be owed something. He 

returned to Stiles v. Nelly:  

Upon the principle that is contended for, this action ought to be supported by every 

apprentice that is bound by an informal or void indenture. After he has served out his 

apprenticeship, he might turn round and sue his master for his services. So Nelly, who 

served Mr. Stiles in the case already cited, might sustain a suit against him for her 

services notwithstanding she was adjudged by the decision of the Supreme Court to be 

his servant, because, according to the last decision on her condition, in the case of Miller 

and Dwilling, she was free. Now such suits and claims have never been thought of, and I 

have no hesitation in saying that they cannot be supported.761 

 

If Justice Kennedy had ruled differently, he would have been opening himself up for a lawsuit at 

the hands of eighteen-year-old Maria, a woman he had registered as a hereditary term slave in 

1813 when living in Uniontown, Fayette County.762 Maria was the daughter of a statutory term 

                                                
759 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 220 (1831) 
760 Kennedy opined that enslavers had possessed a kind of qualified immunity. Since hereditary term slavery had not 

been explicitly prohibited by the 1788 gradual abolition law, enslavers could not be prosecuted for having practiced 

it even though he determined that it was in violation of the law. Despite its roots in hereditary term slavery, 

Pennsylvania attorneys and judges continued to cite Urie v. Johnston as valid precedent in contract disputes 

throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries. See Cousty’s Estate 12 Phila. Rep. 98-102 (1878) and 

Flannigan’s Estate, 28 Pa Super 487-92 (1905). To his credit, Judge Ashman noted in his dissent in Cousty that 

citing precedent from slave law might be bad practice. For how this practice has endured up until the present day, 

see Justin Simard, “Citing Slavery,” Stanford Law Review 72 (January 2020): 79-125.  
761 Urie v. Johnston 3 Pa 222-3 (1831) 
762 “John Kennedy of the borough of Union Town in Fayette county and State of Pennsylvania, attorney at Law, 

returns for registry a negroe female child named Maria born in the month of July Anno Domini eighteen hundred 

and thirteen of a negroe woman named Betsy, the servant of the said John until she shall arrive at the age of twenty 

eight years.” It is difficult to determine Betsy’s status from Justice Kennedy’s registration alone, since the final 

clause could apply either to her or to her daughter, Maria. However, the 1810 census for Justice Kennedy identifies 

zero enslaved people and two “all other free persons” living in his household. This suggests that Betsy was not a 

lifetime slave and that, consequently, Maria was a hereditary term slave. See John Kennedy, 1813, images 16-17, 
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slave named Betsy. Perhaps Justice Kennedy’s purse would have been safe on the grounds that 

he had not owned Maria as an adult—recall that Sampson did not attempt to recover any wages 

from the period of his minority—but why risk it? It was better to conclude that justice did not 

favor Sampson Johnston.  

 The inescapable conclusion of the Urie v. Johnston decision is that the enslaver class got 

away with it. Men like John Kennedy read the law in their favor and then managed to avoid 

paying for their hubris when it turned out they were wrong. By refusing to penalize enslavers 

who profited from the bondage of multiple generations of Black families after 1780, the case 

affirmed that hereditary term slavery had been legitimate. Sampson Johnston’s freedom may 

have been priceless, but five and half years of his labor was worth $370. He did not even get that. 

Instead, his case would become precedent for future decisions denying restitution.763 

* * * 

 Of the handful of studies that examine Miller v. Dwilling, not one investigates the life of 

the Black boy at its center. Although we cannot know for sure what happened to Alfred Dwilling 

after he secured his freedom in 1826, there are tantalizing clues. Since Dwilling was a minor at 

the time, the case was brought in the name of a legal representative, a Black man named George 

Woods. This suggests that Dwilling did not have a legal guardian who could represent him—a 

reminder of the violence that slavery perpetrated on Black families and of the importance of 

fictive kinship networks. Even though Dwilling was free, he seems to have lacked an immediate 

family. Nobody by the name of Dwilling appears in federal census records for Washington 

                                                
Fayette County Slave and Term Slave Registrations; and 1810 U.S. census, Fayette County, Pennsylvania, 

population schedule, Union, John Kennedy, p. 997 (hand written). 
763 See Overseers v. Kline 9 Pa 217-9; and Thomas Ferris v. Hamuel Henderson and Wife, and Others 12 Pa 49-55 

(1849).  
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County in the decades after the Miller decision. There is no Alfred Dwilling. Yet a person named 

Alfred Woods appears in all three.  

 It is not impossible that Alfred Dwilling, who was likely in his early teens in 1826, 

decided to adopt the surname of the man who helped him escape hereditary term slavery. If this 

is the case, then we know something about the trajectory of the life of the boy who became 

Alfred Woods. The 1830 census suggests that he had a wife and daughter. The family lived on a 

Black block within a mostly white neighborhood in the borough of Washington, some twenty 

miles southwest of Pittsburgh. By 1840, their home was teeming with children and young 

adults—the only Black household in the area. Several residents were above the age of ten, 

suggesting that he and his wife took in young Black people in need of a place to stay. Finally, the 

1850 census reveals that Alfred was born around 1810 and that he had received enough 

education to learn how to read and write. He worked as a barber and possessed $575 in real 

estate. He was living with a younger woman named Ruth Woods and a man named Alfred 

Dunlap whose relation to the head of house is unclear. The census taker identified Alfred Woods 

as an “Indian,” but then scrawled “Negro” in the next column as if he were second guessing 

himself. Alfred Woods does not appear in the 1860 census in Washington County.764  

 If Alfred Woods and Alfred Dwilling are indeed the same person, then the former 

hereditary term slave may well have made a comfortable life for himself in the end. By contrast, 

we know with certainty that Chief Justice William Tilghman died a few months after issuing his 

decision in the Miller case. According to his eulogists, Tilghman continued to hold five people in 

term slavery on his Maryland plantation at the time of his death. They would receive their 

                                                
764 1820 U.S. census, Washington County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Washington, G. Woods, p. 165; 1830 

U.S. census, Washington County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Washington, Alfred Woods, p. 206; 1840 U.S. 

census, Washington County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Washington, Alfred Woods, p. 7; 1850 U.S. census, 

Washington County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, South Strabane, Alfred B. Woods, p. 603 (p. 302 stamped). 
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freedom on the first day of January after they turned twenty-eight, unless they were caught trying 

to seek refuge from slavery before that date.765 In that case, they would serve three days for 

every day they absented themselves, a nod to the very system of hereditary term slavery that 

Tilghman had propped up and then helped to dismantle in Pennsylvania. Formal promises of 

gradual abolition may have established rights for enslaved people, but they did not negate the 

enslaver’s prerogative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
765 John Golder, Esq., Life of the Honourable William Tilghman, Late Chief Justice of the State of Pennsylvania. 

Compiled from the Eulogies of Two Distinguished Members of the Philadelphia Bar, Who Delivered Them in 

Commemoration of His Virtues (Philadelphia, PA: Thomas Town, 1829), 61-2. It is worth noting that several of the 

people that Tilghman enslaved in Maryland sought refuge in Pennsylvania. Tilghman was better positioned than 

most to understand the real consequences of fashioning emancipatory law in slavery’s borderlands. See Newman, 

The Transformation of American Abolitionism, 82. 
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EPILOGUE 

SURVIVING UNFREEDOM AFTER 1847 

 

 As mid-century approached, Congress could hardly deliberate without broaching the 

subject of slavery and the growing sectional divide. The U.S. Army had just invaded its southern 

neighbor, occupied its capital, and compelled the cession of more than half of its territory—the 

present-day states of California, New Mexico, and Nevada, and parts of Arizona, Colorado, and 

Utah.766 The Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo exacerbated a perennial tension in U.S. politics: 

diverse actors had been contesting the federal government’s power to regulate slavery in its 

territories since the Articles of Confederation, never managing to settle the issue for long.767 This 

longstanding acrimony over the direction of the country’s future informed most political 

considerations. It should come as little surprise, then, that debate over how best to count the 

country’s residents was heated; then as now, demographics were power. Preparations for the 

seventh decennial census stalled on how to enumerate the country’s enslaved population. Should 

they be described as people, complete with names and family units? Or should they be listed as 

they always had, as nameless tally marks in their enslavers’ homes? The compromise was 

decidedly proslavery: although enslaved people were enumerated individually on their own 

census schedule, it was without names or family units. The chief innovation of the 1850 slave 

schedule was that it now took more paper to catalog the nameless tally marks.768  

                                                
766 Adam Rothman has suggested that it is the Mexican-American War, not the U.S. Civil War, that should be called 

the “War of Northern Aggression.” See “Union, Capitalism, and Slavery in the ‘Rising Empire’ of the United 

States” in New Countries: Capitalism, Revolutions, and Nations in the Americas, 1750-1870, ed. John Tutino 

(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2016), 120; Matthew Karp, This Vast Southern Empire: Slaveholders at the 

Helm of American Foreign Policy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2016), esp. ch. 5.  
767 Don E. Fehrenbacher, The Slaveholding Republic: An Account of the United States Government’s Relations to 

Slavery, ed. Ward M. McAfee (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), ch. 9.  
768 While the slave schedules specified age and race with greater precision than previous censuses, they continued to 

subsume the Black family unit under the white property relation. See Margo J. Anderson, The American Census: A 

Social History, 2nd ed. (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2015), ch. 2.  
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 A leading architect of this new system was a young bureaucrat named Joseph C. G. 

Kennedy. Born into a prominent western Pennsylvania family, Kennedy worked as a farmer, 

journalist, and Whig party booster. For his loyal support in the 1848 presidential election, 

Zachary Taylor appointed him secretary of the U.S. census board and then superintendent of the 

U.S. Census. Among other responsibilities, Kennedy ensured that the federal marshals who 

oversaw the census had the materials they needed.769 The federal marshal for the eastern district 

of Pennsylvania, which included everything east of the Allegheny Mountains, was a man named 

Anthony Roberts. Roberts grew up in Lancaster County, was sympathetic to the abolitionist 

movement, and had only been a federal marshal for a few months when enumeration commenced 

in the summer of 1850. At some point, either Kennedy or Roberts had decided that it was 

unnecessary to issue the separate slave schedule in their home state. This is how it happened that 

Phillip Hamman, the assistant marshal whom Roberts tasked with going door-to-door in Franklin 

County, did not have a copy of the separate slave schedule on hand when he came across Agnes 

and Samuel McEllish in St. Thomas Township on September 4, 1850. Although the return he 

filed does not specify who Hamman spoke with that day, one way or another he left under the 

impression that the two elderly Black people living with James Campbell Jr. were enslaved. 

Lacking the proper form on which to record this information, Hamman improvised a spot on the 

free schedule, writing “SLAVE” next to both names in the column for occupation.770  

 Agnes and Samuel McEllish were born into lifetime slavery in Pennsylvania and 

remained legally bound throughout the age of gradual abolition. They were registered in 1780 by 

James Campbell Sr., an officer in the Pennsylvania Line who later served as secretary of 

                                                
769 Anderson, The American Census, 41-52.  
770 1850 U.S. Census, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, St. Thomas, dwelling 78, family 85, 

lines 2-3, Samuel and Agnes McEllish, p. 12 (hand written). 
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Pennsylvania’s constitutional ratifying convention.771 Agnes and Samuel were two and eight 

years old when James registered them as his property. They grew up in a household surrounded 

by other enslaved people, likely performing the farming, milling, and distilling work that 

generated income for the Campbell family.772 In 1786, they watched as Dolly and Julius, a sister 

and brother in their twenties who were also enslaved on the Campbell farm, packed up the 

possessions they had acquired and sought refuge. “Their clothing yet unknown,” James wrote in 

an advertisement he placed in the Carlisle Gazette, “though they have a large quantity of both 

men and womens clothes with them.”773 Although they seem to have packed for a one-way 

journey, the pair did not succeed in obtaining their freedom. Dolly appears in the 1807 septennial 

census as the property of James’ son, John.774 Julius, meanwhile, was committed to the 

Cumberland County jail in late 1788 after being accused of committing a burglary. He escaped 

almost immediately and was apprehended a few weeks later, but not before his jailer increased 

the reward money he was willing to pay for his recapture.775 Julius was tried for his crimes 

before a court of oyer and terminer in June 1789 and sentenced to five years of hard labor. Yet he 

did not end up serving this sentence. James Campbell Sr. interceded, petitioning the Supreme 

Executive Council of Pennsylvania for a pardon, which they granted that September.776 While 

                                                
771 Independent Gazetteer, 24 Nov 1787, p. 3; Samuel P. Bates, History of Franklin County, Pennsylvania, 

Containing a History of the County, Its Townships, Towns, Villages, Schools, Churches, Industries, Etc.; Portraits 

of Early Settlers and Prominent Men; Biographies; History of Pennsylvania, Statistical and Miscellaneous Matter, 

Etc., Etc. (Chicago, IL: Warner, Beers & Co., 1887), 901-2.  
772 James Campbell, Cumberland County Slave Register, image 53; 1788 Tax Assessment Books, James Campbell, 

image 68, Franklin County Archives, Chambersburg, PA, 

https://franklincountypa.gov/index.php?section=archives_inventory; James Campbell, Franklin County Will Book 

C, pp. 155-8.  
773 CG, 19 Jul 1786, p. 3.  
774 1807 septennial census, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, Peters Township, Dolly, image 82, digital image, 

ancestry.com. 
775 CG, 31 Dec 1788, p. 3; CG, 14 Jan 1789, p. 3.  
776 PA Colonial Records, 16:155 
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this pardon was technically for Julius, it was for the benefit of James. Instead of performing hard 

labor for the state, Julius would continue to perform hard labor for his enslaver.    

 Agnes and Samuel McEllish were enslaved by a man who was willing to exercise his 

social capital to preserve his mastery. James Campbell Sr. was determined to wield power over 

those he enslaved, even if he ultimately used that power to bestow their freedom. When he 

composed his last will and testament in 1811, he decreed opposing fates for Agnes and Samuel. 

Agnes was to become the property of James’ wife, Phanuel, while Samuel was to become the 

property of his son, James Jr. Yet while James Sr. stipulated that Samuel was to have his 

freedom when Phanuel died—that is, if he behaved himself well and could demonstrate that he 

would not become a public charge—he offered no such deal to Agnes. Ten years later, Agnes 

appears in the septennial census as the property of the Campbell family. Samuel does not.777  

 We cannot know the precise relationship between Agnes and Samuel. Were they married, 

choosing the name McEllish together? Or were they siblings, like Doll and Julius, who inherited 

the surname from a mother, father, or fictive kin member?778 The three documents in which 

Samuel and Agnes appear together—the 1780 Cumberland County slave registry, James 

Campbell Sr.’s 1811 Franklin County will, and the 1850 U.S. census—do not offer an answer. 

We do know that Agnes and Samuel were the only people that James Campbell Sr. identified as 

“mulatto” on his 1780 registry. We also know that James Sr. identified two “mulatto” children, 

Nathan and George, in his will. Finally, we know that Samuel either stood by, or returned to, 

Agnes during the nineteenth century. One way or another, they were a family. Yet in the eyes of 

the state, they remained the property of another. 

                                                
777 1821 septennial census, Franklin County, Pennsylvania, St. Thomas Township, Agness, image 162, digital 

image, ancestry.com. 
778 On the idea of fictive kinship as it applies to extended enslaved communities, see Gutman, The Black Family. 
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* * * 

 It is difficult to pinpoint the end of slavery’s legal existence in Pennsylvania. There was 

nothing in Pennsylvania’s corpus of gradual abolition legislation requiring that the process give 

way to total abolition. Although state legislators had the opportunity, they did not emancipate the 

aging population of enslaved people who were born in Pennsylvania before 1780. Instead, 

gradual abolition succeeded on its own terms. Consequently, slavery remained legal in the first 

U.S. state to enact abolition legislation either until the last enslaved person died or until the 

country ratified the Thirteenth Amendment on December 6, 1865—whichever came first. This 

does not mean that there was a significant population of enslaved people in Pennsylvania in the 

mid-nineteenth century. However, it does require that historians take seriously the fact that 

gradual abolition was a slavery regime. It also offers a glimpse into the world that could have 

been had the United States pursued gradual abolition as a compromise measure rather than 

fighting a civil war that did, in fact, become about complete emancipation.779  

 What the Pennsylvania General Assembly enacted in 1847 was not an abolition law, but 

rather a personal liberty law. The first hint that this was the case is the title of the bill itself. It 

was not called an “Act for the Total Abolition of Slavery” (in the style of the 1780 “Act for the 

Gradual Abolition of Slavery”) but rather an “Act to Prevent Kidnapping, Preserve the Public 

Peace, Prohibit the Exercise of Certain Powers Heretofore Exercised by Judges, Justices of the 

Peace, Alderman and Jailors in this Commonwealth, and to Repeal Certain Slave Laws.”780 As 

the title suggests, the law’s primary purpose was not state abolition, but to strengthen 

                                                
779 James Oakes, Freedom National: The Destruction of Slavery in the United States, 1861-1865 (New York: W. W. 

Norton & Company, 2013), esp. ch. 2; Eric Foner, The Fiery Trial: Abraham Lincoln and American Slavery (New 

York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2010), esp. ch. 6.  
780 Emphasis added. Laws of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Passed at the Session of 

1847, in the Seventy-First Year of Independence, Including Twenty Acts Passed at the Session of Eighteen Hundred 

and Forty-Six (Harrisburg, PA: J. M. G. Lescure, 1847), 206-8.  
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Pennsylvania’s antislavery position relative to its southern neighbors in the wake of the U.S. 

Supreme Court’s 1842 Prigg decision. Although Prigg invalidated Pennsylvania’s 1826 personal 

liberty law, it also permitted the withholding of state resources from fugitive slave renditions, a 

decision that further exacerbated sectional tensions in the United States.781  

 The second piece of evidence that 1847 did not spell the end of slavery in Pennsylvania is 

the fact that newspapers from across the state did not remark upon the long-awaited abolition of 

slavery. Instead, they reported on the much more pressing issues of kidnappings and 

runaways.782 A Lancaster newspaper that printed the statute went so far as to drop “and to Repeal 

Certain Slave Laws” from the title entirely and omit the relevant section from its coverage.783 

When newspapers printed anything about state abolition, it was about a proposed gradual 

abolition bill in Delaware (and occasionally the triumph of total abolition in Uruguay).784 A 

South Carolina paper decried “Abolition in Pennsylvania,” but the author was clearly referring to 

what they perceived as the national scourge of Abolitionism with a capital ‘A,’ not the 

eradication of slavery within the state.785 The author was not threatened by the possibility that 

Pennsylvania had finally abolished slavery within its own borders, but rather that it was refusing 

participate in the version of interstate comity preferred by southern enslavers. The 1847 personal 

liberty law, which established a policy of non-cooperation with slave catchers, did not abolish 

slavery in Pennsylvania. Instead, it repealed two sections of the 1780 gradual abolition act: the 

                                                
781 Thomas D. Morris, Free Men All: The Personal Liberty Laws of the North, 1780-1861 (Baltimore, MD: Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 1974), esp. 117-9.  
782 CWH, 17 Feb 1847, p. 2; AS, 19 Apr 1847, p. 1. Even Gettysburg’s Star and Banner, which published the law at 

the request of the York Springs Antislavery Society, described it primarily as a “Law against Kidnapping.” See Star 

and Banner, 16 Apr 1847, p. 2.   
783 LE, 31 Mar 1847, p. 2.  
784 See, for example, the LE; 3 Mar 1847, p. 2; AS, 8 Mar 1847, p. 3; CWH, 10 Mar 1847, p. 1; and the National 

Anti-Slavery Standard, 18 Mar 1847, p. 3.  
785 “The Legislature of Pennsylvania has passed a law relative to fugitive slaves, which is not only a violation of that 

comity which should exist between the several members of the Confederacy, but, as we believe, a direct infraction 

of the Constitution.” See the Charleston Mercury, 15 Mar 1847, p. 2.  
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section that permitted sojourners to bring enslaved people into the state for six months and the 

section prohibiting enslaved people from testifying against free people. This means that the 1847 

statute deliberately did not repeal the sections of the 1780 gradual abolition act that retained 

slavery as a domestic institution in Pennsylvania. 

 This fact was not entirely clear to all observers when the law passed in early 1847. The 

hundreds of abolition petitions that activists had been submitting to the legislature ceased almost 

immediately as reformers turned their attention to petitioning for the re-enfranchisement of Black 

men, whose right to vote had been stripped by court and constitution in the late 1830s.786 The 

chair of the judiciary committee, a Pittsburgh native named T. J. Bingham, claimed some years 

later that he had drafted the 1847 bill in consultation with Quakers and members of the PAS and 

that their “simple design was to dissolve all connection with slavery in our State legislation.”787 

Even the House clerk at the time, David Fleming, appears to have been confused by what exactly 

the bill had accomplished. When preparing that year’s session laws for publication—a task that 

included summarizing the contents of every section of every law in order to generate an index—

Fleming added marginalia informing the reader that the final section of the 1847 law pertained to 

the “Abolition of Slavery.”788 This bureaucratic compression of detail may well be why 

historians have misinterpreted the 1847 law as the end of slavery in Pennsylvania. Despite the 

fact that none of the contemporary reporting styled the legislation as an abolition bill, many 

observers were (and have been) satisfied that justice had been done. 

 Yet there were others who knew that this was not the case, even as they celebrated what 

victories the abolitionist movement had managed to achieve. After the bill passed, the official 

                                                
786 On disenfranchisement, see the Conclusion. 
787 Emphasis original. However, the original printing failed to italicize the word “legislation,” likely a typesetting 

error. See Turner, The Negro in Pennsylvania, 238-9n51.  
788 Laws of the General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Passed at the Session of 1847, 208. 
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newspaper of the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society (PASS) reported in all capitals: 

“PENNSYLVANIA A FREE STATE.”789 The article went on to acknowledge, however, that the 

bill only repealed the six-month sojourner clause of the 1780 gradual abolition act, suggesting 

that the PASS understood the limitations of the 1847 law. PAS officials articulated the 

shortcomings of 1847 law more clearly. In 1848, PAS president Edward Needles published a 

memoir describing the triumphs and defeats of his organization. Needles acknowledged that the 

PAS had been rebuffed in 1846 when they petitioned the Pennsylvania General Assembly to 

repeal “all laws that are now in existence, which tend to the support or sanction of slavery in any 

manner whatever.” This may well have been what judiciary committee chair T. J. Bingham was 

recalling in 1856 when he wrote of the state legislature’s intentions. Determined to continue 

exerting pressure on the General Assembly, the PAS modified their strategy and focused their 

next petition on securing stronger protections for refugees from slavery and repealing the six-

month sojourner clause of the 1780 act. It was this second, more limited petition that became the 

basis for the 1847 law, “providing in almost every respect for what the Society had asked for.” 

Both the PASS and PAS seemed to have understood that gradual abolition was going to run its 

course, respecting the rights of Pennsylvania enslavers while curtailing those of out-of-state 

enslavers in Pennsylvania.790  

  As more time passed, some state representatives and their constituents began to realize 

that slavery remained legal in Pennsylvania. Reading a judiciary committee report on slavery’s 

westward expansion before the Pennsylvania House in 1849, Chester County representative 

Thomas K. Bull described a democratic antislavery tradition of “petitions, popular assemblages, 

                                                
789 The reporting continued: “This is now true, so far as it is possible for any State to be free, and at the same time a 

member of this slaveholding confederacy.” See the Pennsylvania Freeman article republished in the Liberator, 19 

Mar 1847, p. 46.  
790 Needles, An Historical Memoir, 106-7.  
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and Legislative resolves” in Pennsylvania. “Since the passage of the act of 1780, providing for 

the gradual emancipation of the slaves then held in bondage, down until the present moment” he 

wrote, “Pennsylvania has manifested an invincible repugnance to an enlargement of the 

territorial bounds of slavery.”791 Bull recognized that the 1780 act was still in effect and did not 

identify 1847 as having any significance to Pennsylvania’s history of abolition. James M. Porter, 

also of the judiciary committee, was even clearer about this in 1850. Although he declared that 

“there is scarcely a citizen of this broad Commonwealth who would consent to re-establish 

slavery within our borders,” he also pointed out that individuals who had been registered as 

slaves for life in the 1780s or who were serving certain officers and guests of the federal 

government could still be legally enslaved in Pennsylvania under their gradual abolition laws.792 

Also in 1850, Maxwell McCaslin, a state senator representing southwestern Pennsylvania, 

introduced two general petitions “praying for the repeal of the act of 1780, entitled ‘An Act for 

the gradual abolition of slavery.’”793 He and his constituents understood that gradual abolition 

remained the law of the land.  

 If Pennsylvania was a society with slaves in the eighteenth century, it had become a free 

state with slaves in the first half of the nineteenth. Even by the state’s own accounting, there 

were enslaved people in Pennsylvania after the passage of the 1847 law. Although the original 

returns are not extant, state congressional reports reveal that the 1849 septennial census 

identified thirteen enslaved people spread over eight Pennsylvania counties from Philadelphia in 

the east to Crawford in the west.794 Seven years later, a summary of the 1856 census placed an 

                                                
791 1848/9 PA House Journal, vol. 2, doc. 90, p. 669. 
792 1849/50 PA House Journal, 497, 501.  
793 1850 PA Senate Journal, 348.  
794 According to a summary of the census included in the 1850 volume of the Pennsylvania Senate reports, there 

were still enslaved people living in the following counties: Adams (1), Crawford (1), Fayette (3), Franklin (4), 

Lancaster (1), Montgomery (1), Perry (1), and Philadelphia (1). See “Message from the Governor, transmitting a list 

of Taxable Inhabitants, Slaves, &c., of this Commonwealth” in 1850 PA Senate Journal, vol. 2, doc. 17, pp. 84-122. 
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asterisk next to the return of free people in Lancaster County in order to acknowledge that “One 

slave” remained in the state.795 Yet while the government of Pennsylvania continued to recognize 

legal slavery within its borders, the failure of federal marshals to issue the separate slave 

schedule in 1850 suggests that the federal government did not. This murkiness was the outcome 

of decades of equivocation on the part of the Pennsylvania government. As we have seen, the 

Pennsylvania legislature routinely decided against passing immediate emancipation legislation. 

By letting the state’s gradual abolition program run its course, legislators were able to have it 

both ways: as the number of enslaved people declined, their national reputation as a free state 

grew. Gradualism was so successful that conservative politicians were able to argue in the 1830s 

and ‘40s that immediate emancipation was actually a cruel proposition, since the only legally 

enslaved people remaining in the state were elderly and in need of the protections afforded them 

by enslaver paternalism. “What would the petitioners have done for these superannuated 

beings?” asked Franklin County representative Frederick Smith in 1839. In his view, bondage 

afforded elderly Black Pennsylvanians the surest relief from “misery and want,” since enslavers 

were legally liable for the “support and maintenance” of any person they had not manumitted 

before the age of twenty-eight. Interfering with the 1780 act, which was the “work of patriots and 

philanthropists of the revolution,” at such a late date would only bring “relief to the master and 

not to the slave.” Smith concluded his remarks by resolving that the judiciary committee be 

discharged from considering any further petitions relative to slavery, which motion passed.796 

                                                
795 Interestingly, the formal title of the 1857 report dropped “and slaves” from its description of the census, even 

though the governor acknowledged that this was still part of legislative mandate. See “Message from the Governor 

of Pennsylvania, transmitting a list of the taxable inhabitants, with the number of deaf, dumb and blind persons in 

this Commonwealth” in Miscellaneous Documents Read in the Legislature of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 

during the Session Which Commenced at Harrisburg, on the Sixth Day of January, 1857 (Harrisburg, PA: A. Boyd 

Hamilton, 1857), 291-293.  
796 1838/9 PA House Journal, Vol. 2, Doc. 128, pp. 991-1002; 1838/9 PA House Journal, 1143-4.  
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Gradualism’s proponents transformed inaction into moral capital, heralding the past and making 

their peace with the present.  

 Frederick Smith claimed in 1839 that the judiciary committee had no means of 

determining the exact number of enslaved people who remained in Pennsylvania. While 

technically true, he made this remark one year before the federal government conducted its 

decennial census. The number of enslaved people remaining in Pennsylvania was knowable in 

1840 and it was knowable in 1850, even though the federal government did not issue the separate 

slave schedule. Remarkably, Agnes and Samuel McEllish were not the only elderly 

Pennsylvanians that federal marshals identified as lifetime slaves in the 1850 free schedule. 

Three weeks after Phillip Hamman enumerated the McEllishes in Franklin County, James A. 

Thompson, an assistant marshal for Adams County, came across a woman named Patience Sibb 

in what is now the borough of York Springs. Like Hamman, Thompson believed that Sibb was 

enslaved and had to decide how to record that information on the free schedule. Unlike Hamman, 

Thompson decided to write “slave” in the column for condition—whether a person was 

physically impaired, mentally ill, or incarcerated—rather than in the column for occupation. He 

noted that Sibb was about eighty-five years old, but did not know where she had been born.797 

Despite the reporting of Hamman and Thompson, the federal government declared there were no 

enslaved people in Pennsylvania when they published the results of the seventh census in 1853. 

Agnes McEllish, Samuel McEllish, and Patience Sibb had been erased.798 

                                                
797 1850 U.S. census, Adams County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Petersburg, dwelling 1277, family 1381, 

line 42, Patience Sibb, p. 188 (hand written). 
798 The Seventh Census of the United States (Washington, DC: Robert Armstrong, 1853), ix. For another instance of 

enslaved people hiding in plain sight in the 1850 census, see Nick Anderson, Laura Lumpkin, Susan Svrugla, “Johns 

Hopkins, benefactor of namesake hospital and university, was an enslaver,” Washington Post, December 9, 2020, 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/johns-hopkins-slavery/2020/12/09/cf0744f6-3a30-11eb-98c4-

25dc9f4987e8_story.html.  
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 Patience Sibb labored alone in Adams County—her husband, Hack, and their children 

having passed away years before. Earlier in the century, she had been enslaved by a man named 

Leonard Hatton, remaining a valuable part of his estate after he died. We know much of this 

because the Gettysburg Compiler published a notice of Patience Sibb’s death in 1858 under the 

headline: “Death of an Old Slave.” In their estimation, Sibb, whom they called “Patience Hack” 

in reference to her late husband, was “perhaps the only slave then alive in Adams County, or 

perhaps the State.” The death notice also asserted that she had been “very kindly taken care of 

and supported” by Thomas and Margaret Stephens in her old age, Margaret being the daughter of 

Leonard Hatton.799 Census records cast some doubt on this assessment, however. In 1840, the 

only enslaved person in the area—a woman over fifty-five—was living with a man named 

Thomas Ross.800 Nor was Patience Sibb living with the Stephens in 1850, but instead with a 

neighbor named Phoebe Pearson. That she was “known more familiarly” by the name ‘Old 

Tacey’ is a reminder that Sibb was visible in her community. Her labor did not only benefit the 

Stephens, but the residents of York Springs more broadly. 

 Patience Sibb was not the only “last slave” in Pennsylvania. Between 1857 and 1864, 

newspapers regularly announced the death of elderly Black Pennsylvanians believed to be the 

last enslaved person in the state. While not all of the people newspapers identified appear to have 

remained lawfully enslaved on the eve of the Civil War, some did; in any case, their former 

enslaved status clearly remained attached to them in freedom. When Judy Williams passed away 

in Pittsburgh on January 19, 1857, news of her death first appeared in the Pittsburg Chronicle 

                                                
799 GC, 27 Dec 1858, p. 2; for an overview of the sources in which Patience Sibb appears, see Bolin, “Slaveholders 

and Slaves of Adams County,” 64-5. 
800 1840 U.S. census, Adams County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Huntington Twp, Thomas Ross, p. 230-1 

(hand written). 
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before circulating from Kentucky to Illinois to Vermont and beyond.801 The following month, an 

antislavery paper in Lisbon, Ohio reprinted the entirety her obituary under the title “Death of 

Probably the Last Pennsylvania Slave.” Although Williams appears to have been emancipated in 

1813, the fact that she had been born in the state and had continued to reside with her former 

enslavers through her death was sufficient cause to label her with that appellation.802 The editors 

of Lancaster’s Daily Evening Express, John H. Pearsol and Jacob M. W. Geist, disagreed with 

the assessment of their colleagues in Pittsburgh. “The Chronicle is mistaken,” they wrote. “There 

is a slave still living in this county, and whose age, we are informed, is not less than that of ‘Judy 

Williams.’” Pearsol and Geist informed their readers that they were composing a sketch of the 

life and times of this man, which they hoped to publish as soon as possible. They concluded their 

notice with a query: “Shall we record his name as the last living monument of a dark era in the 

history of Pennsylvania?”803  

 Abram Kirk died of natural causes the following year in Drumore Township. Like Judy 

Williams, Kirk appears to have been emancipated, although Pearsol and Geist were confused 

about his precise legal status. They refer to him variously as “the last slave,” “that last relic,” and 

“the old slave.” Even more curious is their inclusion of the following detail: “The last slave! That 

solitary figure under the head of ‘Slaves,’ which we find in the census of Lancaster County for 

1850, will disappear from the new census.”804 A rival paper, the Lancaster Intelligencer, made a 

similar claim about Kirk the following week: “In the census of 1850 he was registered as a slave, 

                                                
801 As cited in the Daily Evening Express, Lancaster, PA, 28 Jan 1857, p. 3; Louisville Daily Courier, 10 Feb 1857, 

p. 2; Moline Workman, 18 Feb 1857, p. 2; Vermont Standard, 27 Feb 1857, p. 1. 
802 The obituary claim that she was emancipated in 1813 is borne out by her changing status in federal census 

records. See the Anti-Slavery Bugle, 14 Feb 1857, p. 2; 1810 U.S. census, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, 

population schedule, Plumb Twp, John Brown, p. 3; 1820 U.S. census, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, population 

schedule, Plumb Twp, John Brown, p. 201. 
803 DEE, 28 Jan 1857, p. 3.  
804 DEE, 28 Apr 1858, p. 2.  
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having been born long before the period fixed upon in the emancipation laws of this State.”805 

Yet as we have seen, there was no “slave” column in the 1850 federal census, and Pennsylvania 

did not issue the separate slave schedule. Moreover, federal marshals enumerated Abram Kirk as 

a one-hundred-year-old free Black laborer living in Drumore Township with an eighty-seven-

year-old woman named Jane, presumably his wife.806 Still, the fact remains that literate white  

Pennsylvanians believed that slavery remained legal in their state on the eve of the Civil War.   

 The story of Abram Kirk spread even further than that of Judy Williams. Readers in New 

Orleans, Louisiana; Prairie City, Kansas; Winona, Minnesota; and even in the city of Bradford, 

West Yorkshire, England were all able to read about Abram Kirk’s passing in the spring of 

1858.807 In at least once instance, his death was evoked as part of antislavery political rhetoric. 

Isaac Hazlehurst, a Nativist politician from Philadelphia, gave a speech on May 15, 1858 that 

identified the future of slavery as the “great question” that “buries into oblivion all other 

questions.” To make this point, Hazlehurst observed that the U.S. Congress had invited Kansas 

to ratify its proslavery Lecompton Constitution (“a new sovereign State was brought into this 

Union with slavery forced upon it”) in the same month that Abram Kirk passed away (“the last 

slave in Pennsylvania died”).808 While Hazlehurst was emphasizing the growing gap between 

free states and slave states, the deaths of the state’s elderly Black population could also be put to 

explicitly proslavery ends. A few years later, Charles J. Biddle, a Philadelphia Democrat, gave a 

nakedly racist speech on the floor of the U.S. House of Representatives in which he touted the 

peaceful character of gradual abolition in Pennsylvania:  

                                                
805 LI, 4 May 1858, p. 2.  
806 1850 U.S. census, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Drumore Twp, dwelling 331, family 

331, line 4, Abraham Kurk, p. 133 (printed). 
807 Times-Picayune, 9 May 1858, p. 1; Winona Weekly Republican, 12 May 1858, p. 2; Freemen’s Champion, 20 

May 1858, p. 1; Bradford Observer, 27 May 1858, p. 3.  
808 Emphasis original. Tyrone Star, 18 May 1858, p. 2.   
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This great measure was the product of a universal public sentiment, and was perfectly 

consistent with the general interest; to effect it, no pressure, no compulsion from without 

was directed against our people. Had there been, from what I know of their temper, I 

should judge that slavery would have existed among us to this day. As it was, the last 

slaves died within the recollection of the youngest man upon this floor.809 

 

Biddle was sympathetic to the southern cause, calling Pennsylvania a “border state” and 

opposing the enlistment of Black men into the Union Army. For him, the deaths of Judy 

Williams, Abram Kirk, and Patience Sibb proved that gradual abolition had been an unmitigated 

success in Pennsylvania, eliminating slavery through voluntary state action while preserving the 

peace. He wished to extend to his southern neighbors the same courtesy they had afforded 

Pennsylvania: the freedom to regulate their own internal affairs.  

 As with the initial reporting by the Lancaster Examiner and the invocation by Charles 

Biddle, some “last Pennsylvania slaves” were only ever mentioned anonymously. For example, a 

Chester County newspaper reported in the summer of 1860 that there was a 115-year-old woman 

living in Valley Township who was “a fixture of the place where she resides under the law 

abolishing slavery in the Commonwealth.” The paper claimed that this unnamed woman had 

“been sold as a slave several times within the past twenty years, along with the property on 

which she lives.”810 While this technically would have been legal (so long as she was not 

separated from a living husband by more than ten miles), it is difficult to believe that local 

residents would have tolerated so visible a flaunting of the spirit of gradual abolition at such a 

late date. A likelier story is that an elderly, formerly enslaved Black woman lived in the area. 

While the 1860 federal census did not identify any Black centenarians living in Valley 

                                                
809 Philadelphia Inquirer, 12 Mar 1862, p. 3; the speech was published two weeks later in Lancaster under the 

heading “The Alliance with the Negro.” See LI, 25 Mar 1862, p. 2. 
810 As reported in the LI, 7 Aug 1860, p. 2.  
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Township, it did enumerate a woman named Catherine Miller, said to be 111, living in the 

county almshouse in the nearby town of West Bradford.811  

 On New Year’s Day in 1864, an elderly Black woman named Hannah Kelley arose to 

warm herself by the hearth. For years she had been living with relatives in Cross Creek, located 

in Washington County about five miles from Pennsylvania’s border with the newly admitted free 

state of West Virginia. Kelley, who was around one-hundred years old, decided to throw a log on 

the coals. Or perhaps she fell asleep too close to the crackling flames. However it happened, her 

clothing caught fire. Kelley succumbed to her injuries two weeks later. One newspaper described 

her death, which occurred less than two years before the ratification of the Thirteenth 

Amendment, as the passing of “Another ‘last slave.’”812 In his 1882 history of Washington 

County, Boyd Crumrine relayed information about Hannah Kelley that he had learned from 

someone who knew her when she was alive. Kelley was supposedly born in Africa in the mid-

eighteenth century and trafficked to Virginia when she was three years old. She was brought to 

Pittsburgh by the Elliott family, who may have registered her with the Westmoreland County 

clerk of courts in 1782. The Elliotts eventually sold Kelley to the Gardner family, with whom she 

remained until the mid-nineteenth century when she moved in with her free relatives. According 

to Crumrine, she was “the grandmother of Charles C. Kelly, at this date the Republican candidate 

for the office of jury commissioner for Washington County.”813 Given that Hannah Kelley was 

                                                
811 1860 U.S. census, Chester County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, West Bradford Twp, dwelling 156, family 

156, line 34, Catherine Miller, p. 27 (hand written). 
812 Hannah Kelley’s death was first reported in the Washington County Examiner before circulating throughout the 

country. Most remarkably, her story made its way into a German-language newspaper in Minnesota, where it was 

reported under the headline: “Die letzte sklavin in Pennsylvanien – todt [The last slave in Pennsylvania – dead].” See 

the Pittsburgh Daily Commercial, 12 Feb 1864, p. 3; Lewisburg Chronicle, 16 Feb 1864, p. 2 (“Another ‘last 

slave’”); and the Minnesota Staats-Zeitung, 5 Mar 1864, p. 3.  
813 Boyd Crumrine states that a man named John Elliott brought Hannah from Virginia to Pittsburgh. However, a 

man named Daniel Elliott registered a twelve-year-old girl named Hannah in Westmoreland County in 1782. His 

widow, Elizabeth Elliott, is enumerated with two enslaved people in Allegheny County in 1790. See Boyd 

Crumrine, ed., History of Washington County, Pennsylvania, with Biographical Sketches of Many of Its Pioneers 

and Prominent Men (Philadelphia, PA: L. H. Everts & Co., 1882), 261n3; Daniel Elliott, Westmoreland County 
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enumerated as a lifetime slave as late as 1840 and is not mentioned in the 1853 last will 

Elizabeth Gardner, it is perfectly plausible that Kelley remained in bondage until her tragic death 

in 1864. If she was indeed the last lifetime slave, then chattel slavery as a legal institution in 

Pennsylvania died with her.814 

  The fact that lifetime slavery survived in Pennsylvania until the Civil War demonstrates 

the institution’s compatibility with free state ideology. Lifetime slavery remained palatable in the 

Quaker State not because it had disappeared, but because it was disappearing. Indeed, the fact 

that a handful of elderly Black people remained in bondage as opposed to languishing in a poor 

house was evidence of the benevolence of gradualism. Every “last slave” obituary was an 

opportunity for Pennsylvanians to acknowledge their righteousness and to proclaim moral 

victory in a war that continued to ravage their country. 

* * * 

 Mila Woods was born in 1777. She was enslaved by Francis West, a local judge and the 

first person to file a slave registration with the Cumberland County clerk.815 When Francis 

passed away in 1783, he bequeathed Mila to his granddaughter, a fifteen-year-old girl named 

Mary.816 Mary eventually married a tanner named William Miller, who took legal control of Mila 

from his wife. After Mila gave birth to a son named George in 1797, William registered the child 

as his property.817 George grew up as a statutory term slave during the age of gradual abolition. 

                                                
Lifetime Slave Registry; p. 449; 1790 U.S. census, Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Portion 

Taken from Washington [County], Elizabeth Elliott, p. 75 (hand written).  
814 1840 U.S. census, Washington County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Cross Creek Twp, Samuel Gardner, 

p. 40 (printed); Elizabeth Gardner, Washington County Will Book 7, pp. 319-20. Of course, there were plenty of 

Pennsylvanians whose former unfree status followed them through the Civil War. When Joseph Alexander died in 

Chambersburg in 1889, his obituary referred to him as a “twenty-eighter” and explained that he “had been a slave 

when Pennsylvania was a slave state.” See CWH, 14 May 1889, p. 1. Asylum Peters’ headstone in northern Potter 

County refers to him as a “colored slave brought by Wm. Ayers” despite the fact that he had been a free man for 

sixty years. Photograph in author’s possession.  
815 Francis West, 1780.001, Cumberland County Slave Returns. 
816 Francis West, Cumberland County Will Book D, pp. 193-7. 
817 William Miller, 1798.084, Cumberland County Slave Returns.  
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He likely assisted William with the intimate work of transforming animal hides into leather 

goods, while his mother Mila labored to maintain the Miller family home in Carlisle. One month 

before George Woods’ eighteenth birthday, William Miller died without making a will. It 

appears that Mary Miller decided to sell George to her neighbor, James Gustine, because, two 

years later, James brought George with him to Natchez, Mississippi.818 

 When George Woods was nineteen, he married a woman named Esther who was exactly 

eleven months younger than him. Esther had been registered as a statutory term slave by Lemuel 

Gustine, a Carlisle physician who died when she was seven and bequeathed her to his wife, 

Rebecca.819 In 1817, Lemuel and Rebecca’s son, James, a physician and Dickinson College 

trustee, decided that he wanted to take Esther with him to Natchez, where he and his brothers had 

established their own medical practice after training under their father and taking classes in 

Philadelphia.820 In order to remain with his wife, George decided to go with them. Under the 

1788 supplemental gradual abolition act, James could not take George and Esther out of 

Pennsylvania without first securing their permission and, since they were both minors, the 

permission of their parents. Failure to attend to this before two justices of the peace could result 

in a fine of seventy-five pounds sterling.821 On September 18, 1817, a pair of Cumberland 

County officials interviewed George, Esther, and George’s mother, Mila. They produced a 

removal document declaring that the young couple were “lawfully married,” that Esther had “no 

parrant Living,” and that she had been “from her Birth the Family Servant” of the Gustines. The 

document further explained that the “said servants are unwilling To leave the Family of their said 

                                                
818 James Gustine Deed of Removal, Box 11A-B, Folder 4B, HSP miscellaneous collection (Collection 424), HSP. 
819 Lemuel Gustine, Cumberland County Slave Register, image 117; Lemuel Gustine, Cumberland County Will 

Book G, pp. 127-8. 
820 CG, 1 Nov 1805, p. 3; CG, 14 Mar 1806, p. 4; CG, 26 Jun 1817, p. 4. 
821 “An Act to Explain and Amend an Act Entitled ‘An Act for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery’” in PA Statutes at 

Large, 13:52-3.  
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Master or to be separated from Each other.” While this may well have been true, it seems less 

important than the fact that James offered to manumit the couple on George’s twenty-seventh 

birthday if they accompanied him to Mississippi, which was earlier than he was required to by 

Pennsylvania law. The group made it to Natchez by Christmastime and the Woods family made 

sure that a copy of their manumission agreement was filed with the local notary public by the 

following spring.822  

 As is too often the case in the history of slavery, it is here that we must proceed with 

educated guesswork. Mississippi conducted its first state census a few months after the Gustine 

and Woods families arrived. The census taker enumerated three enslaved people living with 

James Gustine: Esther, George, and an unknown other.823 Since the state official distinguished 

between free Black people and enslaved people who lived in white households, it seems that the 

Woods family’s term-enslaved status and future freedom did not translate cleanly into 

Mississippi society. While it is possible that James purchased a third unfree Black person once 

he got to Natchez, there is another possibility. The day after Esther and George spoke with the 

Cumberland County justices of the peace in Carlisle, an unnamed, unfree woman belonging to 

James Gustine gave birth to a daughter. James registered the child with the county clerk a few 

days later, identifying her as a “female Mulatto Child Named Mary.”824 It seems likely that Mary 

was the daughter of Esther and George. While Lemuel Gustine registered or purchased several 

women as his property, Esther is the only person who appears in either his last will or his estate 

                                                
822 Natchez Gazette, 10 Jan 1818, p. 4; James Gustine Deed of Removal, Box 11A-B, Folder 4B, HSP miscellaneous 

collection (Collection 424), HSP. On the importance of this kind of Black legal knowledge, see Scott and Hébrard, 

Freedom Papers.  
823 1818 Mississippi census, Adams County, unnamed township, population schedule, James Gustin, digital image, 

ancestry.com. 
824 Dr. James Gustine, 1817.284, Cumberland County Slave Returns.  
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inventory.825 Then there is the fact that James Gustine was not taxed for any enslaved people in 

1811, but Lemuel Gustine’s estate was assessed for one “negro girl free at 28 years.”826 Finally, 

there is the 1817 deed of removal highlighting that Esther was the only unfree woman that James 

was taking to Natchez, that her mother was dead, and that she was newly married to George.827 

One can imagine a scenario in which Esther and George agreed to leave Carlisle with James only 

after their child was born, thus ensuring that Mary was born into hereditary term slavery in 

Pennsylvania rather than lifetime slavery in the South. If Dr. Gustine had negotiated an 

arrangement with the Woods, it would explain why the removal document did not mention 

Esther’s pregnancy; she had already given her permission. 

 James Gustine contracted yellow fever six months after arriving in Natchez. The illness 

killed him before he had a chance to compose his last will and testament. Before he died, 

however, he made it known that he wished for his brother-in-law, Stephen Duncan—a fellow 

physician, Dickinson College alumnus, and Carlisle transplant—to administer his estate.828 

Duncan immediately began making regular payments to his sister, the widow Mary Gustine. He 

provided for her children, making sure that his nine-year-old nephew, Lemuel, was able to attend 

a local school. He also covered some of the costs of the Woods family. In the summer of 1819, 

Duncan paid a $3.75 street tax “for negro George,” which transaction appears in his daybook 

nestled between two payments for his nephew’s schooling.829 The Gustines did not remain in 

                                                
825 Lemuel Gustine, 1789.050, 1792.019, 1794.051, 1805.176, Cumberland County Slave Returns; Lemuel Gustine, 

Cumberland County Slave Register, images 114 and 117; Lemuel Gustine, Cumberland County Will Book G, pp. 

127-8; Lemuel Gustine estate inventory, microfilm, box 19, reel 17, images 481-503, CCHS. 
826 1811 Tax Rates Book, Lemuel Gustine Estate, RG11, CCA, image 31. 
827 James Gustine Deed of Removal, Box 11A-B, Folder 4B, HSP miscellaneous collection (Collection 424), HSP. 
828 Letters of Administration, volume 1, Adams County Courthouse, Natchez, MS, pp. 455-6, digital image, 

ancestry.com.  
829 Estate of Dr. James Gustine, Daybook (1817-1822, 1826), Box 1, Stephen Duncan Correspondence, Mss. 1431, 

1551, 1595, 1793, LLMVC; James Gustine Probate Packets, Box 133, Adams County Chancery Court, Natchez, 

MS, image 1290, digital image, ancestry.com. 
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Mississippi for long, however. In the spring of 1820, “Mrs Gustine & family” traveled from 

Natchez to New Orleans where they boarded a Philadelphia-bound steamship, Feliciana. After 

arriving back in Pennsylvania, they moved in with Mary and Stephen’s mother—Cumberland 

County’s “gentlewoman” enslaver, Sarah Postlethwaite—who had arrived in the city from 

Carlisle a few years prior. The Woods family, who remained bound to the Gustines for the time 

being, also relocated to Philadelphia. When Mary settled her account with her brother at the end 

of the decade, she reported having spent nearly $500 on “George & Hester [Esther] & family 

including their outfit – when free.”830 That freedom finally came in 1824. 

 The Woods family made it out of Mississippi with their liberty intact. In 1830, federal 

marshals identified a free Black family living in Philadelphia’s Cedar Ward headed by a young 

man named George Woods.831 The family remained in the same neighborhood ten years later, 

although they appear to have dropped the “s” from their surname.832 By 1850, the Wood family 

had moved to an adjacent ward. George, now fifty years old, was working as a waiter. He had 

never learned to read. His wife, Esther, was one year younger, and enumerated without an 

occupation. Their eldest daughter was named Mary, which was the name of the child that James 

Gustine registered in Carlisle in 1817 one day after filing the Wood family’s removal paperwork 

with the county clerk. George, Esther, and Mary were identified as having been born in 

Pennsylvania. The remaining five children—George Jr., Charles, Isabella, Lemuel, and 

                                                
830 Estate of Dr. James Gustine, Stephen Duncan Correspondence, LLMVC; James Gustine Probate Packets, Box 

133, Adams County Chancery Court, Natchez, MS, image 1321, digital image, ancestry.com. Carlisle lawyer James 

Hamilton Jr. confirmed the broad outlines of this journey in his 1863 memoir, writing: “the family of the Gustines 

moved afterwards to Mississippi and I have met with some of the family since in Phila.” See James Hamilton, Jr., 

“Recollections of Men and Things in Pennsylvania,” vol. 2, MG34, James Hamilton Papers, box 35, folder 2, 

CCHS.  
831 1830 U.S. census, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Philadelphia, Cedar Ward, George 

Woods, p. 17a (hand written).  
832 The ages of the eldest man and woman, George and Esther, are consistent with this being the same family. See 

1840 U.S. census, Philadelphia County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Philadelphia, Cedar Ward, George 

Wood, p. 250 (printed).  
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Francis—were all identified specifically as having been born in Philadelphia. George Jr. was 

twenty-five years old, meaning he was born the year after his parents received their freedom.833 

It seems that George and Esther Wood did not risk having a child in Mississippi.   

 Slavery under gradual abolition lasted longer for some than it did for others. For Agnes 

and Samuel McEllish, who were born in the 1770s, it lasted a lifetime. For Esther and George 

Wood, born after 1780, it lasted for slightly less time than the law permitted. In both cases, 

enslavers made choices about how to respond to the new regulations the Pennsylvania legislature 

enacted. The Campbells remained in Franklin County and lived comfortably as slavery waned. 

The Gustines relocated to Adams County, Mississippi, investing in slavery’s expansion before 

returning north. Few people would have mistaken Carlisle for Natchez. Yet no matter how 

vociferously Pennsylvanians fashioned themselves in opposition to Mississippi with regard to 

their state slavery politics, the fact remains that Pennsylvania state law was more concerned with 

eradicating slavery’s future than it was with liberating enslaved people.  

 Gradualism succeeded in removing slavery from Pennsylvania one person at a time. The 

institution endured long enough that its extinction became a trope in the press. “Almost every 

week, we see notices of the death of the ‘last slave in the State,’” remarked the editor of a central 

Pennsylvania newspaper in 1859. “Yet there may be many of this class scattered over our 

counties—hid in some corner, yet living, and cared for.”834 The end of slavery in Pennsylvania 

could not be dated with certainty; and so it went blithely remarked upon, death by death, until 

one day the notices stopped appearing.  

 

                                                
833 The Mary identified here is five years younger than the Mary registered in 1817. While it is possible that this is a 

different person, it is also possible that the Woods provided an incorrect age. See 1850 U.S. census, Philadelphia 

County, Pennsylvania, population schedule, Philadelphia, Locust Ward, dwelling 599, family 599, line 8, George 

Wood, p. 133 (printed).  
834 Union County Star & Lewisburg Chronicle, 11 Nov 1859, p. 1.  
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CONCLUSION 

 
“We have to do with the past only as we can make it 

useful to the present and to the future.”835  

 

~Frederick Douglass 

Rochester, New York, July 5, 1852 

 

 This dissertation has argued that gradual abolition created a new kind of slavery in early 

national Pennsylvania. Through a combination of design, deceit, and willful ignorance, 

Pennsylvania officials replaced lifetime slavery with forms of term slavery that lasted for 

decades. The logic of Black birthright servitude was not entirely novel, having important 

antecedents in the colonial period, but its relationship to slavery had evolved. The 1726 Black 

codes established two classes of birthright term slavery: one for Black children that lasted until 

their early twenties and another for “mulatto” children that lasted until the age of thirty-one. 

These statuses attempted to solve the related problems of how to police free Black families as 

well as punish white women who chose to have sex with Black men. Both created unfreedom for 

Black Pennsylvanians where freedom had previously existed, a reminder that progress does not 

sustain itself, but rather—like all fragile things—requires thoughtful attention. State gradual 

abolition legislation, by contrast, reasserted that unfreedom was heritable. It also gave enslavers 

a mechanism for asserting this claim that was accepted as legitimate throughout the state. Since 

statutory term slavery was the law of the land, hereditary term slavery had the patina of legality. 

Its very existence is proof that good intentions cannot vanquish systemic problems. 

 Acceptance of gradual abolition among white Pennsylvanians was widespread. The state 

assembly repeatedly defeated proposals to alter the existing legislation or to adopt plans for total 

abolition. Although gradual abolition would seem to relegate slavery to the past, white 

                                                
835 Frederick Douglass, “The Meaning of July Fourth to the Negro” in Frederick Douglass: Selected Speeches and 

Writings, ed. Philip S. Foner, abridged and adapted by Yuval Taylor (Chicago, IL: Lawrence Hill Books, 1999), 

193.  
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Pennsylvanians discovered that its continued existence, however regulated, made their modern 

world possible. As the residents of Carlisle worked to establish a new college, they relied on the 

agricultural and domestic labor of enslaved people to achieve their vision. Iron masters 

proceeded to register children as their property, ensuring that industrial slavery would survive in 

Pennsylvania into the nineteenth century. So long as there was bondage of any kind, enslavers 

could destabilize Black families in order to provide for the security of the next generation of elite 

white Pennsylvanians. Through sexual coercion and legal conniving, enslavers transformed 

statutory term slavery into hereditary term slavery and delayed the arrival of Black freedom. 

They could delay it even further by moving out of Pennsylvania and establishing themselves as 

new members of the Southern Plantocracy. While limiting their options in some important 

respects, gradual abolition also created new opportunities for Pennsylvania enslavers and their 

families.  

 Black Pennsylvanians refused to capitulate to this particular vision of the future. Free 

Black Philadelphians petitioned the state assembly to abolish slavery completely, even if they 

would have to compensate enslavers out of their own pockets. Unfree men and women sought 

refuge from Dickinson College subscribers who would use their labor to support an institution 

that neither they nor their children could hope to attend. They caused trouble. They checked on 

their registration statuses, sued in court when they believed they had a freedom claim, and forged 

freedom papers when they did not. Black Pennsylvanians established community enclaves 

against the wishes of their white neighbors, securing some measure of autonomy in the process. 

They did not accept term slavery as a precondition for freedom. In 1809, Thomas Morgan sought 

refuge for the third time. It did not matter that he was only a few months away from turning 

twenty-eight, or that his Lancaster County enslaver had placed “an iron collar with two prongs 
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around his neck” after the last time he absconded. He was going to continue fighting for his 

freedom.836 Nelly sued for hers in the Cumberland County Court of Pleas in 1821 when she was 

twenty-five years old. If she could prove that her mother had been improperly registered, then 

not only would she be free, so would her five-year-old daughter, Rachel. The case was appealed 

to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, which did not render a verdict for two years. They decided 

that Nelly, who was now twenty-seven, was legally a hereditary term slave and would have to 

finish the final year of her sentence. Had the court not abolished hereditary term slavery in 1826, 

Rachel would have had to serve until 1844. That is, unless she sought refuge or became 

pregnant, in which case her enslaver could always petition the courts to extend her term.  

 Sarah Duncan’s registration of Nelly in 1796 is the earliest verifiable case of an enslaver 

claiming a child as a hereditary term slave during the age of gradual abolition. For three decades, 

then, Pennsylvania officials did not manage to halt this practice. Some did not believe that it 

should be halted. There was no mitigating legislation, even though Samuel Breck brought the 

problem to the attention of the state senate in 1821. The state supreme court did not rule against 

it in 1824 when they first acknowledged the issue in writing. Labeling hereditary term slavery an 

“abuse” misrepresents its centrality to gradual abolition. The 1780 act had handed future 

generations a knot to unravel. It declared that the children of Black women who were registered 

as lifetime slaves would be considered “freemen and freewomen” under the law. Yet it also 

declared that all children who would have been born into lifetime slavery in case the 1780 act 

“had not been made” could be held in bondage for twenty-eight years. It was up to white 

Pennsylvanians to decide how to resolve this contradiction. The 1788 supplemental act did not 

clarify the problem, since it required enslavers to register any child who was “liable to serve until 

                                                
836 LJ, 9 Aug 1805, p. 3; LJ, 29 Apr 1808, p. 1; LJ, 1 Aug 1809, p. 2.  
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the age of twenty-eight years” under the terms of the original statute. Ironically, this second act, 

which the state assembly had passed in an attempt to limit fraud and abuse, provided enslavers 

with a convenient mechanism for masking hereditary term slavery. They would just register the 

children of statutory term slaves in the same books they had registered their parents, thereby 

bringing little attention to the fact that this was a distinct form of bondage. Although it ended 

certain abusive practices, the 1788 act helped make Black birthright term slavery the law of the 

land.  

 The decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court to deny restitution to Sampson Johnston 

in 1831 demonstrates just how much latitude gradual abolition afforded to enslavers. By 

preventing the victims of hereditary term slavery from collecting damages, the court essentially 

sanctioned the institution. It found that no law had been violated. White Pennsylvanians faced no 

civil liability for having registered Black children as hereditary term slaves, making the 

institution part and parcel of Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition program until the summer of 1826.  

 State officials continued to repress Black Pennsylvanians throughout the 1830s. After 

ensuring that former hereditary term slaves could not siphon off capital from the enslaver class, 

white Pennsylvanians and their representatives identified Black men’s previous condition of 

servitude as reason to disenfranchise them. In October 1835, a middle-aged, landowning, 

taxpaying resident of Luzerne County named William Fogg tried to cast his vote for governor 

but was turned away at the polls by an election inspector named Hiram Hobbs.837 Fogg, a light-

skinned Black man who otherwise met the requirements for the franchise, sued for damages in 

county court and, like Sampson Johnston before him, actually won his case. Judge David Scott 

wrote in his decision that there was “no expression” in either the federal or state constitution that 

                                                
837 For background on William Fogg and the history surrounding this case, see Remsen, Embattled Freedom, ch. 2. 

For its implications, see Gosse, The First Reconstruction, ch. 3.  
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could “legally be construed” to prevent men like Fogg from voting. Scott cited the 1780 act for 

the gradual abolition of slavery as evidence supporting his claim. “The preamble,” he wrote, 

“breathes a spirit of piety and patriotism, and fully indicates an intention in the legislature to 

make the man of color a freeman.”838 There is no denying that the 1780 act asserted that Black 

people who were not enslaved were to be considered “freemen and freewomen.” The question 

was whether the legislature meant “freeman” in the constitutional sense or merely as the negation 

of “slave.”   

 Hiram Hobbs and other Luzerne County officials appealed Scott’s decision to the state 

supreme court. The justices heard the case in July 1837, but delayed announcing their decision. 

Pennsylvania was in the midst of a constitutional convention and Black voting was under siege. 

Just the previous month, delegates had fiercely debated inserting the word “white” into the 

suffrage clause, ultimately defeating the motion, 61-49. It was a modest margin. Pennsylvania’s 

chief justice, John Bannister Gibson, who was tasked with writing the court’s opinion in the 

Hobbes case, did not want to be seen as interfering with the direction of the constitutional 

convention. So he delayed. That October, Black electors in Bucks County voted in sufficient 

numbers to deliver narrow victories to several Whig candidates for county office. Pennsylvania 

Democrats revolted. This time, rather than a Black man suing for his right to vote, white 

partisans sued for their right to disenfranchise Black voters. Just as William Fogg had found a 

sympathetic ear in Judge David Scott, the Bucks County Democrats found an ally in Judge John 

Fox.839 

 In late December 1837, Judge Fox ruled that Black Pennsylvanians had no rights that 

their white neighbors were bound to respect. He reached the exact opposite conclusion of Judge 

                                                
838 Emphasis original. Hobbes et al. v. Fogg 6 Pa 554 (1837).  
839 Gosse, The First Reconstruction, ch. 3.  
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Scott, asserting that Black people were not citizens under the Pennsylvania constitution. Like 

Scott, Fox incorporated the 1780 gradual abolition act into his argument. In his view, the 

legislature could not create rights that the constitution did not recognize: “The act, so far as it 

went to abolish slavery, could have no greater effect than the manumission by the authority of 

their masters could have had. Either would make them free negroes, but neither could make them 

freemen, in the sense in which that term was used by the constitution of 1776.” It did not matter 

to Fox that the suffrage clause of the 1790 constitution was also race neutral. Even though 

gradual abolition had been in effect for a decade at that point, in his view Pennsylvania remained 

a “slave-holding state, inasmuch as all who were slaves for life in 1780 continued to be so; and 

all children, born of slave parents were slaves till the age of 28.” Judge Fox’s decision to 

disenfranchise Black men and overturn the results of the 1837 Bucks County election turned in 

part on the fact that Pennsylvania’s gradual abolition law had not abolished slavery—that 

statutory term slaves were like lifetime slaves. “Certainly then there was no equality at their 

condition with the whites,” he concluded, “who made them bond or free at their own 

pleasure.”840 

 Less than one month after Judge Fox announced his decision, state constitutional 

convention delegates reversed their position on Black voting. In January 1838, they decided 77-

45 in favor of adding the word “white” to the Pennsylvania constitution’s suffrage clause. A few 

weeks later, Chief Justice Gibson announced that the state supreme court had reversed Judge 

Scott’s decision in the Hobbes case. The court ruled that Black people were not citizens and that 

                                                
840 In 1790, the “abolition of slavery within her own borders was still an almost solitary and not long tried 

experiment.” See Opinion of the Hon. John Fox: President Judge of the Judicial District Composed of the Counties 

of Bucks and Montgomery, Against the Exercise of Negro Suffrage in Pennsylvania: Also, the Vote of the Members 

of the Pennsylvania Convention on the Motion of Mr. Martin to Insert the Word "White" as One of the Proposed 

Amendments to the Constitution (Harrisburg, PA: Packer, Barrett and Parke, 1838), 8-9, 13 (quotation on p. 13).  
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Black men, therefore, could not vote in the state. Gibson praised Fox’s reasoning and alluded to 

the proposed constitutional amendment in his decision, revealing that he did not write his 

opinion until after other jurists had effectively resolved the constitutional question for him. He 

also joined Scott and Fox in parsing the 1780 gradual abolition act. Gibson wrote that the 1726 

Black codes had remained in effect until they were “repealed by the Emancipating Act of 1780,” 

an interesting gloss on the law’s title suggesting he agreed with Fox’s argument that the act only 

carried the power of manumission. “[It] is irrational to believe,” Gibson declared, “that the 

progress of liberal sentiments was so rapid, in the next ten years, as to produce a determination in 

the convention of 1790, to raise this depressed race to the level of the white one.” Gradual 

abolition could not obliterate the “unconquerable prejudice of caste.” That Pennsylvania had 

compromised on Black liberty in 1780 became justification to deny Black civil liberties sixty 

years later.841 

 This decision had national implications. In a statement he prepared defending his 

decision in Dred Scott, Roger Taney reflected that John Gibson had decided Hobbes v. Fogg 

based on “precisely the same principles” that Taney advanced in 1857. The only difference was 

that Gibson reached the conclusion “twenty years ago.”842 As the Chief Justice of the United 

States busied himself thinking of more reasons why Black people were not citizens, 

advertisements for the death of the “last slave in Pennsylvania” continued to spread throughout 

American newspapers. The survival of women like Hannah Kelley only helped to illustrate 

Taney’s point.  

                                                
841 Hobbes et al. v. Fogg 6 Pa 558-9 (1837). 
842 Roger Taney, “Supplement to the Dred Scott Opinion” (1858) in Samuel Tyler, Memoir of Roger Brookes Taney, 

LL. D., Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States (Baltimore, MD: John Murphy & Co., 1872), 602. 

On the similarities between Gibson’s and Taney’s reasoning, see Springer, “The Unconquerable Prejudice of Caste,” 

47-50; and Malone, “Rethinking the End of Black Voting Rights in Antebellum Pennsylvania,” 466-71. 
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 All of this was the legacy of gradual abolition in Pennsylvania. The proliferation of 

hereditary term slavery. The denial of restitution. The justification of disenfranchisement. The 

survival of lifetime slavery up until the Civil War. Gradual abolition’s limitations created new 

obstacles for Black people to overcome in their struggle for freedom in the antebellum north. Of 

course, it mattered tremendously that Pennsylvania curtailed rather than furthered its investment 

in human bondage. However, for Nelly, Sampson Johnston, William Fogg, and Hannah Kelley, 

gradual abolition failed to bring full freedom.843   

* * * 

 On January 24, 2017, a bipartisan group of eleven Pennsylvania state senators introduced 

a resolution “honoring the contributions that African Americans have made in building our 

nation, acknowledging the wrongs of slavery and expressing Pennsylvania’s profound regret for 

its role in slavery.”844 The four-page document, which was timed to coincide with Black History 

Month, offered eighteen reasons why such a resolution was necessary. Most of these focused on 

slavery’s brutality, the perseverance of Black communities, and how confronting the past would 

help promote “racial healing and reconciliation.” These were general pronunciations, wary of 

explaining what, exactly, Pennsylvania’s “role in slavery” had been. For example, the resolution 

spoke of the “millions of Africans” whom slavers trafficked across the Atlantic, not the 2,334 

enslaved people who disembarked in Philadelphia in the eighteenth century.845 Indeed, only one 

of the reasons even acknowledged that slavery had existed in Pennsylvania: 

                                                
843 On the Black freedom struggle in the antebellum north, see Horton and Horton, In Hope of Liberty; Archer, Jim 

Crow North; Gosse, The First Reconstruction; and Masur, Until Justice Be Done. 
844 Pa. S. Res. 7 (2017), 

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/billinfo.cfm?syear=2017&sind=0&body=S&type=R&bn=0007. 
845 According to the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade Database, 987 enslaved Africans disembarked in Pennsylvania. 

According to the Inter-American Slave Trade Database, 1,347 enslaved people of African-descent disembarked in 

Pennsylvania. See slavevoyages.org.  
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WHEREAS, Colonial Pennsylvania was a slave-owning society with an estimated 

population of 11,000 slaves in 1754 and the lives of free blacks in the colony were 

controlled by law 

 

This rationale confined slavery’s history in Pennsylvania to the colonial period. The eleven state 

senators distanced the contemporary, independent commonwealth of Pennsylvania from the sins 

of its British forbear.846 At the very least, they made it clear that neither they nor their 

constituents were liable for these sins, concluding the resolution with a statement that the 

proposal was “not to be used in, or be the basis of, any type of litigation.” Not that it mattered. 

The resolution died in committee.847  

 A year later, a bipartisan group of twenty-two Pennsylvania state representatives 

introduced a resolution to formally recognize the five-hundredth anniversary of the trans-Atlantic 

slave trade.848 The lead sponsor was a Philadelphia representative named Christopher Rabb. 

Unlike with the stalled senate resolution from 2017, Rabb’s resolution acknowledged slavery’s 

persistence in Pennsylvania after the Revolution. It declared that individuals, industries, and even 

the state itself “significantly benefited directly and indirectly from enslaved labor for decades” 

after the passage of the 1780 gradual abolition act. Introduced as a “noncontroversial resolution,” 

it was adopted the same day. 

                                                
846 Edward Baptist has written about the political stakes of removing slavery from the narrative of American 

progress. “If slavery was outside of US history,” he contends, “then slavery was not implicated in US growth, 

success, power, and wealth. Therefore none of the massive quantities of wealth and treasure piled by that economic 

growth is owed to African Americans.” Baptist concludes: “Surely, if the worst thing about slavery is that it denied 

African Americans the liberal rights of the citizen, one must merely offer them the title of citizen—even elect one of 

them president—to make amends. Then the issue will be put to rest forever.” A similar phenomenon is at work in 

this proposed Pennsylvania Senate resolution. See The Half Has Never Been Told, xix.   
847 While this resolution stalled, a House resolution introduced six months later marking June 19, 2017 as 

“Juneteenth Independence Day” in Pennsylvania was adopted unanimously. See Pa. H. Res. 375 (2017), 

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/bill_history.cfm?syear=2017&sind=0&body=H&type=R&bn=375. A 

2018 attempt to make Juneteenth a permanent state holiday was defeated in the Pennsylvania Senate. See Pa. H. B. 

2488 (2018), 

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/billinfo.cfm?syear=2017&sind=0&body=H&type=B&bn=2488.  
848 Pa. H. Res. 1082 (2018), 

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/BillInfo.cfm?syear=2017&sind=0&body=H&type=R&bn=1082.  
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 The following summer, amidst ongoing national conversations about the four-hundredth 

anniversary of the arrival of “20. and odd Negroes” in what is now Virginia, Rabb announced his 

intention to introduce a reparations bill in the Pennsylvania House of Representatives. The bill 

would offer an apology for Pennsylvania’s participation in chattel slavery, formally recognize its 

many discriminatory legacies, and create a committee to study how to deliver “significant 

financial redress” to Black Pennsylvanians.849 As of March 2021, Representative Rabb and his 

research team were still designing the bill.850 

 Sampson Johnston and his legal counsel spent four years trying to secure compensation 

for twenty-six years of hereditary term slavery. In the end, there was no justice for Sampson 

Johnston. Yet this does not mean that justice is unattainable. The government of the 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is going to have the opportunity to reconsider what it owes to 

the descendants of the Black people whose freedom was continually delayed by its policies. 

After nearly 250 years, one hopes that it delays no further. 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
849 Rep. Christopher M. Rabb, “Rabb introduces state-based slavery reparations bill on 400th anniversary of 

enslaved Africans arriving to North America,” PA House Democrats, August 30, 2019, 

https://www.pahouse.com/Rabb/InTheNews/NewsRelease/?id=110151. 
850 Chris Rabb, “Enduring racial inequity in Pa. requires systemic solutions, including reparations: Rep. Chris 

Rabb,” Erie Times-News, March 2, 2021, https://www.goerie.com/story/opinion/columns/2021/03/02/pennsylvania-

state-rep-calls-reparations-slavery/6819149002.  
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APPENDIX A 

SLAVERY CASES IN THE PENNSYLVANIA SUPREME COURT 

 

Table A1. Slavery Cases in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
 

Year Name 
County of 

Origin 

Origin of 

Black 

Party 

Report 

Citation 

1786 Pirate, alias Belt v. Darby Philadelphia MD 1 D 166-9 

1789 Respublica v. Negro Betsey, et al Chester  PA 1 D 469-79 

1790 Cowperthwaite v. Jones, et al Philadelphia Unclear 2 D 55-8 

1793 Respublica v. Catharine Keppele Philadelphia PA 1 Y 233-7 

1794 Commonwealth v. Chambre Philadelphia 
Saint-

Domingue 
4 D 143-4 

1795 Respublica v. Richards Philadelphia VA 2 D 224-8 

1794 
Respublica v. The Gaoler of Philadelphia 

County 
Philadelphia PA 1 Y 368-9 

1797 Respublica v. Aberilla Blackmore Westmoreland  MD 2 Y 234-40 

1799 
Philip, a negro and Eve, his wife v. Abraham 

Kirkpatrick 
Allegheny  Not PA 2 Y 444-5 

1799 John a negro man v. Benoni Dawson Westmoreland  MD 2 Y 449 

1801 Negro Peter v. William Steel Lancaster  Not PA 3 Y 250-6 

1801 Joseph Cook v. John Neaff Franklin PA 3 Y 259-60 

1801 Respublica v. William Findlay, esq Franklin  PA 3 Y 261 

1802 Negro Flora v. Joseph Graisberry Philadelphia PA Not reported 

1803 James Campbell v. Herbert Wallace Washington  PA 3 Y 572-5 

1804 George Stiles v. Daniel Richardson Northampton  MD 4 Y 82-3 

1804 

Robert Jones v. Charles Conway and Priscilla 

his wife, Thomas Gaddes and Thomas 

Bowell, executors of Jonathan Rees 

Fayette  VA 4 Y 109-11 

1804 Elson, a negro v. William M'Colloch Fayette  PA 4 Y 115 

1805 Respublica v. Lambert Smith Philadelphia 
Saint-

Domingue 
4 Y 204-5 

1810 

Overseers of the Poor or Forks Township in 

Northampton County v. Overseers of the 

Poor of Catawessa Township in 

Northumberland County 

Northumberla

nd  
PA 3 B 22-5 

1810 Jack v. Eales Westmoreland  PA 3 B 100-1 
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Table A1 (Cont.) 

Year Name 
County of 

Origin 

Origin of 

Black 

Party 

Report 

Citation 

1811 Commonwealth v. Blaine Cumberland  PA 4 B 185-8 

1813 McDowell v. Burd Franklin  PA 6 B 198 

1814 
Commonwealth ex relat. Susan Stephens v. 

Clements 
Philadelphia MD 6 B 206-12 

1814 
Commonwealth ex relat. negro Lewis v. 

Holloway 
Philadelphia SC 6 B 213-21 

1814 
Commonwealth ex. relatione Jesse, a black 

man v. Isaac Craig 
Allegheny  PA 1 S&R 22-3 

1814 Wood v. Negro Stephen 
Adams 

County 
MD 1 S&R 175-6 

1815 Marchand v. Negro Peggy Westmoreland  PA 2 S&R 17-8 

1816 Commonwealth v. Holloway Philadelphia PA 2 S&R 305-9 

1817 
Commonwealth ex rel. Johnson, a Negro v. 

Holloway 
Philadelphia MD 3 S&R 3-5 

1817 Commonwealth ex rel Crispin v. Jones Philadelphia PA 3 S&R 157-65 

1817 Wilson v. Belinda 
Adams 

County 
PA 

3 S&R 396-

401 

1818 Commonwealth v. Hambright Lancaster  NJ 4 S&R 217-21 

1818 Commonwealth v. Greason Cumberland  PA 4 S&R 425-6 

1819 
Wright, otherwise called Hall v. Deacon, 

Keeper of the Prison 
Philadelphia MD 5 S&R 62-3 

1819 Commonwealth ex rel Bell v. Greason Cumberland  PA 5 S&R 333-4 

1820 

Overseers of the Poor of Ferguson Township, 

in the County of Centre v. Overseers of the 

Poor of Buffaloe Township, in the County of 

Union 

Union  PA 6 S&R 103-5 

1821 Alexander v. Stokely Westmoreland  PA 
7 S&R 299-

302 

1821 Butler and others v. Delaplaine Adams  MD 7 S&R 378-86 

1823 Stiles v. Nelly, a Mulatto Cumberland  PA 
10 S&R 365-

71 

1824 Commonwealth v. Barker Allegheny  PA 11 S&R 360-1 

1825 
Commonwealth ex relatione Annette, a 

mulatto Girl v. John Irvine 
Washington  PA Unreported 
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Table A1 (Cont.) 

Year Name 
County of 

Origin 

Origin of 

Black 

Party 

Report 

Citation 

1826 Miller v. Dwilling Washington  PA 14 S&R 441-5 

1826 Scott v. Waugh Adams  PA 15 S&R 17-20 

1826 
Commonwealth, at the instance of Pompey 

Cribs v. Vance, Jailer 
Franklin  PA 15 S&R 35-9 

1828 Jacob v. Pierce, Executor of Jacob Cumberland  PA 2 R 203-6 

1829 James M. Russell, Esquire v. Commonwealth Bedford  MD 1 RP&W 82-3 

1829 
John Cobean, plaintiff in error v. Thomas 

Thompson 
Adams  PA 1 RP&W 93 

1829 

Robert King and Wife, appellants v. Samuel 

Morrison, administrator of James Morrison, 

deceased, appellee 

Lancaster  PA 
1 RP&W 188-

97 

1831 Hamilton v. Commonwealth Westmoreland  PA 3 RP&W 142-9 

1831 Urie v. Johnston Cumberland  PA 
3 RP&W 212-

24 

1831 Commonwealth ex. rel. Taylor v. Hasson Cumberland  MD 3 RP&W 237-8 

1832 Commonwealth ex rel. Hall v. Cook Allegheny  DC 1 W 155-7 

1832 Commonwealth ex rel. Hall v. Robison Allegheny  DC 1 W 158-60 

1834 Overseers v. Baker's Executors Cumberland  PA 2 W 280-2 

1848 Overseers v. Kline Allegheny  PA 
9 Pa. St. Rep. 

217-19) 

1849 
Thomas Ferris v. Samuel Henderson and 

Wife, and Others 
Allegheny  PA 

12 Pa. St. Reps 

49-55 
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APPENDIX B 

A JUST AND TRUE RETURN: A DATASET OF PENNSYLVANIA’S  

SURVIVING COUNTY SLAVE REGISTRIES 

 

 
 

Figure A1. Screenshot of the First Page of the Dataset 

 

For the complete dataset, see Cory James Young, “A Just and True Return: A Dataset of 

Pennsylvania’s Surviving County Slave Registries,” Magazine of Early American Datasets 46 

(July 22, 2021), https://repository.upenn.edu/mead/46.  
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